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ABSTRACT
Historically, the twentieth century has been a period of
intense compositional activity for mixed chamber winds. During the
past twenty-five years, chamber groups for mixed winds have become
increasingly important as a performance medium in American univer
sities.
More than three hundred composers have written over eight
hundred works for mixed chamber winds. The compositional styles of
these works vary from the traditional to the most contemporary.
The combination of instruments treated in this dissertation is
from six through twenty-three mixed winds. The addition of non-wind
instruments, such as percussion, keyboard, and strings, provides vari
ants of chamber wind instrumentation.
Chapter 1 deals with the purposes and limitations of this study
and the definition and development of the mixed-wind chamber music.
Chapter 2 is an historical survey of the wind ensemble movement in Amer
ican universities. It includes the use of the music for mixed chamber
winds in college curriculums before 1952 and, in that same year, the
formation of the Eastman Wind Ensemble, a seminal group. Also discussed
are other performance vehicles influential in the university wind ensem
ble movement: The American Wind Symphony Orchestra, with its extracted
chamber winds, and the Netherlands Wind Ensemble. Other factors which

xviii

xix

foster the movement are the establishment of the Wind Ensemble National
Conference and the National Center for Symphonic Wind Ensemble; the
efforts of existing wind music societies, the recording industry, and
publishing companies; and the programming policy, set in 1975, of the
College Band Directors National Association. Chapter 3 includes dis
cussions of seventy representative scores recommended for performance
by university-level concert mixed-wind chamber groups. Appendix A is
an explanation of a chamber wind and wind ensemble questionnaire used
to document certain aspects of repertoire, organizational patterns, and
trends. Appendix B is a list of concert works, including composers'
names, titles of compositions, instrumentations, and publishers. These
861 compositions comprise the main body of literature for mixed chamber
wi nds.
The list is divided into three broad categories, containing
thirty-five classifications for small, medium, and large groups of
instruments. The seventy representative works discussed in Chapter 3
include diverse styles, genres, and compositional idioms and tech
niques. They represent the Classic, Romantic, and Twentieth-Century
periods; and are recommended as a basic college-level repertory for
average to advanced performers.
It is hoped that this study might serve as a resource guide to
mixed-wind chamber music for conductors, teachers, and students.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Beginning with the divertimenti and serenades of Franz Joseph
Haydn and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, the orchestra winds have been the
basic ensemble for wind composition. From the early classic orches
tra, pairs of oboes, bassoons, horns, and clarinets were later
extracted from time to time *o play music written only for winds.
These winds were commonly known as Harmonie^- and performed music com
monly referred to as Harmoniemusik. Roger Hellyer strongly recommends
that the word "Harmoniemusik" "having no satisfactory English equivalent, should [still] be commonly used. . . .

Sometimes, other pairs

of winds, such as flutes or English horns, which occasionally substituted for clarinets, were added.

Over the years, the standard wind

instrumentation of Harmoniemusik grew from sextet to octet size £irst
by the addition of a pair of clarinets to the symphony wind section in
1. Roger Hellyer, "Harmoniemusik-Music for Small Wind Band in
the Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries" (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Oxford University, 1973), p. 7.
2. Ibid., p. 2.
3. Ibid.

1

2

about 1758.* From this time forward, wind groups from the symphony
orchestra grew in number and in varieties of instrumentations.
Composers implemented that growth by writing increasing numbers of
compositions for the mixed-wind chamber music medium.
There was a time, however, when wind chamber music made little
progress. Roger Fiske states that "with the death of Beethoven [1827]
the interest in wind [chamber] music lapsed for close to a century."
By the early twentieth century, however, the symphony orchestra's
wind section contained twenty-three standard symphony orchestra winds:
three flutes, including one doubling on piccolo; three oboes, includ
ing one doubling on English horn; three clarinets, including one
doubling on bass clarinet; three bassoons, including one doubling on
contrabassoon; four horns; three trumpets; three trombones; and a
tuba. This group of twenty-three winds is referred to as the "wind
orchestra" or as Igor Stravinsky called it, the "ordinary wind
3
orchestra" for which he composed his Symphonies of Wind Instruments
(1920).
The public performance of music for the wind medium by both
small and large groups was explored' by American university conductors
about mid-twentieth century. In 1952, a movement in American
1. Geoffrey Rendall, The Clarinet (London: Ernest Benn,
1957), p. 79.
2. Roger Fiske, Chamber Music, ed. Alec Robertson (Baltimore:
Penguin Books, 1957), p. 306.
3. Igor Stravinsky, Chronicle of My Life, trans, n.n.
(London: V. Gollancz, 1936), p. 221.

3

universities exposed a wind-music literature which had previously not
been heard on any wide scale in institutions of higher learning in
the United States. The term adopted by the Eastman School of Music
group that introduced the movement was "wind ensemble." The ensemble
presented a new concept in programming and performed music for groups
of various sizes, such as small chamber wind groups, wind orchestras,
and even bands. The core of Eastman Wind Ensemble's instrumentation
then consisted of thirty-seven mixed winds and three percussion.
These mixed winds included some parts that were doubled; for example,
the eight clarinets doubled on three parts. Other instruments in the
core—the E-flat clarinet, alto clarinet, bass clarinet, a quartet of
saxophones, cornets, euphoniums, and percussion—were normally used
in bands. This new concept of programming groups of differing sizes
that were modules from larger groups became widely discussed and
emulated. The term "wind ensemble" came to refer not only to a type
of instrumentation but to the germinal idea of an instrumentation
that was flexible within any specific concert or wind group. As will
be seen, those concepts were adopted in many sectors of the nation's
universities from 1952-1977.
Given the vantage point of 1977, one can see that there is
ample programming of groups of larger winds: that is, for instrumen
tations of twenty-four winds or more. Certainly, there is no lack of
programming for instrumentations of small band size. In 1977, the
scores of the American Wind Symphony Orchestra Editions, for example,

generally double the ordinary wind orchestra in size except that the
horn section has six, not eight, players.
The groups receiving the least exposure and attention in con
cert performance in 1977 are those of assorted sizes, from six through
twenty-three mixed winds. The music for these may be considered
chamber wind music. Using currently evolving standards of classifica
tion,-composer Walter S. Hartley defines his Concerto for 23 Winds,
which has, notably, the same instrumentation as Stravinsky's
Symphonies of Wind Instruments, as "being essentially a large chamber
work."* For the purposes of this discussion, then, any instrumenta
tion of six through twenty-three mixed winds will be seen as the
middle ground between the woodwind quintet and groups of twenty-four
or more mixed winds. Woodwind quintet examples are well known,
whereas scores for larger groups from twenty-four, thirty-two, to
forty or more are being composed more frequently. Examples are Lucas
Foss's For 24 Winds, Lubos Fiser's Report, and Krzysztof Penderecki's
Pittsburgh Overture. In mixed-wind compositions of twenty-four or
more instruments, composers begin to double parts.
A strength of the music for six through twenty-three mixed
winds lies in the great variety of timbre which may be achieved with
different winds, one to a part. These wind colorations may be even
further expanded with the addition of a small group of strings, key
board, or percussion to the basic winds. Certainly, special effects
1. Walter S. Hartley, Concerto for 23 Winds, program notes,
Eastman Wind Ensemble, Frederick Fennel!, conductor, stereo, 33-1/3
rpm, vinyl, Mercury 50221 or SR 90221, n.d.
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can be created by the combination of winds and additional instruments.
Examples are extreme dynamic ranges, special articulations, and all
instruments performed upon in a twentieth-century percussive style.
Because this instrumentation range offers flexible combinations of
winds plus other instruments that are undoubled, a variety of styles
from chamber to symphonic and many different genres of composition
are possible. Examples are divertimento, serenade, suite, overture,
and sonatina.
The twentieth-century "new music" or avant-garde aspects of
mixed-wind chamber music include several musical idioms and tech
niques. Among them are atonality; modality; the twelve-tone system;
probability theory, a method of musical composition; spatial compo
sitional techniques; and aleatory compositional processes or
procedures. Since the 1960s several composers of avant-garde mixedwind chamber music have employed sound production techniques which
are indicated by new types of music notation
The body of literature for mixed-wind chamber groups is
sufficient to produce balanced concert programming from three style
periods: the Classic, the Romantic, and the Twentieth Century.
Because the total body of literature contains works that may be per
formed by many levels of performers, compositions for mixed-wind
chamber groups from each style period may be used at several levels
of wind instruction.

Mixed-Wind Chamber Music Defined
Mixed-wind chamber music is therefore defined for use in this
dissertation as (1) music to be employed for concert purposes, (2)
music composed for groups of six through twenty-three instruments,
(3) music designated by the composer to be performed by players one
on a part, and (4) music that may or may not be conducted. The
instrumentation must consist of combinations of at least 75 percent
woodwinds and brasses and may be supplemented by not more than 25
percent strings, keyboard, or percussion. No electronic instruments
are included. No chamber group music composed wholly for woodwinds
or wholly for brasses is considered herein as music for mixed chamber
wi nds.
Statement of the Problem
Two of the main obstacles for the conductor of mixed-wind
chamber groups in American universities have been the difficulty of
locating scores and the lack of research on mixed-wind chamber music.
Donald Hunsberger states:
At present [1973] it is necessary for each [chamber and
symphonic wind ensemble] conductor to undertake an
individual search to locate the publisher of each compo
sition through inquiries with colleagues for performance
information, available recordings, performance technique
details, etc.*
This statement confirms the following assumptions of this disserta
tion: (1) many compositions for mixed-wind chamber groups are
1. Donald Hunsberger, "The National Center for the Symphonic
Wind Ensemble," The Instrumentalist, XXVIII (August, 1973), p. 92.
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published and available in 1977, (2) these constitute a body of
literature for this medium, (3) a reasonably complete single listing
concentrating on mixed-wind chamber literature has not been compiled
as a reference tool, (4) these circumstances have forced each con
ductor to take on all the responsibilities of primary research, and
(5) the fact that Hunsberger's statement appeared in a widely
distributed periodical and in a brochure published by the Eastman
School of Music* indicates the importance of the medium. A number of
people are interested in the development and availability of research
on mixed-wind chamber groups, and it follows, in the proliferation of
the medium.
In 1977, mixed-wind chamber music is heard in concert more
frequently than in the past, but only on those university campuses
which use chamber wind groups as a part of the regular music curricu
lum. Composer Warren Benson speculates that in previous years
conductors failed to bring the abundance of chamber wind music to the
students for the following reasons:
1. The lack of commitment to a broad base of literature that
demonstrates the worthwhile benefits accruing from the
performance of good music.
2. The lack of time or interest to do sufficient research to
discover the wealth of small wind ensemble music of
significance, be it past or present.
3. The lack of organizational ability to accomplish the
division of large resources into smaller ensembles in
a manner beneficial to the performers involved.
1. "The National Center for the Symphonic Wind Ensemble,"
brochure (Rochester, N. Y.: Eastman School of Music, c. 1973), p. 8.
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4. The weight of inertia—that which makes it so much easier
to continue as one has, rather than implement a varied
and stimulating music experience for the performer.
He also mentions lack of instrumentation and/or budget as a possible
major impediment.*
Because of all the foregoing factors, many wind instrument
students in American universities still do not have the opportunity
to study either the history of wind music or mixed-wind chamber music.
An advocate of allowing students to study original literature for
winds, David Whitwell, in the preface to his book A New History of
Wind Music, in 1972 stated that "we can now give our wind instrument
majors a course in the history of their own music which perfectly
coincides with the rest of their knowlege; the Mozart they study [for
performance] ... is the same Mozart they study in music history
o
class." He further notes, for example, that if the students "can
have a new understanding of Mozart as a composer of wind music, as
well as of all kinds of music, they will begin to feel a new personal
3
relationship with the past."
Purposes of the Study
This study is intended to serve a practical purpose. The
primary purposes of this dissertation are (1) to assist the university
1. Warren Benson, "Inertia and the Wind Ensemble," The Wind
Ensemble, MCA Symphonic Ensemble Editions (January, 1970), p. l.
2. David Whitwell, A New History'of Wind Music (Evanston,
111.: The Instrumentalist, 1972), author's preface.
3. Ibid.
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mixed-wind chamber music conductor/teacher in preparing a repertory
of mixed-wind chamber music; (2) to show in historical perspective
the use of mixed-wind chamber music in American universities since
1952; (3) to document the published music available in 1977 for
performance by mixed-wind chamber groups; and (4) to provide a
representative repertoire recommended for performance by university
mixed-wind chamber groups. A reasonably comprehensive listing of
published and available titles in 1977, together with their composers
and instrumentations, for use by conductors, students, librarians,
and scholars has been compiled.
By using both the "Literature for Mixed Chamber Winds" and
the discussion and annotation of representative works, a reader can
gain an awareness of the great volume of compositions written in the
eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries. In essence, then,
the dissertation indicates the scope and potential of mixed-wind
chamber music and also provides a foundation for future research.
Limitations of the Study
The music discussed in this dissertation is limited to
original mixed-wind chamber works. The compositions date from about
1760, when Franz Joseph Haydn was a practicing composer and mixedwind chamber writing was in its infancy, to 1977. Further, the music
is limited to works available in 1977 that are scored for modern
instruments. Only music that could be used for formal concert
purposes is included. Each work is either multi-movement or extended
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and is representative of the Classic, Romantic, or Twentieth-Century
style period.
This dissertation is not intended to be an exhaustive study
of all mixed-wind chamber music. It intends to discuss as thoroughly
as possible works which are representative of the mixed-wind chamber
medium and the use of the music by those who can perform it.
Organization of the Study
The dissertation is divided into three chapters and appen
dices. Chapter 1 is an introduction. Chapter 2 is an historical
survey of the wind ensemble movement in American universities.
Chapter 3 is a discussion and annotation of representative scores for
mixed chamber winds available for performance in American universi
ties. Appendix A is an explanation of the chamber wind and wind
ensemble questionnaire that was used to document certain aspects of
the study.

Also included in Appendix A are a copy of the

questionnaire, a listing of the college and university mixed-wind
chamber groups participating in the questionnaire, and a list of
those universities contributing concert programs. Appendix B is a
list of literature for mixed chamber winds containing composers'
names, titles of works, instrumentations, and publishers.
section is the Selected References.

The last

CHAPTER 2
AN HISTORICAL SURVEY OF THE WIND ENSEMBLE
MOVEMENT IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
Mixed-Wind Chamber Music in Universities
Prior to 1952
Prior to the formation of the Eastman Wind Ensemble in 1952,
the band was the most frequently used concert performance medium for
wind instruments in institutions of higher learning in the United
States. The university band absorbed the greatest number of wind and
percussion players, and through symphonic scores, it provided the
largest number of instrumentalists with a performance ensemble. Per
formances by wind chamber groups were rarely staged, even at the
Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester, before 1952. In
fact, according to Frederick Fennel!, wind ensembles at the Eastman
School of Music did not regularly perform wind chamber music.*
Although no studies or writings firmly document their existence,
references to isolated performances by wind chamber groups show that
some mixed-wind chamber music was indeed performed. For instance,
Paul Hindemith, on the faculty at the Yale School of Music from 1941
to 1953, toured Europe conducting continental ensembles in his own
1. Frederick Fennell, "The Wind Ensemble: Inception From
Lonq Distilled Thouqhts," The Instrumentalist, XXVI (February, 1972),
p. 17.
11
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works in the year of 1948. Included on that tour was his wind Septet
of 1948 which was played several times.* Keith Wilson, Associate
Dean of Faculty and Students at Yale University, in a lecture-concert
in 1976, stated that Hindemith "gave me a set of parts and a score
[to his Septet]."2 Wilson's mixed-wind chamber group at Yale
University later performed it in concert.

There is an even earlier

example of a mixed-wind chamber group being formed to play music
written specifically for its medium. In September 1969, Donald
Hunsberger mentions the initiation of a wind sinfonietta at the
•3
University of Washington in 1946.
These occurrences, or other isolated instances, however, could
not have had much effect on the development of mixed-wind chamber
music in American universities. But the band movement in public
schools and colleges did more to stimulate an interest in the wind
instrument medium. Edward Bailey Birge recounts in his History of
Public School Music in the United States that, during the last quarter
of the nineteenth century and the early part of the twentieth century,
the college and public school band movement had been presaged by
1. "A Personal View of Paul Hindemith and His Music," Keith
Wilson and the Yale University Wind Ensemble lecture-concert, stereo
cassette, National Wind Ensemble Conference (Yale University, New
Haven, Conn., February 26, 1976).
2. Ibid.
3. Donald Hunsberger, "The Wind Ensemble Grows Up," High
Fidelity. XIX (September, 1969), p. 14.
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popular military and professional bands.1 About 1910, the public
school band began to manifest itself and to become prevalent through2
out the nation. After World War I, the movement gained further
impetus by the release into the United States labor force of those
men who had been musically trained in government schools for military
purposes.3 In many cases,, these men became employed as instrumental
instructors in public schools.^ Birge states that by 1928 music
played by bands had gained significant prestige in the public schools
and had increased student interest in playing wind instruments.5
Other social factors fostered the college and public school
band movement. The advent of the sound film, along with the economic
depression of 1929-32, Fennell notes, "drove hundreds of men from the
theatre pits into the teachers' colleges."6
Much of the thrust of the band movement in universities may
be traced to the professional John Philip Sousa Band and, beginning
in 1905, the forty-three year effort of Albert Austin Harding as
Director of the University of Illinois Band. The bands of Harding
1. Edward Bailey Birge, History of Public School Music in
the United States (Washington, D. C.: Music Educators National
Conference, 1928), p. 206.
2. Ibid.
3. Frederick Fennell, Time and the Winds (Kenosha, Wis.:
Leblanc, 1952), p. 47.
4. Ibid.
5. Birge, p. 206.
6. Fennell, Time and the Winds, p. 47.
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and Sousa, with their superior standards and achievements, were
models for other university bands. According to Harold C. Bachman,
in a biographical article in the Music Journal Anthology, Harding
was to the development of band programs in American colleges what
Sousa was to the development of military and professional bands.*
Richard Franko Goldman, in The Wind Band, says that the dominance of
the professional bands in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century was assumed by the university bands. 2 Indeed, Sousa was
interested in the college band as a medium and was especially
interested in Harding's band at the University of Illinois.

Con

sequently, Sousa's bands appeared many times at the University.4
Bachman says that while Sousa influenced Harding, Harding, in turn,
influenced the high school band movement in the United States.

C

During the late nineteenth and first half of the twentieth
century, both the professional and military bands and the band move
ment in colleges and public schools kindled general interest in the
wind instrument medium. The wind ensemble movement, however, had not
yet begun to develop into a viable medium for performance in American
universities until the formation ofthe Eastman Wind Ensemble in 1952.
1. Harold C. Bachman, "Albert Austin Harding," Music Journal
Anthology (1964), p. 42.
2. Richard Franko Goldman, The Wind Band (Boston: Allyn and
Bacon, 1961), p. 99.
3. Bachman, p. 68.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.

Through a financial contribution by George Eastman of Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, New York, the University of Rochester opened its
doors to the Eastman School of Music in 1921.1 Twenty-one years
later, when Howard Hanson was serving as the Eastman School of
Music's second director, Fennel! began the wind ensemble program,
o
which included music of the mixed-wind chamber variety.
A New Concept and Model: The
Eastman Wind Ensemble, 1952
The inception of the use of chamber wind groups in college
music programs occurred without particular notice at the Eastman
School of Music, University of Rochester. The Eastman Wind Ensemble
was organized in September of 1952. Frederick Fennel!, then a
faculty member at Eastman, relates the origin of his concept of the
wind ensemble as a viable performance medium:
. . . Sibley Library [at Eastman] and my faculty privilege
to browse had allowed me to become aware of that sprawling
and significant music literature for assorted combinations
of wind instruments in ensemble . . . which was performed
only rarely—mostly because there existed no ensemble which
considered its performance to be a part of the repertoire.3
Fennel! goes on to say that during his twenty-year tenure at Eastman,
first as a student and then as a faculty member, he knew that the
Eastman wind music graduates were becoming professionals without
1. Fennel!, Time and the Winds, p. 45.
2. Ibid.
3. Fennel!, "The Wind Ensemble," p. 17.
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having studied or performed the serenades of Mozart or pieces by
Strauss, Stravinsky, Gabrieli, and others.*
Fennel! became determined that every student of wind music at
Eastman should graduate having had the opportunity to perform the
significant wind ensemble works of the foremost composers.

Con

cerning the Eastman group, he states that "[since] our purpose was
clear concern for the artistic elevation of the wind instruments in
ensemble, our choice for the name which would set our work and its
purpose apart from all that had gone before was the obvious one:
WIND ENSEMBLE.""* Thus the premise was that the Eastman Wind Ensemble
. . . could make music with the minimum rather than the
maximum number of players, that we could confine our
rehearsals and performances to the study of the original
music written for the . . . wind medium and we should
embark upon a most active program to stimulate the compo
sition of music for the wind ensemble by contemporary
composers everywhere.4
Basic to Fennell's concept of the wind ensemble was, and still is,
the programming of concerts in such a way as to employ whatever
instruments are specified by the composer of each score. Thus,
Fennel! described his wind ensemble as a group of winds with "a
1. Frederick Fennel!, "The Wind Ensemble," panel discussion,
stereo cassette, Frank Battisti, chairman, Keith Brion, Frederick
Fennell, Donald Hunsberger, H. Robert Reynolds, College Band
Directors' National Association Conference (University of Calif.,
Berkeley, February 7, 1975).
2. Ibid.
3. Fennell, "The Wind Ensemble," p. 17.
4. Ibid.

flexible instrumentation, an instrumentation [which] has been
established as a point of departure—one from which it is possible
to deviate when a particular score requires more or less instruments
than are considered basic to the Wind Ensemble. . .
Fennel! relates in his letter of March 1976 to this author
that the "first rehearsal of the Eastman Wind Ensemble took place in
the Eastman Theatre (not Kilbourn as posted) at 3:10 p.m. on Thursday,
September 20, 1952."2 The premiere Eastman Wind Ensemble concert, on
o
Sunday, February 8, 1953, was held at Kilbourn Hall. The concert
program exemplified Fennell's concept of flexible instrumentation.
The concert program contained three segments: first, Mozart's
Serenade in B-Flat, K. 361 for woodwinds, horns, and contrabass;
second, Wallingford Riegger's Nonet for Brass; and third, Paul
Hindemith's Symphony in B-Flat for a large woodwind-brass-percussion
combination.^ The basic instrumentation set by the conductor was a
core group of thirty-seven winds and other instruments (see Table 1).
1. Eastman Wind Ensemble, concert program notes, Frederick
Fennel!, conductor (University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y., March
20, 1960).
2. Letter from Frederick Fennell, Conductor in Residence
(University of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla., March 17, 1976), p. 2 of 3.
3. Letter from Frederick Fennell, p. 1 of 3.
4. Eastman Wind Ensemble, concert program notes, Frederick
Fennell, conductor (University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.,
February 8, 1953).
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TABLE 1

EASTMAN WIND ENSEMBLE INSTRUMENTATION, 1952-53
Woodwinds
2 flutes, including
piccolo
2 oboes, including
English horn
2 bassoons, including
contrabassoon
1 E-flat clarinet
8 B-flat clarinets, or
A clarinets divided
in any manner desired,
or fewer in number if
so'desired
1 alto clarinet
1 bass clarinet
2 alto saxophones
1 tenor saxophone
1 baritone saxophone

Brasses
3 cornets in B-flat
2 trumpets in B-flat
(or 5 trumpets in B-flat)
4 horns
3 trombones
2 euphoniums
1 E-flat tuba
1 B-flat tuba or
two if desired
Other Instruments
Percussion, harp, celeste,
piano, organ, harpsichord,
solo string instruments,
and choral forces if desired

From this nucleus of performers, other wind instrumentations were
deri ved.*
Once the wind ensemble had been established, Fennel! took
action, disseminating news of the Eastman Wind Ensemble concept to
four hundred and fifty composers by mail. He explained the new
Eastman Wind Ensemble concept and solicited their inquiries. He also
requested their compositions for any wind instrumentation within that
1. Fennel!, Time and the Winds, p. 52.
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specified by the Eastman group.* The reaction was encouraging.
Fennel! received many responses concerning new compositions for the
ensemble.2
Over the years, Fennel! implemented his concept not only
through his own efforts at Eastman but by the accretion of responses
from inquiries and solicitations such as those previously noted.
Hunsberger says that Fennell's programming practice developed a
pattern for performing a variety of chamber wind literature. It
contained a wide range of chamber wind music of differing sizes of
instrumentations.

Through a basic concept applied to his own group

of mixed chamber winds, he had made mixed-wind chamber music a
practical performance medium. One mark of its practicality is that
music for mixed chamber winds has become saleable. Mercury Records
has produced a series conducted by Fennel!. The series focuses
primarily on mixed-wind chamber works of Mozart, Stravinsky, and
Strauss, such as Mozart's Serenade in B-Flat, K. 361 and Stravinsky's
Symphonies of Wind Instruments and Octet, and Strauss's Serenade in
E-Flat, Opus 7. The :existence of this series is an indication that
the interest in mixed-wind chamber music goes beyond that of
1. Fennel1, "The Wind Ensemble," panel discussion.
2. Donald Hunsberger, "Basic Principles of the Symphonic
Wind Ensemble Concept," The Wind Ensemble, MCA Symphonic Wind Ensemble
Editions, I (January, 19t>a;,. p. 6.
3. Donald Hunsberger, "The Symphonic Wind Ensemble—An Over
view for the 1970's," The Instrumentalist, XXVI (February, 1972),
p. 21.
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professionals to the general public. According to Fennel!, these
records sold well,1 thus indicating their popularity and, to some
extent, a growth in the interest in mixed-wind chamber music.
Hunsberger comments that the wind ensemble movement "began quietly
and gained momentum nationally through the [Mercury] recordings that
Fred [Fennel!] was making. . .
Mixed-Mind Chamber Music in American
Universities, Post-1952
The demonstrated practicality of the mixed-wind chamber music
medium helped the concept of flexible instrumentation for winds to
become influential at other universities. John Haynie notes that
"[wind] ensembles appeared on college campuses primarily since mid[twentieth] century. Much of their development can be attributed to
the innovative programming of . . . wind ensembles such as those of
3
Eastman and Oberlin. ..." A study of different schools conducted
in 1964 by Ray Tross surveyed 129 college music departments throughout
the United States, of which 104 (80%) replied. He found that "twentyseven . . . wind ensembles were . . . functioning," and he says that
many more "wind ensembles could flourish on several of the surveyed
college campuses." He also states that the "wind ensemble is
• 1. letter from Fennel!, p. 1 of 3.
2. Hunsberger, "The Wind Ensemble," panel discussion.
3. John Haynie, "The Changing Role of the Band in American
Colleges and Universities, 1900-1968" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
George Peabody College, 1971), p. 287.
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beginning to make initial efforts as an independent concert performing
group among the institutions which possess the new group."*
Five years after the Tross survey, in 1969, Hunsberger cites
thirty-eight functioning wind ensembles in universities throughout
the nation, a growth rate of 41 percent."" Hunsberger's figures do not
specify the groups' sizes or their instrumentations. Still later
Fennel! notes that in American universities there is a great increase
in the number of wind groups and in the performance of their music.
The increase is found predominantly in groups of eight to twenty-four
performers, and he further speculates that in the future many more
wind groups will be formed in all universities.
In 1975-76, this author conducted an informal sampling of 100
American universities representing 36 states and the District of
Columbia.4 Done as an information-gathering project, the sampling
reflects the current musical situation of those universities and may
be somewhat indicative of the present musical trend in American
universities. Based on the responses of the university conductors
about their chamber wind and wind ensemble groups and their music,
several observations can be made. Forty-nine percent of the
1. Ray Tross, "The Present Status of Bands and Band Depart
ments in Higher Education" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Colorado
State University, 1964), p. 229.
2. Hunsberger, "The Wind Ensemble Grows Up," pp. 14-15.
3. Letter from Fennel!, p. 2 of 3.
4. A description of the sampling is given in Appendix A.
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respondents had at least one wind group called "wind ensemble,"
"symphonic wind ensemble," or "wind orchestra" as part of their
program. Twenty-eight percent of the respondents had more than one
group. Other findings from the sampling may be summarized as follows:
(1) the average number of wind and percussion players available and
capable of performing in a wind ensemble was 85, (2) the average
number of mixed-wind chamber groups was 2.5 per campus per academic
year, (3) the average number of concerts per academic year for wind
ensemble groups was 5.6, and (4) those universities offering a wind
literature course of any kind in their program totaled 11 percent.
Forty-nine percent of the respondents indicated a variety of titles
given to larger concert groups of winds and percussion instruments.
As noted above, the names coined by music departments and established
in their curricula included "wind ensemble," "symphonic wind
ensemble," and "wind orchestra." Respondents also indicated the
dates when these groups were established: by 1960, 12 percent of the
respondents had similarly titled groups of concerted winds and per
cussion; by 1965, 24 percent; by 1970, 44 percent; and by 1976, 64
percent. Judging from the responses of the 49 percent of the con
ductors who had at least one group, a trend to establish ensembles of
this type can be seen.
An examination of a sampling of programs of concerts performed
in twenty-four states and the District of Columbia between the years
1970 and 1976 shows that the titles given to both large and small wind
groups are greatly varied (see Table 2). The university conductors
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Table 2
NAMES GIVEN WIND GROUPS SAMPLED FROM 51 UNIVERSITIES
IN THE UNITED STATES, 1970 THROUGH 1976
Title
Wind Ensemble
Symphonic Wind Ensemble
Wind Orchestra
Chamber Ensemble
Chamber Winds
Woodwind Ensemble
Chamber Wind Group
Chamber Music
Chamber Orchestra
Symphonic Band
No Title Given

Percentages
74.40
9.47
3.31
2.84
2.36
1.89
1.42
.94
.94
.94
1.42-

provided 145 concert programs which included 211 mixed-wind chamber
pieces. The concert programs from 51 university conductors show that
74.40 percent, the largest percentage of mixed-wind chamber music
groups, were performing modules of a larger group called the "wind
ensemble" in the sampling of American universities between 1970 and
1976. Other large groups containing mixed-wind chamber group modules
were the "symphonic wind ensemble," "wind orchestra," and "symphonic
band." Together these accounted for 13.72 percent of the programs.
Wind groups organized as smaller ensembles, under the names of
"chamber ensemble," "chamber winds," "woodwind ensemble," "chamber
wind group," "chamber music," or "chamber orchestra," accounted for
10.39 percent of the programs. The majority, or 88.12 percent, were
found to be performing modules of larger mixed-wind groups. This
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sampling reflects a general national view of mixed-wind chamber
groups as they were used in American universities between 1970 and
1976.
The American Wind Symphony Orchestra
One of the best known examples of performing winds is the
American Wind Symphony Orchestra. The wind orchestra is "the first
ensemble of its kind in the world.Created by Robert Boudreau in
1957, it is affiliated with Point Park College in Pittsburgh and the
Pittsburgh Arts Festival. Under Boudreau's leadership for nineteen
years, this wind orchestra has performed concerts of wind instrument
music on board a specially designed barge, the "Point Counterpoint."
Usually touring the inland waterways of the United States, the
American Wind Symphony Orchestra has also performed on similar barges
in England and Canada. This wind orchestra consists of fifty of the
finest university and conservatory students selected annually from
hundreds of candidates.
The instrumentation of this wind orchestra is selected so
that some of the time the winds function as mixed-wind chamber groups.
The American Wind Symphony Orchestra's practical application of the
concept of "flexible instrumentation" allows the orchestra to fall
within the scope of this dissertation despite the fact that it seems to
1. "American Wind Symphony Orchestra, Bicentennial Odyssey,
1976-The Voyage of the Floating Center for the Arts Celebrating Our
Nation's 200th Birthday," American Bicentennial brochure (Pittsburgh:
American Wind Symphony Orchestra, 1975), p. 2.
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include more players than the other groups discussed. In essence, the
mixed-wind chamber groups are performing modules of the American Wind
Symphony Orchestra. The instrumentation of the orchestra is composed
of three components: the symphony orchestra brass and the woodwind
section, each of double size, and the normal percussion of the
symphony orchestra.* Several types of concerts are given by the
American Wind Symphony Orchestra. They include river bank perform
ances by the entire body of players, lecture-recitals in homes, and
"backyard concerts out of doors" by smaller mixed chamber groups
formed from the larger instrumentation.
The American Wind Symphony Orchestra claims that by 1975
"over 200 compositions have been written and performed before
3
audiences of up to 40,000. ..." In addition to the contemporary
compositions, the programs include traditional works from a variety
of periods, such as, for example, Divertimento No. 1 in B-Flat, by
Haydn; Serenade in B-Flat, K. 361, by Mozart; Serenade in D Minor,
Opus 44 by DvorSk; and Octet, by Stravinsky.^ Conductor Boudreau's
determination to "acquire a new repertoire of wind ensemble music"5
1. "Music on the River," American Wind Symphony Orchestra,
tour notes (1964), p. 1.
2. "Music on the River," AWS0, tour program notes (1974),
p. 1.
3. "AWS0, Bicentennial Odyssey, 1975," brochure, p. 2.
4. Robert Boudreau, "Music on the River," AWS0, tour programs
(1957-1975).
5. "Music on the River," The Instrumentalist, XVII
(June, 1964), p. 43.
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is shown by his repertory of more than two hundred commissioned
works. All of them were published and available in 1977, including
pieces for mixed-wind chamber groups, such as Eugene Bozza's Overture
for a Ceremony for twelve winds and percussion; Henry Brant's
Galaxy 2 for six winds and percussion, and Ned Rorem's Sinfonia for
fifteen winds and percussion. Since its inception in 1957, the
American Wind Symphony Orchestra under Boudreau has "invested more
than seven million dollars in the cause of contemporary wind music,"
according to Karl M. Holvik and David Whitwell.*
Compositions performed by the American Wind Symphony Orchestra
include works by Hector Villa-Lobos (Brazil), Krzysztof Penderecki
(Poland and United States), Henk Badings (Netherlands), and Bernard
Rogers (United States). Other composers who have been commissioned to
write works are Toshiro Mayuzumi (Japan), Lubas Fiser and Ivana
Loudova (Czechoslovakia), Alva Francis (Wales), Jacques Casterede
(France), Jozquin Gytierrex Heras (Mexico), Harry Somers (Canada), and
p
Jerzy Sapieyevski (Poland). These composers are representative of
the range of accomplished musicians writing for wind groups of all
sizes. About this repertory for mixed-wind chamber groups and wind
orchestra, Lewis Roth says that it "contains works by composers from
1. Karl M. Holvik, and David Whitwell, "The Emergence of a
New Band Literature," Music Educators Journal, LXII (January, 1976),
p. 65.
2. "Music on the River," AWSO, tour programs (1957-1975).
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throughout the world and offers a vast repertoire to the discerning
conductor.1
One program of compositions commissioned by the American Wind
Symphony Orchestra was the 1975 tour program that presented "six world
premieres by internationally-known composers."2 Works by the
Czechoslovakian composers Ivana Loudova and Lubos Fiser, as well as
four works by the American composers William Penn, Norman Lloyd, Paul
Creston, and Rayner Brown, were performed.

The performance of their

music, as Boudreau remarks, is the product of "the largest commission
ing program in the history of music. . . ."4 It prompted William
Bender, music editor of Time, to write: "It may just be that there is
not a greater innovative force in American music. . .

C

A Professional Mixed-Wind Chamber Group:
The Netherlands Wind Ensemble
University orchestras and bands have previously had profes
sional groups to emulate. However, mixed-wind chamber groups in the
university have not always had such advantages. For the past sixteen
years, however, one mixed-wind chamber ensemble has been performing
1. Lewis Roth, "A Publisher Views the Wind Ensemble," The
Instrumentalist, XXVI (February, 1972), p. 72.
2. "Music on the River," AWSO, tour program (1975).
3. Ibid.
4. Paula Bern, "The American Wind Symphony Orchestra," The
Instrumentalist, XXVI (February, 1972), p. 27.
5. William Bender, rpt. "Music on the River," AWSO, tour
program (1974), p. 1.
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professionally. Founded by Concertgebouw Orchestra solo-bassoonist
Thorn de Klerk in 1960, the Netherlands Wind Ensemble's aim has been
to revive the popularity of the "undeservedly neglected wind music of
the great masters and lesser-known composers."*
The Netherlands Wind Ensemble consists of a core group of
twenty musicians.

The programming of this ensemble is defined

largely by the instrumentation existing in that core. Instrumentation
for each score may vary in number from six through twenty-three. If
required by a specific score for a particular concert, extra personnel
are invited to perform with the mixed-wind chamber group. The regular
personnel consist of principal performers from major orchestras such
as the Hague Philharmonic, the Netherlands Radio Philharmonic
Orchestra, the Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam, and the
Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra.

As their concert program states,

they join together to "share an enthusiasm" for mixed-wind chamber
music stemming from a "mutual dedication to the best in music."
This professional mixed-wind chamber group has not* only toured
extensively, but it has also produced a series of long-play recordings
on the Philips label of Holland that includes works by more than a
dozen composers. Terry Snow states that the Netherlands Wind Ensemble
was the first to record the complete mixed-wind chamber works of Mozart
1. Netherlands Wind Ensemble, concert program (Yale
University, New Haven, Conn., February 27, 1976), p. 3.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
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as well as the complete set of four mixed-wind chamber compositions by
Strauss.* The ensemble has also recorded the wind works of Stravinsky
and Haydn. Including these, more than three dozen chamber works for
mixed winds have been recorded by this ensemble on thirteen recordings
made from 1969 through 1976.^
The quality and effectiveness of these recordings have gained
the Netherlands Wind Ensemble international awards. Their first, an
Edison Award, given in 1969, was for the Philips recording of Dvorak's
Serenade in D Minor, Opus 44; Gounod's Petite Symphonie; and Schubert's
3
Minuet and Finale. In 1972, the separate release of three di vertimenti recordings of Mozart earned the Netherlands Wind Ensemble a
second Edison Award.^ In 1972, the organization was given the Wiener
Flotenuhr-Preis for the five-record set of the first complete wind
divertimenti and serenades of Mozart. Since the success of the first
recording, the Netherlands Wind Ensemble has become internationally
known. Its second American tour was made in the winter of 1976; the
ensemble performed in cities and universities from Los Angeles to
New York City.^
1. Terry Snow, The Ensemble, Phonogran International B. V.,
Baarn, The Netherlands (c. 1976), p. 2.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
5. Donal Henahan, "Bright Shirts, Fine Music and Netherlands
Flair," New York Times (February 28, 1976), C, p. 24.
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Th§ Netherlands Wind Ensemble does not simply revive tradi
tional mixed-wind chamber music but combines a more standard repertory
with contemporary compositions. Works by thirteen contemporary
composers have been dedicated to the ensemble: for example, Peter
Schat's Clockwise and Anti-Clockwise, David Porcelijn's Continuations,
and Jan van Vlijmen's Per Diciassette and Serenata I. The image
projected by the Netherlands Wind Ensemble may very well serve as the
dominant current professional inspiration for mixed-wind chamber
groups in American universities.
The Wind Ensemble National Conference, 1970
An event intended to further the growth of mixed-wind chamber
music has been the formation of the Wind Ensemble National Conference.
The Conference is a loosely structured organization which has no
roster of officers, but which has each year a new chairman who hosts a
conference at his own university. Devoted to the development of wind
music through an intensive focus on wind music and wind groups, large
and small, each conference exhibits outstanding performing groups and
an excellent repertory. The first two conferences were hosted by the
New England Conservatory of Music in 1970 and 1971.
In the following years, the Wind Ensemble National Conferences
were hosted at Eastman School of Music, 1972; the University of
Wisconsin, 1973; the University of Illinois, 1974; California State
University, Northridge, 1975; Yale University, 1976; and Northern
Illinois University, DeKalb, 1977. Conference programs have featured,
for example, the appearance of composers such as Gunther Schuller,
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Donald Martino, Alec Wilder, Leslie Bassett, and Warren Benson.*
Repertory sessions for participating wind groups were part of the
first conferences in 1970 and 1971, and wind groups and mixed-wind
chamber groups from Lowell State University and the New England Conservatory were presented during these years.2 In 1972, the conference
featured topics such as "Music for the Orchestra Wind Section and
Small Wind Ensemble," "The Piano Concerto with Wind Accompaniment,"
and "Rehearsal Techniques." That year, the program included a session
on "Music for the Secondary School Level Wind Ensemble."3 In 1973,
David Whitwell, wind music authority from California State University,
Northridge, and H. Robert Reynolds, then conductor of the University
of Wisconsin Wind Ensemble, guest lectured and conducted.^ Some
topics presented during that year were "Understanding Contemporary
Notation," "New Music for Wind Ensemble," "Experimental Music for
Wind Ensemble," and "Contemporary European Wind Ensemble Music."5
At the fifth annual Wind Ensemble National Conference held at the
University of Illinois in 1974, the featured artists were wind groups
1. Wind Ensemble National Conference, program (New England
Conservatory, Boston, February 12-14, 1970 and March 4-6, 1971).
2. Ibid.
3. WENC, program (Eastman School of Music, University of
Rochester, Rochester, N. Y., April 6-8, 1972), pp. 2-3, 5.
4. WENC, program (University of Wisconsin, Madison,
April 26-28, 1973), p. 2.
5. Ibid., pp. 2-3.
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of conductors Robert Gray, from the host university, and John Paynter,
from Northwestern University.

Also performed were works for

keyboard-and-wind ensemble. Soulima Stravinsky performed as soloist
in Igor Stravinsky's Concerto.* Conference organizers kept in mind
the 1974 report of the National Association of College Mind and Per
cussion Instructors' Journal on the National Wind Ensemble Conference,
which stated that "the widespread increase in activity of the wind
ensemble concept [of programming] had resulted in a strong desire
among conductors to broaden their knowledge of the literature through
p
these conferences. . . ." Since that statement was an accurate
reflection of Conference intentions, the 1975 meeting included as
typical programming the performance of Mozart's Serenade in B-Flat,
K. 361, and a lecture-recital by Donald Hunsberger on the contemporary
composer Rudolf Kelterborn's Miroirs, for twenty-one winds and
percussion.3
Continuing to expand offerings, Conference organizers of the
1976 session at Yale University placed emphasis on the mixed-wind
chamber pieces of Haydn, Mozart, Varese, Hindemith, and van Keulen.^
1. WENC, program (University of Illinois, Urbana, April 1820, 1974), p. 1.
2. "The Fifth Annual Wind Ensemble Conference," National
Association of College Wind and Percussion Instructors' Journal
(Spring, 1974), p. 50.
3. WENC, program (California State University, Northridge,
May 9-11, 1975), pp. 4, 6.
4. WENC, program (Yale University, New Haven, Conn.,
February 26-28, 1976).
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Special clinic sesssions were held on the works of Mozart, Varese, and
Hindemith. Robert Bloom, professor of oboe at Yale, provided a
rehearsal-discussion of the Mozart Serenade in C Minor, K. 388. The
New England Conservatory Wind Ensemble, directed by Frank Battisti,
was heard in a rehearsal-discussion and repertory session on the wind
chamber music of Varese. Professor Keith Wilson, Associate Dean of
Faculty and Students at Yale and once professional associate of Paul
Hindemith, gave a lecture-concert and personal view of Hindemith's
i
Septet of 1948. Robert Morris, a composer from Yale, and conductor
Larry Livingston of Northern Illinois University, discussed "Con
temporary Compositional Techniques and Performance Problems of the
Wind Ensemble."2 The Conference's most important performing group was
the Netherlands Wind Ensemble which performed a concert of mixed-wind
chamber compositions: Haydn's Divertimento No. 1 in B-Flat,
Stravinsky's Octet, Mozart's Serenade in B-Flat, K. 361, and van
Keulen's Chords, which was conducted by the composer. Donal Henahan
has described the group as a "remarkably homogeneous ensemble without
apparent weak links . . . [that] offered judiciously paced and care3
fully voiced performances. . . .
An important part of each of the Wind Ensemble National
Conferences has been the score-tape-disc room. There individual
1. WENC, program (Yale University, New Haven, Conn.,
February 26-28, 1976).
2. Ibid.
3. Henahan, p. 24.
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conductors can study material that will assist them in developing a
repertoire of works suitable for their particular situations. The
score-tape-disc room is provided with materials by the National Center
for the Symphonic Wind Ensemble; the C. F. Peters Corporation, a
publisher; individual conductors; and the host univeristy.
As a result of the formation of the Wind Ensemble National
Conference, the National Center for the Symphonic Wind Ensemble was
established around 1973. Housed at Eastman School of Music, with
Donald Hunsberger as its Executive Secretary, the National Center for
the Symphonic Wind Ensemble has the following purposes:
1. The collection of scores, recordings, reference material
and all matter pertaining to the repertoire, history,
and concepts of performance. . . .
2. The dissemination of information concerning the litera
ture. . . .
3. The documentation of wind activity in the United States
over the past half century with emphasis on the last two
decades [c. 1952-1972] and the program of the Eastman
Wind Ensemble.1
Eventually the National Center for the Symphonic Wind Ensemble
sponsored by the Wind Ensemble National Conference will contain in one
permanent archive all material pertaining to the wind ensemble.2
*

1. "The National Center for the Symphonic Wind Ensemble,"
The Instrumentalist, XXVIII (August, 1973), p. 92.
2. Ibid.

Other Determinants
As we have seen, the factors which have helped proliferate
mixed-wind chamber music in American universities are the wind ensemble
movement, an increasing repertory, the Wind Ensemble National Confer
ence, and the National Center for the Symphonic Wind Ensemble. Four
other signs of development should be noted. They are the continuation
of wind music societies, the technological development of the recording
industry, the increased number of publishing companies producing mixedwind chamber music, and a series of decisions made at the College Band
Directors' Convention in 1975. All have aided the perpetuation of the
wind instrument medium.
The first of these, the Societe de Musi que de Chambre pour
Instruments a Vent, was founded by Paul Taffanel in 1879. Its
principal effect was to renew interest in the wind compositions of the
late eighteenth century and especially in woodwind quintets.* One
result of this society's efforts was the Petite Symphonie, scored for
nine wind instruments and written by Charles Gounod in 1885. 2 One
other important French wind music society, the Socigtg Moderne
d'Instruments a Vent, was founded by Georges Barrere in 1894. In 1922,
•••
i
1. Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Musicians, 5th ed. with
supplement, rev. Nicolas Slonimsky (New York: G. Schirmer, 1965),
p. 1611.
2. Charles Gounod, Petite Symphonie, score (Paris: Billaudot
Eidtions, n.d.), p. 1.
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it commissioned the Symphonie No. 5, a piece for ten mixed winds, by
Darius Milhaud.*
Since the 1950s the Wind Music Society, headed by Bryan
Fairfax in England, and the Wind Instrument New Dawn Society, headed
by David Whitwell in the United States, shared responsibility for
calling attention to editions of wind chamber music. One of the more
recently established societies is the Gesellschaft zur-Erforschung
und Fo'rderung der Blasmusik (The Society for Study and Support of
Wind Music), established in Graz, Austria, in November, 1974.

The

international membership of this organization consists of wind music
experts and musicologists. It issues Alta Musica, a periodical con
taining the latest findings of wind music study and a listing of new
publications of wind music.

The wind music societies have assisted

in the proliferation of mixed-wind chamber music, and it is likely
that they will continue to do so.
Perhaps the technological development that most stimulates
interest in music for mixed chamber winds is the recording industry's
production of long-play records with quality fidelity. .Today, dozens
of long-play recordings consist solely of music for mixed chamber
groups. Since the late 1960s both new and established companies have
increased their production of traditional and contemporary works.
1. Darius Milhaud, Symphony No. 5, score (Vienna: Universal
Editions, 1922), p. 2.
2. "Wind Music Society," The Instrumentalist, XXX
(September, 1975), p. 26.
3. Ibid.
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About the impact of the recording industry on serious music, Jacques
Chailley, Professor of Music History at the Sorbonne, says "the fantas
tic success of the L.P. record, which has found its way into every home,
is perhaps the most important single event in the history of twentiethcentury music. . .

Certainly through multiple recordings by dif

ferent conductors, a work such as the Mozart Serenade in B-Flat, K. 361
can gain immense popularity. It has been conducted by such men as
Klemperer, Pesek, Fennel!, Jochum, Waldman, Stokowski, Bymer, and
de Waart. The recording of this work on several different labels is
an indication of the work's popularity. Some recordings produced in
the 1970s have been made using the original instruments of the time,
for instance the Collegium Aureum wind group recording on Harmonie
Mundi 2 records recorded the same Mozart Serenade on eighteenth-century
instruments. Among the recording industry's latest products is the
series of long-play recordings of the Netherlands Wind Ensemble on the
Philips' label.
In recent years, the publication of mixed-wind chamber music,
as well as the number of catalogues which list that music, has
increased. In noting this activity, Hunsberger cites C. F. Peters and
MCA Music as leaders in the publishing and rental of wind chamber and
3
wind orchestra music. Another source of rental editions is
1. Jacques Chailley, 40,000 Years of Music, trans. Rollo Myers
(London: MacDonald, 1964), p. 148.
2. The Harmonie Mundi recording is KHB 214114, BASF Systems,
division of BASF Wyandotte Corp., Bedford, Mass., 1973.
3. Hunsberger, "The Wind Ensemble Grows Up," p. 15.
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Universa!/Presser. Similar recent efforts deserve mention.

The

American Society of University Composers, Canadian Composers Alliance,
and Composium, an index of contemporary composition, all publish lists
of mixed-wind chamber music. Other important sources that publish
catalogues and/or music are the National Association of Wind and Per
cussion Instructors (McKeldin Library, University of Maryland);
Novello; Media Press; and Wind Instrument New Dawn Society.
A 1977 source of prime importance for obtaining mixed-wind
chamber music is the Stichting Donemus Foundation (documentation of
Netherlands Music), Amsterdam, Holland. Since 1947 the Donemus
Foundation has been subsidized chiefly by the Dutch government, the
city of Amsterdam, certain provinces, and the Netherlands Interests
Foundation.* Their musical publications have outlets in more than a
dozen countries.2 The compositions that they publish are normally
commissioned works.

Many of the pieces are reviewed in the musical

publication, Sonorum Speculum, which is a "mirror of Dutch musical
life."4
Also available to conductors is the Contemporary Music Project
Library for Band, Winds, and Percussion, hereafter called CMP. Accord
ing to their catalogue, the CMP Project was originally sponsored by
1. The Donemus Foundation, unpublished brochure (Amsterdam:
Donemus Foundation, October, 1972), p. 4.
2. Ibid., p. 1.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid., p. 3.
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the Ford Foundation in cooperation with the National Music Council
from 1959-61. In 1961, the Music Educators' National Conference
assumed administrative responsibility for the Project until its com
pletion in 1973. In the Project young composers were placed in
selected public schools, first as the "Young Composers' Project,"
and then in 1963 as the "Composers in Public Schools Program." As a
result of the first ten years of CMP's existence, compositions for
wind and percussion were created and catalogued by CMP. These con
stituted the beginnings of the CMP Library.''' Each of the scores was
published originally by University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
but these are no longer available. In 1976, the entire Project
Library was forwarded to the Music Educators' National Conference
2
in Washington, D. C. The works are now obtainable through the CMP
Library Service, Music Educators' National Conference, McKeldin
Library, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland.
Today there are over 150 publishing houses and others produc
ing mixed-wind chamber music and catalogues. Continued publication by
established music houses and the publications generated by the newer
3
ones have assisted in stimulating interest in this medium.
1. Contemporary Music Project Library Works for Band, Winds
and Percussion, ed. Vera Brodsk.y Lawrence (Washington, D. C.: Music
Educators National Conference, 1, 1969, pp. 6-7.
2. Music Power, a newsletter for members (Washington, D. C.:
Music Educators National Conference, IV, January, 1976), p. 1.
3. See also the "Literature for Mixed Chamber Winds," Appendix
B, and the many publications of a vast number of publishers.
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The last of the factors which has aided the growth of the
mixed-wind chamber medium is the recommendations of the College Band
Directors' National Association's 1975 convention committee. The
1975-76 president of the College Band Directors' National Association
(CBDNA), David Whitwell, made three important recommendations at the
1975 meeting of the CBDNA at the University of California, Berkeley.
First, a wind ensemble committee was to be established as a standing
committee in the CBDNA. Second, twenty percent of all performing
groups at CBDNA meetings are to be wind chamber groups of wind
ensemble proportions. Whitwell especially noted that he felt this to
be an important and formative step in the development of the program
ming. Third, the CBDNA will allocate funds to transport the scoretape-disc collection of National Center for the Symphonic Wind
Ensemble, at Eastman, to all future national CBDNA conferences for
1
•
ease of availability to conductors.
Thus, the existence and actions of past and present wind music
societies, the current recording industry's preservation and distribu
tion of the work of superior artists, the increased activity of
publishing houses, and the recent focus on wind chamber music and wind
ensemble music at all future CBDNA conferences are all factors con
tributing to the proliferation of mixed-wind chamber music.
1. David Whitwell, "Report on the CBDNA Committee Meetings,"
notes from the report, College Band Directors' National Association
Conference (University of Calif., Berkeley, February 8, 1975).

CHAPTER 3
SELECTED SCORES FOR MIXED CHAMBER WINDS AVAILABLE
FOR PERFORMANCE IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
Criteria for Selection
During the research and selection of published scores to be
discussed and recommended for performance, this writer compiled a
list of 1,031 titles, including the composer, instrumentation, and
publisher(s) of each work. This list was collected from the holdings
of the Sibley Library at the Eastman School of Music, the McKeldin
Library of the University of Maryland, the Library of Congress, from
publishers' catalogues containing lists of mixed-wind chamber music,
and from scholarly articles. Of the works researched, 170 were omitted
from this list. The omissions included concertos, works scored for
beginners, and very brief works such as marches, waltzes, polkas, and
fanfares.'
The remaining 861 works were catalogued and are to be found in
Appendix B, Literature for Mixed Chamber Winds. Representative compo
sitions from this list were selected, discussed, and recommended for
performance by university-level groups.
The 861 compositions were classified according to the number of
mixed winds in the ensemble and the number of mixed winds plus other
non-wind instruments. They were divided into 38 classifications whose
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constituents are detailed in Appendix B, Literature for Mixed Chamber
Winds. Outside the limits of this discussion are the instrumentations
at the extreme ends of this range, that is, the classification of five
mixed-winds supplemented with other non-wind instruments, on the one
hand, and those classifications called wind ensemble and wind ensemble
supplemented with other non-wind instruments, on the other. In the
first case, the pieces are essentially those scored for standard wood
wind quintet plus additional non-wind instruments. In the latter
cases, the exact instrumentation of each were researched, but the pub
lishers did not reply to the letters of inquiry concerning the precise
instrumentation of those scores. All three instrumentations, then,
are beyond the bounds of this dissertation; the classifications and
the works are, nevertheless, listed in Appendix B titled Literature
for Mixed Chamber Winds.
With the exclusion of these three classifications from the
discussion, 35 remained. Five other classifications of the 35 con
tained insufficient listings of two or fewer compositions. They were,
therefore, excluded from the discussions because with such a small
number of works it could not be determined if a work was or was not
representative for that instrumentation. There remained for considera
tion, then, 736 works in 30 classifications. Three broad categories
were arbitrarily established, ranging from six mixed winds through
twenty-three mixed winds. Instrumentations containing traditionally
interchangeable instruments in the ensemble were listed under the
most commonly used instrumentation for that work. The three broad
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categories are as follows:
I Works for a Small Instrumentation: Six Mixed Winds
Through Eight Mixed Winds Plus Percussion, Keyboard,
Strings, or Tape
II Works for a Medium Instrumentation: Nine Mixed Winds
Through Eleven Mixed Winds Plus Percussion, Keyboard,
Strings, or Tape
III Works for a Large Instrumentation: Twelve Mixed
Winds Through Twenty-Three Mixed Winds
There are 364 compositions for small instrumentation, 197 for medium
instrumentation, and 175 for large instrumentation. Of these, 70
compositions were selected for discussion and recommended for perform
ance; there were 25 for small instrumentation, 19 for medium instru
mentation, and 26 for large instrumentation. The works discussed
for the three sizes of instrumentations are representative of the main
body of literature for mixed chamber winds.
The details of these 70 compositions are presented in
Discussion Sections I, II, and III. Section I consists of discus
sions in some detail of scores recommended for performance. Section
II consists of more general discussions of scores of works
recommended for performance. Discussion Section III contains brief
annotations of scores to be considered for performance. The first
basis for selection of a work for discussion is that it be repre
sentative of an instrumentation classification. Then, compositions
were selected as being representative of either the Classic, Romantic,
or Twentieth-Century periods, A variety of musical genres, including
the traditional ones, such as divertimenti, serenade, suite, symphony,
and overture, were used. The twentieth-century "new music" or
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avant-garde aspects of mixed-wind chamber music include several idioms
and techniques. Among them are atonality; modality; the twelve-tone
system; probability theory, a method of musical composition; spatial
compositional techniques; and aleatory compositional processes or
procedures. Since the 1960s, composers of avant-garde mixed-wind
chamber music have employed sound production techniques which are
indicated by new types of music notation.

Finally, works were

selected, with a very few exceptions, by composers who have written
more than one mixed-wind composition.
In a few instances, more than one work by a composer is recom
mended because of their instrumentation or their genre. In those
cases in which several different scores of a composer existed, the
choice of a particular score was based on examination of several of
the composer's works. For example, the selection of Haydn's
Divertimento No. 6 in G was based on the use of the winds in his six
other divertimenti for classic wind sextet. In Divertimento No. 6 in
G., Haydn employs the bassoons in a soloistic manner. This was the
first instance of Haydn's soloistic use of bassoons for the classic
wind sextet instrumentation. For these reasons this work, and others
with somewhat similar compositional circumstances, was placed in
Section I for detailed discussion,
Other factors influenced the selection of recommended works
for assignment to Discussion Sections I, II, or III. Choices between
mixed-wind works

by one

composer had to be made on the basis of

criteria appropriate to those works. For instance, Richard Strauss
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composed four mixed-wirid chamber works. These are two pairs of works
for like instrumentations: the Serenade in E-Flat is a parallel
piece to the Suite in B-Flat, both for thirteen mixed winds. The
Sonatina for Winds is a companion piece to the Symphony for Winds,
both for sixteen winds. The writer selected only one of each pair
and assigned them to Section I for detailed discussion. The remaining
two works appear in Sections II and III, the briefly discussed Addi
tional Recommended Scores for Mixed Chamber Winds Section, and Scores
for Mixed Chamber Winds Recommended for Performance Consideration
Section. Another factor influencing the selection and Section assign
ment of a work is that some compositions have already been the subject
of intensive studies. Stravinsky's Symphonies of Wind Instruments,
and Varese's Octandre, for example, are works discussed in Tyra's
dissertation.* Thus, they were placed in Section II for general dis
cussion. Discussion Section III contains brief annotations and is
called Scores for Mixed Chamber Winds Recommended for Performance
Consideration. Works were placed in Section III for several reasons.
Some compositions were from the same historical period as works
already discussed and were found to be similar in style, structure,
and content. Others were written by composers whose work(s) may have
already been discussed, but the instrumentation for a score listed in
Discussion Section III was different from that of the foregoing work.
Some compositions were seen to be commonly performed and others little
1. Thomas Norman Tyra, "An Analysis of Twentieth Century
Compositions for Wind Ensemble," (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Michigan, 1971).
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known, but in either case warranted further consideration for perform
ance. A few placed in Section III provided more variety of
compositions and more flexibility in the degree of performance
difficulty represented by the 70 pieces. And last, some works listed
in Section III are in a classification which contains a reasonably
small number of compositions. An example is Easley Blackwood's
Chamber Symphony for fourteen winds from a classification which con
tains three works. Another is Ernst Krenek's Kleine Blasermusik,
Opus 70a, from the classification of seventeen plus other non-wind
instruments, in which there are only seven works. A final example is
Paul Hindemith's Konzertmusik fur Blaserorchester, Opus 41, from a
classification of twenty-one plus other non-wind instruments which
contains nine works.
To further aid in the selection of the works to be discussed
and recommended, some of the choices of Frederick Fennel! in his Time
and the Winds and of David Whitwell in his A New History of Wind Music
were given much credence. Also helpful were six dissertations,
including An Analysis of Twentieth Century Compositions for Wind
Ensemble by Thomas Norman Tyra and Harmoniemusik-Music for Small Wind
Band in the Late Eighteenth Century by Roger Hellyer. Robert L.
Gauldin's The Historical Development of Scoring for Wind Ensemble and
0. Lee Gibson's The Serenades and Divertimenti of Mozart were also use
ful. The dissertations of John Haynie, The Changing Role of the Band
in American Colleges and Universities, and Ray Tross, The Present
Status of Bands and Band Departments in Higher Education, provided a
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small amount of statistical data and brief information concerning
wind ensembles.
The seventy compositions finally selected for discussion and
annotation were thought representative in terms of the foregoing
criteria and are thus included in this chapter. These seventy works,
contained in Sections I, II, and III, are representative of the three
broad categories containing 736 mixed-wind chamber works. They are
recommended for university-level performance. Their inclusion in this
chapter can give the reader a better understanding of the variety of
mixed-wind chamber music available in 1977.
Organization within Discussions
The compositions selected as representative are presented in
Discussion Sections I, II, or III, and within these parts they are
listed progressively in their instrumentation classifications. Within
a classification the works are arranged in order of the date of their
composition. A basic reference format is used for each composition
presented. The format page always appears as the first preceding a
work's discussion. The following information is included in the
format.
Name of composition, place and date composed
Name of composer—the place and date of birth, the
place and date of his death
Instrumentation
Publisher(s), date, editor
Dedication
Commission
Approximate duration
Performance difficulty
Recording(s)
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Movements, starting tempos, starting meters,
Maelzel metronome markings
Premiere performance
Following this information is some historical data and a description
of the work. Each composition is discussed in terms of its individual
qualities, such as the use of instruments, the texture of the work,
and rehearsal problems, or other such considerations. The melodic,
harmonic, and rhythmic structures of the work are also considered.
Musical examples are employed only to illustrate specific ideas about
the compositions.
The length of the discussions and annotations depends on the
complexity of the individual score, its historical circumstances and/
or musical considerations, and its performance duration. Therefore,
the individuality of each work does not always permit an identical
treatment. The discussions are united, however, by a single purposeto assist the reader in gaining a fairly complete view of the work.
It is important to note that no attempt is made to detail a theoreti
cal analysis of any composition, for such would be beyond the scope of
this dissertation.
All instruments are scored in their normal keys unless other
wise noted. The written range of instruments is indicated according
to the system of designating octaves shown in Figure 1,
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Figure 1. System for designating octaves. (Numbers 1 through 7
above indicate the range of the first to the second note in each
example.)

The following seventy mixed-wind chamber compositions discussed
are recommended for university-level performance.
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Discussion Section I—Recommended
Scores for Mixed Chamber Winds
Divertimento No. 6 in G
(Hoboken 11:3, c. 1760, prob
ably Lukavec, Bohemia, now
Czechoslovakia)
Haydn, Franz Joseph
(b. Rohrau, Austria, 1732; d. Vienna, Austria, 1807)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 2 bassoons; 2 horns (G)
Publisher: Ludwig Doblinger (1960), ed.
H. C. Robbins Landon
Approximate duration: 8' 50"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recording: London Wind Soloists, London STS 15078
Movements:

I Allegro 2/4
II Menuet 3/4
III Andante 2/4
IV Menuet 3/4

The Divertimento in G is one of Haydn's seven extant works for
classic wind sextet. In his preface to the score, editor H. C. Robbins
Landon writes that he believes that Haydn wrote most of the seven extant
wind divertimenti around 1760 "while in the service of Count Morzin
[1759-61] . . . [where] the composer probably composed and executed the
music. . .

He further contends that Haydn's specific classic wind

sextet instrumentation was by no means original "since there were
1. Franz Joseph Haydn, Divertimento No. 6 in G, preface to the
score by H. C. Robbins Landon (Munchen: Ludwig Doblinger, 1960), p. 2.
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numerous works for chamber wind sextet by Haydn's immediate predecessor
[at the court] and contemporaries such as [Georg] Wagenseil [1715-77].
. . ." Indeed, Landon believes that Haydn may have used the Wagenseil
works as models for his seven extant divertimenti.1
The Divertimento No. 6 in G, as well as most of the other six
divertimenti, is written in the classical serenade structure of five
movements. The order of the movements is fast, minuet I, slow,
minuet II, and fast.
The first movement is a robust Allegro in two short, repeated
sections. The pair of oboes is used as the dominant melodic instru
ments. The bassoons are occasionally featured divisi, as in mea
sures 17-20 where the oboes and horns provide background accompaniment.
The stately Menuet I is brief. Oboes and horns generally are
scored in pairs. The bassoons are in unison, except for a divisi in
measures 9-10. In most of the seven wind sextet divertimenti, the bas
soons are normally in unison or in octave, sometimes in divisi, and are
seldom given a solo. Measures 17-20 of Movement I, measures 9-10 of
Movement II, and measures 33-40 of Movement IV are the first instances
of Haydn's using bassoons in a soloistic manner in his early wind diver
timenti. In the trio of the second movement, the composer scores the
bassoons in eighth-note octave leaps with sustained horn accompaniment.
This writing places attention on the pair of oboes.
1. H. C. Robbins Landon, The Symphonies of Joseph Haydn
(London: Universal Editions, 1955), p. 188.
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The Andante is a delicate movement composed of two repeated
sections, one of nine measures and one of sixteen measures. The move
ment predominantly employs the dynamic contrasts of forte and piano.
The horns are scored with figures which project through the ensemble.
The oboes are the leading winds except for the soli horns in mea
sures 3-4 and measures 22-23.
The Menuet II is moderately fast and very rhythmic. It is again
led by the oboes with accompanying figures by the horns and bassoons
contrasting the forte and piano dynamic levels.
Figure 2 shows that oboe I is given the melodic line accompanied
by bassoons in measures 25-32. A unique scoring for Haydn at this time
is the bassoons' divisi melodic figure in thirds in measures 33-40, also
shown in Figure 2. Haydn here uses the oboe II and the horn II as a
bass instrument on beat one, with horns I and II providing the quarter
notes on beats two and three.
The Presto movement is in two sections. The movement opens with
soli horns. These measures, 1-5, recur in measures 20-24. Although
these horn parts are not of a virtuosic nature, moderately good perform
ers are required. Some difficulty in horn parts is common in this com
poser's music because, as Landon says, "Haydn always loved virtuoso horn
parts. . . .nl The movement closes with a "horn call" figure performed
by all winds in the last three measures.
1. H. C. Robbins Landon, Joseph Haydn, ed. Herausgeber (Vienna:
Universal Editions, 1965), II, foreword, p. xxv.
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Figure 2. Haydn, Divertimento No. 6 in G, IV (Menuet II), measures 2440. (Copyright 1960 by Ludwig Doblinger. Used by permission.)
Certain passages in the score may pose some concern: first,
the execution of the moderately difficult soli horn parts in pairs in
Movement III, measures 3-4 and measures 22-23; second, the execution
of clean articulations in the moderately fast menuet tempo in Move
ment IV and the Presto tempo in Movement V; and third, the execution of
the soli horn parts in measures 1-5 and measures 21-25 in Movement V.
Considering the early date of the Divertimento No. 6 in G, the
composition can be used in a program as an excellent example of an
early classic sextet for mixed winds. The work also contains the natu
ral vigor of Haydn and produces the exhilaration present in much of his
music.
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Sextet in E-Flat, Opus 71 (probably Bonn, Germany, c. 1796)
Beethoven, Ludwig van
(b. Bonn, Germany, 1770; d. Vienna, Austria, 1827)
Instrumentation: 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons;
2 horns (E-flat)
Publisher: International Music
Approximate duration: 20"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recordings: Wind Soloists, Club Francais de Disque,
Nonesuch Records H-1025 mono, H-71025
stereo
Movements:

I Adagio C, Allegro 3/4
II Adagio 2/4
III Menuetto, Quasi 3/4
IV Rondo, Allegro

The Sextet is the forerunner of the popular Septet, Opus 20.
Beethoven never attempted to publish the Sextet until fifteen years
after its composition. It is an abbreviated divertimento containing
only four movements. The composer employs a characteristic wind compo
sition key of E-flat major. , Of historical note is the instrumentation
which uses the classic sextet but with clarinets replacing the usual
oboes. Opus 71 has great dynamic contrast and exposed wind parts with
tutti contrasts. Prominent solo winds are first the clarinet, second
the bassoon, and then the horn. Effectively employed are winds in soli
pairs, mixed winds in duet fashion, and double pairs of winds. They
are generally used in the normal late-classic tradition.

Movement I is by far the most extensive. The Adagio provides
an introduction to the Allegro. The first half of the movement theme
is based on notes of the E-flat major chord played first by clarinet I.
The movement also contains solo scale passages and triplet arpeggios in
the clarinet I.
The Adagio, Movement II, is uncomplicated. There is little
contrast of instruments, dynamics, or harmony. For example, Beethoven
uses only the tonic and dominant chords. There is, however, impressive
solo wind writing, especially for bassoon and clarinet. The expressive
use of bassoon and clarinet as mixed pairs, of double pairs of clari
nets and horns, and of soli clarinets is noted. Roger Fiske describes
this early writing for wind instruments by Beethoven as "admirable,
evoking a rich, plummy texture while contriving ample breathing
space.
The short and very light Menuetto, which is basically a scherzo,
employs the horns at the beginning in open sixths. The clarinets are
used in pairs and are also alternated with the horns. In the lightly
textured trio, which contains sudden sforzando accents, the horns are
silent.
The final movement, Rondo, is a simple rondo based on a martial
rhythm shown in the clarinet I part in Figure 3. Beethoven used piano
passages containing few instruments contrasted to forte tuttis in the
1. Roger Fiske, Chamber Music, ed. Alec Robertson (Baltimore:
Penguin Books, 1957), p. 304.
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Rondo. The Rondo abounds with passages requiring technically good
performance skills.

Figure 3. Beethoven, Sextet in E-Flat, IV, measures 1-4. (Copyright
n.d. by International Music Company. Used by permission.)
Two movements of the Sextet have possible technical and range
challenges. Movement I employs the clarinet I and bassoon I in diffi
cult sixteenth-note passages and triplet arpeggio figures. Horn I may
be challenged with the pedal tone C in measures 249-250 and the arpeg
gio figures of measures 285-290.

In Movement IV the technique required

of clarinet II, bassoon II, and clarinet I with the execution of the
arpeggio triplet figures may be demanding.
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Mladi (Youth Suite, 1924)
Janacek, Leos
(b. Hukvaldy, East Moravia, now Czechoslovakia, 1854;
d. Ostrau, Moravia, 1928)
Instrumentation: Flute doubling piccolo, oboe, clari
net, bass clarinet, bassoon; horn
Publishers: J. and W. Chester; Andraud; Hudebni Matice
Umelecke Besedy, Prague (1925) through
Boosey and Hawkes used in this discussion
Approximate duration: 16' 45"
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recording: Philadelphia Woodwind Quintet, Columbia
ML 4995
Movements:

I Andante. 6/16
(Allegro.

- 128
- 144)

II Moderato. ^

J - 92

(Andante sostenuto.
III Allegro. 2/4
(Vivace."

J

J

- 72)

J - 120
- 160)

J* - 104
(Allegro animato J . - 132)

IV Con moto. 6/8

Premiere performance: October 21, 1924, at Brno,
arranged by the State Conserva
tory vof Music on the occasion of
Janacek's seventieth birthday
At the time Leos Janacek was composing Mladi he was also
collecting material relating to his childhood for Max Brod, his

biographer.* Charles Burr said the work "typifies JanScek's feeling
for nature and is full of recollections of the life out-of-doors he
spent during childhood in his native village.' 2 Having been a student
and chorister in the Royal Clerical College at Brno from 1865 to 1874,
the composer also relays, in Mladi, the happy days at the monastery
school.

O

Burr states that in Mladi Janacek "abandoned the intellec

tual, polyphonic, developmental approach . . . and substituted a
terse, dramatic and freely inflected musical idiom of his own deriving,
an idiom that follows the laws of speech in many aspects.^ Each move
ment has several tempo changes and each change is accompanied by a
different meter. There is dynamic contrast throughout.
David Ewen suggests that a "lighthearted and joyous tune domi
nates the first movement." The melody is repetitious and is "like a
child's game-song."** The Andante opens with the theme given to solo
oboe followed by an imitation in the flute. Other soli instruments
are clarinet and oboe.
1. David Whitwell, A New History of Hind Music (Evanston,
111.: The Instrumentalist, 1972), p. 54.
2. Charles Burr, Janacek's Mladi, program notes, Philadelphia
Woodwind Quintet, stereo, 33-1/3 rpm, vinyl ML 4995, n.d.
3. Ridi Otaker Sourek, JanScek's Mlcidi, score program notes
(Prague: Hudebni Matice Umelecke Besedy, 1925), p. 7.
4. Burr, JanSCek's Mlgdi, program notes.
5. David Ewen, The World of Twentieth Century Music (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968), p. 407.

With each new section the composer varies the theme and the
accompaniment slightly. He connects and alternates the fast and slow
sections with solo, cadenza-like material, as for example, the horn
solo in measures 55-58; Tempo I, measure 43; and the lively Un poco
piu mosso, measure 59.
The Allegro, measure 115, is the same melody and accompaniment
varied again. Flute, oboe, and clarinet carry the folklike melody,
while other winds set a dance-like rhythm of down beat and after beat.
The final contrast in tempo occurs in measures 155-168. In the Adagio
the horn is scored with an ad libitum solo. This is suddenly changed
to a tutti Presto in the last five measures.
Like Movement I, the second movement Moderato contains fast and
slow sections connected with solo wind cadenza-like material. Such
passages are written for the bass clarinet, bassoon, and flute. The
composer always shifts the meter to 17/16 in such instances and marks
it slentando, or gradually becoming slower. Thus, through the tempo
changes and connecting material, contrast is achieved.
The main melodic material in the Moderato is an expressive
theme shown in the oboe line in Figure 4. This melody is repeated
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Figure 4. Janacek, Mladi, II, measures 4-6. (Copyright 1925 by
Hudebni Matice Umelecke Besedy. Used by permission.)

numerous times. Janacek, normally repeating the theme, suddenly shifts
to an unexpected development of the theme. Beginning in measure 50,
for example, he interweaves the flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, and
bass clarinet in a solo orchestral style. He bridges the winds to
gether in alia breve with quarter-note triplets and eighth-note
arpeggios. In addition, the composer's rapid rhythmic shifts, meter
changes, and rhythmic subtlety add variety to the movement. The
Andante, which began piano, ends with a two-measure Adagio tempo with
diminuendo.
Movement III, Meno mosso, is composed of two contrasting ideas,
a lively march followed by a sustained solo line with light accompani
ment. The two opposing ideas are alternated. The movement is
introduced with a brief march which Janacek had written as the March of
the Blue Boys in 1924. According to Whitwell, the title refers to a
blue uniform which Janacek wore, as a youth in the Brno monastery.*
The contrasting idea in the Meno mosso is an expressive solo melody
given to oboe, seen in Figure 5. Prominent winds which are scored with
the solo line at various times are the oboe, flute, and horn. The
composer employs the piccolo in the march, whereas he gave the flute a
solo in the expressive sustained section. The march contains, as
accompaniment, the down-beat and after-beat figures in all winds. The
piccolo is featured in a crisp, staccato march theme.
1. Whitwell, A New History of Wind Music, p. 54.
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Figure 5. Janacek, Mladi, III, measures 58-64. (Copyright 1925 by
Hudebni Matice Umelecke Besedy. Used by permission.)
The Con moto (Allegro animato) is a colorful movement. It con
tains expressive solo use of the flute in the low register as well as
the clarinet, oboe, and horn. The ascending figure, beginning in
measure 39 in the bass clarinet, bassoon, and horn, adds to the
element of suspense and excitement. The upper woodwinds imitate the
figure and it is then tossed about among the winds.
A passage in the horn and bassoon beginning measure 157 re
quires the use of double tonguing, thus creating a tremolo effect.
This is a difficult task at the suggested 132 beats per minute.
Throughout this passage a melody is shared by the oboe and flute.
Janacek's colorful scoring of winds is also noted. For the most part,
all winds are in motion in opposing registers and directions, thus
exposing the different timbres. The movement continues to alternate
between fast and slow. The work concludes in 3/4 meter, one beat to a
measure, at a Prestissimo tempo. Four of the last six measures con
tain a sforzato attack on the first beat of a measure in the emphatic
conclusion.
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Rehearsal problems may include being alert to frequent tempo
changes as well as such meter changes as 6/16 and 17/16. Competent
solo winds are required, for all are used soloistically. The bass
clarinet is the true bass, while the bassoon sometimes doubles as bass
but is often independent. The double tonguing in Movement IV may
prove difficult. The score lists the instruments only on page 1.
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Pastorale Variee, Opus 30
(Dans Le Style Ancien)
Pierne, Henri Constant Gabriel
(b. Metz, France, 1863; d. Pouljean, France, 1937)
Instrumentation: Flute, oboe, clarinet, 2 bassoons;
horn, trumpet (C)
Publishers: Editions Durand (1961) used in this
discussion; Elkan-Vogel
Approximate duration: 8' 30"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
One movement, seven parts:
Andantino
Tema in Canone, Istesso tempo, 2/4
1

Double, Scherzosamente, 2/4

2e Double Tourbillon, Unpochettino piu
animato, 2/4
3e Double, Tempo di minuetto, 3/8
4e Double, Alia siciliana, 3/8
5e All° maestoso, 2/4
Gabriel Pierne, the French organist, composer, and conductor,
studied with Cesar Franck, and succeeded him as organist at the SainteClotilde Church. Charles Malherbe notes that his melodies are "full of
charm" and he has "intimate knowledge of the classics and a profound
understanding of counterpoint."*
1. Quoted in Ewen, The World of Twentieth Century Music,
p. 548.
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The Pastorale Variee for seven mixed winds contains music which
demonstrates those characteristics. The Andantino contains the theme.
It is presented in canon, and following that are five variations of the
theme. The composition is conventional in melodic, harmonic, and rhyth
mic content. The composer employs a maximum of six winds at any time.
Two instruments used separately in contrasting dynamic levels
introduce the lyrical theme in the Andantino, Figure 6. The theme is
scored for flute followed by the clarinet, first in exact imitation of
it and later at the interval of a fifth. The thematic introduction is
brief.

FLUTE

/r-

i
mf

CLARINETTE
en Sit

Ly'

li

Figure 6. Pierne, Pastorale Variee, Andantino, measures 1-4. (Copy
right 1961 by Editions Durand. Used by permission.)
The varied Tema in Canone, marked piano, is scored for the oboe
followed by the clarinet, Figure 7. The clarinet is in strict canon at
the distance of one measure. The bassoon is scored in the last three
measures, concluding the theme on a single staccato eighth-note b-flat.
In variation one, Figure 8, Pierne adds the full color of the
bassoons to the previously introduced flute, clarinet, and oboe in the
dance-like Scherzosamente. He employs the theme, slightly varied, in
the top three instruments with imitative counterpoint in the bassoons,
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Figure 7. Pierne, Pastorale Variee, Tema in Canone, measures 1-4.
(Copyright 1961 by Editions Durand. Used by permission.)
see Figure 8. This variation is short and concludes with the bassoons
in octaves on an eighth-note b-flat.
Variation two follows immediately with the indication tourbillon
(whirlwind). To the winds already introduced in the score, the composer
adds the horn, as seen in Figure 9. The varied theme is given to the
oboe with slight punctuations scored for the clarinet and horn. The
tourbillon is musically represented by the rhythmic "swirl" written for
the flute. The varied theme in oboe, horn, and bassoons, the "swirl,"
and the light punctuations of the horn (Figure 9) are exchanged among
the six instruments within the variation in a light and animated style.
Variation two ends suddenly on two tutti fortissimo chords and a final
eighth-note b-flat scored in octaves for bassoons.
The Minuetto, variation three, is a contrast to the whirlwind
"swirl" idea of the previous variation. Pierne replaces the flute with
the trumpet in the ensemble of six. The Minuetto is in a very rhythmic
style and scored for tutti ensemble minus flutes, as seen in Figure 10.
The varied theme generally follows a rise and fall contour and is writ
ten, basically, in three-part counterpoint. The trumpet is given an
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Figure 8. Pierne, Pastorale Variee, variation I, measures 1-7. (Copy
right 1961 by Editions Durand. Us§d by permission.)
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Figure 9. Pierne, PastoraleVariee, variation II, measures 1-5. (Copyright 1961 by Editions Durand. Used by permission.)
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Figure 10. Pierne, PastoraleVariee, variation III, measures 1-10.
(Copyright 1961 by Editions Durand. Used by permission.)
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independent part marked forte and actually replaces the flute in this
variation. The other winds are marked fortissimo in order to obtain a
balance. A poco ritardo, still for the tutti ensemble minus flutes, is
scored at the conclusion of the Minuetto.
Variation four employs only four winds. It is distinguished by
a moderate 3/8 meter siciliano, dotted-note rhythm and broken-chord
accompaniment. The oboe is given a soft lyrical melody containing the
siciliano dance rhythm, as seen in Figure 11. The entire variation con
sists of oboe melody with broken-chord accompaniment provided by clari
net, horn, and bassoon. The musical representation here depicts a
gentle pastoral scene. The variation ends abruptly on a sforzato
eighth-note, B-flat major chord.
The brief Allegro maestoso, variation five, is marked fortis
simo. It is very similar to the Minuetto, variation three, except that
it is in 3/4 meter and all parts contain more imitative counterpoint and
individual lines than the other variations. The trumpet is again scored
at a forte dynamic level while other winds have fortissimo. The bas
soons conclude the last measure with a figure frequently seen in the
work. It is a unison, b-flat eighth note, two sixteenth notes, d and f,
and a final b-flat.
The Pastorale Variee is traditionally conceived. Pierne's craft
of construction, graceful melody, use of earlier styles, and simple but
effective counterpoint are among its fine qualities. Pierne's Pastorale
Variee does not require great technical proficiency.
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Figure 11. Pierne, Pastorale Variee, variation IV, measures 1-11.
(Copyright 1961 by Editions Durand. Used by permission.)
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Septet for Wind Instruments
(Taormina, Italy, 1948)
Hindemith, Paul
(b. Hanau, Germany, 1895; d. Frankfurt, Germany, 1963)
Instrumentation: Flute, oboe, clarinet, bass clarinet,
bassoon; horn, trumpet
Publisher: B. Schott's Sohne (1949) through
Belwin Mills
Approximate duration: 14'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recording: Yale University Wind Ensemble, Keith Wilson,
conductor, stereo cassette, National Wind
Ensemble Conference, Yale University, New
Haven, Conn., February 26, 1976
Movements:

I Lebhaft 2/2 3/2 d - 108
II Intermezzo. Sehr langsam,
frei 4/4

- 58

III Variationen. Massig schnell 3/4

J - 108 (theme and four variations)
IV Intermezzo. Sehr langsam 2/4
V Fuge Alter Berner Marsch, ensemble
4/# • and trumpet 2/2 simultane'
J
ously,
Schnell a

• - 80

Premiere performance: Milan, 1948, by the wind group
of the Teatro Nuovo Orchestra
One of the outstanding figures in German twentieth-century
music, Paul Hindemith acquired an international reputation during his
lifetime. No other composer of comparable reputation, with the
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exception of Milhaud and Stravinsky, has written as much music for winds
as Hindemith.* In fact, most of his works are chamber music. Among
them are several compositions for winds.2 While Hindemith was Battel1
Professor of the Theory of Music at Yale University, he composed the
Septet for Wind Instruments (1948) during a stay in Taormina. It was
"early in 1953 that his Septet . . . was chosen by the New York music
critics as the best chamber work of the year. ..."3
Donald Mitchell says that "his Septet ... is real Gebrauchsmusik [music for use]. . . ."^ Fink and Ricci state that a work of this
type can more accurately be called Gemei nschaftsmusi k, for the movements
are either written in polyphonic style.or each instrument is given equal
importance so that all performers may participate fully in the musical
5
experience. The Septet is described as "typical of Hindemith's late
period."

g

Whitwell says it is "a rarely performed, but outstanding
composition. . . ."7
1. Whitwell, A New History of Wind Music, p. 39.
2. Geoffrey Skelton, Paul Hindemith (London: Victor Gollancz.
1975), p. 242.
3. Paul Bekker, The Story of the Orchestra (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1936), p. 311.
4. Donald Mitchell, "Hindemith, Walton, Hoist," The Musical
Times, XCVII (January, 1956), p. 37.
5. Robert Fink and Robert Ricci, The Language of Twentieth
Century Music (New York: Schirmer Books, 1975), p. 34.
6. Mitchell, "Hindemith, Walton, Hoist," p. 37.
7. David Whitwell, "Hindemith, Blacher, Weill, and Busoni—
Their Music for Winds," The Instrumentalist, XXIII (February, 1969),
p. 40.
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The instrumentation is for woodwind quintet plus added bass
clarinet and trumpet. The Septet contains contrapuntal textures and
solo exposure of virtually all winds. The work has no key signa
tures, and each part is characterized by a high degree of rhythmic
independence.
The first movement is written in a lively animated style.
After a brief introduction, each instrument—clarinet, oboe, horn,
trumpet, bassoon, flute, and bass clarinet—is featured with accompani
ment. The bass clarinet part, for example, has an exposed and extended
solo in measures 137-152. Here, at measure 138, Hindemith extends the
bass clarinet's range upward to d"'. For clarity in representing the
score, the execution of the trills, slurred notes, staccato notes, and
accents must be very clearly articulated. The composer often writes
extremely contrasted material simultaneously. For example, Figure 12
shows the solo sustained legato lines of the horn and oboe pitted
against the piano staccato line of the bassoon and the very short,
lightly textured counterpoint of the other winds.
Animation is seen in the music in the last twelve measures.
Movement I closes with a very crisp, staccato quarter-note pianissimo
on an E-flat major chord. With largely contrapuntal textures, the
first movement contains varied timbres, including a muted trumpet in
measure 152, and varied dynamics. The clarinet and bass clarinet parts
are technically difficult. The woodwinds are frequently scored with
trills. Even though the movement is marked with a Maelzel Metronome
(M.M.) marking of 108, Keith Wilson reported that Hindemith, while
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Figure 12. Hindemith, Septet, I, measures 35-44. (Copyright 1949 by
B. Schott's Sbhne. Used by permission.)
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conducting the work at Yale, actually performed the movement at
M.M. 144.1
The slow and deliberate Intermezzo is a brief movement. It has.
multimeters, the solo exposure of clarinet, oboe, horn, and flute, and
a lightly textured accompaniment. The solo material is treated in
cadenza-like passages, similar to the writing for the clarinet shown in
Figure 13. The performance must be expressive especially regarding the
accelerando and ritardando marking. The flute and horn are scored in
imitation of the clarinet, beginning in measures 9 and 13, respectively.
The tutti ensemble, excepting trumpet, reiterates in measures 20-21 the
opening figure originally stated by the clarinet (see Figure 13). The
flute is also scored with cadenza-like material in the final eight mea
sures. In the last three measures stress is again placed upon the open
ing musical figure while the scoring is solely for flute in the low
register. The last two measures are marked pianissimo with a
decrescendo. The Intermezzo leads to a set of variations.
The Variationen is composed of a theme and four variations which
are scored for solo instruments and accompaniment. The theme of the
variation is first introduced in the trumpet. Variation one is scored
for flute. An example of the treatment of the variations may be seen in
Figure 14 where the flute is scored with the statement of the dottedeighth, sixteenth note at an interval different from the initial
1. "A Personal View of Paul Hindemith and His Music," Keith
Wilson and the Yale University Wind Ensemble lecture-concert, stereo
cassette, National Wind Ensemble Conference (Yale University, New Haven,
Conn., February 26, 1976).
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s
Figure 13. Hindemith, Septet, II, measures 1-8. (Copyright 1949 by
B. Schott'.s Sohne. Used by permission.)
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Figure 14. Hindemith, Septet, III, measures 25-27. (Copyright 1949 by
B. Schott's Sohne. Used by permission.)
statement of the theme. It should be observed that Hindemith notates
rests for the horn here in preparation for the forthcoming horn solo and
consequent change of timbre. The accompanying clarinet and bass clari
net are given trill-like, alternating sixteenth notes while the trumpet
is given afterbeat figures. The bassoon is scored with a descending
staccato eighth-note figure. A variety of rhythm and timbre effects is
apparent here. Variation two is scored for solo oboe, variation three
for solo horn, and variation four for solo bassoon. Each variation
shifts the style of the accompaniment figures. For example, when the
oboe is given an extended flowing solo, measure 50, triplet figures in
the accompanying winds are prominent. Hindemith scores ornamental fig
ures for the accompaniment when he assigns the horn to a soaring melodic
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line in measure 76. In the last variation, the bassoon is given the
original theme, measure 102, while the other winds play afterbeats and
sixteenth-note figures. The final restatement of the initial theme of
the dotted-eighth, sixteenth note is scored in imitation in the first
clarinet, then the flute, bass clarinet, oboe, and horn, in the last
six measures. The Variationen closes with a pianissimo F major chord.
Movement IV, the second Intermezzo, is a retrograde of the
first Intermezzo. There are some dynamic changes but the tempo remains
the same.
Hindemith has a strong sense of humor, as is evident in Move
ment V. Mitchell says:
In the finale we are treated to an example of Hindemith's aca
demic humor, that joviality which has played an increasingly
large role in his music. A triple fugue was combined with an
old Bernese [sic] march tune, continuously reiterated like a
cantus firmus by the trumpet.1
This movement is extremely fast, and contains technically very
difficult wind parts and textural contrasts. It is bimetrical through
out. In addition, the movement has many trills for woodwinds and
brasses as well as much dynamic contrast.
The first fugue subject is scored in the clarinet part as shown
in Figure 15. Immediately following is the trumpet march tune in mea
sure 2. Other entrances within the first fugue subject statement are
seen in measure 7 for flute, and in measure 11 for bassoon. Bassoon
and bass clarinet follow with entrances in measure 16. The trumpet is
scored with a persistently individual and independent march.
1. Mitchell, p. 37.
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Figure 15. Hindemith, Septet, V, measures 1-12. (Copyright 1949 by
B. Schott's Sohne. Used by permission.)
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Contrast is achieved with the use of the second fugue subject,
marked piano, beginning with the clarinet in measure 38. The trumpet
line is independent of the fugue. It is briefly treated. A third fugue
subject begins in measure 73 with the bassoon at a pianissimo dynamic
level. A contrapuntal combination of the three fugue subjects are pre
sented in measures 103-114 (see Figure 16). An example is flute with
fugue one subject, measure 103; bass clarinet with fugue subject three,
beat three of measure 103; trumpet with independent line, measure 104.
Other winds enter with subjects one and three. Subject two is scored
for oboe in measure 112. The opposing timbres and styles of the various
wind subjects are distinct. Thus all four lines are counterpointed in a
heavily textured and dramatic finale. The trumpet march tune persists
as an independent voice. Alter Berner Marsch ends abruptly on two short
E-flat eighth notes scored in octaves.
Lawrence Morton, in a 1951 review of the performance of the
composition, says "Hindemith's Septet for Winds is full of fine inven
tion (except in the variation movement) and surefire craft. Its con
stantly varied timbres were a delight to the ears."*
The work requires seven excellent solo wind performers. The
rhythmically independent parts may prove difficult. The ornamental fig
urations and trills in the woodwinds will require some attention. The
final movement is technically difficult for all winds. The contrapuntal
nature of the movement calls for precision of execution by the ensemble.
1. Lawrence Morton, "Southern California Activities," Symphony,
V (July-August, 1951), p. 4.
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Figure 16. Hindemith, Septet, V, measures 103-114. (Copyright 1949
by B. Schott's Sbhne. Used by permission.)
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Figure 16.—Continued.
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Scherzo (Over the Pavements,
between 1906 and 1913)
Ives, Charles Edward
(b. Danbury, Connecticut, 1874; d. New York City,
New York, 1954)
Instrumentation: Piccolo, clarinet, bassoon (or sax);
trumpet, 3 trombones; cymbal, bass
drum, piano
Publisher: Peer International Corporation (1971)
Approximate duration: 11'
Performance difficulty: For the most highly skilled
university performers
One movement, in five sections:
Allegro 3/8
5/8 J*- J*
Allegro moderato 3/4
Cadenza, Allegro molto 4/4
Allegro 3/8
Recordings: Boston Chamber Ensemble, Harold Farberman, conductor, Cambridge CRM 804;
Polymusic Chamber Orchestra, Vladimir
Cherniavsky, conductor, Polymusic
PRLP 1001
Scherzo contains numerous interwoven complexities. Among them
are unfinished phrases, awkward instrumental lines, atonality, and a
non-rigid form. Others are unusual harmonies for the time, polyrhythms
and bimeters, tone clusters, and a specific jazz technique. Many of
these characteristics peculiar to the work are pointed out in this
discussion.
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At the time Scherzo was written the instrumentation was an
unusual assortment of mixed winds plus percussion and piano. About
the use of the trombone in this work, for example, Robert Gray says
"Ives was probably the first composer in the twentieth century to call
for the trombone in chamber works."*
The A11egro opens with theme one in the clarinet accompanied
by the bassoon in eighth-note octaves as seen in Figure 17. The
Allegro
Piccolo

Bat'.soon
or
Saxophone

m

cJ

»

0

cJJ

Figure 17. Ives, Scherzo, measures 1-3. (Copyright 1971 by Peer
International Corporation. Used by permission.)
piano is scored with the theme in legato style in measure 4 with
eighth-note octaves in the left hand. It is accompanied by the clari
net, trumpet, and bassoon in a jaunty disconnected rhythm. Theme two
is introduced in measure 10 by the trumpet. This irregular second
theme is developed by the piano with the assistance of the trumpet. A
rhythmically syncopated background is provided by the bassoon and
1. Robert Gray, "The Trombone in Contemporary Chamber Music,"
The Brass Quarterly, I (September, 1957), p. 14.
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clarinet. Theme one recurs in measure 29 in the piano with a meter
change to 5/8 in measure 32 in preparation for section B.
In this second section, a rhythmic, repeated syncopated figure
is scored for the right hand of the piano on the black keys while the
theme is written for the left hand on the white keys, resulting in a
polytonal effect. The bass drum enters in measure 34 and cymbals in
measure 36 to give emphasis to the repeated rhythm. An extended
quarter-note triplet figure in major sevenths is introduced in the
clarinet and trumpet in measures 35-37. The jerky, syncopated repeated
figure of the piano is imitated by the bassoon and trumpet as shown in
Figure 18, measures 38-39. This rhythmic figure in 5/8 meter previ
ously exposed by the piano is probably an influence of "ragtime." In
measures 46-48, Ives introduces chords built on major seconds in the
piano. These ascending and descending dissonant harmonies are repeated
in a harsh, percussive, rhythmic style. Ives notes in the score for
the piano that measure 46 is to be played "as short drum beats, no
pedal,while in measures 49-65 he notes that the bassoon part is to
be played "as in a drum." 2 The syncopated repeated figure introduced
earlier returns in measure 50. This time Ives adds quarter-note trip
lets in the piccolo one octave higher, while the clarinet and trumpet
continue the dissonant major and minor sevenths as seen in Figure 19.
In measures 50-54 the composer continues the triplet figures in octaves
1. Charles Ives, Scherzo, score (New York: Peer International
Corporation), p. 7.
2. Ibid., p. 8.
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Figure 18. Ives, Scherzo, measures 38-39. (Copyright 1971 by Peer
International Corporation. Used by permission.)
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Figure 19. Ives, Scherzo, measures 50-51. (Copyright 1971 by Peer
International Corporation. Used by permission.)
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in the clarinet and piccolo while employing eleven pitches of the chro
matic scale. The trumpet continues the major and minor sevenths with
the clarinet. Intensity builds through the use of polyrhythms. The
climax of the section intensifies as the trumpet continues the previous
syncopated rhythm of the right hand of the piano line.
Four curious things happen in measures 59-60 which are shown in
Figure 20. First, Ives marks the right hand of the triplet piano figure
ffff, "loudest of all"; second, the trumpet continues with dominant and
rhythmically contrasting material; third, a metrical modulation occurs
in measures 59-60. Harold Farberman notes that the meter modulates from
5/8 to 9/8 in measure 61.* This is done by the use of five differently
articulated rhythms composed of five types of triplets which meld into
the 9/8 meter of measure 61. By measure 63, the meter is bimetrical
with 3/4 and 6/8 being used simultaneously. Thus, this section has pro
gressed from 5/8 to 9/8 and then to 3/4 meter. The fourth curious thing
which occurs in measures 60-61 is the use of a jazz technique. A clar
inet glissando shown in Figure 20, measure 60, is employed. Such writ
ing was thought to be daring even in George Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue
written ten years later. The tension created by such writing is
released at the Heno moso quasi andante, measure 66, by a soft piano
chord echoed by the clarinet, bassoon, and trumpet, thus introducing
section C.
1. Harold Farberman, Ives' Scherzo, Pieces for Chamber Orches
tra and Songs, program notes, Boston Chamber Ensemble, Harold Farberman,
conductor, monaural, 33-1/3 rpm, vinyl, Cambridge CRM 804, 1963, p. 3.
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Figure 20. Ives, Scherzo, measures 59-60. (Copyright 1971, Peer Inter
national Corporation. Used by permission.)
Section C is brief. Beginning with the Allegro moderato in
measures 68-80, the piano has the dominant material with interjections
in the form of replies by the clarinet, bassoon, and trumpet. The first
ending of section C climaxes on a whole note with a bass drum roll and a
polychord in the piano. This giant chord of .eleven pitches is a tone
cluster based on the interval of a minor second.
The Cadenza is a section composed with meters changing no less
than eleven times from measure 81 to measure 95. The Cadenza employs
all instruments except piccolo and trombones. At measure 81 Ives places
the inscription "To play or not to play," and next to the tempo

indication of Allegro molto, he notes "or as fast as possible."* The
wind instruments accompany the piano solo with syncopated rhythms in a
series of harmonic intervals of sixths, fifths, fourths, thirds, sec
onds, and finally concludes in octaves in measure 93. The piano part
engages the entire span of the keyboard from B-flat' to f1 " 1, with hand
crossing in a series of ascending and descending minor ninths for the
cadenza through measure 93. A stabilizing feature of the cadenza is the
bass drum's steady pulsation of eighth notes which are predominately on
the first half of each beat.
The Allegro, measure 97, is like the first measure of the A sec
tion, here adding percussion in measure 98, one trombone in measure 121,
and piccolo in measure 127. The last two measures in 2/4 meter in
C major are a comical ending which might have been taken from a typical
phrase in a band march of downbeat, upbeat, which fades from piano to
pianissimo. The Ivesian ending might be described as an "absurdity
p
[which] was part of Ives' invention."
Scherzo contains many challenges. The clarinet range extends
to an a1'1, for example, in measure 65. There are numerous awkward
intervals for all winds. The music contains extremely independent and
intricate rhythms as well as irregular meters and phrases. The piccolo,
clarinet, bassoon, and trumpet parts are difficult. The piano part is
especially complex and requires an excellent performer.

1. Ives, Scherzo, score, p. 13.
2. David Ewen, Composers of Tomorrow's Music (New York: Dodd
and Mead, 1971), p. 6.
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Serenade in C Minor, K. 388
(between 1784 and 17871)
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus
(b. Salzburg, Austria, 1756; d. Vienna, Austria, 1791)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons;
2 horns (E-flat)
Publishers: Andre (1875); Breitkopf and Hartel used
in this discussion; Broude Brothers;
Musica Rara
Approximate duration: 14'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recordings: New Philharmonic Orchestra, Otto
Klemperer, conductor, Angel S-365 3
LP 10337; Wind instruments of the
Marlboro Festival Orchestra, Alexander
Schneider, conductor; Wind instruments
of the Vienna Philharmonic, Columbia
MS 7446
Movements:

I Allegro
II Andante 3/8
III Menuetto in Canone 3/4,
Trio in Canone al rovescio
IV Allegro 2/4 (Theme, eight varia
tions, and coda)

The genesis of the Serenade in C Minor, K. 388 (old K. 384a) is
not known. The character of the entire work is not festive. It is set
in an unusual serenade key of C minor and is structured economically in
four movements. The work lacks the customary second minuet; the
1. David Whitwell, "The Incredible Vienna Octet School," The
Instrumentalist, XXIV (November, 1969), p. 42.

second, slow movement; the introductions to the first and last move
ments; and the march movement.* That structure is typical neither of
Mozart serenades nor of other serenades of that period. The work
demonstrates the simplicity of character and the economy of Mozart's
late style.2
Concerning the Allegro, Landon and Mitchell say it is "the most
economical in its instrumentation . . . , the most compact in form, and
the must pungent in invention. It says what it has to say with excep
tional brevity." The movement opens with unison and octave of the tutti
ensemble as shown in Figure 21. Landon and Mitchell note this opening
theme shape "is expressive of the work's [entire] content. ..." Also
of particular importance is "the recurrence of the basic diminished
seventh motive . . . ," as seen in Figure 21, measure 4. It may be
further observed, for example, in measures 13, 15, 142, and 144.
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Figure 21. Mozart, Serenade in C Minor, I, measures 1-5. (Copyright
n.d. by Breitkopf and Hartel., Used by permission.)
1. Alfred Einstein, "Divertimento, Cassation, Serenade,"
Mozart—His Character and His Works, 3rd ed., rev. Alfred Einstein,
trans. Arthur Mendel and Nathan Broder (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1945), p. 205.
2. H. C. Robbins Landon and Donald Mitchell, "The Serenades
for Wind Band," The Mozart Companion, eds. H. C. Robbins Landon and
Donald Mitchell (New York: W. W. Norton, 1956), p. 89.
3. Ibid., p. 78.

The first long dolce melodic phrase is scored for oboe I, as shown in
Figure 22. This line is later doubled. The oboe and horn I demonstrate
this doubling characteristic, for example, in measure 48. Here the
first horn is scored with the lyrical thematic material and is doubled
in octave with the first oboe.

Ob I
~do/ce.

A

Figure 22. Mozart, Serenade in C Minor, I, measures 42-47. (Copyright
n.d. by Breitkopf and Hartel. Used by permission.)
Immediately apparent in the Serenade are the lyrical melodies,
for example, the one shown in Figure 22. There are broken-chord accom
paniments, abundant and unexpected dynamic changes, and generalpausen.
This last is a complete rest for all winds which comes unexpectedly
after a climatic phrase.
The use of doubled bassoons in Movement I should be noted.
They are scored in unison in a rhythmic, eighth-note, accompaniment
style. They accompany the lyrical melody in Figure 22 which is scored
in octaves for pairs of oboes and clarinets. There are only ten mea
sures in the entire first movement in which the bassoons have divided
parts.

^
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There are specific instances o'f rhythmic interest in the Alle
gro. Figure 23 shows the employment of the eighth-note figures in the
oboes, clarinets, and horns. Landon and Mitchell say this is an "urgent
rhythm" that will be prominent throughout the Allegro development. Much
of the recurring melodic material in the oboes is modeled after this
rhythmic profile.* It should also be observed that the bassoons are
scored with the ascending opening theme which contains the diminished
seventh motive. In measure 201, Figure 24, a variation of the previous
eighth-note figure is scored for oboe and clarinet II, and for horns.
Oboe and clarinet I and bassoons are given the stately and martial
double-dotted note figure heard earlier in the work. According to Lan
don and Mitchell, the recapitulation of these two rhythmic figures,
2

shown in Figure 24, serves to unify the character of the movement.
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Figure 23. Mozart, Serenade in C Minor, I, measures 151-156. (Copy
right n.d. by Breitkopf and Hartel. Used by permission.)
1. Landon and Mitchell, p. 75.
2. Ibid.
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Figure 24. Mozart, Serenade in C Minor, I, measures 201-203. (Copy
right n.d. by Breitkopf and Hartel. Used by permission.)
The tutti conclusion to Movement I contains "a chromatic exten
sion and intensification of the recapitulation's 'closing part."*
Mozart wrote a three measure coda which is further extended by two mea
sures. Repeated arpeggios in the oboe I and clarinet II are accompanied
by chords in the other winds which alternate dynamics from piano to
sforzando, thus bringing unity to the concluding Allegro.
The second movement, Andante in E-flat major, Landon and MitchO
ell call "compact." The Andante's main theme is introduced by the
clarinets, as shown in Figure 25. The oboes join the clarinets in mea
sure 9 for the coming repetitions. The opening phrase contains the only
diminished seventh in this movement. It is hardly noticeable but is,
1. Landon and Mitchell, p. 74.
2. Ibid., p. 88.
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nevertheless, there. It is contained in the second bassoon a-natural in
measure 7 with the diminished seventh being prominent in the clarinet I
part g-flat concert, in measure 8, Figure 25.

Aadunie.

Figure 25. Mozart, Serenade in C Minor, II, measures 1-8. (Copyright
n.d. by Breitkopf and Hartel. Used by permission.)
The second theme is given to clarinet and horns. More notable
than either the first or second theme is the interruption of the move
ment's solemnity by the solo oboe and clarinet. With these Mozart
spins a flowing melodic line above the theme, as in measures 13 and 23.
These interruptions of the theme occur several times during the devel
opment. In the development of the second theme the entire ensemble is
scored with a typically flowing and lushly scored andante style of
Mozart. The writing for winds may be observed in Figure 26. Here, the

oboes are scored with the flowing line while the clarinets and horns
stabilize the passage rhythmically with syncopation. The bassoons add
vitality with an ascending rhythmic figure. The syncopation of the
clarinets and horns serves to increase the intensity. Landon and
Mitchell say that the second theme, which begins mildly, "gathers
intensity in its repeat through variation and chromatic intensification
[in the oboes], syncopated accompaniments [horns and clarinets], and
the pronounced rhythmic and upward thrust of the bassoons. . .

Figure 26. Mozart, Serenade in C Minor, II, measures 31-35. (Copy
right n.d. by Breitkopf and Hartel. Used by permission.)
The main theme consistently recurs as, for example, when the
horns are scored with the solo main theme in measure 61 in an eight
measure passage. Otherwise the horns are doubled with other wind
instruments throughout the movement. Special mention should also be
1.

Landon and Mitchell, p. 88.
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made of the effective slow tremelo in the clarinets, beginning in
measure 39 and also 100. Above it is scored an expressive oboe I solo
line.
The Menuetto in C minor contains a canonic minuet and a trio in
C major which employs a canon in reverse. The minuet proper is pre
sented in strict canon or round; the middle section, at measure 17, is
less rigid in its imitation; and the minuet is concluded with an
extended version of the opening theme. Einstein dubs the minuet a "con
trapuntal display-piece, with all sort of canonic effects. . .
At the beginning of the movement, the unison oboes introduce
the canon and are followed in measure 2 by unison bassoons. The har
monic lines are given to the remaining winds. The bassoons are in uni
son through to the trio. An ascending figure in the minuet may be
observed in the clarinet canon, beginning in measure 17. The extended
main theme, beginning at measure 29, is scored with the diminished sev
enth interval (see Figure 21). In this melodic extension the diminished
sevenths help to intensify the movement.2
One interesting aspect of Mozart's writing occurs at the trio.
0. Lee Gibson says that "the Canone al rovescio is exactly restated
until its altered cadential phrase is reached."3 The Canone al roves
cio in C major is scored for oboes and bassoons alone. At this point
1. Einstein, p. 206.
2. Landon and Mitchell, p. 83.
3. 0. Lee Gibson, "The Serenades and Divertimenti of Mozart"
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, North Texas State University, 1960),
p. 186.
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Mozart scores for the double reeds as a homogeneous quartet. One pair
of canone al rovescio in the oboes fits into another pair of canone al
rovescio with a four-part counterpoint resulting, as shown in Figure 27.
The fluid melodic line and double-reed timbre create a transparency of
texture. The light texture is in contrast to the previous section
which Mozart scored tutti. The da capo at forte dynamic level con
cludes the Menuetto.
Trio in Canone al roTesoin.
Obs

Cls

Hns

Bns

Figure 27. Mozart, Serenade in C Minor, III, measures 49-56. (Copy
right n.d. by Breitkopf and Hartel. Used by permission.)
The Allegro finale includes a theme as seen in the oboe I part
in Figure 28, plus a set of eight diverse variations and a coda.* The
finale begins in C minor and the first four variations consistently
1. Landon and Mitchell, p. 76.
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remain in the key of C minor while the final variation, number eight,
triumphantly concludes in C major.

Allegro.

Figure 28. Mozart, Serenade in C Minor, IV, measures 1-8. (Copyright
n.d. by Breitkopf and Hartel. Used by permission.)
Four characteristics of the fourth movement should be noted.
They are the presto character of the movement in spite of the allegro
marking, the use of broken-chord accompaniment, the unexpected change
of dynamics, and the recurrence of the basic diminished seventh motive.
Landon and Mitchell suggest that the motive "seems to express . . . the
very essence of the serenade's unique spirit. . .
The theme is scored for the oboe I accompanied by the bassoon
(see Figure 28). The first variation, beginning in measure 17, is
rhythmic and forceful. Variation two, beginning in measure 33, fea
tures the oboe I with a triplet figure version of the theme accompanied
by the other winds. In variation three, beginning in measure 49,
Mozart scores the bassoon and oboe I in a syncopated variation of the
theme. Variation four "plunges into C minor . . . [with] the theme,
1.

Landon and Mitchell, p. 81.
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over a brilliant, virtuoso bassoon accompaniment. . .

This varia

tion builds to a climax with the solo oboe scored with the variation
accompanied by other winds.
In variation five, the horns provide a stabilizing interlude in
a harmonic structure consisting mainly of intervals of the sixth as the
tension from the previous rhythmical variations fade. The horns are
used in a duet fashion throughout in order to stabilize the movement.
This is one of the three instances in the entire serenade when the horns
are not doubling with other wind instruments. Landon and Mitchell call
variation five "the most far-reaching of the set [of eight] and intro
duces, almost in operatic fashion, as a new 'character,' not only a new
mood but also, of course, a new key,"2 E-flat major. Mozart's writing
for horns, bassoons, and clarinets is observed in Figure 29. The horn's
repeat the stabilizing harmony in variation six, as shown in Figure 29,
measures 97-101. Landon and Mitchell call the horns' stabilizing inter
lude of harmony (measures 97-101) a "masterfully conceived line between
3
variation 5 and 6." Mozart makes a transition back to C minor. The
solo oboe is scored in measure 144 with the opening theme. Here it is
accompanied by a virtuoso bassoon I part requiring unusual technical
skill to perform the sixteenth notes. Landon and Mitchell say "while
this striking return of the theme plus tonic is determined by the
1. Landon and Mitchell, p. 80.
2. Ibid.
3.

Ibid., p. 81.
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character and key of the preceding interlude [horns in sixths], it also
fulfills the finale's dramatic scheme."1

Figure 29. Mozart, Serenade in C Minor, IV, measures 97-105. (Copy
right n.d. by Breitkopf and Hartel. Used by permission.)
In variation seven, Mozart presents the theme in a hymn-like
fashion, unexpectedly interspersing it with frequent dynamic changes,
climaxes, and adding a brief pause in measure 215.
The final variation in C major is scored with the oboe I car
rying the energetic theme (see Figure 28). The key change to C major
alters both the dramatic nature of the themes as well as that of the
entire serenade.
Of Mozart's three major wind serenades, the K. 388 may be
called the most intensely expressive and tightly constructed. Landon
and Mitchell note the serenade, while "transcending its own species,
1.

Landon and Mitchell, p. 81.
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stands in a class by itself. . . ."* In its form and content, Gibson
p
labels it a "chamber symphony for eight wind instruments."
Mozart employs winds in the classic tradition of like pairs.
Especially exposed in passages and sections are the oboe and clarinet I.
The composer makes abundant use of tutti winds as well as contrasting,
delicately exposed individual winds.
The rehearsal problems are the tuning of unison and octaves and
the expressive performance by the solo oboist and the clarinetist, and
the technical execution of some of the bassoon parts, some passages of
which are extremely difficult.

1. Landon and Mitchell, p. 66.
2.

Gibson, p. 186.
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Octet for Wind Instruments
(Paris, France, 1923)
Stravinsky, Igor Feodorovich
(b. Oranienbaum, near St. Petersburg, Russia, 1882;
d. Los Angeles, California, 1971)
Instrumentation: Flute, clarinet, 2 bassoons; 2
trumpets (C, A), trombone, bass
trombone
Publishers: Edition Russe de Musique (1924); Boosey
and Hawkes (rev. 1952), ed. Albert
Spalding used in this discussion. The
revision is only slight and was probably
done for the purposes of obtaining an
American copyright.1
Dedication: Vera de Bosset, Stravinsky's second wife
Approximate duration: 16' •
Performance difficulty: For the most highly skilled
university performers
Recordings: Columbia Chamber Ensemble, Igor
Stravinsky, conductor, Columbia M 30579;
Instrumental Ensemble, Igor Stravinsky,
conductor, Columbia MS 6272; Octet of the
Lennengrad State Philharmonic, West
minster WGS-8259; Paris Wind Octet, Igor
Stravinsky, conductor, Columbia X 25
Movements:

I Sinfonia. Lento 3/4 a - 76
Allegro moderato 2/4 • - 104
II Tema con Variazoni
Andantino 3/4 • - 92
Variation A (1) 3/4 *
Variation B (2) 4/4 <

1. Eric White, Stravinsky: The Composer and His Works
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1966), p. 100.
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Variation A (3) 3/4 ^- 126
Variation C (4) 3/8

J« - 63

Variation D (5), Tempo giusto 2/4
J - 160

Variation A (6) 3/4

- 126

Variation E (7), Fugato
III Finale, Tempo giusto 2/4

84

J - 116

Premiere performance: October 18, 1923, at a Serge
Koussevitzicy Concert in the
Paris Opera House with
Stravinsky making his conducting
debut
The Octet is "regarded widely as a model of 20th century clas
sicism. . . ."* However, Joseph Machlis suggests that a more accurate
description of the style would be "Neo-Baroque."2 Stravinsky in
writing specifically about the Octet says:
Form in n\y music derives from counterpoint. I consider counter
point as the only means through which the attention of the com
poser is concentrated on purely musical questions. Its elements
also lend themselves perfectly to an architectural construction.3
By Stravinsky's own admission, "counterpoint" and "form" are important
in the Octet. Ulrich says that:
The separate parts are so calculated, and the calculations are
so . . . meticulously indicated [by] dynamic markings [m£ to mf]
1. William Austin, Music in the 20th Century (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1966), p. 271.
2. Joseph Machlis, Introduction to Contemporary Music (New
York: W. W. Norton, 1961), p. 160.
3. Igor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, Dialogues and a Diary
(New York: Doubleday, 1963), p. 39.
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that the tonal lines . . . stand forth clearly and imperson
ally. There is no need to "interpret" this work; expressive
changes in volume, with which performers traditionally
inflect phrases—sometimes arbitrarily, hence subjectively—
are neither required or desired.1
Stravinsky calls his Octet an instrumental sonata.2 In its
construction, the work is cast in three movements suggesting Baroque
and Classical forms. Austin describes it as "a sinfonia or overture
with slow introduction and a brisk main section, a theme and varia
tions, including a fugato, and a rondo finale with a coda that is like
3
a jazz chorale."
*

Marc Blitzstein notes that the sound of the winds is purposely
dry and brittle.^ White observes that this dryness is indicated in
the writing by Stravinsky's use of such terms as tres marque, tres
sec5 (very marked, very dry) which stress a natural quality of the wind
instruments. Unfortunately, the 1952 Boosey and Hawkes' version omits
the French directions. Stravinsky may have purposely strived for the
wide variety of timbre, dynamic levels, and dryness available in the
palette of the mixed-wind chamber ensemble. The instruments appear in
pairs, following the classical concept of writing for wind instruments.
1. Homer Ulrich, Chamber Music (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1966), p. 368.
2. White, p. 273.
3. Austin, p. 271.
4. Marc Blitzstein, "The Phenomenon of Stravinsky," The
Musical Quarterly, XXI (1935), pp. 337, 342.
5.

White, p. 274.
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He also mixes brass and woodwind timbres as well as employing each
instrument soloistically.
As for harmony and rhythm in the Octet, according to Donald
J. Grout, the specific interest here "is the way in which he thickens
and then opens out the harmonies, dislocates and relocates the rhythms,
in a long pulsation of tension and release before an important
cadence."*
Sinfonia, the first movement, is divided into two sections,
Lento and the main section Allegro moderato. Like the Symphonies of
Wind Instruments (1920), the title Sinfonia does not refer to the
classical form but, according to Willi Apel, is used in this case as a
seventeenth-century introductory instrumental piece in conjunction with
a twentieth-century idiom.2 The slow introduction of the Sinfonia
might be comparable to the introduction of a late Haydn symphony.
White said Stravinsky consciously used the formal design of slow and
fast as elements of balance and contrast. Also fundamental to the
structure of the Sinfonia, according to White, are imitation and
repetition.3
Stravinsky describes the Allegro as the usual two-theme sonata
allegro in the key of E-flat.^ A typical passage in the Allegro,
1. Donald J. Grout, A History of Western Music (New York:
W. W. Norton, 1960), p. 634.
2. Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1969), p. 776.
3. White, p. 271.
4. Stravinsky and Craft, Dialogues and a Diary, p. 39.
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containing the first theme, is shown in Figure 30. It depicts
Stravinsky's use of winds in pairs, his lucidity in writing, and the
important element of counterpoint.
f face.
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Figure 30. Stravinsky, Octet, I, measures 55-61. (Copyright 1952 by
Boosey and Hawkes. Used by permission.)
One of the most interesting aspects of the Octet is found in
the first movement. Stravinsky's writing and clarity of texture are
more clearly seen here. In many tutti sections, Stravinsky actually
employs one moving line but divides it among two or three instruments.
Figure 31 demonstrates one example of the compositional device used
here to obtain clarity of texture. .
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Figure 31. Stravinsky, Octet, I, measure 67. (Copyright 1952 by
Boosey and Hawkes. Used by permission.)
There are instances, of course, where doubling of instruments
intentionally occurs. Stravinsky's lack of any specific doubling
procedure produces sounds from the wind instruments which project
individual tone colors. This technique is one which he uses to pro
duce clarity of instrumental texture in all three movements. All wind
instruments are exposed in solo or prominent passages in the Sinfonia.
The first section, Andantino, of the second movement Tema con
Variazioni is a slow waltz. It is dubbed by Robert U. Nelson as "the
dark Octet theme.The waltz theme is introduced by the flute with
clarinet I playing two octaves lower. There is an afterbeat staccato
accompaniment by the other winds. The theme is shown in Figure 32.
According to Nelson, the somber theme is one of "intentionally
restrictive monotony."2 It is employed in seven diverse variations
constructed on certain notes of a scale and in different keys. Within
1. Robert U. Nelson, "Stravinsky's Concept of Variations,"
The Musical Quarterly, XLVIII (July, 1962), p. 329.
2.

Ibid.
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Figure 32. Stravinsky, Octet, II, measures 1-8. (Copyright 1952 by
Boosey and Hawkes. Used by permission.)
the framework of the development of the second movement, variations 1,
3, and 6, according to Nelson, are "all nearly identical to one
another."* Stravinsky said, "I wrote the 'rubans des gammes' [ribbon
of scales] variation as a prelude introduction to each of the other
variations,"2 that is, variations 2, 4, and 7. Figure 33 shows a part
of the "ribbon of scales" which ascends as well as descends in varia
tions 1, 3, and 6. It is variation 1 that recurs rather than the
theme in its original form. Variations 2, 5, and 7 are developed
through thematic motifs. On the other hand, variation 4 is, "more
generally, a transformed fragment, rather than the entire theme."
For additional amplification of the variations, see Nelson's article
"Stravinsky's Concept of Variations," which has been referred to for
the preceding information.
1. Nelson, p. 329.
2. Igor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, Stravinsky in Conversa
tion with Robert Craft (London: Penguin Books, 1962), p. 128.
3. Nelson, pp. 336-337.
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Figure 33. Stravinsky, Octet, II, measures 15-16, "rubans des gammes."
(Copyright 1952 by Boosey and Haykes. Used by permission.)
Stravinsky regarded the counterpoint of the fugato, variation
7, as the most interesting part of the work.* The composer revealed in
Stravinsky in Conversation with Robert Craft that the "final variation
. . . is the culmination of everything I had attempted to do in the
movement, as it is certainly the most interesting episode in the whole
Octour."

2

He said, "the plan . . . was to present the theme in rota

tion by the instrumental pairs--flute-clarinet, bassoons, trumpets,
1. Ewen, The World of Twentieth Century Music, p. 795.
2. Stravinsky and Craft, Stravinsky in Conversation with
Robert Craft, p. 128.
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trombones—which is the idea of instrumental combinations at the root
of the Octour. .

Indeed, the counterpoint of the fugato is

especially remarkable. White states that "there are places where the
contrapuntal treatment becomes quite dense and complicated. This is
particularly true of the four-, five- and occasionally six-part
writing in the 'fugato' that serves both as Variation E [7] and bridge
o
passage to the 'finale.'" Nelson notes that the fugato theme is
ingeniously devised and heard only four times with emphasis upon slow
moving harmonic masses.

An example of the counterpoint, harmony, and

winds in pairs is seen in Figure 34. The subject is carried by the
flute and clarinet in wide, leaping intervals; it is somewhat akin to
the intervals of the theme inverted. The composer freely uses the
twelve pitches of the chromatic scale in the seven winds as' observed
in Figure 34.
Through Stravinsky's careful preparation and entrance of
instruments in the fugato variation 7, the individuality of each
voice is preserved. Often the composer scores several measures rest
before writing an entrance that is centered in a fresh idea.
Stravinsky wrote, "in order that [the'Octet] . . . should reach the
1. Stravinsky and Craft, Dialogues and a Diary, pp. 39-40.
2. White, p. 273.
3. Nelson, p. 337.
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Figure 34. Stravinsky, Octet, II, measures 234-239. (Copyright 1952
by Boosey and Hawkes. Used by permission.)
ear of the public it was necessary to emphasize the entries of several
instruments. . .
The fugato section serves as variation 7 as well as a connec
tion and transition to the Finale. Stravinsky and Craft said that the
third movement, which grows out of the fugato, is in direct contrast
to the previous apex of harmonic tension reached through the counter2
point in the fugato. A measured cadenza for flute connects the
fugato and Finale. The winds especially exposed in the Finale are
the flute, clarinet, trumpets, and bassoons. Solo passages are
1. Igor Stravinsky, Chronicle of My Life, trans, n.n. (London:
V. Gollancz, 1936), p. 179.
2. Stravinsky and Craft, Dialogues and a Diary, p. 40.
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prominent for trumpet II and flute followed by trumpet I and trom^
bone I.
Stravinsky composed the Finale of the Octet first. He had in
mind "the lucidity and terseness of the . . . [Two Part Bach] Inven
tions."''' Here Stravinsky writes contrapuntal sections of two, three,
four, and five parts. The clarity of entrances and technically
difficult parts are the results of Stravinsky's careful scoring of
the moving lines. Stravinsky's use of rapid harmonic rhythm is a
characteristic found in the Octet. It is especially noted in the
bassoon II part which may be observed in the Finale. The rhythmic
pattern of changes in the harmony provides energy, pulsation, and a*
sense of restlessness.
The jazz-like chorale in the last thirty-three measures,
which is in traditional harmonized style, is first heard at piano
dynamic level in the bassoons, trumpet I, and trombones. It is in a
2/4 meter with a basic jazz syncopation. This rhythm, shown in
Figure 35, produces a relaxed jazz effect which contrasts to the
previous build up of tension. A full chorda! rendition of the chorale
is seen in Figure 35. Bassoons are added as the chorale continues in
measure 171. This syncopated jazz rhythm and execution of the subito
piano dynamic level gives "the coda a curiously attractive, hesitant,
slightly breathless effect."^
1. Stravinsky and Craft, Stravinsky in Conversations with
Robert Craft, p. 128.
2. Whf'te, p. 273.
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Figure 35. Stravinsky, Octet, III, measures 166-170. (Copyright 1952
by Boosey and Hawkes. Used by permission.)
Stravinsky concluded the Octet with a short, crisp, first
inversion, C major chord. "Leonard Bernstein sees this as a brilliant,
if briefly stated, satire on such pompous endings as the 29 measures
Beethoven uses to pound out a C major chord in the C minor Symphony."*
Stravinsky remarked that "terseness . . . was part of my intention in
composing the final chord." 2
Aaron Copland, who was present at the premiere performance,
said that Stravinsky's Octet
1. Quoted from Whitwell, A New History of Wind Music, p. 70.
2. Stravinsky and Craft, Dialogues and a Diary, p. 40.
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. . . posed a new universalistic ideal for music, based on
classical forms and contrpuntal textures, borrowing his
melodic material eclectically from all periods, yet fusing
the whole by the indubitable power of his personality . . .
with the writing of the Octet he . . . openly espoused the
cause of objectivism in music. . . A
Several performance problems exist. The technical execution
of parts by all instrumentalists may be difficult. The meters change
no less than 139 times. The performance of the dynamics, the metro
nomic markings, and the following of instructions exactly as Stravinsky
wrote them, may be a challenge.

1. Ewen, The World of Twentieth Century Music, p. 795.
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Nonet
Bassett, Leslie
(b. Hanford, California, 1923)
Instrumentation: Flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon; horn,
trumpet, trombone, tuba; piano
Publisher: C. F. Peters (1969)
Commissioned: Iota Chapter, Kappa Gamma Psi,
Ithaca College
Approximate duration: 9'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recording: The Contemporary Directions Ensemble,
Uri Mayer, conductor, stereo cassette,
University of Michigan School of Music,
Ann Arbor, October 26, 1974
Movements:

I J - c. 120
II

J - c. 48

Leslie Bassett, a composition student of Arthur Honegger and
Nadia Boulanger,* won the Pulitzer Prize in music in 1966 for the Variations for Orchestra.2 Ewen describes Bassett's mature compositional
interest as being in "orchestral texture, . . . organic growth of design
and structure, and in the employment of a counterpoint of events or
3
groups [chords, themes or figures] rather than of line. . .
Bassett's Nonet is such a work.
1. Leslie Bassett, Nonet, score notes (New York: C. F. Peters,
1969), p. 1.
2. Ewen, The World of Twentieth Century Music, p. 44.
3.

Ibid.
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In the first thirteen measures of the opening movement, the com
poser reveals a number of ways of employing the winds and piano. As
shown in Figure 36, woodwinds and brass sustain a fortissimo-piano and a
fortissimo-pianissimo chord of contrasting colors in measures 1 and 2.
The brasses are scored with a crescendo while the woodwinds have a
decrescendo. The phrase begins, for brasses, in the low register and
ascends to measure 5. Here, the apex of the phrase is reached in the
high-register woodwind trills. These descend in a fast running figure
through measure 8. In this way an arch-like phrase is accomplished. It
occurs throughout the score. Immediately, in measures 8, 9, and 10, the
piano has tone clusters which begin a color change. In measure 11 the
piano performer is given a stopped tone in which the fingers of the left
hand firmly press the C string 1/2 inch from the front and he plays the
note on the keyboard with the right hand, achieving a "plucked" sound.
Individual tone colors are heard through a pyramid of chord structures
such as the piano and oboe in measure 11, the flute in measure 12, and
the clarinet and horn in measure 13. A descending tutti line for all
winds follows and counteracts the rising pyramid. Such use of winds and
contrary line direction is seen throughout the work.
Bassett scores for the winds and piano as individual instruments
as well as for them in ensemble. The piano part is first exposed with
fortissimo tone clusters in a syncopated style, measure 26. Counterpointed above this, beginning in measure 30, is the piccolo line, the
oboe, and the clarinet at pianissimo dynamic level. The horn, trumpet,
and trombone are scored with a dissonant melody beginning in measure 33.

NONET
Two Movements for Winds, Brass and Piano
I
i. Ct. 120

LESLIE BASSETT

Score in C
Fluu
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Clarintt
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Trumptt
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Tuba

J .CI. 120
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Figure 36. Bassett, Nonet, I, measures 1-13. (Copyright 1969 by
C. F. Peters. Used by permission.)
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The brass melody contains great dynamic contrasts, staccato figures, and
half-note triplets. This scoring is shown in Figure 37.
While Bassett opens the work with a basically simple mood
approach, he changes to one of complexity. A slightly faster tempo is
employed. Rapidly tongued sixteenth-note figures, fragmented voices,
disjunct melodic lines in which emphases are placed on dynamics, accent,
and tone color are used. Especially in measures 78-81, the composer
calls for rapid tonguing from brass players, fast runs in the woodwinds,
and short fragmented lines. These are seen in Figure 38. The movement
closes with a horn solo backed by a piano accompaniment chord. In it,
the horn player must gradually diminish and darken the sound, and fade
out.
The second movement contains a series of sections in which each
one is more memorable than the last in color or mood. Like the first
movement, the composer employs individual timbres as well as tutti sec
tions. He continues to use the pyramidal entry of winds and piano and
phrases which rise and fall. Flute, clarinet, and tuba are either
exposed in solo work or prominent in the movement.
Movement II opens with low brasses, added woodwinds, and the
exposed clarinet all ascending. Descending pyramidal chords are scored
for winds in measure 5, shown in Figure 39. The direction of the musi
cal line moves downward. Together these achieve the rise and fall of
the phrase. In measure 8 the piano is exposed in the low and high
registers, and individual winds are added in an ascending pyramid in
measures 8, 9, and 10. In the next section a trio of muted trumpet,

to Piccolo

Figure 37. Bassett, Nonet, I, measures 24-35. (Copyright 1969 by
C. F. Peters. Used by permission.)
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Figure 38. Bassett, Nonet, I, measures 69-81. (Copyright 1969 by
C. F. Peters. Used by permission.)
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Figure 39. Basset, Nonet, II, measures 1-10. (Copyright 1969 by
C. F. Peters. Used by permission.)
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muted horn, and trombone are exposed in the melodic line. The clarinet
1s also prominent and the flute is used in the low register down to c'.
An extensive, cadenza-like flute solo with wind accompaniment is
featured in measures 27-38. The use of trills in the flute is a charac
teristic of Bassett's writing for winds in this work. Also noted is the
piano which contains a harmonic pitch in measure 34. The initial pitch
is F, and the harmonic is obtained by depressing the pedal and pressing
the left fingers on the F string at a point a quarter of the total
string-distance length from the front and striking the key with the
right hand. The resulting harmonic is two octaves higher than the basic
pitch.
A more colorful section follows, as seen in Figure 40. Complete
style and character changes occur. The oboe is given the melody and
accompanied by a staccato figure in the piano, tuba, and bassoon in a
march-like section. In measures 42 and 43, the oboe is joined by the
muted trumpet and clarinet as the staccato figure continues in accompa
niment. The piccolo is added in measure 47. This section develops into
a crisp, percussive style containing sharp dissonances, accents, and
vigorous dynamic contrasts. Noted in Figure 41 is the composer's use of
percussive winds in a complex rhythmical excerpt.
The apex of the movement is reached following the percussive
section. Four important elements are involved: the percussive chorda!
piano part; the prominent eighth-note staccato style in the horns,
trombone, and tuba; the continuously ascending and descending, running
sixteenth-note figures of the woodwinds; and the sustained trumpet
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Figure 40. Bassett, Nonet, II, measures 39-43. (Copyright 1969 by
C. F. Peters. Used by permission.)
melody (measure 79). Suddenly, as if having reached a full climax and
a necessary winding down, a heavily textured tutti is scored (shown in
Figure 42).
From this point Bassett projects the ensemble downward and again
begins the familiar pyramid effects. Finally, the score is carried
solely by solo flute and piano, as seen in Figure 43. The piano begins
with a stopped c' and the flute is scored with a characteristic trill,
this time in the low register, and slowly ascends to an e"' in
cadenza-like fashion.
The composer gradually phases out the work with ascending and
descending pyramid effects, measures 162 to the end. First, piano,
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Figure 41. Bassett, Nonet. II, measures 59-63. (Copyright 1969 by
C. F. Peters. Used by permission.)
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Figure 42. Bassett, Nonet, II, measures 94-101. (Copyright 1969 by
C. F. Peters. Used by permission.)
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Figure 43. Bassett, Nonet, II, measures 142-159. (Copyright 1969 by
C. F. Peters. Used by permission.)
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then muted trombone, muted trumpet, and woodwinds all rise. The
descending pyramid begins in high woodwinds in measure 18; then, piano
and clarinet are added and "echo muted" horn is scored at a piano
dynamic level. Finally the piano's d"" on a fermata closes the work.
The Nonet exhibits an extreme variety of wind textures. The
musical lines are rhythmically independent and, in many cases, the
intervals scored are difficult. The execution of the fast-tonguing
section may be challenging. The winds should all be good performers.
Especially necessary are a good tuba player and an excellent flutist.
A good pianist would enhance the performance, for the piano is treated
as an integral part of the ensemble. The score does not list the
instruments on each page.
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Octet-Partita, Opus 57 (before 1791)
Krommer, Franz
(b. Kamentiz, Moravia, now Czechoslovakia, 1759;
d. Vienna, Austria, 1831)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons,
contrabassoon; 2 horns
Publishers: Hassler; Musica Rara (1970), ed. Roger
Hellyer, used in this discussion; Wind
Instrument New Dawn Society
Approximate duration: 13' 30"
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Movements:

I Allegro Vivace 2/4
II Minuetto Presto 3/4
III Adagio 4/4, Andante cantabile
IV Alia Polacca 3/4

This prolific Moravian composer/violinist, according to Roger
Hellyer, was, other than Mozart, the "most widely known of all major
composers of Harmoniemusik,"* for he "succeeded in using the idiomatic
characteristics of the harmonie to greater effect than anyone else. .
.

Hellyer attributes Krommer's achievement to his "upbringing in a
country where at the time wind playing was second to none. . . . 3

According to Cobbett's Cyclopedic Survey of Chamber Music, the chamber
1. Roger Hellyer, "Harmoniemusik-Music for Small Wind Band in
the Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries" (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Oxford University, 1973), p. 279.
2. Ibid., p. 6.
3.

Ibid., p. 278.
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music for winds and strings by Krommer, an enormously productive
composer, has been respected by German performers; still, that same
survey does not discuss his wind chamber music.*
Opus 57, one of Krommer's thirteen works for mixed winds, is
published under various titles such as Harmonie, partita, and octet2
partita. The Musica Rara score used in this study entitles Opus 57
Octet-Partita. Hellyer has edited four of the thirteen works for
Musica Rara including opus numbers 57, 67, 69, and 79. Opus 57 was
constructed by Hellyer after consulting all known editions including
the manuscript. Thus some discrepancies between the earlier editions
have been eliminated.

Although the title bears Opus 57, Hellyer be

lieves that Opus 45, No. 1, and Opus 57 are more mature works than,
for example, are Opus 73 and Opus 76. He contends that the publishers
4

may have renumbered them.

Hellyer believes that Opus 57 and other works of wind chamber
music were written after 1791 while Krommer was in the service of
Prince Grassalkowitz in Vienna.5 The prince was known to have main
tained a fine group of Harmonie.^
1. Cobbett's Cyclopedic Survey of Chamber Music (London:
Oxford Press, 1929-30), p. 80.
2. Refer to the Literature for Mixed Chamber Winds, Appendix B.
3. Franz Krommer, Octet-Partita, Opus 57., preface to the
score, ed. Roger Hellyer (London: Musica Rara, 1970), p. 1.
4. Hellyer, "Harmoniemusik," p. 283.
5. Ibid., p. 279.
6.

Ibid.
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In essence Opus 57 is a classic octet with an added bass part.
According to Hellyer, the "different editions have variously ascribed
the ninth part to double bass, contrabassoon, serpent or even trombone:
the contrabassoon is undoubtedly the most suitable instrument for
modern performance."* The sixteen foot contrabassoon adds to the
general sonority of the nonet by usually doubling the second bassoon
part an octave lower. Daniel Leeson described the sonority of the
nonet, if it lacked the contrabassoon, as bottomless.2
Opus 57 is in the Viennese style of the last half of the eigh
teenth century. Several features characteristic of Krommer's personal
and idiomatic writing for chamber winds are present in Opus 57. These
characteristics, for example, appear in Opus 45, No. _1, and Opus 71.
Among them are the decoration of repeated passages with great inventive
ness, particularly adept accompaniments, moving bass lines, scoring in
the instruments' extreme registers, difficult passages requiring virtu
oso performance, and movements which end with phrases concluding with
long trills. Other characteristics noted are rhythmically independent
horns at the close of a movement and the writing of a basic two-part
counterpoint which employs more than two instruments. Additional char
acteristics are the use of scalewise passages, repeated note figures,
alberti clarinet figures, and staccato arpeggio clarinet and bassoon
figures.
1. Krommer, Octet-Partita, preface to the score, p. 1.
2. Daniel Leeson, "Four Nonets by Franz Krommer," The Instru
mentalist, XXIV (September, 1974), p. 88.
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Movement I, Allegro Vivace in sonata form, employs an
energetic theme with driving rhythms and the use of many dynamic con
trasts. This appears, for example, in the forte tutti opening in
measure 1 to the thinly scored piano in measure 5. The audible
rhythms and instrumental colors would come through, however, at any
dynamic level. A difficult moving bass line of tongued sixteenth
notes'at a fortissimo level appears in the bassoons and contrabassoon
in measures 33-36. This is pitted against a forzando syncopated
rhythm in the other winds. Great transparency in the texture occurs
in the development of the theme in measures 45-48 where the two oboes
are accompanied by the bassoons and horn I. This transparency is due
to the sudden dynamic shift from forte to pianissimo. Highly
developed performance technique is required of oboe I in measures 7177 and 221-224. The expressive lyrical theme is introduced in oboe I
in measure 89 which ascends to f1'' by measure 119. The movement
concludes at a fortissimo dynamic level on an F major chord ranging .
from f1'1 in the oboe I down to the pitch F' five octaves below in the
contrabassoon.
The Minuetto is a vigorous Presto to be performed one beat to
a measure. It contains contrasting dynamics and phrasing which range
from staccato to legato as, for example, in the oboe I and II in
measures 1-16. The use of ascending pyramids in the oboes and clari
nets is noted in measures 36-44.
The Adagio, a chorale-like passage of nine measures in D minor,
serves as a dramatic introduction to the Andante cantabile. It should
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be observed that this is the only movement in which the horns are in
the key of D. A full range of dynamics, pauses, accentuations, and
staccato notes are employed. The first note in measure 5 of the
contrabassoon is scored one octave above the bassoons .I and II, so
that contrary motion is achieved. The oboe I is scored with a solo
in measures 10-39. Care should be taken for the other winds not to
overpower the solo oboe, which is marked piano.
Of particular note is the delicate ornamentation of the melody
by the oboe I beginning in measure 18 as shown in Figure 44. The horn
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Figure 44. Krommer, Octet-Partita, Opus 57, III, measures 18-19.
(Copyright 1970 by Musica Rara. Used by permission.)
I imitates the solo oboe in measure 19 in a chromatic passage. The
oboe I again is scored with f"1'1 in measure 27 and ends the phrase with
a long characteristic trill in measures 38-39, while the clarinet II
provides an alberti bass. Measure 48 is a repeat of the opening but
now in D major.
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The Alia Polacca, a generic name for a Polish dance, is intro
duced with a forzando attack, and Krommer immediately reduces the
dynamics to piano. A lively theme is presented in oboe I with light
staccato accompaniment in the remaining winds. Horn I imitates the
melodic line in measures 16-20 in a range which ascends to c^'. All
bassoons are featured with the solo theme in measures 86-88; the
scalewise sixteenth-note passages for clarinets, oboes, and bassoons
are frequent. These passages may be difficult to execute at the
allegro tempo.
Three characteristics which may be identified with Krommer
occur in the last pages of the score. They are (1) the use of
basically two-part contrapuntal writing in which oboe and clarinet I
performers play part one, and oboe and clarinet II and bassoon per
formers play part two, measures 145-150; (2) the long characteristic
trill scored in the oboe I part toward the end of a section or move
ment as in measures 152-155; and (3) the rhythmically aggressive style
of the horn arpeggios in the final four measures, 156-159.
The performance technique required of all the instrumentalists
as well as the extreme ranges scored for oboe and horn I may present a
slight obstacle even to an experienced wind chamber group. The wind
instruments' names appear on the score only at the beginning of each
movement.
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Suite Francaise
(.probably Paris, France, 1935)
Poulenc, Francis
(b. Paris, France, 1899; d. Paris, France, 1963)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 2 bassoons; 2 trumpets,
3 trombones; snare drum, harpsi
chord (or harp or piano)
Publisher: Durand Editions (1948)
Dedication: The score is inscribed "after Claude
Gervaise"
Approximate duration: 11' 55"
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recording: Orchestre de Paris, Georges Pretre,
conductor, Angel S 36519
Movements:

I Brans!e de Bourgogne. Gai, mais sans
hate, 2/4

J - 100

II Pavane. Grave et melancolique, 2/2

III Petite marche militaire. Franchement
anime, 2/4

J - 138

IV Complainte. Calme et melancolique, 6/8

J.

- 46

V Bransle de Champagne. Modere, mais
sans lenteur, 4/4

J - 96

VI Sicilienne. Tres doucement, 6/8

J•

- 48

VII Carillon. Tres vite, 2/4 J - 92
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The suite is based on a collection of sixteenth-century French
dances (danceries). The movements are taken from a play written by
Edovard Bourdet, La Reine Margct^ The incidental music to the play
was originally composed in collaboration with Georges Auric. 2 For
inspiration and material, Poulenc turned to the sixteenth-century
composer Claude Gervaise and his Livre de Danceries. Gervaise wrote
six books of danceries. In the Suite Francaise, Poulenc depicts a
Renaissance style by using the original music as a model and combining
it with his own distinctive style. About this special treatment of
music by Poulenc, Allen Hughes says that the composer "so loved the
music he quoted that it was actually a part of him, and he included it
in the mosaics of his compositions as naturally as he put in the ideas
and idioms of his own making.1 3 The harmonic, rhythmic, and melodic
content of the Suite Francaise are in a common practice style. The
piece is predominantly four-part writing.
The brans!e (also branle) was an independent popular dance in
the sixteenth century.4 Bourgogne is an ancient province of France,
The dance opens with the snare drum scored with a series of triple
1. David Whitwell, '"Les Six1—Their Music for Winds," The
Instrumentalist, XXVIII (October, 1968), p. 23.
2. Francis Poulenc, Suite Francaise, program notes, Orchestre
de Paris, Georges Pretre, conductor, stereo, 33-1/3 rpm, vinyl, Angel
S 36519, n.d.
3. Allen Hughes, "Francis Poulenc," International Cyclopedia
of Music and Musicians, 9th ed., Robert Sabin, ed. (New York: Dodd
and Mead, 1964), p. 1668.
4. Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1969), p. 105.
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ruffs followed by eighth notes, as shown in Figure 45. The drum sets
the mood for four main accompanied ideas which are alternated in the
T»mb.
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Figure 45. Poulenc, Suite Francaise, I, measures 1-5. (Copyright
1948 by Durand Editions! Used by permission.)
movement. Idea one is scored for trumpet I in measures 5-6 and is
followed by idea two for oboe I in measures 8-9. Idea three is com
bined with bassoons and trumpets in measures 14-15, and is imitated by
oboes and trombones in measures 16-17. Idea-four is scored for trumpet
I, measures 18-21.
Poulenc employs different groups in combination while alter
nating the four main ideas. He achieves various color effects by
using, for example, oboes and trombones, all woodwinds, all brass, and
suddenly employing only the harpsichord with idea four. Each entrance,
of any of the four ideas is scored at a different dynamic level. Noted
in measures 47-48 is a g"1, an unusually high note for oboe. The
movement closes with snare drum which is similar to the opening (see
Figure 45). The drum is scored with a decrescendo which begins
sforzando and proceeds to pianissimo quanto possibile.
The Pavane, a slow processional dance, which employs a continu
ous repetition of basic step patterns,* is scored in F major and is
1. Apel, p. 650.
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chorale-like, repetitive, and very legato. Again the composer exploits
different group combinations and dynamics to achieve color effect. The
employment of the harpsichord in measures 25 and 39 distinctly adds to
the light texture of those passages.
The Petite marche militaire opens with a burst of brass. The
staccato eighth notes and weighty accents provide a fanfare with snare
drum triple ruffs at emphatic points. The woodwinds echo the brass.
The woodwinds alone provide a second fanfare theme in measure 36.
Tutti ensemble is scored in measures 51-57. In conclusion, theme one
is given to the woodwinds and is imitated by the brass. The composer
ends the brass fanfare on a D minor chord and then suddenly adds tutti
ensemble on a very dry G major seventh chord.
The brief Complainte (lament) is scored with a haunting solo
oboe melody. Following are harpsichord, woodwinds, harpsichord, wood
winds, brass, and tutti ensemble, with the exception of trumpets.
Each new entrance is scored at a differing dynamic level. The final
note for muted trombones is a sixteenth note, while the woodwinds and
harpsichord sustain a dissonant chord.
The fifth movement, the Brans!e de Champagne is more majestic
than the Bransle de Bourgogne. The entire movement is based on the
stately theme shown in Figure 46.
Poulenc alternates bassoons and trumpets with oboes and trom
bones, thus achieving an unusual color. This, coupled with frequent
dynamic shifts and entire sections scored for harpsichord alone, adds
variety to the basic theme. Tutti ensemble is used in measures 34-39,
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Figure 46. Poulenc, Suite Francaise, V, measures 1-2. (Copyright
1948 by Durand Editions^ Used By permission.)
which begins at a pianissimo quanto possibile dynamic level. From
here, the harpsichord emerges at a forte level. The movement con
cludes with the harpsichord scored in a four-octave d and the
bassoons scored with a major ninth of d and e.
Movement VI, Sicilienne, is based on the dotted-eighth, six
teenth, eighth-note rhythm of Sicilian origin. The composer usually
writes for four instruments in four-measure phrases with one instru
ment being the carrier of the Sicilian rhythm and flowing melodic
line. Alternation of varied groups of instruments is prominent. Only
once do the winds progress beyond a pianissimo dynamic level. That
exception is scored in measures 13-16, where the harpsichord is marked
forte and is scored with four-part writing. The movement ends with a
tutti c and g at a pianissimo quanto possibile dynamic level.
The Carillon is a set of tower bells played by means of a key
board or clockwork mechanism. They were extremely popular in northern
France from the fifteenth through the eighteenth centuries.* Poulenc
1. Apel, p. 135.

imitates the set of bells by means of mixed-wind instrumentation. He
employs one short, predominant and repeated theme which is bell-like
and is joined together with other short bell-like interludes. The
main theme idea, beginning in C major, is a very lively, five measure
bell-like phrase which is shown in Figure 47.
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Figure 47. Poulenc, Suite Francaise, VII, measures 1-5. (Copyright
1948 by Durand Editions^ Used t5y permission.)
The composer again uses different combinations of instruments
to create the desired effects, as for example, oboes and trombones,
measures 1-5; bassoons and trumpets, measures 11-22; harpsichord alone,
measures 23-27; woodwinds, measures 32-36; and brasses, measures 48-52.
Each entrance is at a different dynamic level, thus creating contrast.
An unusual effect is achieved in his writing when Poulenc imitates the
bells with oboe in a fast eighth-note, six sixteenth-note passage. It
is done in a clumsy, obvious manner in measures 71, 75, 79, and 83. A
brief unifying device is achieved with the opening movement when the
composer employs the same snare drum triple ruff in measures 116-122.
The work concludes on a G major chord. In the recording* the woodwinds
1. Francis Poulenc, Suite Francaise, Orchestre de Paris,
Georges Pretre, conductor, stereo, 33-1/2 rpm, vinyl, Angel S 36519,
n.d.
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crescendo in the last two measures from forte to fortissimo quanto
possibile. This treatment of woodwinds cause the pitches to go flat,
thus creating a bell-like closing, resounding echo in imitation of
the Carillon.
Certain rehearsal difficulties may be encountered. An
important one is the stylistic execution of the music. Also prominent
is the use of particular instruments. Although there is little solo
writing for winds, the oboe I and trumpet I performers should be out
standing—the oboe because it has exposure in the upper range and
trumpet I is exposed in leading parts. An excellent harpsichordist
is required.
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Symphonie No. 5, Opus 55
(Warsaw, Poland, 1922)
Milhaud, Darius
(b. Aix-en-Provence, France, 1892; d. 1974)
Instrumentation: Piccolo doubling flute, flute, oboe,
English horn, clarinet, bass clari
net, 2 bassoons; 2 horns
Publishers: J. Curwen and Sons Ltd.; MCA Music;
Universal Edition used in this discussion;
Theodore Presser
Dedication: To Marya Freund
Commissioned: 1922, Societe Moderne d1Instruments
ct Vent
Approximate duration: 6'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recording: Radio Luxemburg Orchestra, Darius Milhaud,
conductor, Candide CE 32008
Movements:

I Rude 4/4
II Lent 6/8
III Violent 4/4

Most of Milhaud's compositions are for ensembles of chamber
proportions.* "He has composed more music for wind instruments than
2

any composer in the 20th century."

About the Symphony No. 5, Willis

Traphagan says:
This work, the fifth in a set of "Six Little Symphonies",
composed by Milhaud between 1917 and 1922, is reflective of
1. Bekker, The Story of the Orchestra, p. 311.
2. Whitwell, A New History of Wind Music, p. 59.
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the composer's response to the ever burgeoning size and
formal structure of the orchestral works of Wagner, Strauss
and Stravinsky which were so prevalent at that time.
Milhaud's Little Symphonies were pace-making examples both
in their scoring (for only a handful of soloists) and their
concision. . . A
Compared to the other four "little symphonies," No. 5 is,
according to R. D. Darrell, "more abstract, more homogeneous in tonal
coloring, and altogether more distinctly and originally imaginative."2
The first movement, says Darrell, is "a chattery, free-for-all,
yet rather eerie opening Rude.The Rude in English means "harsh."
The work begins with winds being employed in diverse ranges emphasizing
their colors. Most prominent are flute, piccolo, horn and muted horns,
and clarinet. Solo winds abound with wide leaps amid much dynamic
contrast. Immediate change from piccolo to flute is required for the
piccolo performer for Movement II.
The Lent movement in slow 6/8 is composed of a variety of solo
winds: bass clarinet, muted horns, flute, oboe, and English horn pro
jecting statements of differing lengths. A flute I trill on b-flat'
calmly precedes the solo instruments. At regular intervals Milhaud
stresses minor seconds beginning in measures 2, 16, 36, 39, and 41.
Like the minor seconds, the flute I trill periodically reappears.
1. Lowell State University Wind Orchestra, concert program
notes, Willis Traphagan, conductor (Lowell State University, Lowell,
Mass.: March 8, 1973), p. 2.
2. R. D. Darrell, Milhaud's Symphony No. 5, Milhaud, program
notes, Radio Luxemburg Orchestra, Darius Milhaud, conductor, stereo
33-1/3 rpm, vinyl, Candide CE 31008, p. 2, n.d.
3.

Ibid.
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The dynamics range from pppp to

fading at the end to pianissimo

quanto possibile. The flute I performer should immediately change to
piccolo.
Darrell labels Movement III "a chirpy, sprightly . . .
finale."* It contains many fortissimo and fortissimo quanto possibile
dynamic markings with few labeled pianissimo. Featured in the altissimo register is the clarinet with lower winds accompanying. The
clarinet is answered by the flute II. In addition, Milhaud writes
several contrapuntal lines into the movement. An example is the eight
independent wind parts, shown in Figure 48.
The original opening solo clarinet theme, now marked fortissimo
quanto possibile, is doubled by piccolo, oboe, and clarinet from
measure 25 on. They are accompanied by lower winds scored with an
ascending and descending rhythmic eighth-note ostinato. Violent sud
denly concludes with winds marked at a fortissimo dynamic level.
Virtually all winds are featured soloistically except for the
horn II which is paired with horn I. Each part requires a competent
soloist in order to execute precision performance.

1. Darrell, program notes.
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Figure 48. Milhaud, Symphony No. 5, III, measures 21-23. (Copyright
1922 by Universal Edition. Used by permission.)
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Respiration Suite
(The Hague, Netherlands, 1962)
Andriessen, Jurriaan
(b. Haarlem, Netherlands, 1925)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
2 bassoons; 2 horns
Publisher: Stichting Donemus (1962) through
C. F. Peters
Commissioned: The 22nd International Congress of
Physiological Sciences, in honor of
outstanding contributions to respiratory
physiology
Dedication: Dr. Wallace 0. Fenn
Approximate duration: 10" 58"
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recording: Radio Wind Ensemble, Hans Vonk, conductor,
Stichting Donemus Foundation, David 7 172/3
through C. F. Peters
Movements:

I Blood-Air-Dialogue. Alio Vivo 3/4
J • - 66

II Deep-Sea Sarabande. Sarabande 3/4
III Menuet at High Altitude.
Menuetto 3/4
IV Flowing Air. Presto 2/4
Premiere performance: September 12, 1962, Netherlands
Wind Ensemble, Thorn de Klerk,
conductor, during a meeting of
respiratory physiologists
Jurriaan Andriessen has written compositions for films, the
stage, ballet, radio, and television. The Respiration Suite is scored
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for double wind quintet. It is an example of contemporary mixed-wind
program music. The four movements depict an "impression of various
aspects of respiratory physiology."1
In the Suite, the composer writes melodies and harmonies which
freely uses all of the pitches of the chromatic scale. In addition,
he employs traditional elements of harmony. He occasionally scores
winds in unlike pairs. The composer depicts certain actions such as
"flowing air" with special musical effects.
The first movement, B1ood-Air-Dialoque, "deals with the most
fundamental function of the lungs; the exchange of gas through the
alveolar-capillary membrane."

He begins immediately to score special

effects. For example, in measures 11-15 he writes a pyramid of eighth
notes by beginning in the low winds and gradually adding the higher
winds. In measures 34-41 the composer pairs the flute I and horn I in
a flowing, twelve-note melody while the flute II and clarinet II pro
vide an even eighth-note rippling effect. He proceeds to develop,
slightly, these two elements. Other sounds include the use of crisp
staccato minor seconds, beginning in measure 74, and of descending and
ascending pyramids, beginning in measures 78 and 84. A pyramid of
tones begun in the clarinets in measure 96 ascends and descends
simultaneously by the addition of upper and lower winds. He also
begins the pyramidal rippling eighth notes in the low winds and
1. Jurriaan Andriessen, Respiration Suite, program notes,
Radio Wind Ensemble, Hons Vonk, conductor, stereo, 33-1/3 rpm, vinyl,
Stichting Donemus Foundation, Davis 7 172/3, p. 2.
2.

Ibid.
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gradually ascends to the upper woodwinds in measures 106-115. An
excellent example of solo wind usage is the cadenza-like passage for
horns I and II in measures 51-55. The element of traditional harmony
is present when Andriessen concludes with a pianissimo dynamic level
marking on a terse, B-flat major eighth-note chord.
The Deep-Sea Sarabande, Movement II, portrays the respiratory
physiologists working at the depths of the oceans.1 The melodic and
harmonic flow of the music could depict the slow-motion effect found in
the deep sea. The music stresses the lengthened second note of the
measure in usual sarabande style. The composer writes for four instru
ments with added solo instrument. An example of the music which
employs twelve pitches of the chromatic scale may be seen in Figure
49. Oboe I carries the solo melody and is accompanied by horns and
bassoons. The-flute I, scored in the low register, is also effectively
featured as a solo instrument in the recapitulation. In conclusion,
oboe I, accompanied by other winds, is scored with an expressive
melodic line in measures 52-59. The final chord is a pianissimo B-flat
major chord with added sixth.
The brief Menuet at High Altitude represents the respiratory
physiologists at work in outer space.2 With each entrance of the solo
winds and their accompaniment, the music generally ascends. An impres
sion of floating in space might be suggested, for the composer pre
dominantly scores solos for the upper winds. Flute I doubles on
1. Andriessen, program notes, p. 2.
2.

Ibid.
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Figure 49. Andriessen, Respiration Suite, II, measures 9-23. (Copy
right 1962 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
piccolo, and oboe I, flute II, and clarinet I are employed as
Andriessen develops the theme. The texture of the accompaniment of the
solo lines consists of sparse scoring. Articulations, for the most
part, include staccato notes and well-spaced accents contrasted with
slurred notes. The movement ends with a descending chromatic passage
from piccolo to flute II to clarinet I. A tutti piano, eighth-note, 6
major chord concludes the movement.
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Flowing Air is a vivid portrayal of the life-giving air going
into the lungs.* The character of the movement is a lively presto.
Solo winds are flute, oboe, clarinet, horn, and bassoon I. Scored
with slurred triplets, they are pitted against the other winds which
have solid staccato eighth-note downbeats. Winds alternating in pairs
are used to create a rippling effect with repeated eighth-note and tv/o
sixteenth-note changing figures in measures 69-97. The original sarabande of Movement II returns in measure 104 at a slow tempo with an
expressive clarinet I solo. Andriessen writes a tutti coda as he
accelerates the movement and crescendos toward a close. He employs
ascending chromatic triplets in the upper woodwinds. At the same time,
the horns and bassoons descend with accented quarter notes, using
twelve pitches of the chromatic scale in harmony. The final tutti
staccato, eighth-note chord is a C major, major seventh. Andriessen
describes the last movement of the Suite as "a dramatic impression of
air flow into and from the lungs, the very breath of life."
Respiration Suite abounds with the use of solo winds and
requires exceptionally fine solo flute, oboe, clarinet, and horn
players.

1. Andriessen, program notes, p. 2.
2.

Ibid.
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Serenade in D Minor, Opus 44
(Prague, Czechoslovakia, 1878)
Dvorak, Antonin
(b. Nealhozaves, Bohemia, now Czechoslovakia, 1841;
d. Prague, 1904)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons,
contrabassoon; 3 horns; violoncello,
contrabass
Publishers: Edwin F. Kalmus; International Music Com
pany used in this discussion; Musica Rara
Dedication: Louis Ehlers,* the critic who made Dvorak
famous in Germany2
Approximate duration: 23' 50"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recordings: Berlin Philharmonic, DG 139371; London
Symphony, CS 6594; London Symphony
Orchestra, SCL 6368; Netherlands Wind
Ensemble, Edo de Waart, conductor, Philips
839 704LY; Northern Sinfonia Orchestra,
Mace (Scepter Records), MCS 9064; Prague
Chamber Harmonic, SAUST 50760
Movements:

I Moderato quasi Marchia C
II Menuetto. Tempo di Menuetto 3/4
III Andante con moto C
IV Finale. Allegro con moto 2/4

Premiere performance: November 17, 1878, by members of
the Czech^Provisional Theatre
with Dvorak conducting
1. Farmil Burghauser, AntonTn Dvorak Thematicky Katalog
(Prague: n.p., 1960), p. 182.
2. John Clapham, Anton Dvorak Musician and Craftsman (London:
Farber and Farber, 1966), p. 147.
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The Serenade in D Minor, Opus 44, was composed when Dvorak was
a fully recognized composer. It is one of two serenades for small
orchestra. The work is written in the eighteenth-century chamber wind
tradition. Much like a cassation, it is intended for an open-air set
ting. The composition is basically traditional in form, meter, rhythm,
and harmony.
Opus 44 contains very pronounced rhythms and flowing melodies.
Additional features of the work include sudden dynamic and tempo
changes and the classical concept of the use of instruments in pairs as
well as the soloistic treatment of instruments.
This serenade contains several unifying devices. John Clapham
describes them:
. . . [Firstly,] A rising fourth occurs at the beginning of all
except two of the themes or is found in them later. Secondly,
except for the reversing of the stresses, the main theme of the
last movement is very similar to that of the March. Thirdly,
the March returns near the end of the Finale.1
Based, as Jan van Straaten says, "on an old-time village
march," the first movement is in simple ternary form. Since the work
begins with a march, Clapham believes it is "closely allied to the
traditional type of cassation."

The opening and closing sections

begin with an ascending interval theme of a fourth containing a stately
dotted-eighth sixteenth-note figure, shown in Figure 50. The theme is
1. Clapham, p. 147.
2. Jan van Straaten, Slavonic Rhapsody: The Life of Antonin
Dvorak (New York: Allen, Tochne, and Heath, 1948), p. 97.
3. Clapham, p. 146.
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Figure 50. Dvorak, Serenade in D Minor, I, measures 1-4. (Copyright
n.d. by International Music Company. Used by permission.)
scored in resonant chorda! style. The middle section in F major, which
also contains a dotted-eighth sixteenth-note figure is scored in
measure 29 for the pair of clarinets. Section two is a shortened and
altered repetition of the opening section, while the finale section
recalls themes from sections one and two.
There are extreme contrasts of forte and piano; examples are in
measures 1-8 and 9-15. Tempo changes enhance the march with
ritardandos and a tempos in measures 61-62 and measures 82-83. The
orchestration for winds is full bodied and balanced. It especially
features the first oboe, clarinets, and the first horn. Quite capable
violoncello and contrabass performers are required to execute the
series of thirty-two sixteenth notes in measures 60-61. The movement
ends pianissimo.
The light-spirited Menuetto is in three parts. Two Czech
national dance forms, the sousedska and the furiant, are introduced in
parts one and two. Alec Robertson points out, in his biography of
Dvorak, that the sousedska is used in part one.* Van Straaten defines
1. Alec Robertson, Dvorak (London: J. W. Dent, 1945), p. 38.
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it as a slow, country folk dance in three-quarter meter much like the
Austrian Landler. Oboe and clarinet I carry the main melodic lines in
the Menuetto sousedska. The tempo increases to presto in preparation
for the trio. Part two, the trio in B-flat, is marked presto and is
in the style of a furiant, a rapid and fiery Bohemian stamping dance
1
in three-quarter meter.
The furiant is in characteristic quickstep style with rhythmic
cross accentuation. The tempo change is noticeably rhythmic and the
style dictates that there is to be one beat to a measure. This section
contains syncopation, sharp accents, and great dynamic contrast as, for
example, the piano in measure 93 and forte in measure 109. Rhythmic
impetus is provided by a weaving motive of slurred eighth notes in
thirds. Frequent changing rhythms occur in the upper woodwinds over a
pizzicato downbeat figure in the violoncello. Part three is a return
of the sousedska of part one. The Menuetto concludes at a pianissimo
dynamic level. In general, scoring in the Menuetto creates a trans
parent texture.
The Andante begins at a pianissimo dynamic level. The tempo is
rather free and, at times the movement is rhapsodic in style. The main
theme is a delicate melody which stresses the rhythm of dotted-eighth,
sixteenth, and dotted-quarter notes as shown in Figure 51. It is
alternated between the oboe and clarinet I.
1. Van Straaten, p. 97.

Figure 51. Dvorak, Serenade in D Minor, III, measures 1-3. (Copyright
n.d. by International Music Company. Used by permission.)
The middle section of this movement is a marked contrast to the
first. It builds dynamically out of the lyrical and sustained section,
reaching its apex in the horns' passage in measures 49-52. The horns
are scored with a sweeping, ascending passage with dynamic stresses
culminating in the eleven accented, descending sixteenth notes to
measure 52,
The opening theme (Figure 51) returns in measure 67 in the
clarinet, oboe, bassoon I, violoncello, and horn I. Against this
melody in the clarinet I in measures 67-72, the violoncello is scored
with a continuous pizzicato sixteenth-note passage. The violoncello is
also given an exposed melodic line in measures 96-99.
Although the movement highlights the soloistic use of the oboe
and clarinet, it retains the idea of winds in pairs as well as, for
example, the clarinets and bassoons in measures 91-92 and the oboes in
measures 100-104. As in the other movements, the sudden dynamic
stresses of sforzando in the winds in measures 105-107 enhance the
Andante.
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The Finale is in three sections and follows a fast, slow, fast,
scheme. Fragments of the main theme are tossed about in the solo
winds. This movement, which contrasts sharply with the Andante, opens
section one with the entire ensemble stating, in octaves, the theme as
seen in Figure 52. Crisp accents, staccato, and extensive dynamic

£

£ ST

Figure 52. Dvorak, Serenade in D Minor, IV, measures 1-5. (Copyright
n.d. by International Music Company. Osed by permission.)
changes are scored. Dvorak alters the theme slightly at measure 92
with the clarinets in sixths accompanied by an effective eighth-note
octave figure in the bassoons and violoncello. In measure 91 the score
calls for the main theme in a marcato style, thus creating a gentle,
dance-like rhythm which is suggestive of a polka.
A short, contrasting episode, similar to the main theme of
Franz Schubert's March Militaire, occurs at measures 158-169 in the
first oboe at a pianissimo dynamic level. The polka-like march theme
returns in measure 178 and proceeds to section two.
The Meno mosso of section two is a slow, unobtrusive section.
Measures 228-243 of the MoT to tranquillo contain expressive legato
writing for the first oboe, first clarinet, bassoons, and violoncello.
An accelerando is often traditionally executed in measures 244-253 in
order to press forward and to be in proper tempo for the return of the
rhythmic, polka-like melody at measure 254. Section two closes with
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the execution of ritardando and marcato quarter notes at a fortissimo
dynamic level.
Section three is the return of the march stated in the first
movement (Figure 50, page 153) and varied slightly here. There is a
molto ritardando in measure 294 and a lively return of the polka-like
rhythm in measure 295. A sudden piano dynamic marking and staccato
eighth notes in the bassoons scored in pairs, measure 250, begins the
initiation of a climax. Horns are added in measure 352, the rest of
the instruments in measure 354, and the entire ensemble is brought to
a fortissimo dynamic level. The coda brings the work, which began in
D minor, to a resounding finish in D major.
A few rehearsal challenges are noted in the Serenade. First is
the execution of the violoncello and contrabass series of sixteenth
notes in Movement I. Second, there is the immediate tempo change and
precise technical execution of the presto 3/4 meter to be performed one
beat to a measure in Movement II. Third is to obtain a freedom of
expression in the solo oboe and clarinet parts in Movement III. And
fourth is the technical execution of the triplet figures in the three
horns in Movement IV, especially the series of eight triplet figures at
the required allegro tempo in measures 370-374. The wind instruments'
names appear in the score only at the beginning of each movement.
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Continuations (1968)
Porcelijn, David
(b. Friesland Province, Netherlands, 1947)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 2 doubling piccolo and
1 doubling alto flute, 2 oboes,
2 doubling English horn, 2 clari
nets, 1 doubling bass clarinet,
2 bassoons; 2 horns, trumpet (C)
Publisher: Stichting Donemus (1969) through
C. F. Peters
Dedication: In homage to Kees van Baaren and dedi
cated to the Netherlands Wind Ensemble
Approximate duration: 6' 30"
Performance difficulty: For the most highly skilled
university performers
Recording: Radio Chamber Orchestra, Roelof Krol,
conductor, Stichting Donemus Foundation,
Davis 7374/4, 1972.
One movement:
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Continuations is scored for two wind quintets and C trumpet.
The two quintets are arranged in a mirror image with the trumpet
serving as the center of focus as shown in Figure 53.
The seating arrangement results in a stereophonic sound. This
concept is the basis on which Continuations was conceived.*
There is also a "continuous progression of more or less long
tones/chords around which shorter blocks of sound (interruptions)
1. David Porcelijn, Continuations, program notes, Radio
Chamber Orchestra, Roelof Krol, conductor, stereo, 33-1/3 rpm, vinyl,
Davis 7374/4, p. 4.
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bn 1

tpt

hn 1

hn 2
bn 2

cl 1

cl 2
(bscl)

ob 1

ob 2
(Eh)

fl 1
(pic)

fl 2
(afl)
Conductor

Figure 53. Porcelijn, Continuations, seating arrangement. (Copyright
1969 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
move."1 The trumpet as the central instrument, functions "more as a
provider of impulses than as a part of the musical activity of the
o
wind quintets." The musical material "is based on seven different
twelve-note rows. The intensity of sound, duration, rhythm, and pitch
are developed from these rows."

•0

Effective use is made of the wind

instruments harmonics.
Porcelijn employs traditional and new notation symbols. A key
to the new notation symbols used in Continuattons is indicated in
Figure 54. The only notation used by Porcelijn which is not catalogued
by Risetti in New Music Vocabulary is the flutter tongue.
The composer uses a standard new notation called "beaming,"
in which "the more beams a note has, the shorter the duration of the
1. Porcelijn, p. 4.
2. Ibid.
3.

Ibid.
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ft

Sharp or flat pitch
Accelerando
Ritardando

f

Octave higher

+

Up a quarter tone

>ir
I

Down a quarter tone
No vibrato

T

Flutter tongue

Figure 54. Porcelijn, Continuations, new notation symbols. (Copy
right 1969 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
note. Rhythm is determined by the spacing of the noteheads. . . .1,1
An example of the new notational "beaming" employed in Continuations is
seen in Figure 55. This notation indicates a meter symbol of four
eighth notes at the tempo of sixty beats per minute. Rhythmically,

oObm

i

Figure 55. Porcelijn, Continuations, measure 73. (Copyright 1969 by
Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
1. Howard Risatti, New Music Vocabulary (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press), p. 6.
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beats one through four are shown in the oboe I part. The oboe is
scored with seven notes of one of the twelve-note rows. This
approach, according to Porcelijn, is an "interruption" of the continu
ous long tones or chords in the other instruments.* The remaining
five notes of the twelve-note row are given to other instruments.
Seldom does Porcelijn compose a complete row of twelve notes for one
instrument.
An interesting aspect of the work is the harmonics. When the
composer scores harmonics, he charts the fingering in the music pre
ceding the note. Flutes I and II, alto flute, English horn, clarinets
I and II, and bassoons are given harmonic finerings at various points
throughout the score.
The periodic use of harmonics for woodwinds, mutes for horns
and trumpet, and raspy flutter tonguing in brass and woodwinds, pro
vide colorful effects. Such effects coupled with extreme dynamic
ranges from pppp to ffff provide the work with a range of mood changes
from calm to dramatic.
Rehearsal problems encountered will be the accurate reading of
the notation. Rhythm and precision of the ensemble will require
intense effort and accuracy. A particularly difficult task of the
individual winds are the wide interval leaps. The oboe I part shown
in Figure 55, for example, is a typical sample of such notation.
Excellent performers who can double on piccolo, alto flute, English
1. Porcelijn, p. 4.
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horn, and bass clarinet are demanded. Virtually every member of the
ensemble must be a soloist, for Continuations will require the best
effort by even the most proficient mixed-wind chamber group.
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Integrales
(New York City, New York, 1924-25)
Varese, Edgard
(b. Paris, France, 1883; d. New York City,
New York, 1965)
Instrumentation: 2 piccolos, oboe, 2 clarinets (B
flat, E-flat), horn (F), 2 trumpets
(C, D), tenor trombone, bass trom
bone, contrabass trombone; percus
sion (4 performers performing upon 4
groups of 19 percussion instruments):
I. suspended cymbal, snare drum,
tenor drum, string drum/lion or bull
roar; II. castanets, cymbals (high,
medium), 3 Chinese wood blocks; III.
sleigh bells, chains, tambourine,
high gong, low tam tam; IV. tri
angle, crash-cymbal, twigs (wire
brush), bass drum, slap-stick
Publishers: E. C. Kerby (1926) used in this discus
sion; G. Schirmer
Approximate duration: 11' 35"
Performance difficulty: For the most highly skilled
university performers
Recordings: Contemporary Chamber Ensemble, Nonesuch
71269; "Die Reihe" Ensemble, Freidrrch
Cerha, conductor, Candide CE 31028;
Ionisation, Columbia MS 61146; Paris
Instrumental Ensemble Contemporary Music,
Angel S 36786; Woodwind, Brass, and Per
cussion, Columbia MS 31078
One movement, in four sections:
I Andantino 3 »- 72
II Moderato 4
III Allegro 2d- 112-116
IV Lent 4 d - 58
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Premiere performance: March 1, 1925," Leopold Stokowski
conducting in a concert of the
International Composers' Guild,
founded by Varese in 1921.
Varese described his music as "organized sound.The expres
sion "spatial music" was, in fact, first used in connection with
Integrales. In the work, "masses of sounds . . . [are one] moving
about in space, each at its own speed, on its own plane, rotating, colTiding, interacting, splitting up . . . [and] re-uniting. . . ."

He

combines winds and percussion in equal proportions to achieve these
effects in Integrales.
The composition has four main sections and is expressed in
standard music notation. The meters change no less than 144 times and
there are no key signatures. The oboe, E-flat clarinet, trumpets in C
and D, and horn are frequently used soloistically. For instance, the
oboe in measure 1, E-flat clarinet in measure 7, trumpets in measures
10 and 18, and horn in measure 32. Noted are dissonances of combined
brasses and woodwinds in measures 28 and 55, and especially brasses
alone in measures 67-69 and 121-126. The wind instruments are scored
with intervals of wide leaps as, for example, in the C trumpet,
measures 60-62. The extreme registers are used as in the oboe with
written high f''1', measure 92, and the horn's low F, measure 92.
There are intricate percussive and syncopated rhythms throughout.
1. Ewen, World of Twentieth-Century Music, p. 852.
2. Egon F. Kenton, Varese's Integrales, program notes, Die
Reihe Ensemble, Friedrich Cerha, conductor, stereo, 33-1/3 rpm,
CE 31028, n.d., p. 2.
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Extreme dynamic ranges progress from pianissimo quanto possibile in
measure 56 to fortissimo quanto possibile in measure 60.
There are great contrasts in the style of scoring. For
example, there are block masses of sounds in measure 79 while there is
an open resounding style notated in measure 108.

There are sometimes

abrasive and brutal accents with the unusual dynamic marking of sffff
in measure 106. Specific effects are called for, such as a laughing
effect created by trombone I in measure 174, the use of winds percussively in measures 92-100 and 108.
The percussion instruments are scored with startling effects
as, for example, in measure 114 which calls for a thundering crash by
the cymbal and gong. Many sounds are available within the nineteen
instruments which Varese employs to maximum benefit. The parts are
intricate and require very precise technique to execute and create the
overwhelming effects of "jingle jangle," "deep throbbing sounds,"
"giant crescendi," or "growls," and the subtle effect of "twigs to be
played on the shell of the bass drum" and other unusual sounds which
are called for throughout the score. Morris Goldenberg of the Julliard
School of Music has provided, in the score, a complete layout chart
for the positioning of all percussion instruments on stage.*
The final two measures come to an ear-splitting conclusion be
ginning with a sforzando piano dynamic level and crescendo to a dynamic
1. Edgard Varese, Integrales, score (New York: E. C. Kerby,
1926), p. iii.
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marking of sffff in the winds. This is aided by a percussion roll and
cymbal crash which is dampened.
The major rehearsal difficulty will be the individual execution
of each part as an independent entity since each player must perform
separate intervals, articulations, special effects, and ranges. An
example of the essential low range of the bass trombone and contrabass
trombone, for instance, is as follows: the bass trombone is scored
with a pedal CV below the staff in measure 32, and the contrabass trom/

bone has a written pedal F-sharp', an octave below the staff, in the
same measure. These pedal tones are sustained in numerous instances.
The lowest pedal tone of the contrabass trombone, however, is E', an
octave below the staff, found in measures 120-121. If a contrabass
trombone is not available, a tuba may be substituted. Acquiring a
battery of nineteen different percussion instruments should also be
noted.
A statement by Joseph Machlis about Varese's music, which
might be applied to Integrales, is that the composer attempted to
"achieve a completely objective style, . . . and to evoke the imagery
of a machine civilization." He continued, "The work shows Varese's
interest in the rejection of tonal harmony ... [as well as his]
interest in primitivism with its revitalization of rhythms and its
attendant emphasis on the percussive instruments."*
1. Joseph Machlis, Introduction to Contemporary Music, p. 625.
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The first performance of Integrales "was ridiculed by the
critics of all the great New York daily papers even while some of the
audience prevailed on Stokowski to repeat the performance."* Neverthe
less, Varese's music was acclaimed during his lifetime and, in 1961 in
New York City, a concert program of only Varese's works was presented,
for which the composer received a standing ovation. 2

1. Kenton, Varese's Integrales, recording program notes, p. 2.
2. Ewen, Composers of Tomorrow's Music-, p. 106.
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Serenade No. 10 in B-Flat, K. 361
(Vienna, Austria, c. February 10, 17841)
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus
(b. Salzburg^ Austria, 1756; d. Vienna, Austria, 1791)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassethorns, 2 bassoons; 4 horns (F,
B-flat, E-flat); contrabass
Publishers: Boosey and Hawkes, Broude Brothers and
Library of Congress photo facsimile used
in this discussion due to numerous dis
crepancies in the printed scores when
compared- to the original; other publishers
are Breitkopf and Hartel; Hanssler; Musica
Rara
Dedication: Composed for Anton Stadler and his Vienna
wind ensemble2
Commissioned: For a concert to benefit Anton Stadler
and his Vienna ensemble, 1784^
Approximate duration: 55'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recordings: American Symphony Winds, Vanguard 71158;
Berlin Philharmonic Winds; Colleqium
Aureum (on original instruments), Harmonia
Mundi KHB 21414; London Winds, Angel S36247; London Wind Soloists, London 6346;
Netherlands Wind Ensemble, Philips 839
734LY
1. Daniel Leeson and David Whitwell, "Concerning Mozart's Sere
nade in B flat for Thirteen Instruments," then unpublished article for
the Mozart Jahrbuch which was published by Des Zentralinstitute fur
Mozartforschung der International en Stiftung Mozarteum, Salzburg,
December, 1976, p. 37.
2. Ibid.
3.

Ibid.
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Movements:

I Largo, Allegro molto C
II Menuetto I (with two trios) 3/4
III Adagio 3/4
IV Menuetto II (with two trios),
Allegretto, 3/4
V Romanze (Adagio) 3/4, Allegretto 2/4,
Adagio 3/4
VI Thema mit Variationen (Andante) 2/4
VII Rondo, Allegro molto 2/4

Premiere performance: March 23, 1784, Vienna, Anton
Stadler's wind ensemble
The Serenade in B-Flat, K. 361 (new 370a), is important histor
ically and musically. With the premiere performance of the K. 361,
Mozart introduced his largest wind chamber ensemble instrumentation.
He thus provided a new concept of adding winds to the standard
Harmoniemusik octet of the period. Mozart increased dimensions in
sound by the inclusion of two basset-horns, a second pair of horns, and
a contra basso (double bass). This new and carefully balanced mixedwind chamber ensemble thus consisted of six distinctive tonal colors
attained by the pairing of oboes, clarinets, and basset-horns; a double
pair of horns; and additionally by using a contrabass to solidify the
ensemble structure.
The effect of this relatively large group of wind instruments
is magnified by the structural magnitude of this work of seven move
ments. In comparison to Mozart's K. 375 and K. 388, both wind
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serenades, the K. 361 is the largest in content and structure. It has
become one of the most widely known mixed-wind chamber compositions.
Several points of traditionally accepted musical history are
disputed by Daniel Leeson and David Whitwell in a 1976 Mozart Jahrbuch
article. They contend that "there are few works of Mozart which have
as much confusion, misinformation, even controversy associated with
them as the Serenade in B-Flat. . .

An example of the Leeson and

Whitwell conclusions is that the work should carry a later Kochel number of K. 440a.2 Another is that the autographed score contains an
alternative title of "Gran Partitta" put there, Leeson and Whitwell
3
have determined, by a hand other than Mozart's.
After a varied history of owners of the original autographed
score of K. 361, it reposes in the Library of Congress in Washington,
4
D. C. There are numerous editions of the Serenade. Leeson and Whit
well have compared the original manuscript score to the Gesamtausqabe
der Werke Mozart's edition of 1878 which was then published by Breitkopf and Hartel. The Gesamtausqabe edition was constructed from six
5
main sources and edited by Gustav Nottebohm, including his personal
1. Leeson and Whitwell, "Concerning Mozart's Serenade in
B flat for Thirteen Instruments," p. 2.
2. Ibid., p. 37.
3. Ibid., p. 38.
4.
scorephoto
Xerographic
$11.00 from

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Serenade No. 10 in B-Flat, K. 361,
facsimile (Washington, D. C.: Library of Congress, 1784).
reproductions of the autographed score are available for
the Chief of Reproductions, Library of Congress, Washington.

5. Leeson and Whitwell, "Concerning Mozart's Serenade in
B flat," p. 23.
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additions made in terms of his understanding of Mozartean style.1 The
comparison of the original score and the Gesamtausqabe edition showed
fifty discrepancies. They were rhythm changes, addition or deletion of
grace notes, missing notes, and changed notes. Others included addiO
tional fermatas, grace note interpretation, and deleted trills. In
fact, in the placement and intensity of dynamics alone, Leeson and
Whitwell found "792 cases of explicit disagreement (and 1,335 cases of
explicit agreement). ..."

In addition, the five modern scores pub

lished and obtainable today are, for the most part, identical to the
original Boosey and Hawkes' set published in 1880 and reprinted in 1966.
The reproductions include the errors contained in the Boosey and Hawkes
score and parts.4 Because of the many errors and discrepancies in
K. 361, the conductor wanting to give an authentic performance of the
work should consult the original score.5 For additional information see
also Whitwell's "Performance Problems in Mozart's Serenade in B-Flat,
K. 361.1,6
1. Mozart, Serenade No. 10 in B-Flat, score photo facsimile,
p. 24.
2. Ibid., pp. 35-36.
3. Ibid., p. 2.
4. Ibid., p. 20
5. The score is available by contacting Daniel Leeson, Berdan
Avenue, Fairlawn, New Jersey, 07401. His performance version of the
K. 361 score follows as closely as possible the autographed score and
was conducted February 25, 1973 in Patterson, N. J.
6. David Whitwell, "Performance Problems in Mozart's Serenade
in B-Flat, K. 361," The Instrumentalist, XXV (October, 1970), p. 30.
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The texture of K„ 361 varies from resonant tutti sections to
sounds of delicate solo passages mainly carried by oboes, clarinets,
and occasionally by basset-horn, bassoon, and sometimes horns. Variety
is achieved through contrasts in legato melodic lines and staccato
figurations. Considerable contrast in dynamic levels is seen through
out the work. A constantly changing variety of timbre develops as the
winds are scored in pairs, quartets, and sextets, all of which contain
much overlapping. The composition is traditional in form, meter,
rhythm, and harmony.
The Largo opens resonantly with the entire ensemble playing a
sturdy forte dynamic level. The lyrical line is taken first by the
oboe I followed by clarinet I. This short section proceeds to the main
section Allegro molto. Here, Mozart scores the winds with a vivacious
theme. He alternates winds in like pairs in the tutti ensemble. The
delicate piano dynamic passages of the pairs are contrasted with forte
dynamic markings for the full ensemble. There is also abundant timbre
contrast as the changing pairs of winds take up the musical material.
Especially effective is the staccato passage of twenty-four eighth
notes in the basset-horns (measures 168-170).
There is much use of canon and stretto in the movement, for
example in measures 171-183. The beginning of the principal subject
of measure 15 is presented later in stretto, when Mozart uses it as
material for the coda.
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The brief Menuetto I is in a slow 3/4 meter. This movement is
based on the excerpt shown in Figure 56.

2ok

Sir

Figure 56. Mozart, Serenade No. 10 in B-Flat, K. 361, II, mea
sures 1-2. (Copyright n.d. by Broude Brothers. Used by permission.)
One of the most expressive passages in the entire work is
found in this movement in trio I. The treatment of the clarinets and
basset-horns is shown in Figure 57. The expressiveness here results
from the articulation of the clarinet lines, and from the extensive
dynamic effects, different timbres, contrary motion, and sparse scor
ing.

C.bs.

Figure 57. Mozart, Serenade No. 10 in B-Flat, K. 361, II (trio I),
measures 65-71. (Copyright n.d. by Broude Brothers. Used by permis
sion.)
Trio II in G minor uses a dotted-eighth note, sixteenth-note,
and quarter note as the main figure in oboe I and horns. A fast trip
let accompaniment figure is present in bassoon I. There is imitative
interplay between oboe I, basset-horn I, and bassoon I.
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The Adagio Einstein refers to as a "Notturno."* Its melodic
line is carried by the lyrical oboe I followed by the clarinet and
the basset-horn. A repeated piano accompaniment figure is shown in
Figure 58. It is present in oboe II, clarinet II, basset-horn II,

Adagio
2 Ob.

2 ci.
in B
2 C.bs
in F
2 Cor.
in Es
2 Fag;
Cb.

Figure 58. Mozart, Serenade No. 10 in B-Flat, K. 361, III, measures
1-3. (Copyright n.d. by. Broude Brothers. Used by permission.)
and sometimes in bassoon. Under the solo lines and this accompaniment
figure, the contrabass weaves a very legato eighth-note figure through
out, adding solidity to the structure.
The Menuetto II, movement IV marked Allegretto, and its trios
in eight-measure phrases are very brief. Trio I alternates between
piano in clarinets, basset-horns, and bassoons and tutti. Again, a
distinctive timbre is provided by the basset-horns with melody in
unison with oboes in measures 44-51 where the chalumeau register of the
basset-horns is used.
1. Einstein, "Divertimento, Cassation, and Serenade," p. 204.
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Trio II is much like a Landler, an Austrian slow waltz. The
melody is carried by the oboe I, basset-horn I, and bassoon I in
expressive, legato eighth notes. Waltz accompaniment is provided by
the contrabass, clarinets, and basset-horn II. The pizzicato downbeat of the contrabass should, resound through the measure for full
effect.
The short Romanze in 3/4 is marked Adagio. The title "Romanze"
does not appear in the original manuscript.* The Romanze features the
clarinets and oboes in pairs in a lyrical fashion. A short cadenza
passage emerges from measure 16 scored in the clarinet I. The section
begins and ends in E-flat. The abrupt Allegretto begins in C minor in
2/4 and is scored with transparent tutti sections which returns to Eflat major by way of another clarinet I cadenza to an exact statement
of the opening Adagio. It is then repeated and concluded with a coda.
The Thema mit Variationen or the term "Andante" does not appear
o
in Mozart's original manuscript. The clarinet I dominates both the
themes and the variations with seven solos. Variation one is in a
delicate style, and in this case the oboe I is the carrier of the
melodic line. Variation two is in a flowing dance-like style with
basset-horn I and bassoon I scored in octaves with a particularly
impressive soli melody in measures 41-49. Imitative treatment of the
previous material by the basset-horns and clarinet I follows.
1. Mozart, Serenade No. 10 in B-Flat, score photo facsimile,
p. 52.
2.

Ibid., p. 62.
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Variation three is scored with tutti winds above a simple but
effective accompaniment of sixteenth-notes in the bassoons and contra
bass. Clarinet I also carries the melodic line above a clarinet II
broken-chord accompaniment which is followed by tutti ensemble. Mozart
immediately changes the tutti ensemble to single entrances of the
basset-horn I, then bassoon I, clarinet I, and then oboe I and contra
bass. Tutti winds at forte dynamic level conclude the variation.
Variation four in B-flat minor, begins with a thin texture
rendered by clarinets and bassoon I. They are joined by the oboes.
The variation is characterized by dynamic contrast and ends in B-flat
minor.
The variation five Adagio depicts an expressive Mozart style.
An example of this style may be observed in Figure 59. Here, the oboe
spins out a flowing melody with a broken-chord accompaniment provided
by the clarinets and basset-horns. It is a truly remarkable passage
which contrasts yet combines the stable B-flat chord underneath and
the free-flowing melody and moving figurations.
Variation six, Allegretto (Allegro) is in a dance-like 3/4
meter. Important leading winds are clarinet I, oboe I and basset-horn
I. Other winds set up the 3/4 meter rhythm and accompaniment. The
horns are even used as a bass part from time to time. The Allegretto
closes with a coda in measures 165-175.
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Ob.

CI.
C.bs.

Cor.

PP

Cb.
PP

Figure 59. Mozart, Serenade No. 10 in B-Flat, K. 361, VI, variation
V, measures 137-139. (Copyright n.d. by Broude Brothers. Used by
permission.)
The Rondo, which Mozart labeled molto Allegro,^- sometimes
called "Rondo" or "Finale," is a simple rondo of ABACA.

Einstein

calls it a "Rondo alia turca for the theme of which Mozart seems to
have recalled the Finale of his youthful four-hand clavier sonata."
The movement opens with an animated figure by the oboe I and
clarinet I. The other winds accompany this figure with staccato
eighth notes shown in Figure 60.
The movement progresses through seven keys. Clarinets, bassethorns, oboes, and bassoons are featured as the solo winds. In measure
124 Mozart employs nearly complete tutti piano winds omitting first
1. Mozart, Serenade No. 10 in B-Flat, score photo facsimile,
p. 81.

2. Einstein, p. 204.
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Rondo. Allegro molto

Figure 60. Mozart, Serenade No. 10 in B-Flat, K. 361, VII, measures
1-10. (Copyright n.d. by Broude Brothers. Used by permission.)
and second horns. He writes a sweeping sixteenth-note passage which
crescendos to a fortissimo conclusion. An example of one of the
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inaccuracies found in the Broude Brothers score is in measures 5763. It is marked piano and Mozart intended forte.*
In addition to problems caused by the inaccuracies in nota
tion, rehearsal obstacles may be numerous. They are horn key changes;
expressive performance by all soloists; the special competence
required of the basset-horn performers; the length of the composition
and endurance of the performers, specifically if the work is performed
at the end of a full concert; and the technical demands made of all
wind performers.
About the Serenade No. 10 in B-Flat, Frederick Fennel! says,
"Mozart has given us the true course from which the composition of
music for concerted numbers of reed and brass instruments can be
p
developed."

1. Mozart, Serenade No. 10 in B-Flat, score photo facsimile,
pp. 85-86.
2. Frederick Fennell, Serenade No. 10 in B-Flat, Eastman Wind
Ensemble, Frederick Fennell, conductor, program notes, stereo, 33-1/3
rpm, vinyl, MG 501761/SR 90412, n.d.
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Suite in B-Flat, Opus 4 (Munich, Ger
many, before October 23, 18841)
Strauss, Richard
(b. Munich, Germany, 1864; d. Garmisch, Germany, 1943)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2
bassoons, contrabassoon; 4 horns (F,
B-flat, C)
Publishers: Associated Music Publishers; F. E. C.
Leuckart Verlag (1972) used in this dis
cussion; McGinnis and Marks; Wind
Instrument New Dawn Society
Approximate duration: 23'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recordings: Netherlands Wind Ensemble, Edo de Waart,
conductor, Philips 6500 297; Richard
Strauss, EMI-Odeon 6063-02078
Movements:

I Praeludium. Allegretto 2/4
II Romanze. Andante 3/4
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J - 69

III Gavotte. Allegro ^ J - 116
IV Introduction and Fuge. Introduction,

J - 63
Fuga, Allegro con brio 32 J - 108
Andante cantabile 3/4

Premiere performance: November 18, 1884, court musi
cians of the Duke of Meininger
at a matinee in the Odeonsaal,
Richard Strauss, conductor^
1. Mueller von Asow, Richard Strauss Thematisches Verzeichnis,
completed and published by Alfons Ott and Franz Trenner, trans. Selma
Brigham (Vienna: Doblinger, 1955), I, pp. 13-14.
2.

Ibid.
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Franz Trenner says that the Suite in B-Flat occupies an impor
tant place in Strauss's compositions for two reasons: "it was the
composer's first commissioned work . . . and it helped him to obtain
his debut as a conductor."* The famous conductor Hans von Bulow was
responsible for he had previously included the young Strauss's
Serenade in E-Flat (1881) among the repertoire of his touring Meininger Orchestra. As a result of Bulow's acquaintance with Strauss and
the impression made on him by Strauss, Bulow suggested through a pub
lisher, Eugen Spitzweg of Aibl Verlag, that Strauss should compose an
additional opus for the same wind instrumentation, a suite, this time
p
in four movements. Strauss was pleased
. .. only to find that Bulow had his own ideas on the
sequence of movements in the proposed Suite including such
classical items as a Gavotte and Fugue. He tried hard to
oblige . . . but the-first two [movements] were already
drafted.3
Brahms displayed an interest in the Suite, but it was not pub
lished by Adolph Furstner in Berlin until 1911 when it received its
finally appropriated opus number of 4.
In the Praeludium Strauss uses several prominent motives and a
lyrical melody. He employs dramatic, rhythmical sections followed
usually by lyrical legato piano sections. Especially noted are the
1. Richard Strauss, Suite in B-Flat, introduction to the
score by Franz Trenner (Munchen: Verlag von F. E. C. Leuckart, 1911),
p. 3.
2. Norman Del Mar, Richard Strauss: Commentary on His Life
and Works (London: Barrie and Rockliff, 1962), I, pp. 10-11.
3. Ibid., p. 11.
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triplet figurations throughout the movement and the use of solo oboe I.
The triplet figurations are abundant and immediately employed, as shown
in Figure 61. An important motive, which he often uses, is scored for
flute I in measures 1-2. Strauss employs the winds in a full-bodied
orchestration almost from the beginning. A texturally contrasting
section follows in measures 11 to 15. Here, the triplet figures are
scored for flute and oboe II, bassoons I and II, clarinets I and II,
and horns III and IV. The composer continues using the first motive
with extensions and triplet figures and much interplay among the winds.
Strauss writes extended, expressive solo passages for the oboe
I. An example is seen in Figure 62. Strauss scores a wide range for
the oboe which extends up to d1" and down to b in measures 59-61.
Immediately following the sustained oboe passage is a contrasting forte
passage containing the triplet figurations, measures 62-67. After the
triplet figurations' slight development, the introduction of some new
material, and a descending chromatic passage, the composer engages in
the tutti ensemble in an upward surge as shown in Figure 63. This
treatment of winds is often noted in Strauss' wind works. The dynamic
marking is fortissimo and extends the range upward in the flute I part
to a c"", in measure 107. As expected, the texture and dynamics are
reduced following the general ascent of the ensemble. Beginning in
measure 107 the oboe is again scored with a delicate and extended solo
passage with gentle, flowing accompaniment.
The clarinet I part is briefly featured in the closing section.
It is accompanied by the familiar triplet and chorda! background. A
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Figure 61. Strauss, Suite in B-Flat, I, measures 1-15. (Copyright
1972 by F. E. C. Leuckart Verlag. Used fay permission.)
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Figure 62. Strauss, Suite in B-FTat, I, measures 49-63. (Copyright
1972 by F. E. C. Leuckart Verlag. Used by permission.)
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Figure 63. Strauss, Suite in B-Flat, I, measures 102-109. (Copyright
1972 by F. E. C. Leuckart Verlag. Used by permission.)
richly scored harmonic texture containing a lengthened triplet figure
is given all winds, measures 120-128. Strauss concludes the movement
at a pianissimo and gradually diminishes the dynamic level, making use
of only the reed timbres.
Del Mar says that the Romanze is composed of "motivic themes,"*
or brief motifs. The movement is also reminiscent of the music of
Brahms, perhaps reflecting the early classical education of Strauss.
The composer alternates solo winds and accompaniment with near full to
tutti ensemble instrumentation.
2. Del Mar, Richard Strauss, I, pp. 10-12.
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After beginning the introduction with a sustained chord in
thirds scored for horns I and II, the solo clarinet emerges. The use
of the wide range of the clarinet beginning in the chalumeau register
may be seen in Figure 64. The expressive solo includes a variety of
dynamic levels. The first motive, measure 9, is scored for oboe I and
horns and is given considerable importance throughout the movement.
Strauss alternates the first motive between wind groups and extends it,
for example, in measures 9-19. Horn I is given a bold solo passage
which ascends to b-flat" as seen in Figure 64, measure 34, the solo
horn passage is connected to the next solo section by a trio of horns
and three bassoons, measures 36-38. Strauss often connects musical
material in this fashion in movement II.
Clarinet I is given a lyrical and sustained solo melody,
shown in Figure 64 in measures 39-45. Clarinet II provides a triplet
arpeggio figure while the other winds are scored with a lush harmonic
background typical of Strauss' works. Following in measures 47-52 is
the full-bodied scoring of the previous melody for upper woodwinds,
accompanied by sustained chords in the clarinet II and bassoons. A
powerful horn quartet in marcato style is employed under the treatment
of the melody, measures 33-38, which reaches its fortissimo apex in
measure 37.
The remainder of the movement is a restatement of the opening,
this time featuring the clarinet, the bassoon, and the oboe I in an
alternation of solo material.
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peon espr.

Figure 64. Strauss, Suite in B-Flat, II, measures 1-52. (Copyright
1972 by F. E. C. Leuckart Verlad. Used by permission.)
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Figure 64.—Continued
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Figure 64.—Continued
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In the Gavotte, lively brief motifs, such as the one' shown in
measures 5-7, Figure 65, are prominent. Strauss weaves a transparent
texture by employing the winds soloistically. Such writing can be ob
served in Figure 65 where the flute and clarinet I emerge as solo
voices. A lucid texture and a delicate style of writing is seen in
Figure 66. The individuality of the winds and colorful scoring are
displayed in this example.
The Introduction quotes substantially from the Romanze.
Strauss assigns the oboe to carry the solo line. In preparation for
the fugue, the composer scores an accelerando in the coming measures.
In the Allegro con brio fugue, Strauss begins with horn I,
Figure 67, followed by entrances with distinctly characteristic
timbres, as, for example, clarinet I, in measure 4, oboe I, in measure
7, and bassoon I and contrabassoon, measure 15.
The counterpoint in the fugue is interesting. The example in
Figure 68 is one climactic point. The independent lines of the upper
woodwinds and horn II are pitted against the accented and sustained
line of the bassoons. Together they weave a rich harmonic texture.
Another example of the effective employment of the winds occurs later
as shown in Figure 69. In the tutti section, the sustained but
accented moving notes in bassoon II, contrabassoon, and horns are
scored in counterpoint with the soaring syncopated melodic line in the
remaining upper winds. These reach an apex in measure 147 through
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Figure 65. Strauss, Suite in B-Flat, III, measures 1-19. (Copyright
1972 by F. E. C. Leuckart Verlag. Used by permission.)
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Figure 66. Strauss, Suite in B-Flat, III, measures 28-35. (Copyright
1972 by F. E. C. Leuckart Verlag. Used by permission.)
measure 153 which is marked "broadly." As the ritardando in measure
158 is approached and executed the effect is that of a descent follow
ing a surging climax.
The conclusion, beginning in measure 159 marked a tempo vivo
and the Piu mosso in measure 169, create momentum and the impression of
a burst of energy. It is a dynamic ending. As the last statement,
Strauss employs a dramatic horn passage shown in Figure 70. Horns I
and II ascend in an exposed fortissimo quanto possibile dynamic level.
The pair of horns project through the ensemble for they are given a c",
d", f", and an unexpected g-sharp1. Strauss concludes the Suite with a
solid B-flat in a three octave dispersement.
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Figure 67. Strauss, Suite in B-Flat, IV, measures 1-19. (Copyright
1972 by F. E. C. Leuckart Verlag. Used by permission.)
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Figure 68. Strauss, Suite in B-Flat, IV, measures 46-53. (Copyright
1972 by F. E. C. Leuckart Verlag. Used by permission.)
The Suite contains a distinctive style of writing for winds
which was to mark Strauss' later orchestral works. In this wind work,
Strauss preserves the individuality of the instruments through frequent
solo usage especially for the oboe, clarinet, and horn I. Occasional
exposures of the flute and bassoon I parts are also prominent.
There are no unusual rehearsal problems other than the frequent
exposed solos and the expressiveness required of each wind performer.
The harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic content of the work are those of
the "common practice" style.
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Figure 69. Strauss, Suite in B-FTat, IV, measures 142-158. (Copyright
1972 by F. E. C. Leuckart Verlag. Used by permission.)
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Figure 70. Strauss, Suite in B-Flat, IV, measures 186-191.
(Copyright 1972 by F. E. C. Leuckart Verlag. Used by permission.)
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Chords (Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1974)
Keulen, Geert van
(b. Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1943)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, English horn, 2 clarinets,
bass clarinet, 2 bassoons; 3 horns,
2 trumpets (C), 2 bass trombones
Publisher: Stichting Donemus (1975) through
C. F. Peters
Approximate duration: 11' 5"
Performance difficulty: For the most highly skilled
university performers
Recording: Netherlands Wind Ensemble, Geert van
Keulen, conductor, stereo cassette,
February 27, 1976
One movement, in five sections:

J - 96
2/4 lento J - 42

2/4

4/4 J - 84
4/8

J - 144

4/4 agitato J - 108
Premiere performance: Premiered in the United States
by the Netherlands Wind Ensemble
during its American tour in the
winter of 1976 with van Keulen
conducting
Chords is composed of a series of constantly shifting pitches,
rhythms, dynamics, and timbres. This work changes meters no less than
one hundred and thirty-nine times.

The title of the composition

refers to the most important material of the work. Van Keulen composes
a series of chords which are treated differently in five basic
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contrasting sections. The basic chord around which all five sections
are built is one essentially composed of the twelve pitches of the
chromatic scale. The twelve pitches are not used in any strict
fashion. The composer's objective was "to combine strictly serial and
freer elements."*
Van Keulen separates the brasses and woodwinds since he treats
those groups as two separate units of timbres. The suggested seating
chart is shown in Figure 71.
bcl

btrb 2

bn 2

btrb 1
Eh

hn 3

cl 2
bn 1

tpt 2
ob 2

hn 2

cl 1
ob 1
Woodwinds

hn 1 tpt 1
Brasses
Conductor

Figure 71. Van Keulen, Chords, seating arrangement. (Copyright 1974
by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
Section one opens tutti at a fast tempo in a bold aggressive
style with chorda! masses scored in a percussive, jagged, and syncopated
rhythm. The opening chord, beat one, is composed of seven pitches from
the chromatic scale, d-flat, f, e, g-flat, a-flat, c, and d. On
1. Geert van Keulen, Chords, program notes, Netherlands Wind
Ensemble, National Wind Ensemble Conference (Yale University, New Haven,
Conn., February 27, 1976), p. 2.
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occasion he varies the chord, for example, measure 6, beat one, eight
tones, g, b-natural, f, e, c, d-flat, a, and d. Another example of
this variation is found in the woodwinds, measure 17, beat two, c. e,
b-flat.- a, g, f-sharp, d, and d-flat. The preceding three examples to
gether have all twelve pitches. The twelve-pitch chord is basic to all
five sections of the work.
Each section includes frequent dynamic contrasts as well as
accents on certain notes of emphasis. There are several explosive .
tonguing attacks, for example, in the brasses in measure 17, wood
winds, measure 25, and brasses and woodwinds, measure 32. Dynamic
levels vary from pianissimo quanto possibile in measure 56 to fortis
simo quanto possibile in measure 71. The bold chords of the brass
which opened the work are followed by woodwinds. When contrasted in
this manner, the woodwinds, as well as the brasses, are orchestrated
as a group. A rippling effect is created by the composer in the wood
winds in measures 51-55 by orchestrating the woodwinds with eight
diverse, rapidly moving rhythms. At the same time the brasses are
scored with the basic chord. The first section closes with a graduat
ing crescendo in a biting percussive style. The final chord, measure
71, is noted at a fortissimo quanto possibile dynamic level and
suddenly exposes the bassoons and clarinets at a pianissimo quanto
possibile contrasting marking. Of the first section van Keulen remarks
that "it can be regarded as the exposition of the musical material in
its strictest form."*
1. Van Keulen, Chords, program notes, p. 2.
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Section two, lento, is by contrast slow and chorale-like. Van
Keulen introduces, in measures 73-75, cup and straight mutes for
trumpets and trombones, and hand mutes for horns. The brasses vary
the variety of mutes from straight metal, hand, and harmon as well as
alternating between con sordina and senza sordina throughout the
remainder of the work. In section two, van Keulen says "the chords
extend and overlap; there are occasional gaps in the 'network,1 reveal
ing a tonal substratum."* This tonal foundation referred to by the
composer may be found, for example, in measures 81-82, and measure 104.
However, the other measures are composed of harsh dissonance.
Section three consists of three basic elements: a chord,
harmonics, and a "band of tones," the composer's special name for a
technique which he usns in the woodwinds. It is, according to van
Keulen, a fluttering e'fect in section three which is usually created
by three clarinets and bassoon I. They move at a rapid pace in
counterpoint with diverse rhythms using the twelve-pitch chord, and so
he refers to them as a "band of tones."

Accompanying the "band of

tones" is the basic central chord which is present in the muted and
unmuted brasses through section three to measure 147. The final
element of multiphonics or double harmonics is introduced in the oboes,
English horn, and bassoon II in measure 119. All three elements may be
observed in Figure 72. The symbol ( P )for the multiphonics in the
oboes, English horn, and bassoon II should be noted. Although the
1. Van Keulen, Chords, program notes, p. 2.
2.

Ibid.
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Figure 72. Van Keulen, Chords, measures 125-126. (Copyright 1974 by
S.tichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
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symbol does not appear in Howard Risatti's New Music Vocabulary, it
means double flagaolet or double harmonics, as described by van
Keulen in measure 119 when he notes that the oboes I and II and English
horn must use different harmonics.* Thus, in measure 125, as in other
instances, the eight harmonics of two oboes, English horn, and bassoon
II, plus the six muted tones of the brasses create a chord of fourteen
tones, shown in Figure 72. Van Keulen treats the remainder of section
three through measure 146 in a similar manner.
Section four, with metronomic marking of 144, continues the
idea of rapidly moving woodwinds and chorda! brasses through measure
172. The composer remarks that this fast section "dissects the chords
still further, isolating certain tones which become independent to such
an extent that in the last slow section [of section four], they regroup
themselves to form melodies."2 In measures 174-226, van Keulen freely
used the pitches of the chromatic scale in the oboes and English horn
to compose his "melodies." The oboe I and clarinet I are featured,
without vibrato, in the altissimo registers in a poco accelerando and
quasi cadenza in measures 109-226. There is only brief accompaniment
by muted trombones in measures 214-218. A panrhythm (small metric
units of larger metric design) in 7/8 meter should be noted in measure
224, 1/16 plus 3/8 plus 3/8.
1. Geert van Keulen, Chords, score (Amsterdam: Stichting
Donemus Foundation, 1974), p. 26.
2.

Ibid., p. 2
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Section five begins abruptly in agitato fashion. The composer
views this section "as an epilogue, ... [in which] various elements
are once more combined."* Van Keulen thus includes the elements of a
percussive style, muting effects, great dynamic contrasts, multi
meters, the basic chord, melodies based on the twelve-pitch chord, and
multiphonics. Measure 254, which is the next to last measure, includes
a fourteen-note chord incorporating muted brasses, clarinets, and
eight doubled harmonics in the double reeds. Van Keulen describes the
closing measures of the work as "mute and static, a contrast to its
p
aggressive and dynamic beginning."
Rehearsal challenges may be encountered by some ensembles due
to range problems. The high f111 concert in the bass clarinet in mea
sure 159, and the low G' for the bass trombone II, measures 172-173,
are examples. The bass trombone I is notated in the tenor trombone
range. Other problems will be the rhythmic complexities, constantly
shifting meters, and fingering the double harmonics. Further concerns
may be the playing technique required to perform the "band of tones,"
and the tuning of chords with the use of many diverse mutes.
instruments' names appear on the score only at the beginning.

1. Van Keulen, Chords, program notes, p. 2.
2.

Ibid.
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Verticals Ascending
(after the RodiaTowers)
Brant, Henry
(b. Montreal, Canada, 1913)
Instrumentation: For two separated instrumental
groups: I. 2 oboes, 2 bassoons,
E-flat saxophone (optional), 2
trumpets, trombone; piano; II. pic
colo, flute, clarinet, alto clarinet,
bass clarinet; 2 horns, tuba; percus
sion (2 players) timpani, chimes,
glockenspiel, vibraphone, electric
organ (optional)
Publisher: MCA Symphonic Wind Ensemble Editions (1965)
Dedication: Alex North
Approximate duration: 8'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
One movement, for two groups:
Group I. 4/4 J - 94-100 throughout
Group II. 3/4

J - 72-80 throughout

For centuries, spatial techniques have been used in the compo
sition of instrumental music. Examples of such music are Gabrieli's
8-part and 12-part canzonas, Haydn's "Echo," from Divertimento in Eflat, Mozart's "Echo," from Notturno, K. 286 for four orchestral groups,
groups, Ives1 Unanswered Question, and Teo Macero's Areas, a midtwentieth century large jazz ensemble piece. In 1977, Henry Brant is
"one of the foremost experimenters in the field of directional—or
antiphonal—[spatial] music. . .

Since about 1924, he has used

1. Machlis, Introduction to Contemporary Music, p. 632.
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Ives1 work as a starting point.

Brant's work in spatial music anteO
dates that of Stockhausen and others by several years. Donald
Hunsberger says that Brant has become "internationally reknowned for
his . . . compositions in the area of 'space music'. . . ."
Verticals Ascending demonstrates Brant's "ability to combine
theories and spatial music with contemporary compositional technique
and inventive scoring."^ Brant believes that the "spatial proce
dure . . . permits a greatly expanded overall complexity, since sepa
rated and contrasting texture may be superimposed freely over the same
octave range, irrespective of passing unisons thus formed, with no loss
of clarity."

5

Using this view, he composed Verticals Ascending for two

separated ensembles. The title refers to the Watts Towers, built by
Simon Rodia, in the Watts section of Los Angeles. Rodia's towers are
monumental-size folk art which were constructed in Rodia's yard over a
twenty-five year period. Erected without commission or subsidy, the
towers are made of the most commonly found materials. The "towers
1. Austin, Music in the 20th Century, p. 57.
2. Machlis, p. 632.
3. Donald Hunsberger, "Henry Brant, Verticles Ascending," The
. Wind Ensemble, MCA Symphonic Editions, I (November, 1968), p. 5.
4. Hunsberger, "Henry Brant, Verticals Ascending," p. 5.
5. Henry Brant, "Space as an Essential Aspect of Musical
Composition," The Wind Ensemble, MCA Symphonic Wind Ensemble Editions,
I (November, 196b), p. 2«
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constitute an original sculpture-architectural complex without parallel
in the contemporary scene.
Verticals Ascending calls for two widely separated groups which
emphasize the "separateness" of the various instrumental choirs in the
two groups rather than their "togetherness."
In discussing how to program Verticals Ascending, Brant says:
Ideally, one . . . [group] should be on stage, the other at
the back of the hall, in a balcony if possible, but out in
the open, not under an overhang. Also satisfactory would be
a placement with the groups on opposite sides of the hall,
not using the stage at all. . . .
The suggested placement of the two groups is as shown in Figure 73.

group

Figure 73. Brant, Verticals Ascending, stage and balcony or sides of
hall placement. (Copyright 1969 by MCA Symphonic Wind Ensemble
Editions. Used by permission.)
Brant believes, in order to achieve a controlled and precise
musical result, placement of the groups exactly according to his scheme
should be followed. This, of course, would still allow for some
1. Henry Brant, Verticals Ascending, score program notes (New
York: MCA Symphonic Wind Ensemble Editions, 1969), p. 2.
2. Brant, score program notes, p. 2.
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practical adjustment in details.* Brant further explains that the
exact placement resulting in maximum separation is called "locus
classicus" of spatial music.2
The rhythmic coordination of Verticals Ascending requires a
conductor for each group, which is arranged so that each performer
can see only his conductor. Group I performs in 4/4 meter and group
II in 3/4 meter throughout. The two conductors coordinate the beat in
order that the first beat of each measure of 4/4 will coincide with
the first beat of every 3/4 measure.
The rhythm of the two groups is traditional but often employs
syncopated rhythms in choirs or complex individual-instrument rhythms.
There are no key signatures. The harmonic content of the work consists
of the twelve pitches of the chromatic scale used rather freely as well
as traditional chorda! structures. Choirs of similar instruments are
frequently scored in block chorda! masses. There are no single-line
melodies. Single instruments are sometimes scored with independent
lines with uneven, jagged melodic fragments.
Group I begins the work. By measure 3, Brant has used all
pitches of the chromatic scale in scoring for the various instruments.
See Figure 74. He immediately employs group I, that is, the double
reed choir, trumpet and trombone choir, and the piano with groups of
chorda! structures with continuous pedal. Also present is the
1. Brant, "Space as an Essential Aspect," p. 2.
2. Ibid., p. 3.
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Figure 74. Brant, Verticals Ascending, measures 1-5. (Copyright 1969
by MCA Symphonic Wind Ensemble Editions. Used by permission.)
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individual alto saxophone line, measure 2. The first entrance of group
II is preceded by the chime and electric organ.
When both groups enter together, the individuality of the
group choirs is stressed. The accents and the dynamics play an impor
tant role in creating the cross-rhythmic effects as seen in Figure 75.
The forte cross-rhythmic stresses can be seen in the various mass
choir groups.
Various combinations of winds and different effects are con
tinued by the composers: the use of the entire ensemble; of groups I
and II; of the partial choirs from each group; of the antiphonal
effects between the groups of two or more; and of the block chords in
one group contrasting with the moving lines or rhythmic figurations of
the other group.
One effective employment of the winds is seen in Figure 76.
Brant builds a pyramidal chord effect through imitation. Here he
begins in group II with muted tuba and ascends with solo instruments:
bass clarinet, clarinet, alto clarinet, flute and piccolo, and the
mallet instruments. The mallet instruments are scored in four parts.
Brant systematically uses special colorations which add to the
i

spatial spectrum. Some of these are continuous pedaling of the piano,
glissandi scored for timpani, glissandi for the alto saxophone, rapidly
tongued, raspy sounds for straight-muted trumpets, high range for
electronic-organ, and flutter tongue for trumpets. Others are the
employment of two timpani marked pianissimo with indication that they
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Figure 75. Brant, Verticals Ascending, measures 33-39. (Copyright 1969
by MCA Symphonic Wind Ensemble Editions. Used by permission.)
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Figure 76. • Brant, Verticals Ascending, measures 94-99. (Copyright
1969 by MCA Symphonic Wind Ensemble Editions. Used by permission.)
be played with "very thin triangle beaters—very close to the rim,"1
the use of glockenspiel with short, crisp notes; and muted horns. In
one section, Brant uses the instruments in choirs as well as individu
ally for particular timbres.

Figure 77 depicts a complex treatment of

the two ensembles. Sixteen independent musical ideas are seen in
measure 159. Various timbres, polyrhythms, and dynamics are scored for
tutti ensembles, measures 159-162. An intricate and complicated scor
ing of the ensemble continues with use of groups of choirs and crossaccentuated rhythms.
As a finale, however, the composer exposes the mallet instru
ments and one keyboard instrument in a solo. Figure 78 shows the piano,
glockenspiel, and chime scores in which they are given special
1. Brant, score, p. 29.
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crejc.

Figure 77. Brant, Verticals Ascending, measures 159-162. (Copyright
1969 by MCA Symphonic Wind Ensemble Editions. Used by permission.)
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Figure 78. Brant, Verticals Ascending, measures 190-193. (Copyright
1969 by MCA Symphonic Wind Ensemble Editions. Used by permission.)
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instructions: piano chorda! structures are marked sempre martenato
(always hammered strongly); glockenspiel, "bang it out"; and chimes,
"each stroke powerful." The timbre and percussive effects of the piano
and mallet instruments are marked fortissimo and forte and ascend
toward the conclusion. In the final two measures Brant writes a
staggered pyramid in the two ensembles which ends on a chord composed
of the twelve pitches of the chromatic scale. He uses only wind
instruments and electric organ for the final note, omitting the previ
ous three solo instruments.
All wind parts in the ensembles are used both in choirs and
independently. They are uniformly difficult with the exception of the
horns. The horns are employed in pairs and the parts are not complex.
Because of the individual use of each wind instrument, the work will
require good performers.
Brant suggests that the groups be rehearsed separately before
combining,* that both groups be balanced in volume, that no consideration should be given to the position of each listener,2 and that the
saxophone glissandi should not pause on the first note but should begin
immediately.3
The major performance problem posed by the work is the coordi
nation of two groups. Brant says that "it is essential that the two
should directly face each other." The tempo throughout the work should
1. Brant, score, p. 4.
2. Brant, "Space as an Essential Aspect," p. 3.
3. Brant, score, p. 4.
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not change except for slight musical flexibility.* The composer sug
gests further that one way to coordinate the two groups is the use of
a "click-track" or a flashing light at the beginning of each measure
at twenty-five times per minute. Any cuing system that is satisfactory, says Brant, is acceptable.
The alto saxophone and organ are optional but recommended for
a maximum effect. The saxophone should not protrude from the ensemble,
and the organ should be balanced with the ensemble. In addition, the
composer urges "sharp strident tone qualities" for organ and the "use
of reed stops at a mixture of 8', 4', 21/2', 2', 11/2' quints. No 16'
stops or vibrato stops should be used."3
Verticals. Ascending can be an effective twentieth-century piece
of music. It is unique in nature and contains much of the spatial
spectrum concept. Of the maximum separation of the two ensembles,
Brant says:
. . . it is unmistakable in its startlingly clear effect, . . .
[in its] equally projected distant identities, . . . [and in
its] resonances and sonority resulting from simultaneously
converging projections from two widely separated points of
origin.4
1. Brant, score, p. 4.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. Brant, "Space as an Essential Aspect," p. 3.
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Symphony for Winds (Garmisch,
Germany, June 27, 1945)
Strauss, Richard
(b. Munich, Germany, 1864; d. Garmisch, Germany, 1949)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets
(B-flat), clarinet (C), bassethorn, bass clarinet, 2 bassoons,
contrabassoon; 2 horns (F),
2 horns (E-flat)
Publisher: Published posthumously by Boosey
and Hawkes (1952)
Approximate duration: 36'
Performance difficulty: For the most highly skilled
university performers
Recordings: London Baroque Ensemble, Karl Haas,
conductor, Decca DL 9761; Netherlands
Wind Ensemble, Edo de Waart, conductor,
Philips SAL 6500 097
Movements:

I Allegro con brio 2/4
II Andantino, sehr gemachlich, 4/8
III Minuet, Etwas lebhaft, 3/4
IV Einleitung und Allegro 4/4

Premiere performance: March 25, 1946, State Orchestra
of the College of Music at the
Musikkollegium in Winterhur,
Dr. Hermann Scherchen,
conductor*
Symphony for Winds, the final mixed-wind composition of Richard
Strauss, was written in 1944-45 in the period of relaxation which fol
lowed Strauss' recuperation from a serious illness. Beneath the title
1. Mueller von Asow, Richard Strauss Thematisches Verzeichnis,
completed and published by Alfons Ott and Franz Trenner, trans. Selma
Brigham (Vienna: Doblinger, 1955), XXII-XXIII9 p. 1318.
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on the manuscript score, he wrote "Happy Workshop" and "In the Shadow
of the Immortal Mozart at the End of a Grateful Life Full of Thanks."1
The score of Second Sonatina for Wind Instruments, later to become part
of the Symphony for Winds, was completed in January of 1944. It was
i

first intended as a complete, single-movement work containing an "Intro2
duction (Andante) and Allegro." To the Introduction and Allegro,
Strauss added three movements.3 The original "Introduction (Andante)
and Allegro" became the final movement of the four movement composition.
When the Second Sonatina reached the hands of Boosey and Hawkes pub
lishers, it was renamed Symphony for Winds.
The individual parts in the Symphony for Winds require mature
and capable wind performers. The flutes are often used in octave, uni
son, or thirds, and have infrequent solos. Oboes are often scored with
the same line but at times are used soloistically. Frequently the
first oboe doubles the first flute in octaves. Strauss favors the clar
inet in C and clarinet I as the most important introductory voices for
the melodic material in the work. The clarinets are closely followed
by the horn quartet and, to a lesser degree, the bassoons. In fact,
the first bassoon part has more freedom to solo and serve as an
1. Von Asow, Richard Strauss Thematisches Verzeichnis, XXIIXXIII, p. 1317. The original description is as follows: "Frohliche
Werkstatt" and "Den Manen des unsterblichen Mozart am Ende eines
dankerfullton Lebens."
2. Richard Strauss, Symphony for Winds, preface to the score
by Willi Schuh (London: Boosey and Hawkes, 1952), p. 1.
3. Von Asow, XXII-XXIII, p. 1317.
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obligato instrument because the bass clarinet and contrabassoon are
commonly employed on the bass line.
Strauss made good use of the color instruments in the clarinet
family. He added the C clarinet for a distinctive upper register.
Regularly, the C clarinet doubles the first flute in unison or octave
in the high register in order to extend the range of the ensemble
upward. The timbre of the basset-horn in F provides a distinct inner
line and functions with freedom in extremely difficult passages. The
bass clarinet part (in bass clef) is used in its effective lower regis
ter and periodically supports the bassoons by providing the bass voice.
Figurations are occasionally given to the bass clarinet. This is
Strauss' characteristic use of winds. Other appropriate examples from
the four movements will be noted in the following pages.
Broadly speaking, Strauss is traditional in his use of harmony
and rhythm. In each movement the formal key signature remains the
same. The many accidentals in the work signal excursions into other
tonal areas and modulations. Of specific note is the interval rela
tionship of a third. Strauss often goes from E-flat major to G major
and from C major to C minor. These modulations are characteristic of
Strauss in the Symphony. His solo melodic lines are expressive. The
tutti melodies are often scored with a soaring quality.
A statement by Krause which might be applied to the Symphony is
that "Strauss's unparalleled advances in orchestral technique, the
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impulsive, soaring, sensuous yet transparent sound were the expression
of an incomparable mastery of his material."*
The Allegro con brio is based on the compositional procedure of
"motivic treatment." Krause describes the material as being "based not
2
on real 'themes' but on short 'motifs'. . . ." Strauss uses three
basic motifs: the abruptly descending motif, the horn-like signal
motif, and the contrasting lyrical motif. Strauss extends the motifs,
uses them in sequential patterns, extracts figures from them, uses them
in solos, paraphrases and combines them. An example of how Strauss
employs the three basic motifs is seen in Figure 79. Note the abrupt
descending motif scored for the flutes, clarinet in C, and clarinet II;
the lyric motif scored for clarinet I, basset-horn, and horn I; and the
horn signal motif scored for horns II and IV.
Strauss titled the manuscript of the original piano draft of
the second movement Andantino "Tema con Variazioni."3 The movement con
tains a theme with six diverse variations. The variations are treated
in two ways. The theme is accompanied by ornamental figurations, or it
is presented as expressive solo lines in florid theme variation with
steady, tightly constructed rhythmic accompaniment.
The main theme is seen in Figure 80. The first figure of impor
tance derived from the main theme is the ascending or descending inter
val of a major or minor sixth. The second important figure derived
1. Ernst Krause, Richard Strauss: The Man and His Work
(London: Collet's Publishers, 1955), p. 170.
2. Ibid., p. 460.
3. Von Asow, XXII-XXIII, p. 1317.
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Figure 79. Strauss, Symphony for Hinds, I, measures 771-774. (Copy
right 1952 by Boosey and Hawkes. Used by permission.)
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from the theme is the rhythmic figure of a dotted-sixteenth note,
thirty-second note. This theme containing these two figures is promi
nent in different winds throughout most variations.

Andantlno, sehr gemSdillch

lp33ai_commado)
2 FlwM

2 0boI
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Figure 80. Strauss, Symphony for Winds, II, measures 1-6. (Copyright
1952 by Boosey and Hawkes. Used by permission.)
In variation one, the theme is given to horn I and is accompa
nied by flutes scored with triplet figurations. Variation two is in a
very steady tempo with free-flowing melodic lines. The first melodic
line scored is in the oboe I. Following is the basset-horn in imita
tion of it at the interval of a perfect fifth. This gentle and expres
sive duet is in G minor. Immediately following this, clarinet II and
basset-horn are scored with a florid solo style. Variation three fea
tures an expressive duet between clarinet I and basset-horn.
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Strauss plunges the ensemble into a lively and very rhythmic
variation four. Here, three elements occur simultaneously: the diffi
cult and rapid decorative figurations, the clearly stated main theme,
and the percussive rhythmic figurations. This is best demonstrated in
Figure 81. The difficult figurations appear in the various upper wood
winds. The composer scores the entire ensemble into the variation but,
in spite of the expected weightiness, the variation retains its ener
getic, springy elasticity and transparent texture. In variation five,
Strauss features solo winds in duet and trio; the clarinet I and
basset-horn; then the oboe I, clarinet in C, and basset-horn.

Each

section is scored in a free-flowing style with the individuality of the
solo winds exposed. Strauss accompanies the solo winds with a strict
rhythm, as shown in Figure 82. Variation six offers marked contrast to
the previous ones. Cleanly articulated phrases of slurred and staccato
figurations are scored for flutes, oboes, and clarinet in C. This is
layered over the main theme scored in horn I, bassoons, and contrabassoon.
In comparison to the Allegro con brio and Andantino, the Minuet
uses a reduced instrumentation, except in the•tuttis, and a less ener
getic approach.
The lively Minuet projects a feeling of spontaneity brought
about by the use of light and clearly articulated dotted rhythms and by
the employment of short phrases. This lightness is further enhanced by
the use of triplet figures, a lightly executed trill, and a march-like
character even though the movement is in 3/4 meter. The dotted rhythm
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Figure 81. Strauss, Symphony for Hinds, II, measures 72-74. (Copyright 1952 by Boosey and Hawkes. Used by permission.)
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Figure 82. Strauss, Symphony for Minds, II, measures 85-88. (Copy
right 1952 by Boosey and Hawkes. Used by permission.)
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is an important'figure of the movement since it is used in 50 measures
of the total 148. Strauss was particularly generous to the clarinets
and basset-horn in the trio. He scores material spinning out a freeflowing melody in solo winds with contrastingly delicate accompaniment.
Von Asow relates that in a notebook left by Strauss there is a
pencil sketch of the Introduction and Allegro. On the envelope and
written in his own hand is the heading "Rondo E-flat major.
The movement opens in a very slow and deliberate fashion with a
piano-sforzato attack on richly scored chords. The principal theme,
upon which Strauss relies heavily, is introduced in the bassoon I part,
Figure 83. This theme continues to be echoed by other winds throughout
the Allegro. Extracted from the principal theme, the rhythmic figure
of four sixteenth notes (see Figure 83) permeates the Allegro section.
Ninety percent of the measures contain at least four sixteenth notes in
one or more of the parts.

Figure 83. Strauss, Symphony for Minds, IV, measures 22-24. (Copy
right 1952 by Boosey and Hawkes. Used by permission.)
An example of the transparent texture found in Movement IV is
noted in the passage shown in Figure 84. Strauss uses the figure from
the main theme. Here, the inner play of piano woodwinds create its
1. Von Asow, XXII-XXIII, p. 1317.
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bouyant, light texture. In contrast, Strauss also writes decidedly
resonant, syncopated, soaring tuttis.
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Figure 84. Strauss, Symphony for Winds, IV, measures 50-55. (Copy
right 1952 by Boosey and Hawkes. Used by permission.)
Following the tutti section, Strauss scores a series of exposed
winds featuring the flute I, clarinet in C, clarinet I, and oboes. In
one instance the composer writes, in two-part harmony for oboes, an
expressive and extended cantabile melody. He counterpoints the princi
pal theme (Figure 83) for the other individual winds with the oboes'
melodic line.
All four movements contain parts which are difficult. The
score employs the upper range of the clarinet in C, and uses flutes to
a'", the basset-horn to d"', the bassoon I to B-flat', and the horn I

Ill

in F to written d"'. Of exceptional difficulty are the horns, bassethorn, and bass clarinet parts. In addition to the difficult wind parts,
precision of execution for sixteen wind instruments, tuning of the
upper registers for woodwinds, bringing out the lower woodwind parts,
and the tight, clean performance of the fast accompaniment figurations
will require attention.
Since the work's first performance in 1946, no known perfor
mance was conducted until the wind section of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra performed the composition eighteen years later on March 1,
1964, under the auspices of Eric Simon.*

1. Von Asow, XXII-XXIII, p. 1318.
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Clockwise and Anti-Clockwise (1967)
Schat, Peter
(b. Utrecht, Netherlands, 1935)
Instrumentation: 3 flutes, 3 oboes, 3 clarinets with
2 doubling bass clarinets, 3 bas
soons; 4 horns
Publisher: Stichting Donemus (1967) through
C. F. Peters
Commissioned: Netherlands Wind Ensemble, 1967
Approximate duration: Variable—approximately 11' to
12'

Performance difficulty: For the most highly skilled
university performers
Recording: Radio Wind Ensemble, Peter Schat, conductor,
Stichting Donemus Foundation, Davis 7172/1
One movement, six sections, separated by five intrusions
by horn quartet, and coda
Clockwise and Anti-Clockwise is an aleatory composition. One
chance operation, for instance, is that each performer chooses the point
at which he will begin playing the composition. Another random factor
is that the conductor must construct the score each time it is to be
performed. Given this latter requirement of the composer, it is selfevident that no score, in the traditional sense of the word, exists for
the work. These elements will be discussed and clarified in the follow
ing pages.
The three significant non-traditional elements in the work are
the aleatory aspect of it, some new notation although the musical nota
tion is basically traditional, and the use of double harmonics. Schat
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employed the special double harmonic fingerings taken from method
books. The method books are only referred to in the score and no
titles are given.
The version of Clockwise and Anti-Clockwise discussed in this
dissertation is the.one performed by Edo de Waart, former conductor
of the Netherlands Wind Ensemble. His version, and any other conduc
tor's version, contains the common element of five groups of sixteen
wind instrument parts. The groups are:
Group

I 3 flutes
II 3 clarinets (2 doubling bass clarinets)
III 3 bassoons
IV 3 oboes
V 4 horns

The five groups of winds are used in three different ways. First, the
oboes are assigned harmonics; second, the flutes, clarinets, and bas
soons have traditional musical notation scored in an octagon; and
third, the horn quartet is assigned several "interruptions."
The first group to play, the oboes, perform the continuous
background of the piece. Double harmonic fingerings are prescribed
for the oboes, as shown in the dodecagon in Figure 85. With these
fingerings, as many as five simultaneous pitches are produced. The
double harmonic pitches are approximately indicated (see Figure 85).
They are produced in two ways. First, they are performed by means of
special ways of holding the instruments and special embouchures which
are to be adjusted by the performers. Second, each of the three
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Figure 85. Schat, Clockwise arid Anti-Clockwise, oboe, octagon. (Copy
right 1967 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
oboists begin at arbitrarily chosen and probably different points of
the dodecagon, and each plays the fingerings notated at the chosen
point, thus producing the double harmonics.* The specific fingerings
are notated in the music and are prescribed to be played at each angu
lar point as shown in Figure 85. The conductor signals the change of
1. Peter Schat, Clockwise and Anti-Clockwise, score notes,
Radio Wind Ensemble, Peter Schat, conductor, stereo, 33-1/3 rpm, vinyl,
Davis 7172/1, 1969, p. 1.
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each set of three harmonic fingerings a total of twenty-four times.1
After passing through the twelve harmonic fingerings of one circle,
as shown in Figure 85, the other circle of twelve is to be followed.
In this way, the oboes' double harmonics are the basic background of
the work.
The second large group of instruments employed consists of the
flutes (group I), clarinets (group II), and bassoons (group III).
Each has traditional music scored at eight angular points of an octagon
similar to the flute example shown in Figure 86. Schat says that the
parts scored for these nine winds "are arranged like the face of a
clock which runs [forward] ... or backward according to the players'
choice." These players may begin on any of the three pages, A, B, or
C, of the octagons. The octagons scored for each of these three groups
are performed simultaneously with the dodecagon of the oboes.2
The third group of instruments employed is the horns. At five
regular intervals specified by the scheme of the conductor, the horn
quartet interjects an "interruption" with a stylistic quotation. Com
poser Schat remarks that the horns "musically speaking—put the clock
back in that they play five quotations (not literal quotations from
existing compositions), evolving from the 16th up to the 20th century.
q
The piece is thus in discussion with its past. . .
An example of
1. Schat, Clockwise and Anti-Clockwise, program notes, p. 1.
2. Ibid.
3.

Ibid.
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Figure 86. Schat, Clockwise and Anti-Clockwise, flute, octagon. (Copy
right 1967 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
one of the five written historical "interruptions" may be seen in
Figure 87. Here, the Renaissance style is suggested.
The six sections and five intrusions "finally come together in
the coda of the piece.11* In the coda, which is notated separately,
clarinets, oboes, and bassoons are given double harmonic fingerings.
Flutes are scored with held notes in regular notation. The horn
quartet is also scored in traditional notation. The horns have three
sequences of chords at specified intervals with six, eight, and ten
1. Schat, Clockwise and Anti-Clockwise, score notes, p. 3.
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Figure 87. Schat, Clockwise and Anti-Clockwise, horn quartet. (Copy
right 1967 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
eighth notes, respectively. The horn quartet closes the work with a
traditional b major V? chord executed with a descrescendo.
Schat relates his own view of Clockwise and Anti-Clockwise as
follows:
There has been an effort to achieve a high degree of immobility
in that the whole piece moves in a very limited and immutable
"field" of notes, and the dynamic graduations lie merely in the
narrow region between pp and, at the outside, mp. It is solely
in this "discussion" with the history of music that there lies
a dynamic element, if you like. For the rest, time—not the
clock—stands still.*
The traditional music contained in the work employs multi
meters. The eighth note is the common element and remains constant.
Examples are 5/8, 8/8, 11/8, 14/8, and 19/8. New notation symbols
1. Schat, Clockwise and Anti-Clockwise, program notes, p. 3.
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used in the work, as defined in New Music Vocabulary by Howard
Risatti,* are shown in Figure 88.

f-

Continued tone

u

Two eighth notes

A

Three eighth notes

•

Four eighth notes

9

fi
fs

°(

Performer executes the music beginning at
this symbol at the conductor's signal and
follows the order of numbers in the circles

Sample double harmonic fingering for oboe

Figure 88. Symbols from Clockwise and Anti-Clockwise, Schat, as
defined by Howard Risatti in New Music Vocabulary. (Clockwise and
Anti-Clockwise copyright 1967 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by
permission. New Music Vocabulary copyright 1975 by University of
Illinois Press. Used by permission.)
Clockwise and Anti-Clockwise in all respects is extremely dif
ficult. Following the conductor's signals, the overall execution, the
double harmonic fingerings, and the extremely fast single tonguing
required of the B-flat clarinet I and bassoon I are examples of the
complexity of the work. The aleatory aspect of the composition adds
1. Howard Risatti, New Music Vocabulary (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 1975).

additional rehearsal challenges. Proper presentation of the composi
tion would require the finest and most experienced wind players
available as well as the investment of substantial rehearsal and
score construction time.
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Time Machine (1972)
Ketting, Otto
(b. Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1935)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, English horn, 2 bassoons,
contrabassoon; 4 horns, 3 trumpets
(C), 3 trombones; percussion (3 per
formers performing upon 3 groups of
sixteen percussion instruments) I.
marimba, snare drum 1, drums 1, 2,
3, tam tam 1, II. snare drum 2,
drums 4, 5, 6, tam tam 2, III.
snare drum 3, drums 7, 8, 9, tam
tam 3
Publisher: Stichting Donemus (1972) through C. F.
Peters
Commissioned: Rotterdam Art Foundation for the
Netherlands Wind Ensemble
Approximate duration: 10' 45"
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recording: Netherlands Wind Ensemble, tape, Stichting
Donemus Foundation, Amsterdam
One movement, in five sections
4/4 J - 66

J - 152
4/4 J - 176 S*- S*
4/4 J - 66
3/8 J - 152
3/8

Premiere performance: May, 1972, at three late-night
concerts in Amsterdam (Carre),
Rotterdam (Doe!on), and Eind
hoven (Schouwburg), performed
by the Netherlands Wind Ensemble
conducted by Ketting
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The contemporary composer Otto Ketting, an admirer of
Stravinsky, was first known as an avant-garde composer.* He has writ
ten four pieces for woodwind, brass, and percussion. Like Stravinsky,
Ketting displays a variety of compositional styles in his works.2
According to Sonorum Speculum, a Dutch periodical, Time Machine "was
recently awarded the Kees van Baaren prize by the Johan Wagenaar
Foundation, (The Hague). . . .
The work contains no key signature and is built on a chord of
twelve pitches. The form is described by the composer:
The form is partly determined by the relationship between the
instrumental groups which are often split up into unblended
blocks of sound, always placed next to one another. This
recognizable simplicity can be heard in the total structure.
The entire piece is based on one single chord (containing all
12 chromatic tones) which is "illuminated" in different ways.
The logical construction is however gradually disturbed by an
irrational intruder: the scale of C major, chiefly in the form
of a simple cantus firmus. Towards the end this slides to
gether, as it were, so that for the last 64 measures all tones
of C major sound simultaneously. . . A
Found within the composition are block-like chord instrumenta
tion, repeated elements superimposed upon each other, and much use of
dynamic contrast. The style of the music at times requires the per
formance by winds to be percussive.

The three percussionists

1. Tom Hartsuiker, "Otto Ketting and His Time Machine,"
Sonorum Speculum, trans. Ian Finlay (May, 1974), LVII, pp. 1-3.
2. Ibid., p. 2.
3. Ibid., p. 5.
4. Otto Ketting, Time Machine, program notes (Amsterdam,
Stichting Donemus Foundation, May, 1972), p. 1.
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performing upon sixteen percussion instruments, and the wind per
formers, are expected to produce a chattering irritated effect.
Time Machine begins with a forte percussive attack on a six
teenth note by muted trombones and is sustained by horn III at a
piano dynamic level. Measures 1-27 are a slow introduction which adds
the members of the entire ensemble at varying points, either through
sustained notes or short percussive attacks. Upon reaching the
fermata, measure 27, the woodwinds and horns sustain their tones of the
basic chord. Ten pitches of the basic chord may be observed. Pitch
and duration notational indications for woodwinds and horns for measure
27 are shown in Figure 89. This new notational vocabulary item for
music is "the square fermata," indicating that the note should be held
about three seconds.* The lines and black note signify a tie to notes
preceding and following the fermata. Another example of this particu
lar notation recurs in measures 353-355.
An abrupt change to a jagged, percussive fortissimo style
occurs at the change to 3/8 meter in the horns and trombones in
measures 28-32. An entire battery of percussion in counterpoint is
introduced in measures 32-53 in an accented and dynamic manner. A
profound dissonance is produced by the bassoons and horns with a fanatural, c-sharp, and d in measures 54-70.
In measures 76-112, there are two opposing elements. One is a
more sustained line in the two oboes, English horn, and bassoons
1. Robert Fink and Robert Ricci, The Language of Twentieth
Century Music (New York: Schirmer Books, 1975), p. 41.
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Figure 89. Kettirig, Time Machine, measures 27-28. (Copyright 1972 by
Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
against percussive and irritated-sounding trumpets and trombones.
Beginning in measures 112-114, the composer uses the twelve pitches of
the basic chord with each of the twelve pitches sounded note by note.
This connecting section, measures 114-119, leads into a new section in
4/8 in measures 120-134. This new section features the four horns
played in a brassy manner in a fluttering tremolo effect which encom
passes dynamic levels from piano through fortissimo. It even extends
up to the dynamic level of fortissimo guanto possibile, fff, in
measures 132 and 134.
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Constantly varying impressions of the basic chord are heard in
block-chorda! structure throughout the remainder of the work. Hartsuiker says that Ketting "engages in a game with the basic chord which
is lifted out and transposed. . .
Beginning measure 215, several different elements are intro
duced. These are the alternation of rapidly tongued rhythmic figures,
sustained sections, the interruption of the basic chord structure, and
the introduction of a new element. The rapidly tongued rhythmic
figures occur in the horns in various forms and are followed by a
staggered and sustained section, measures 215-229, that is introduced
with a fortissimo gong, measure 215, which is allowed to ring .
undampened.
Two timbres of unblended proportions and rhythms are con
trasted in measures 228-260. The sustained basic chord-block idea is
heard in the woodwinds. In measure 231, the horn quartet suddenly
interrupts with an independent, and repeated, four-part statement as
shown in Figure 90. Hartsuiker claims that the horns' intrusion is a
medieval cantus firmus and that by measure 249 the tonality of the C
major scale fully emerges.
Measure 261 is an abrupt change of tempo and meter to 3/8 which
combines the previously used elements of percussive brass figures and
dynamic percussion.
1. Hartsuiker, p. 6.
2.

Ibid., pp. 8-10.
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Figure 90. Ketting, Time Machine, measures 231-234. (Copyright 1972
by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
Essentially Time Machine is a battle of two entirely in
compatible components, the basic chord and the C major scale.* From
measure 357 to the end, all wind instruments expound at great length
on the C major scale.2 Here, the composer calls for a "brassy, bells
in the air" and the tutti wind ensemble plays "all notes on the C
major [scale] together . . ."to the concluding measure.
The final five measures are marked fortissimo quanto possibile
and are performed by all winds. The composer scores fourteen accented
and repeated eighth notes in a jazz-style rhythm in 3/8 meter.
It should be noted that the work exhibits Ketting's interest in
science fiction.

The composer summed it up by saying "something from

our time is suppressed by an impulse from earlier times: the 'current
1. Ketting, program notes, p. 1.
2. Hartsuiker, p. 8.
3. Ibid., pp. 8-9.
4. Ibid., p. 8
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chord1 is broken by the historical element of C major, it can no longer
escape and gets stuck in the past. . .

Ketting further comments:

It is possible by the simple and handy machine to move to
another time. Everything seems to be going well, even if
some of the transitions are somewhat abrupt. Unfortunately,
various time segments begin to occur simultaneously or to
run backwards. Finally, it is no longer possible to switch
back to the present. Somewhere, centuries ago, the apparatus
fails us.2
There are several rehearsal obstacles. They are: the per
cussive style of performance; the acquisition of a large battery of
percussion equipment; the execution of the varied rhythmic figures;
the dynamic contrasts and special effects; and the execution of the
four diverse tempo changes. The performance of the rhythmic figure
contained in measure 257 with precision and clean articulation by
tutti ensemble is difficult. The wind and percussion parts are uni
formly complex in Time Machine.

1. Hartsuiker, p. 8.
2.

Ketting, program notes, p. 1.
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Per Diciassette
(Berkel, Netherlands, March 6, 1968)
Vlijmen, Jan van
(b. 1918, Oostzaan, Netherlands)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, alto flute, oboe, oboe
d'amore (A), English horn, clarinet,
bass clarinet, tenor saxophone,
3 bassoons, contrabassoon; 4 horns
Publisher: Stichting Donemus (1968) through
C. F. Peters
Dedication: Netherlands Wind Ensemble
Commissioned: Composed at the request of the officials
of the City of Amsterdam
Approximate duration: 18' 15"
Performance difficulty: For the most highly skilled
university performers
Recording: The Netherlands Wind Ensemble, stereo,
cassette, Stichting Donemus Foundation
One movement, five sections
In the seventeen wind-instrument composition Per Diciassette,
a contemporary Dutch composer, Jan van Vlijmen, explores new timbres,
new notation, and multiphonics. According to Bruno Bartolozzi in his
book New Sounds for Woodwinds, the term "multiphonics" is used to
describe the general concept of the emission of a group of sounds or a
chord for each special single fingering on a woodwind instrument.*
Multiphonics are also created by the use of different embouchures and
1. Bruno Bartolozzi, New Sounds for Woodwinds, trans, and ed.
Reginald Smith Brindle (London: Oxford University Press, 1967), p. 2.
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varied air and lip pressure.* In van Vlijmen's search for new
sonorities, the composer displays the vast potential of the winds.
Included in this effort is also a substantial vocabulary of new nota
tion as well as of new sounds.
The work, which the composer calls a "play," is roughly divided
into five sections which stress the basic material of a "twittering"
effect and a "block-shaped" chord effect. The five parts of the work
explore each effect separately and in combination. The composer says
that in the development of the work "we note an ambivalence, because
there is a desire for consolidation . . . [of the 'twittering' and
'blockshaped' chord] demonstrated by the transition . . . [of the
'twittering'] from independence toward the shaping of a block." This
last is the final, massive block-shaped chord. 2
In order to set up the proper atmosphere for the effects, van
Vlijmen prescribes a definite seating for the wind performers within
the confines of an auditorium or other performance facility. The seat
ing arrangement is considered of
prime importance for the success of
i
the musical "play."
On page 1 of the score, Figure 91, the "block-shaped" sound is
created by the horns, bass clarinet, tenor saxophone, and English horn
parts. The "twittering" is represented in the clarinet and oboe
1. Bartolozzi, p. 2.
2. Jan van Vlijmen, Per Diciassette, program notes (Amsterdam:
Stichting Donemus Foundation, 1968), p. 1.
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W

Figure 91. Van Vlijmen, Per Diciassette, measures 1-7. (Copyright
1968 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
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d'amore parts. Van Vlijmen has distributed the wind instruments, as
shown in Figure 92, so that sounds come from six sides.
cbn
bn 1

bn 2
hn 2

bn 3
hn 3

Stage
hn 1

hn 4

ob

cl
Audience

bcl

ob d'a

fl

fl
fl

Figure 92. Van Vlijmen, Per Diciassette, distribution of the instru
ments. (Copyright 1968 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by
permission.)
Of the seating arrangement, van Vlijmen says:
The three flutes should be placed at the back of the hall to
counterbalance the 4 horns and 3 bassoons on the stage. The
other instruments should be distributed around the hall. This
manner of grouping various instruments implies a certain con
tradiction: the block-shaped group on the stage and the 3
flutes at the back of the hall, as well as the varied position
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of the other instruments are of course connected with what
is happening in the play.1
The first page of the score contains six new notation symbols
identified in Figure 93. These are defined in New Music Vocabulary by
Howard Risatti.'*
.—>.f8

One meter unit in any measure
The duration of the note is indicated
by the length of the horizontal line

3

The number of impulses in the unit

#
r

Where the impulses occur in the unit

+

A note of short duration
The group is to be read from any
point either left or right. Play
as fast as possible.
With mute
Play in indicated register, following
the pitch contour

A

Soft accent

V

Loud accent

Figure 93. Symbols from Per Diciassette, van Vlijmen, measures. 1-7, as
defined by Howard Risatti in New Music Vocabulary. (Per Diciassette
copyright 1968 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.
New Music Vocabulary copyright 1975 by University of Illinois Press.
Used by permission.)
A conflict between the "twittering and "block-shaped" forces is
seen in Figure 94. The sounds might be seen to represent a verbal
1. Van Vlijmen, Per Diciassette, program notes, p. 1.
2. Howard Risatti, New Music Vocabulary (Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1975).
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Figure 94. ^ Van Vlijmen, Per Diciassette, measures 31-43. (Copyright
1968 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by Permission.)
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argument in high intensity. Also shown in Figure 94 are other new notational symbols which are identified and explained in Figure 95.
Part one is a mixture of shifting timbres of the diverse
instruments and a mixture of dynamic contrasts. Sound qualities heard
from the six individual instrument interjections are the strained and
brazen tenor saxophone and the soft murmur-like effects of the clari
nets, its "twittering," high shrill squeals, and its often improvised
style. The oboe d'amore and English horn are scored with harsh
timbres, while the horns sometimes have percussive staccato notes.
Underneath this mixed-wind timbre are often the "block-shaped" chord of
the horns and bassoons. The resulting effects are harsh dissonance,
giant crescendi, overtones of gong-like frequencies, sounds of instru
ments as if imitating verbal argument sounds floating out of masses,
and motor-like effects. Contrasts of color and dynamic markings rang
ing from pianissimo quanto possibile through fortissimo quanto
possibile are present.
Van Vlijmen considers part two as "a connecting link between
the first and third parts."1 This brief section has four phrases,
each set in a faster tempo. He employs only horns and bassoons from
the "block-shaped" chord group on stage to perform harsh, fortissimo,
dissonant chords written in*traditional notation. The composer
staggers the entrances of the winds on changed notes and ends each
1.

Van Vlijmen, Per Diciassette, program notes, p. 1.
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irr.tr-.

The approximate pitch and duration of the
notes fitted into the unit of the box
Glissando by changing lip position
To be freely improvised using the pitches
indicated
A soft or throat attack
A crescendo or descrscendo that follows
the contour or the wedge

Figure 95. Symbols from Per Diciassette, van Vlijmen, measures 31-43,
new notation symbols as defined by Howard Risatti in New Music Vocabu
lary. (Per Diciassette copyright 1968 by Stichting Donemus Foundation.
Used by permission. New Music Vocabulary copyright 1975 by University
of Illinois Press. Used by permission.)
phrase with a fermata. An example of the treatment of the winds is
seen in Figure 96.
to

Figure 96. Van Vlijmen, Per Diciassette, measures 108-114. (Copyright
1968 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
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In section three, beginning in measure 114, the composer
employs traditional notation, new notation, multiphonics for wood
winds, and both muted and open horns. The new notation symbols not
yet introduced are shown in Figure 97. The bassoons, measure 131,
have notes which are written in a box and intended to be divided among
them. The clarinet, bass clarinet, and tenor saxophone have four
notes and a wavy line, measures 133-134, which means the notes should
be continually repeated in those two measures. Bell-like overtones
are produced by the double reeds in measure 134. In measures 136-137,
the bassoons I and II are scored with multiphonics and are given
instrument fingerings written into the music. Noted also are open and
muted horns. Following this is a section which is treated percussively. The sounds produced in this part are of differing timbres; for
instance, there are the reedy quality of the multiphonics of the reeds,
the "twittering" of the horns and the occasional crescendi of the
bassoons and horns, sounds imitative of the wind and a motor, the
squeal of the clarinet, and the shrill sounds of the double reeds'
multiphonics. All are combined with the "block-shaped" chords and are
heard together in pulsating, vibrant sound. There is an occasional
outburst of oboe, clarinet, or horns coming from the various sides of
the seating arrangement. The composer says that the "third part builds
up a kind of integration between the group on the stage and the groups
in the hall."1
1.

Van Vlijmen, Per Diciassette, program notes, p. 1.
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Figure 97. Van Vlijmen, Per Diciassette, measures 131-137. (Copy
right 1968 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
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Part four provides basically the material of the "block-shaped"
chord group distributed among all reeds and the horns. Diverse dynamic
changes occur as well as the use of multiphonics in the reeds. The two
flutes and alto flute are used for'the first time in section four. Van
Vlijmen says the "flutes have about the same function as the horns in
the second part, in both these parts the blocks are explicitly evi
dent."* Very unusual sounds are produced by the multiphonics of the
flutes.
Beginning in measure 248, there is a "whistling" effect in
which the flutes (not noted) produce an ascending melody of quarter
tones. A further example of the many tones produced by the three
flutes is seen in Figure 98. The dynamics range from'mezzo piano to
fortissimo.

Figure 98. Van Vlijmen, Per Diciassette, measures 261-270. (Copy
right 1968 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
1.

Van Vlijmen, Per Diciassette, program notes, p. 1.
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Fourteen multiphonic tones are produced by the two flutes and
alto flute at the beginning of measure 266, Figure 98. Also seen in
Figure 98 are the multiphonic fingerings for these pitches and
quarter-tone symbols (x).
The flutes forecast a disturbance which comes in part five. It
is ushered in with percussive style, in measure 269, which integrates
all the effects previously described. "Block-shaped" chords, "twitter
ings," percussive jabs, multiphonics, growls, "whistling" sounds,
dissonance, giant crescendi, throatiness of reeds, and anvil-, gong-,
and motor-like effects are produced. It is this section that van
Vlijmen notes a "certain breakdown . . . [in which] the work goes 'to
pieces.1 This contradiction has been evoked in order to create
tension."* The composition does not come together in a resolution at
the end as might be expected of a more traditional work. There is only
slight unwinding of the previous tension heard in the music. The
combination of all the wind instruments contain disturbances of many
types. Of this, the composer says, " [there] is no climax. The limi
tation of the sound material, indicated by the work's 'breakdown,'
deprives the integration of any character of a crowning."2
In the final two measures, Figure 99, the horn I statement
emerges from the bassoons' and horns' timbre with an upsurge and
crescendo, thus closing the "play."
1. Van Vlijmen; Per Diciassette, program notes, p. 1
2. Ibid.
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Carno1
(ft)

Figure 99. Van Vlijmen, Per Diciassette, measures 328-329. (Copy
right 1968 by Stichting Donemus Foundation. Used by permission.)
The rehearsal problems are challenging. They are an openmindness concerning the concept of the work, understanding and
reading the new notation, mastery of the multiphonic fingerings, the
execution of the impulses in the work, and placing the "many-voiced"
sounds in such a way as to be of musical significance. In all
respects, Per Diciassette is a difficult work. Proper presentation of
the composition will require the finest and most experienced wind
players as well as the investment of adequate rehearsal time.
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Concerto for 23 Minds
(Washington, D.C.,1957)
Hartley, Walter S.
(b. Washington, D.C., 1926)
Instrumentation: 3 flutes including piccolo, 3 oboes
including English horn, 3 clarinets,
3 bassoons including contrabassoon;
4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones,
tuba
Publishers: Pryraminx Publications; Rochester Music
Publishers (1959) used in this discussion
Dedication: Frederick Fennel! and the Eastman Wind
Ensemble
Approximate duration: 14' 30"
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recordings: Eastman Wind Ensemble, Frederick Fennel!,
conductor, Mercury MG 50221 or SR90221
(now out of print but obtainable from
Hartley, State University College,
Fredonia, N. Y.); University of Texas
Band, Jimmie H. Reynolds, conductor,
Crest ABA-72-4
Movements:

I Andante 5/4
II Vivace 6/8
III Lento C

J - 92

- 120

J - 60-66

IV Allegro molto 2/4 d - 144
Premiere performance: May 3, 1958, Eastman School of
Music by the Eastman Wind
Ensemble, twenty-eighth Annual
Festival of American Music
About the Concerto for 23 Winds, Robert Gray says "although
composed early in his career, Hartley's Concerto has become a standard
work for virtuoso wind players, as it exemplifies the true wind
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ensemble concept of soloistic playing."1 Hartley writes that "the
Concerto was written under the spell of Stravinsky's Symphonies of
Winds (same instrumentation [as the Concerto] and Symphony in C
(orchestra)." Hartley admits that "The neoclassic attitude it rep
resents has been very unfashionable now for some time." Yet he says
he wouldn't want to change a note of the work, for he believes it is
valid today on its own terms.2
In discussing the details of the work, Hartley states:
It is in four movements [without key signature] roughly
corresponding to those of the classical symphony or sonata
in form, but is textually [sic] more related to the style
of the Baroque concerto, being essentially a large chamber
work in which different soloists and groups of soloists
play in contrast with each other and with the group as a
whole. The color contrasts between instruments and choirs
of instruments are sometimes antiphonal; both homophony and
polyphony are freely used, and the musical interest is dis
tributed widely among these components of the wind section
of a symphony orchestra. The first and last movements make
the most use of the full "ensemble; the second, a scherzo,
features the brass instruments, and the slow third movement,
the woodwinds. The'harmonic style is freely tonal throughout.
There is a certain three-note motif (ascending G-A-D) which
is heard harmonically at the beginning and dominates the
last three movements.3
The first movement opens with an Andante introduction which
immediately features the solo horn, oboe, flute, and clarinet in
1. University of Illinois Wind Ensemble, concert program
notes, Robert Gray, conductor (University of Illinois, Urbana,
October 24, 1971), p. 1.
2. Letter from Walter S. Hartley, composer (State University
College, Fredonia, N. Y., May 19, 1976), p. 2 of 2.
3. Walter S. Hartley, Concerto^for 23 Winds, program notes,
Eastman Wind Ensemble, Frederick Fennel1, conductor, stereo, 33-1/3
rpm, vinyl, Mercury 50221 or SR90221, 1960.
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measures 4, 7, 17, and 21. The Allegro non troppo in measure 27
begins by using the winds in a percussive style. The movement
alternates between the ensemble, soloists, and soloists who are
accompanied. An example of the use of several solo winds and accom
paniment is shown in Figure 100, measures 37-43. Here the composer
uses the pitches of the chromatic scale to form melodies in the solo
instruments and accompaniment figures: for example, flute I, seven
pitches of the chromatic scale in measures 37-40; bassoons I and II,
six pitches, measures 37-40; and clarinet I, ten pitches, measures 4142. This procedure of freely using all of the pitches can be noted
throughout all four movements.
The meter of the movement changes often but should present no
difficulty to players or conductor. Dynamic contrasts are frequent as
is imitation among the solo winds. Tutti sections in measures 72 and
99 provide contrasts to the softer dynamics and solo winds. The move
ment comes to repose on a B-flat major chord with added sixth at a
pianissimo dynamic level.
The three-note motif in the second movement Vivace is at the
interval of an ascending whole step and a fourth as on beat two of
measure 1. Stravinsky uses a similar three-note, but descending motif,
in his Symphony in C, first movement. The figures are presented in a
fanfare-like fashion. In measures 101-109, Hartley inserts a fugue
with the entrance of the flutes and piccolo, oboes, clarinets and bas
soons, trumpet I, trombones I and III. By measure 110, however, it is
discontinued. The fugue idea is similar to Stranvinsky's fugue and
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Figure 100. Hartley, Concerto for 23 Minds, I, measures 37-43. (Copy
right 1959 by Rochester Music Publishers. Used by permission.)
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three-note motif in Symphony in C, third movement. By measure 121, a
familiar repeated triplet eighth-note figure returns. The movement
closes with three repeated but accented eighth notes on a D major
seventh chord. Meters in this movement frequently change.
The Lento is transparently textured and suggests a tranquil
mood. At no time does Hartley use all of the woodwinds. Again the
three-note motif dominates the melodic material. Essentially the move
ment features solo winds accompanied by other woodwinds and horns. The
Lento closes as it opened with the final sounding of the ascending
intervals of a step and a fourth in oboe I in measures 63-64. The
final chord, which is marked pianissimo quanto possibile, is based on
the ascending intervals of a step and a fourth, first b-flat, c, and
f and second, c, d, and g. Here used harmonically, these intervals
are melodically employed in the opening of the Lento.
The fourth movement in three sections, Allegro, Andante, and
Allegro, begins with the three-note motif in the trumpet I, measure
1, and is imitated by trombone I, measure 2. The style is crisp and
marcato. The movement alternates between tutti, solo winds, and
brasses and woodwinds, presented in a dramatic fashion. The brasses
are scored with chords and the woodwinds with sweeping, ascending
scalewise runs which begin in measure 200 at a fortissimo quanto
possibile dynamic level. The work concludes with a crescendo and
sforzato effect. Hartley scores for the final eighth note, a G major
chord with added ninth.
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Solo performers are needed to program this work effectively.
Literally every instrument of the twenty-three winds is used soloistically with the exception of the tuba.
In his conclusion Hartley says that the Concerto "must be con
sidered one of my principal works, as well as being my initial windensemble piece.

1. Letter from Hartley, p. 2 of 2.
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Discussion Section II—Additional Recommended
Scores for Mixed"Chamber Winds
Symphonie No. 4 in B-Flat
(probably London, England
between 1762 and 1782)
Bach, Johann Christian
(b. Leipzig, Germany, 1735; d. London, England, 1782)
Instrumentation: 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons; 2 horns
Publisher: Friedrich Hofmeister
Approximate duration: 8' 40"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recording: London Wind Soloists, Jack Brymer,
conductor, London STS 15079
Movements:

I Allegro 3/4
II Largo 2/4
III March 4/4
IV Cotillion 2/4

Johann Christian Bach, the "London Bach" and youngest son of
Johann Sebastian and Anna Magdalena Bach, more than likely wrote his
six wind symphonies in London between 1762 and 1782. In 1764, he col
laborated with Carl Friedrich Abel in a series of London concerts that
extended for seventeen years.* The first concert took place Febru2
ary 29, 1764 at Spring Gardens, a London "pleasure garden." For the
1. Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., Eric
Blom, ed. (London: Macmillan, 1954), p. 330.
2.

Ibid.
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occasion of a late night concert, it is likely that the Symphonie No. 4
in B-Flat was performed.
The instrumentation of the Symphonie is akin to that of the mil
itary bands in the mid-eighteenth century. In addition, the presence of
a march in the third movement in place of the menuetto in three of a
set of six symphonies also suggests it might have been written for the
Queen's regimental band or some other military band of six.
Like the other five of the set of six, the Symphonie No. 4 in
B-Flat contains four movements with the scheme of fast, slow, either
march or menuetto, and fast. The work is certainly among the first to
include a pair of clarinets in place of oboes in what would otherwise
be the classic wind sextet.
Considering the approximate date of the composition, Bach
fully exploits the winds in the Symphonie. Grove's reports, "As a
melodist Bach was preeminent, a master of orchestral resources of his
period. . .

The slow movement is an example of this writing style.

All movements are in E-flat or B-flat, as are all of the set of six
symphonies.
The Allegro makes frequent use of the dotted-eighth sixteenthnote figure, with the pair of clarinets leading the ensemble. Much
dynamic contrast is noted.
The Largo contains a transparent scoring of melody and accompa
niment. It features clarinets in pairs, sometimes with slow trills,
and bassoons in counterpoint with the clarinets.
1. Grove's Dictionary, p. 330.
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The brief regimental march emphasizes the dotted-eighth
sixteenth-note rhythm in a basic block chorda! structure. The clarinets
are again prominent and use trills extensively. There is frequent con
trast of dynamics and the employment of considerable scalewise patterns.
The last movement, titled Cotillion, a popular dance beginning
in the early 1750s, was used especially at the close of an entertain
ment.* It is entirely possible that this movement of the Symphonie may
have been danced to in the pleasure gardens of London. This Cotillion
is lively, containing many crescendos and dynamic contrast. The clari
nets are the leading winds with short eighth notes in the bassoons'
accompaniment. There is an occasional outburst of horns.
All six symphonies of the set are very much alike in the employ
ment of the winds. Symphonie No. 4 in B-Flat requires demanding techni
cal execution from those who perform on clarinets and bassoons. The
second bassoon, which is omitted from the title page, is required in the
performance of the work.

1. Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, p. 207.
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Adagio and Rondo (1808)
Weber, Carl Maria von
(b. Eutin in Oldenburg, Germany, 1786; d. London,
England, 1826)
Instrumentation: 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons;
2 horns (E-flat)
Publisher: Musica Rara (1970), ed. Georgina Dobree
Approximate duration: 6' 45"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Movements:

I Adagio in E-flat. Cantabile 2/4
II Rondo in B-flat. Presto 2/4

Carl Maria von Weber was a prolific composer, a conductor, a
pianist, and a "reorganizer" of opera. Although his main creative
effort was in opera,* Weber was also well known for his solo literature
for clarinet and orchestra, works that are still frequently performed
and studied in 1977. The Adagio and Rondo for six winds is an example
of his writing for mixed-wind chamber music.
The Rondo was written June 24, 1808 and the Adagio, July 24,
1808 but, notes editor Georgia Dobrde, the "Adagio is more naturally the
first movement and the work has therefore been published in reverse
order."2 According to Dobree, there are many inconsistencies in the
1. Alfred Einstein, "Carl Maria von Weber," International
Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians, 9th ed., Robert Sabin, ed. (New York:
Dodd and Mead, 1964), p. 2370.
2. Carl Maria von Weber, Adagio and Rondo, editor's score notes,
ed. Georgina Dobrle (London: Musica Rara, 1970).
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original manuscript, most of which she has left unaltered. The score is
printed "with only minimal editing." The parts have been more fully
edited for the performer.*
Two of the most noticeable characteristics of the Adagio and
Rondo are the melodic lines and the marked dynamic contrasts. The har
monic and rhythmic content of the work are traditional. The style of
the first movement is marked cantabile and should be conducted four
beats to a measure. The composer frequently echoes a previous measure
at a pianissimo dynamic level.
The last movement follows the general formal structure implied
by its rondo title. The main rondo theme is vivacious and tuneful. The
several subordinate themes differ slightly in articulation and character
but are also animated and very melodic. The movement is in complete
contrast to the Adagio. The presto character of the work, the wellplaced accents, the articulation of phrases—especially the staccato
eighth notes—are characteristic of the movement. Weber scores the
clarinet I with abundant melodic lines. The bassoon I part receives
an equal ajnount of exposed melodies.
There are no range problems. The work makes modest technical
demands on the performers. The instruments' names are given only at
the beginning of each movement.

1. Von Weber, editor's score notes.
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Woodwind Sextet
(Rochester, New York, 1962)
Angelini, Louis
(b. Utica, New York, 1935)
Instrumentation: Flute, oboe, clarinet, B-flat
soprano saxophone (or optional
clarinet), bassoon; horn
Publisher: Contemporary Music Project Library Service
Dedication: For Fred Hemke and the Amarillo Woodwind
Quintet, Ithaca, New York
Commissioned: Music Educators National Conference
through the Contemporary Music Project
for Creativity in Music Education,
1962; Omaha, Nebraska Public Schools
Approximate duration: 5'
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recording: Lincoln High School Sextet, 1968; avail
able through the Contemporary Music Project
Library Service
One movement, in four sections:
I 4/4

J"- ca 50

II MoT to Piu Mosso
III Meno Mosso
'

IV

Tempo I

J - ca 132

J - ca 90

J - 50

Premiere performance: 1962, Fred Hemke, Amarillo
Woodwind Quintet, Ithaca, New
York
Louis Angelini was a "composer in residence" with the Music
Educators National Conference (MENC) Contemporary Music Project (CMP)
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for Creativity in Music Education. Earlier he had received one
Koussevitzky Prize in Composition in 1962 and been awarded a Fulbright
Scholarship for Study in Italy in 1963.1 He was a member of the
O
faculty at East Texas State University, 1966-67. His compositions
include music for traditional instruments, electronic instruments,
musical comedies and jazz scores.3
Each of the four brief sections of the Woodwind Sextet differs
slightly not only in tempo, but also in style, and in the use of the
six winds. The rhythmic content is traditional while the harmonic and
melodic treatment are nonconventional.
Angelini uses the twelve pitches of the chromatic scale freely.
By measure 9 he has employed all twelve. In section one, he explores
the different timbres of the winds, scoring them to enter at different
times.
Section two exposes the colors of the different winds individu
ally and collectively. Short, percussive notes are written in
alternation among the winds. The soprano saxophone is given a brief
solo ranging from e-flat' to c-sharp"'. The percussive "jabs"
written for the various instruments are rhythmically unpredictable.
Section three consists of sustained textures with disjointed
melodic fragments scored for the horn, flute and bassoon. In addition
1. Louis Angelini, Woodwind Sextet, score program notes (Col
lege Park, Maryland: Contemporary Music Project Service Library, 1969).
2. Ibid.
3.

Ibid.
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there are interjections or interruptions by other winds. The clarinet
and bassoon in dialogue bridge section three and section four.
The fourth section is at the initial slow tempo. The saxo
phone, flute and oboe are scored with lines in alternation, and the
remaining winds have chorda! structures.
The main feature of the work is the continued exposition of
the different timbres of the six winds. There are no range or tech
nical problems in performing the Woodwind Sextet.
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Galaxy 2
(New York City, New York, April, 1952)
Brant, Henry
(b. Montreal, Canada, 1913)
Instrumentation: Flute, clarinet; 2 horns, trumpet,
trombone; glockenspiel, 6 timpani
Publisher: Carl Fisher (rent)
Approximate duration: 5'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
One movement: Steadily, with concentration
§ J -80-84
Henry Brant, more generally known as "a bold experimenter,
employing unusual instruments and sonorous effects,"* explores the
varied timbres of a small mixed-wind chamber group, glockenspiel, and
timpani in Galaxy 2. The composer uses colors to emphasize effects
such as low pitched timpani, high glockenspiel, separate forte-piano
entrances of open and muted trombone, trumpet, and high pitched pic
colo. Brant uses disjunct melodic and rhythmic fragments and differing
timbres of the instruments to develop the piece. He often employs very
strongly accented rhythmic figures and accented after-beats. There is
a certain intensity in the work, for the general character is one of
percussive and abrasive quality. Brant employs unusual as well as
standard instrumental combinations. Each part is basically independent
although they are sometimes used in pairs or in larger combinations.
1.

International Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians, p . 278.
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The percussion parts are independent and are rhythmically intricate,
but the general rhythmic,;harmonic, and melodic content and meters are
traditional. There is no key signature.
Diverse dynamics from piano through fortissimo are found as
well as extensive accents. Trills are used in the woodwinds and the
brass are given muted and open tones, glissandi, and flutter tonguing.
Brant gives specific directions in the score. For instance, "no
vibrato,"1 "wild but precise"2 and "glissando, third valve."3 He
employs the winds and percussion in six basic ways. The ranking order
of their use is instruments in unlike pairs, like pairs, color or
individually exposed instruments, combinations of unlike pairs, tutti,
and groups of three.

Some specific uses of the instruments are noted.

At first, the piccolo and clarinet are used as a basic pair and then
he changes to piccolo and trumpet. The clarinet is given passages in
all registers of the instrument up to g"1. The trumpet is employed
in the middle register and on accented sustained tones. The pair of
horns are saved for later use in the work. Often, one horn echos the
other. The horn players are expected to use glissandi. Like in the
beginning, the horns are used infrequently at the conclusion except in
the accented chorda! structures. The trombone is used mostly on
accented sustained tones. The trombone is given a glissando at the
1. Henry Brant, Galaxy 2, score (New York: Carl Fischer,
n.d.), p. 2.
2. Ibid., p. 4.
3.

Ibid., p. 10.
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end. The author assigns equal importance to the glockenspiel and the
set of timpani. The glockenspiel is used sparingly at the beginning,
for he saves the timbre for exposed passages where the color will be
more effective. The difficult glockenspiel part is often paired
rhythmically with that of the timpani.

For the timpanist, Brant

specifies wooden-headed mallets. The timpani has mostly accented
rhythms with the employment of many crescendi. Rhythmically complex
and independent, it contains some widely leaping intervals.
For a small instrumentation of mixed-wind chamber music,
Galaxy 2 contains an abundant variety of timbres used in a diverse
manner. The piccolo, clarinet, horns, glockenspiel, and timpani parts
are difficult. The wide leaps and technical execution of the music
are demanding. Excellent percussionists are essential.
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Six Sonatas
(Hamburg, Germany, c. 17551)
Bach, Carl Philipp Emanuel
(b. Weimar, Germany, 1714; d. Hamburg, Germany, 1788)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 2 clarinets, bassoon;
2 horns (F, E-flat, G, D, A)
Publisher: Musica Rara (1958), ed. Kurt Janetzky
Approximate duration: 10' 50" (without repeats)
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recording: Musica Viva Ensemble, James Bolle,
conductor, Monitor MCS(C) 2125
Movements:

I Sonata

I. Allegretto 2/4

II Sonata II. Andante 3/4
III Sonata III. Allegro 2/4
IV Sonata IV. Allegro, ma non
troppo 3/4
V Sonata

V. Allegro assai 6/8

VI Sonata VI. Allegretto grazioso 6/8
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach was the second son of Johann Sebas
tian Bach.

Kurt Janetzky, the editor of the Six Sonatas, notes that

as a composer he occupies a key position in the development of the
early classical forms of keyboard and instrumental music.2
The period from 1738-1768 in which Bach wrote the Six Sonatas
"was spent in the Service of Frederick II of Prussia as cembalist in
1. Kurt Janetzky, C. P. E. Bach's Six Sonatas, score program
notes, ed. Kurt Janetzky (London: Musica Rara, 1958).
2.

Ibid.
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the king's orchestra and accompanist to the royal flute player."*
Janetzky believes that the Six Sonatas were intended as open-air serenade music.2 Oames Bolle. says that the Six Sonatas should be performed
"together as a unit."0 Each of the six sonatas is in a different key
(D, F, G, E-flat, A and C). During this period there was probably
an extended pause between each sonata for the mid-eighteenth-century
clarinetists and the horn players to change instruments and crooks.
Janetzky notes that although the original score has been lost,
his edition is based on a thoroughly reliable copy made by the
Schwerin Court organist J. J. H. Westphal.4 However, Janetzky does
not distinguish his or Westphal's editorial markings in the published
score.
All six sonatas have a naturalness and simplicity of expres
sion. There are frequent changes of texture, unusual turns of melody,
and sudden dynamic stresses.
Other common characteristics of the Six Sonatas are very
melodic lines, a transparent texture, changes of texture through use
of different winds and wind registers, dynamic contrasts, and use of
1. James Bolle, C. P. E. Bach's Six Sonatas, program notes,
Musica Viva Ensemble, James Bolle, conductor, stereo, 33-1/3 rpm,
MSC(C) 2125, n.d.
2. Janetzky, score program notes.
3. Bolle, program notes.
4. Janetzky, score program notes.
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winds in like pairs. Bach frequently doubles the lines as if to
emphasize the music for an outdoor setting. All movements have trills
and other ornamental figurations. The harmonic, melodic, and rhyth
mic contents of the work are traditional.
The Allegretto, Sonata I, is scored with a simple, freeflowing, melodic line in the upper woodwinds and also contains triplet
figurations.
The Andante, Sonata II, explores the use of winds in pairs,
especially horns. In this expressive piece, flutes and clarinets are
alternated on the meladic line while the bassoon line acts as an
independent bass.
The brief but iively Allegro, Sonata III, is scored to feature
alternating pairs of flutes and clarinets. The horns and bassoons
have independent lines of harmony or accompaniment. Some slight tech
nical demands are made on the upper woodwind and bassoon players.
The Allegro ma non troppo, Sonata IV, employs the dottedeighth and sixteenth note in the Baroque-like, dotted-rhythm style.
It is extremely melodic., features exposed horn I and a very prominent
pair of horns. The pair of horns is alternated with pairs of flutes
and clarinets. For the most part,.the bassoon is scored with an
independent bass. There is considerable doubling in the movement.
The Allegro assai, Sonata V, is a lively and hardy but brief
gigue in 6/8 meter. The characteristic moving groups of three notes
are present. The free flow of the moving melodic line is carried by
the pairs of flutes and clarinets while the horns and bassoons are
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given the rhythmic accompaniment figures. The pairs of upper wood
winds alternate and are exposed in certain individual passages as well
as being used in double pairs.
The Allegretto grazioso, Sonata VI, is interesting for its
extremely intense melodic lines. It alternates tutti ensemble, pairs
of winds, and individual winds. The final four measures are scored
as a fortissimo tutti with unison for flutes and clarinets in a
sweeping, descending, diatonic scale run. Horns and bassoons give
harmonic support in this rather dramatic ending for the mixed-wind
chamber ensemble of seven.
Considering the early date of the Six Sonatas, which may pos
sibly predate the wind divertimenti of Haydn, it is an unusually
attractive set of pieces for winds. There are no range problems or
excessive technical demands made on the performer. There may be some
slight problems in the execution of the ornamental figurations and in
the performance style of the work.
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Chanson et Danses, Opus 50 (prob
ably Paris, France, 1898)
D'Indy, Vincent
(b. Paris, France, 1851; d. Paris, France, 1931)
Instrumentation: Flute, oboe, 2 clarinets,
2 bassoons, horn
Publisher: Durand (1948)
Approximate duration: 13' 10"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Movements:

I Chanson. Lent 4

J - 66

II Danses. Tres anime 3(

J J* -168)

Vincent D'Indy often used French popular themes. Among his
many activities he published collections of French folk songs.* One
work which contains folklike material is "divertissement for wind
instruments," called Chanson et Danses, which is literally a song and
dances for winds.
D'Indy wrote the Chanson in three basic sections consisting of
a slow, fast, slow scheme, with each in a different key. The melodic,
rhythmic, and harmonic content are traditional. There are ample expres
sive possibilities with such indications as Un peu plus anime, or "a
little more animated," and bien soutenu, or "very sustained." The
chanson, song, used for Movement I is lyrical and expressive. The winds
1. Gilbert Chase, "Vincent D'Indy," International Cyclopedia of
Music and Musicians, 9th ed., Robert Sabin, ed. (New York: Dodd and
Mead, 1964), p. 1030.
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are given turns at the chanson with alternately gentle and sturdy wind
accompaniment.
There is a change of tempo and mood at the Plus vite—Moderement
anime section. The tempo is more rapid, lively, and march-like than in
the beginning. The chanson here flows freely with the clarinet and
oboe I and bassoon II scored with the melodic line. The accompaniment
consists of triplet figurations. This middle section is bridged to the
third section by the clarinet I which is scored with two measures of
cadenza-like material.
The third section is similar to the first, this time changing
keys frequently. Solo winds are the horn, stopped horn, and clarinet I.
The accompanying lines in the winds are transparent and flow freely.
The movement closes with a Tres lent section at a pianissimo dynamic
level on a B-flat major chord.
The danses consist mainly of three alternating and contrasting
folklike dances. A very lively danse begins with triplet figures in the
accompaniment and features solo winds, oboe, and flute. These melodic
lines contain weighty accents.
The second danse is marked Un peu moins vite (a little less
rapidly) and is in very sustained style. Flute and clarinet I, as a
pair, and the horn, oboe, and flute scored separately carry the melodic
line. Here, D'Indy writes an extremely idiomatic tutti section on the
danse theme. A third, very rhythmic and fiery folklike danse is scored
for all winds following the tutti.
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A return of the second and first danses follows. The composer
gives them similar treatment. The danse section closes at a fortissimo
quanto possibile dynamic level.
A final statement of the opening chanson follows the danses.
The lyrical and the lively, march-like chansons are reviewed here and
given treatment similar to the opening movement. This reiterative
structuring adds unity to the two movements.
This little known and seldom played French work features indi
vidual winds. It is uncomplicated, has a transparent texture, and has
an interesting composition. There are no difficult parts or ranges.
The most demanding aspect of the work is the expressive performance
required of the players. The instrument names are given only on the
first page of each movement.
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Divertimento No. 1 in B-Flat
Hoboken, 11:46 (probably Eisenstadt,
Austria, after 1780)
Haydn, Franz Joseph
(b. Rohrau, Austria, 1732; d. Vienna, Austria, 1807)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 3 bassoons, contrabassoon
or contrabass; 2 horns (B-flat)
Publisher: C. F. Peters (1960), ed. Robert A. Boudreau
Approximate duration: 13' 55"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recording: Netherlands Wind Ensemble, stereo cassette,
February 27, 1976
Movements:

I Allegro con spirito C
II Chorale St. Antoni. Andante 2/4

J - 60
III Minuetto 3/4
IV Rondo. Allegretto 2/4
Haydn's Entwurf-Katalog indicates that he composed at least six
"Feldparthien," as he often called them. The Feldpartia Divertimento
No. 1 in B-Flat bass part was originally written for the serpent (bass
wind instrument). Today the Boudreau edition suggests contrabasson or
contrabass. If contrabass is used, the small notes in the part are
recommended. The sustained contrabass resonance is especially effec
tive in the Netherlands Wind Ensemble cassette recording.
In the Divertimento No. 1 in B-Flat, Haydn produced a more
refined and elegant style of writing than he had in his early wind
divertimenti of about 1760.
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The spirited Allegro is scored with Oboes in pairs leading the
ensemble. The only solo in the movement is given to oboe I. Horns
and bassoons provide mostly, harmonic and rhythmic fill-in parts.
Movement II is the famous "St. Antoni Chorale," which was used
by Brahms about one hundred years later in his Variations on a Theme
by Haydn, Opus 56A, of 1873. The two oboes lead the ensemble with
expressive tenuto style.
The Minuetto is brief. The opening is tutti, featuring pairs
of oboes and bassoons. Haydn employs a measure of "meaningful silence"
in measure 12. The trio twice exposes open solo horns playing harmony
in sixths, fifths, and thirds.
Rondo, Movement IV, reflects a joyous spirit. Contrasted
dynamics, the pair of prominent oboes sometimes doubled by two bas
soons, very rhythmic horns, and an interesting bass line comprise the
lively Allegretto.
The execution of the last five measures of Movement IV by horns
may prove difficult. A series of six rhythms, each containing an
eighth note, a sixteenth note, and two thirty-second notes require
double tonguing at the Allegretto tempo.
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Octandre (New York City,
New York, 1923)
Varese, Edgard
(b. Paris, France, 1883; d. New York City,
New York, 1965)
Instrumentation: Flute doubling piccolo, oboe, clarinet
doubling E-flat clarinet, bassoon;
horn, trumpet (C), trombone; contra
bass (with E string tuned down to C)
Publishers: Colfranc (1966) through E. C. Kerby used
in this discussion; E. C. Schirmer (rent);
Franco Colombo (1956, revised 1967)
Dedication: E. Robert Schmitz
Approximate duration: 7'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recordings: Contemporary Chamber Ensemble, Nonesuch
71269; "Die Reihe" Ensemble, Varese,
Candide CE-31028; Ionisation, Ensemble
Contemporary Music, Angel S-36786; Wood- .
wind, Brass, and Percussion, Columbia
MS 31078
Movements:

I Assez. Lent 4

J - 63-66

II Tres vif et nerveux 3/4
III Grave 3

J

- 132

- 58

Premiere performance: January 13, 1924, E. Robert
Schmitz, conductor, in a concert
presented by the International
Composers' Guild at the Vanderbilt Theater, New York City
"Octandrian" is a word applied to a flower having eight distinct
stamens. No doubt the title Octandre refers to the eight distinct and
equal parts played by the performers. Egon F. Kenton said that with
works such as Octandre, Inteqrales, Offrandes, and Density, Varese has
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"discarded all that linked him with the past, [and] gropes for his own
language."* Thomas Norman Tyra in his study states that Varese strives
to achieve new sonorities by purposely distorting traditional instruments.2 Reviewing Octandre after the premiere performance, J. W. Hen
derson noted in the New York Herald: "I't shrieked, it grunted, it
chortled, it mewed, it barked—and it turned all eight instruments into
3

contortionists. ..."

After hearing the initial performance, Win-

throp P. Tryon wrote: "People snickered the first time the piece was
played. . . . But the second time they were amused. ..."4
Octandre is a multimeter work containing complex meters. It is
the only Varese composition in several movements to have separate tempo
indications.5 Immediately noticeable in the score are the frequent
dynamic level changes from pppp to sffff. Often the dynamics change
during one-beat crescendi from fpp to szff. These short, but explosive,
crescendi are often accompanied by heavily articulated forte-piano
attack marks. The composer exploits unusual instrumental sonorities
1. Kenton, Varese's Octandre, recording program notes, p. 2.
2. Thomas Norman Tyra, "An Analysis of Twentieth Century Compo
sitions for Wind Ensemble" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University
of Michigan, 1971), p. 132.
3. Quoted in Nicholas Slonimsky, Lexicon of Musical Invective,
2nd ed. (Seattle, Washington: University of Washington Press, 1965),
p. 213.
4. Winthrop P. Tryon, "International Composers' Guild Concert
Musical Event of the Year," Christian Science Monitor (January, 1924),
p. 9.
5. Kenton, Varese's Octandre, recording program notes, p. 1.
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such as scoring the clarinet higher than the oboe or the flute in the
extremely low register.
According to Tyra, the work is basically "linearly conceived,"
and rhythmically, the composer achieves contrast "through the use of a
wide variety of rhythmic patterns within the measure."*
The score is unified by the reordering of the first four pitches
of the oboe.2 They are used in differing ways, but all are a permuta3

tion of the original four pitches of the oboe.

The specific effects heard in the movements are akin to familiar
sounds. Movement I, after the opening statement of the oboe, projects
train-like grinding, and "whistle" sounds. The oboe carries the closing
statement which is much like the opening. Movement II features a rhyth
mic flute line, automobile-like horn sounds, muted brass, and flutter
tonguing. The final movement opens with the bassoon and contrabass
scored with a mournful melody. Dissonance, muted timbres, driving
rhythms, automobile-like horn sounds of different pitches, and "whistle"
effects are reiterated. These allow Varese to exploit the sonorities of
muted brass and hand-stopped horn. The scoring of Octandre is basically
transparent except for the tutti sections which comprise roughly one
quarter of the work.
A few rehearsal problems are noted. Stopping the horn below
written c' in Movement I will cause some difficulty in producing a clear
1. Tyra, pp. 100-106.
2. Ibid., p. 83.
3.

Ibid.
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sound. Varese uses the full range of all instruments with particular
emphasis on registral extremes. The extremely low register of the flute
and piccolo in all three movements is difficult to perform and be heard.
For example, in Movement II the piccolo is scored at fff dynamic level
in the low register, which is an extreme requirement. The end of
phrases and the beginning of others, Tyra notes, need special emphasis,
for they are indicated by "changes in tempo, pitch content, melodic con
tent, rhythmic character, texture, and orchestration."* He also
believes the conductor should fully exploit the distorted sonorities,
p

rhythmic drive, and complexity of the work.

Tyra suggests a seating

arrangement by instrument families: for example, flute, clarinet, oboe,
and bassoon in row one; and trumpet, horn, trombone, and contrabass in
row two.^
An extensive historical treatment, stylistic analysis, and
formal analysis of this work may be found in Thomas Norman Tyra's dis
sertation, "An Analysis of Twentieth Century Compositions for Wind
Ensemble."

1. Trya, p. 113.
2.

Ibid., p. 132.

3.

Ibid.
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Octet in B-Flat, No. 3
(after 1770±)
Myslivecek, Joseph
(b. Prague, Czechoslovakia, 1737; d. Rome, Italy, 1781)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons;
2 horns (E-flat)
Publishers: Boosey and Hawkes; Editio Supraphon (1962)
eds. Jan Racek and Camillo Schoenbaum,
used in this discussion
Approximate duration: 9' 15"
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recording: Musica Viva Ensemble, James Bolle, con
ductor, Monitor MSC(C) 2126
Movements:

I Allegro C
II Larghetto con un poco di moto 12/8
III Presto 3/8

Joseph Myslivecek was a Bohemian composer who wrote numerous
works. Among his compositions are his chamber music, concertos,
symphonies, piano sonatas, oratorios, and more than thirty operas.
He is best known for his operas, which were very successful through3
out Italy. Jan Racek and Camillo Schoenbaum say that the composer
has an "exceptional gift for melody, in which he anticipated W. A.
Mozart. ..." They further assert that "his chamber and orchestral
1. Jan Racek and Camillo Schoenbaum, Mysliveck's Octet in
B-Flat, No. 3, score program notes, eds. Jan Racek and Camillo
Schoenbaum (Prague: Editio Supraphon, 1962), p. ix.
2. Ibid.
3.

Ibid.
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music show close affinities, both in compositional technique and in the
melodic character, with [that of] Mozart's. . .

Among his chamber

works are three octets for wind instruments. Racek and Schoenbaum
believe that these three octets "rank among Myslivecek's most outstanding works." 2
The editors of the Octet in B-Flat, No. 3, Racek and Schoen
baum, have preserved the original intent of the manuscript in their
editing. Dynamics, articulations, and tempos have been left unchanged.
Only where there can be no doubt about the intentions of the composer
are editor's marks inserted in brackets or slurs shown by broken
3
ly
lines.
About the use of the instruments in the Octet in B-Flat, No. 3,
James Bolle says: "All instruments are used in a way characteristic of
Myslivecek's style. . . . [The style consists of] duets, often of [a]
bravura nature alternating with tutti.
The most noticeable characteristics in the Allegro movement
are the clearly defined textures, the use of pairs of winds as well as
individual winds, and the contrasted dynamics. The pairs of clarinets
and oboes are exposed often, with delicate melody. Frequently the
1. Racek and Schoenbaum, p. IX.
2. Ibid.
3. Jan Racek and Camillo Schoenbaum, Myslivecek's Octet in
B-Flat, No. 3, editor's score notes, eds. Jan Racek and Carmillo
Schoenbaum, trans. Roberta Finlayson Samsour (Prague: Editio Supraphon, 1962), p. xi.
4. James Bolle, Myslivecek's Octet in B-Flat, No. 3, program
notes, Musica Viva Ensemble, James Bolle, conductor, stereo,
33-1/3 rpm, MSC(C) 2126, n.d.
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oboe and clarinet I are given difficult sixteenth-note runs. Bassoons
are employed mostly as the bass, sometimes in unison, octave, or
divisi. A series of difficult sixteenth notes is scored for the bas
soon I performer. In one particularly effective section, bassoons are
alternated with the pair of oboes on the melodic line. Horns are used
harmonically to fill in with quarter notes and sustained notes. There
are two soli sections for horns; the second soli section marked dolce,
is extensive. The movement closes in tutti style.
The lyrical Larghetto is an expressive movement featuring
more use of solo winds. The composer uses all winds in the last two
measures in unison and octaves to conclude the movement.
The brief Presto finale is to be taken one beat to a measure.
It contains a prominent three eighth note figure and also a dottedeighth, sixteenth note, eighth note rhythm. Bolle describes the
Presto finale movement "favored by Myslivecek in his other chamber
music as well as in his symphonies. It is probably derived from the
concluding section of the typical 'Neapolitan' opera overture."1
The melodic line is given to pairs of clarinets and oboes,
sometimes to double pairs. The clarinet parts are reasonably difficult
technically. Horn I is scored up to cIM, and this passage is
extremely demanding. Bassoons are used as bass instruments except
when bassoon I doubles the melody with oboe I. The range of bassoon I
extends up to g'. Myslivecek employs tutti ensemble on the last six
1.

Bolle, program notes.
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measures at fortissimo dynamic level on the fifteen consecutive eighth
notes.
The Octet is a difficult work. Bolle says that the most
astonishing aspect of the composition "is the . . . virtuosity demanded
of all the instrumentalists particularly the horn and clarinet
players."1 The timbre contrasts, as well as the composer's scoring of
transparent textures are noteworthy. The names of the instruments do
not appear in the score.

1. Bolle, program notes.
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Octet in E-Flat, Opus 103 (prob
ably Bonn, Germany, c. 1792)
Beethoven, Ludwig van
(b. Bonn, Germany, 1770; d. Vienna, Austria, 1827)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons,
2 horns (E-flat, B-fiat)
Publisher: Broude Brothers
Approximate duration: 22' 16"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recording: Paris Wind Ensemble; Nonesuch Records
H-1054 mono, H-71054 stereo
Movements:

I Allegro <j?
II Andante, piano e dolce 6/8
III Menuetto 3/4
IV Finale. Presto

Several characteristics, of the Octet are immediately noticeable.
It is very rhythmic, contains many dynamic contrasts, and employs abun
dant fermatas. The winds are used both as solo instruments and in like
pai rs.
The harmonic, rhythmic, and melodic contents are conventional.
The strong, rhythmic eighth-note accompaniment of the melodic line is
prominent. By turns and to varying degrees, the winds are scored with
the melodic line; that is, Beethoven uses extensive oboe, some clarinet,
and bassoon. The number of dynamic changes is great and range from
fortissimo through piano. Beethoven exploits imitative procedure in all
winds. He writes an especially difficult part for clarinet I and
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horn II. A series of sixteen, tongued, scalewise sixteenth notes for
the clarinet and allegro sixteenth-note arpeggios for the horn may
prove to be a technical problem.
In the Andante, the oboe is scored with a solo, and is followed
by bassoon and then clarinets soloing in octaves. The use of horns,
clarinets, and oboes in pairs is frequent as well as is the employment
of fermatas.
The fast and lively Menuetto, in one beat to a measure, features
an interplay of the winds. Beethoven uses lyrical legato phrases, con
trasting them with staccato passages. The trio is thinly scored and
brief. He writes a moving, legato solo-wind line and answers it in
legato style with two to five wind instruments.
The playful Finale presto is an ample technical challenge for
the clarinet I, bassoon I, and pair of horns. For the clarinet there
are sixteenth-note runs; for the horns, alternation of broken-chord
sixteenth notes; and for the bassoon, sixteenth-note runs. The move
ment contains syncopated accompaniment at times, extreme changes of
dynamics, a very lyrical clarinet theme, the use of the fermata, and
winds in pairs.
There are no difficult technical demands except those previously
mentioned. The Octet is an uncomplicated work. An unusual practice is
noted in the score of the work; for here, Broude Brothers, publishers,
place the horns at the top of the score. Also the names of the instru
ments are listed only on the first page.
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Sinfonia
(Bologna, Italy, April 19, 1817)
Donizetti, Gaetano
(b. Bergamo, Italy, 1797; d. Bergamo, Italy, 1848)
Instrumentation: Flute, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
2 bassoons; 2 horns
Pub-lishers: Alexander Broude (1967), ed. Doublas
Townsend used in this discussion,
Eulenberg (1970)
Approximate duration: 4' 30"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
One movement: Andante 3/4 (
Allegro 2/4 (
Gaetano Donizetti is known today primarily as a composer of
opera. The Sinfonia in G minor is an early work dating from his
student days. Douglas Townsend, musical editor of the Sinfonia, says
the composition is "based on a manuscript score . . . belonging to
Mueso Donizettiano in Bergamo."1
Townsend has meticulously edited the original manuscript to
preserve its integrity. He has prepared a conductor's score that
contains the original musical indications of Donizetti as well as his
own editorial suggestions. Tempo and dynamic markings indicated in
square brackets have been put there by the editor. Slurs indicated by
dotted lines also identify the editor's additions.
1. Gaetano Donizetti, Sinfonia, editor's score notes, ed.
Douglas Townsend (New York: Broude Brothers, 1967).
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The Sinfonia Andante introduction of five measures is in a
pompous style with dotted-eighth note, sixteenth-note rhythm. It is
immediately followed by the Allegro.
The Allegro is scored with abundant melody. There are at
least six prominent melodies. Some recur as many as two or three
times while the first and most obvious one returns at least four times
after the initial statement.
There are no solo parts written, but several instruments are
exposed: for example, the flute and oboe I. Frequently, five winds,
flute, oboes, and clarinets are assigned the melodic line as well as
the harmonic parts. Like pairs of winds, two clarinets or two oboes,
are often used. Unlike pairs—for example, flute and oboe, clarinet
and flute, and oboe and clarinet, are heard with more frequency, in
unison or in harmony. Sometimes the oboes and clarinets are given the
rhythmic background. Rhythmically, the bassoons are reasonably inde
pendent. They are scored with moving eighth-note lines in unison and
sometimes in octaves or divisi. Horns are employed less frequently
than any other winds; they are given only fill-in and rhythmic emphasis
parts.
Performers are not confronted by any range or technical prob
lems. The Sinfonia is well within the range of the average mixed-wind
chamber group. The names of the instruments are given only on the
first page of the score.
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Petite Symphonie, Opus 90
(Paris, France, 1885)
Gounod, Charles Francois
(b. Paris, France, 1818; d. Saint-Cloud, France, 1893)
Instrumentation: Flute, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
2 bassons; 2 horns (B-flat)
Publishers: Andraud; Billaudot Editions used in this
annotation; Edwin F. Kalmus; Theodore
Presser
Commission: Societe de Musique de Chambre pour
Instruments a Vent, Paris (1885)
Approximate duration: 16' 30"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recordings: Netherlands Wind Ensemble, Edo de Waart,
conductor, Philips 839 704LY; Northern
Sinfonia Orchestra, Boris Brott, conductor,
Mace (Scepter Records) MXC 9065
Movements:

I Adagio et Allegretto. C
II Andante cantibile. Andante 3/4
III Scherzo. Allegro moderato 6/8
IV Finale.

Allegretto 2/4

Premiere performance: 1885, the Salle Pleyel in Paris
, with Gounod present
l

Petite Symphonie was originally scored for the classic octet
instrumentation plus two flutes. The 1904 version by Billaudot Edi
tions, which is the most used and available, was edited to include only
one flute part.
Gounod uses the many colors available in the mixed-wind chamber
orchestral pallette. The Adagio is a hymn-like introduction. The
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A11egretto contains a delicate and lively melody with a continuous
interplay of the winds. Emphasis is placed on solo oboe, clarinet, and
flute. Winds are also used in like pairs and mixed pairs.
The Andante cantibile employs the solo flute with an extended
and sensuous flowing melody with wind accompaniment. Other prominent
solo winds are the oboe, horn, and clarinet.
Movement III, Scherzo is comprised of rollicking dance-like
rhythmic passages which should be well articulated. Imitative lines are
tossed about especially among the oboe, flute, and clarinet. Delicate
piano passages contrasted to tutti sections are employed.
The Finale Allegretto combines the elements of interesting
melodic material, vigorous rhythms, and abundant legato harmonic pas
sages. The winds are used in pairs, but especially projected are the
solo oboe, flute, clarinet, and horn.
The work contains extremely noticeable dynamic contrasts and
attractive melodies, and it demands great agility from performers.
Expressive solo wind playing is required. The Scherzo is technically
demanding of all performers.
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Miniature Overture
(Los Angeles, California, c. 1935)
Toch, Ernst
(b. Vienna, Austria, 1887; d. Los Angeles, Cali
fornia, 1964)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, oboe, clarinet, bass clari
net, bassoon; 2 trumpets, trombone;
2 percussionists: I. cymbals, bass
drum, snare drum, triangle.and
II. xylophone
Publishers: B. Schott's Sohne; Belwin-Mills (Franco
Columbo, rent) used in this discussion
Approximate duration: 2' 15"
Performance difficulty: For the most highly skilled
university performers
Recording: Winds of the Louisville Symphony Orchestra,
Jorge Mester, conductor, LS-702
One movement:

J

- 144-152

Ernst Toch won several prizes for composition, including the
Austrian State Prize several times in succession and also the Pulitzer
Prize for music in 1956 for his Symphony No. 3 (1955). About 1935, dur
ing a period in which he wrote five film scores for Hollywood motion
pictures, he composed the Miniature Overture, one among many of his
pieces for chamber winds. In 1936, Toch moved to Santa Monica, Cali
fornia, where he was professor of music at the University of California
at Los Angeles.
This brief composition has no key signature. It is tonal music
which abounds with many scale-like passages and chromatic runs. The
interval leaps are sometimes awkward. The dynamic contrasts are fre
quent and varied. As a consequence, and considering the metronomic
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marking of 144-152, a careful approach to articulation must be empha
sized. The two main ideas and other rhythmic fill-in figures must be
forcefully presented each time they enter in order to be heard sepa
rately. It should be observed that Toch rarely scores tuttis. Their
absence creates an outstanding transparency. Slight variations of the
work's ideas, musical figures, and rhythms are hardly perceived without
close study. These irregularities give vitality to the piece.
The Overture begins in C major and is composed of two contrast
ing musical ideas. Basically, the work features solo winds in pairs.
Toch expands the concept of pairing instruments to include more than two
instruments: for example, the two flutes and oboe or the two trumpets,
trombone, and bassoon. He simply doubles some parts, thus creating only
two lines. At other times, he does feature actual pairs of instruments
as well as solo winds. He often adds percussion and mallet percussion
to the pairings for emphasis and coloration.
The first lively musical idea is presented by single winds,
pairs, and then percussion are added for emphasis. Toch slightly
develops idea one by imitation and variation. Idea two is energetic,
briefly developed, and tossed about among the winds. He varies accom
paniment figures. The xylophone and snare drum add color. Musical
ideas one and two are again assigned to various winds. The two ideas
are engaged in a brief duel for precedence. The work closes abruptly
on a C major chord.
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Each instrumental part in the Overture requires a musician of
the highest skill to execute the performance technique. The work
contains many extremely difficult passages for all instruments.
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Actions for Jazz Ensemble (1971)
Penderecki, Krzysztof
(b. Debica, Poland, 1933)
Instrumentation: Flute doubling bass clarinet, tenor
saxophone doubling clarinet, tenor
saxophone doubling soprano saxo
phone, baritone saxophone; 3 trumpets
doubling flugelhorn and D trumpet, 2
trombones; trap set, electric
organ, contrabass, guitar, electric
guitar
Publisher: B. Schott's Sohne through Belwin Mills
(1972, rent)
Approximate duration: 17'
Performance difficulty: For the most highly skilled
university performers
Recording: The New Eternal Rhythm Orchestra,
Krzysztof Penderecki, conductor, Philips
6305 1531
One movement, four sections: [Prelude] 4/4
Piu mosso J - 120
Meno mosso
Piu mosso 4/4
Meno mosso
Premiere performance: October 17, 1971,
Donaueschingen, International
Jazz Festival Group, Krzysztof
Penderecki, conductor*
1. "Schallplatten," Melos, record review (March-April, 1975),
n.p.
2.

Ibid.
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Krzysztof Penderecki is "an established avant-gardist . . .
[and] is recognized throughout the world."1 In Actions for Jazz
Ensemble, a nontraditional jazz work, the composer employs twenty-two
new notation symbols. Examples are notes of indeterminate pitch,
instructions to force breath only through horn, to tap with fingers on
soundboard, to raise or lower a pitch three quarter-tones or to play
the highest or lowest pitch possible. Penderecki is the only composer
discussed in this dissertation who provides an introductory explanation
and chart of his new notational symbols. New notation comprises one
half of the work while the other half is in standard notation. The
style is free jazz, that is, "a breakthrough into the free space of
atonality . . . [with] emphasis on intensity. . . . It is characterized
by disintegration of meter, beat and symmetry."2 Approximately one half
of the work is in free style, and the remaining half is metered.
Actions is an extended work in four sections employing improv
isation by soloists and full ensemble in free and metered explorations
of the material. In exposing his musical material Penderecki begins
section one as a brief 4/4 prelude in which he uses the sustained winds.
Traditional and new notation are included here. In section two, he
employs many twentieth-century wind instrument techniques, such as
three-quarter tones and overblown sounds. Section three includes both
improvised and written parts. It is often divided into instrumental
1. Krzysztof Penderecki, Index of Rental Works (New York:
Belwin-Mills, 1975), p. 3.
2. Joachim Berendt, The Jazz Book, trans. Dan Morgenstern and
Helmut and Barbara Bredigkeit (New York: Lawrence Hill, 1975), p. 24.
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groups: two trumpets, then tenor saxophones and trombones, followed
by soprano saxophone and flugelhorn, the guitars, and then the electric
bass or contrabass. A baritone saxophone solo bridges into the final
section. Penderecki says that section four is "the high point of the
whole piece.Here, the instruments are scored for various contempo
rary sounds. Dynamics vary from ppp through ff. For the entire work
Penderecki concentrates on composition for the group rather than on
soloists. The composer believes that the improvisation in the work
sets the music "free" and that he has reached his limits in the exploration of instrumental capabilities in Actions for Jazz Ensemble.2

1. Josef Hausler, "Conversation with Krzystztof Penderecki,"
Programmheft der "Donaueschinger Musikage," trans. Monika Kyrala
(October 17, 1971), p. 24.
2.

Ibid.
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Divertimento in E-Flat, K. 166
(probably Salzburg,
Austria, 1773)
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus
(b. Salzburg, Austria, 1756; d. Vienna, Austria, 1791)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 2 English horns, 2 clari
nets, 2 bassoons; 2 horns (E-flat)
Publishers: Broude Brothers; Breitkopf and Hartel
used in this discussion; Musica Rara;
Wind Instrument New Dawn Society
Commission: Thought to have been commissioned for the
wedding of Princess Maria of Modena and
the Archduke Ferdinand which was scheduled
for October 1773, in Milan*
Approximate duration: 12'
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recording: Netherlands Wind Ensemble, Edo de Waart,
conductor, Philips 6500 002
Movements:

I All'egro C
II Menuetto 3/4
III Andante grazioso 2/4
IV Adagio 3/4
V Allegro 2/4

K. 166 is of both historical and musical interest. It was one
of the first compqsitions to combine oboes, clarinets, and English
horns. Only a very few works, according to Roger Hellyer, had ever
1. Pitts Sanborn, "Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart," International
Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians, 9th ed., Robert Sabin, ed. (New
York: Dodd and Mead, 1964), p. 1393.
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before combined such wind instruments.* The work also has significance
because it contains an instrumentation expanded beyond the standard
classic octet. However casual Mozart's intentions, his expansion would
inevitably lead to larger instrumentations of mixed-wind chamber compo
sitions in the future.
In general the bassoons double one part and the horns have the
function of supporting or filling in; nevertheless, the horns are fea
tured at least once in all four movements as a pair of soli instruments.
The leading winds are usually the pair of oboes followed by the two
clarinets with these two pairs alternating in concertante fashion or
doubling each other in tuttis. Occasionally the English horns are given
soli parts.
The first movement Allegro is characterized by the frequent
contrasts in dynamics, for example, the forte-pianos. Mozart consis
tently assigns pairs of winds alternating in duet fashion as carriers of
the musical material.
The Menuetto is a stately but lively movement with a prominent
dotted-eighth, sixteenth-note rhythmic figure. It contains the usual
Menuetto and trio plus added coda.
Movement III, Andante grazioso, contains dynamic contrasts
throughout. Horns are used in pairs and are particularily noticeable
in this movement.
1. Roger Hellyer, "Mozart's Harmoniemusik," Music Review,
XXXIV (May, 1973), p. 146.
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The usual second minuet of a divertimento is abandoned by
Mozart. Instead, in Movement IV, he favors an expressive Adagio which
is very short and in sustained style. Pairs of oboes and English horns
are given a lyrical melody which is alternated between them.
The final Allegro is rhythmic and lively, requiring above aver
age performance technique. Cleanly articulated parts are required.
The movement exposes the horns, oboes, and English horns.
Two things are noticed which might be performance obstacles. In
Movement III, the horn I ascends to a c'" in measures 38-39 and 42-43.
The oboes I and II in Movement IV require a moderately advanced playing
technique in the execution and articulation of groups of ascending and
descending sixteenth notes which are contained in many measures.
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Partita in B-Flat, Opus 45,
No. 1 (before 179i.l)
Krommer, Franz
(b. Kamentiz, Moravia, now Czechoslovakia, 1759;
d. Vienna, Austria, 1831)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons,
contrabassoon; 2 horns (E-flat),
trumpet (B-flat, E-flat)
Publisher: Photo facsimile of the Bureau des Arts et
d'Industrie (1803), through Wind Instru
ment New Dawn Society
Approximate duration: 19' 40"
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Movements:

I Allegro Vivace
II Andante, Allegretto 3/8
III Menuetto, Allegro 3/4
IV Rondo 2/4

Like the Opus 57 of Krommer discussed earlier in this chapter,
the Opus 45, No. 1 is composed in the Viennese style of the late
1700s. The work follows the general movement scheme of a symphony:
fast, slow, minuet, fast. Opus 45, No. 1 is virtually a symphony for
ten winds. In this composition immediate attention is directed to
Krommer's striking use of the winds—their rich sonorities—and his
use of certain effects.
Krommer writes a lively Allegro Vivace opening theme. The
first movement is very chromatic and contains sudden and explosive
1. Hellyer, "Harmoniemusik-Music," p. 279.
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dynamic changes. The oboe I part is scored to lead the ensemble.
Abundant crisp staccato notes and ascending and descending scalewise
runs are prominent. Clarinet I is scored to ascend to g'1' while
clarinet II is used in the chalumeau register as well as alberti bass
figures. The horns are employed chorda!ly and for rhythmic and
dynamic emphasis. Horn II is sometimes given arpeggi, which requires
great flexibility at this brisk tempo. Bassoons are given a moving
bass line. They are sometimes scored with rhythmic emphasis parts and
are also used harmonically. Bassoon I ascends to g'. Bassoon I has
a very technical part consisting of moving sixteenth notes. The
contrabassoon is used for rhythmic and dynamic emphasis in addition to
being used as a true bass for the ensemble instrumentation. This
employment of the contrabassoon relieves the bassoons for other har
monic and melodic functions.
In the Andante Krommer uses the oboe I and II in light delicate
passages. Staccato notes and dynamic stresses are employed. Oboe I
ascends to E-flat'". The clarinet I part is exposed in a flourishing
expressive style and is the leading wind in the movement. Clarinet II
is sometimes scored independently. The two bassoons are given a rich,
moving, harmonic bass line. The bassoons are employed in a wide range
from B-flat' to f'. An especially attractive counterpoint between
bassoons and oboes is noted in the Andante.
Horns are used for rhythmic and dynamic emphasis, and they are
sometimes given the bass line. Dynamic contrast, sforzato notes, and
a florid melodic style are prominent in the Andante.
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The Menuetto is in a sturdy rhythmic 3/4 meter. The employ
ment of chromaticism is frequent. Here, oboes are scored with little
melody; rather they imitate the clarinet line. In the trio, oboes are
given the second and third beat of the measure as accompaniment.
Again, the clarinets are scored with the leading part in the movement.
Clarinet I is given the animated melodic line of the light-,
textured rondo theme, Movement IV. It has a presto character that re
quires excellent performance technique on the clarinet parts. There
is great dynamic contrast and much interplay between clarinet I and
oboe I and other imitation among the winds. Good performance technique
on the oboe is required in the ascending sixteenth-note runs. The bas
soon parts are extremely technical. The contrabassoon is used in
three ways: for rhythmic punctuations, as a moving bass line, and as
bass on the first beat of a measure. Horns are used to emphasize
rhythm and dynamics. They are also employed in the low register in an
effective manner. Horn II is sometimes scored with fast moving
arpeqgi. Krommer brings the Rondo to a dramatic tutti climax.
An advanced performance technique is required for all instru
mentalists. The oboe, clarinet, bassoon I, and horn II are scored in
the extreme ranges of the instruments and are technically difficult.
There is no published score for the work, only parts.
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Double Wind Quintet
(1973, Miami, Florida)
Reed, Alfred
(b. New York City, New York, 1921)
Instrumentation: Flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon;
2 horns, 2 trumpets, trombone,
tuba
Publisher: Edward B. Marks (1975)
Dedication: In memory of Walter Beeler, Director of
Bands, Ithaca College
Commission: Iota Chapter of Kappa Gamma Psi Fraternity
of Ithaca College
Approximate duration: 16' 6"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recording: Kappa Gamma Psi Winds, Ithaca College,
Ithaca, N.Y., May 2, 1974. Obtainable from
Reed, School of Music, University of Miami,
Coral Gables, Fla.
Movements:

I Intrada (Fanfares, Entrances,
and Marches). Alia marcia 4/4
J - 112-116

II Pavane (Elegy). Molto sostenute e
cantando 4/4 J - 42
III Toccata (Rock). Medium Bright "Rock"
J - 144-152

Premiere performance: Special chamber music concert,
Ithaca College, May 2, 1974
The Double Wind Quintet is an example of American contemporary
mixed-wind chamber music and the fusion of several styles including two
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from popular music. The instrumentation requires the combinations of
the standard woodwind quintet and the standard brass quintet. The
melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic contents of the three movements are
traditional.
The Intrada is divided into three sections: fanfares,
entrances, and marches. The powerful fanfares section employs the
brass quintet and the woodwind quintet antiphonally. A tutti section
based on the fanfares follows. The entrances section begins with the
oboe scored to enter with a sustained solo accompanied by the brass
quintet. Staggered entrances by the other soli winds and a brief tutti
section follow. The marches begin with oboe and clarinet, with the
other winds accompanying. The first trumpet continues the marches
until the strong fanfares return in the oboe, clarinet, horns, trom
bone, and tuba. The brasses continue with added woodwinds creating an
antiphonal effect again between the brass and woodwind quintets.
The Pavane features, in soli and solo passages, the clarinet,
bassoon, oboe, flute, and tuba with brass quintet accompaniment.
Soli and solo winds are given melodies constructed from the twelve
pitches of the chromatic scale.
The Toccata is forceful and is in direct contrast to the
Pavane. The movement is in three sections: rock, blues, and a reca
pitulation of the rock section. The rock sections employ traditional
rock and rag rhythms predominantly with a marcato execution. The
pitting of the woodwind quintet against the brass quintet and the use
of tutti are frequently employed devices.
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The blues section has a very slow metronomic marking of 58-60;
nevertheless, it is of short duration. The section contains the trip
let and dotted-eighth and sixteenth-note figures typical of blues
style as well as the usual blues harmonic progressions.
The recapitulation of the rock section employs much tutti
scoring. The movement concludes with a fortissimo dynamic marking in
the brass quintet and with a dynamic marking one degree higher in the
woodwind quintet.
The program notes describe the Double Hind Quintet as follows:
Uniting the traditional Woodwind and Brass Quintets into
a ten-player performing group, the composer has treated the
various combinations possible with this instrumentation in
various ways: sometimes just the Woodwind Quintet plays, then
the Brass Quintet, and frequently both groups together as a
kind of "mini-wind ensemble." Then, too, the many smaller
combinations of two to nine players are exploited to the fullest
in order to create continual, and sometimes surprising, changes
of instrumental color.1
Because of the way the two quintets are used, a special seating
arrangement is suggested by the composer.2 He recommends that wood
winds be placed in front of the brasses. There are no range or
technical performance problems.

1. Alfred Reed, Double Wind Quintet, score program notes (New
York: Edward B. Marks, 1975), p. 2.
2.

Ibid.
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Essay for Brass and Winds (1954)
Mayer, William
(b. New York City, New York, 1925)
Instrumentation: Flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon;
2 horns, 2 trumpets, trombone, tuba;
snare drum doubling timpani
Publisher: Boosey and Hawkes (1965)
Dedication: In memory of William Mayer's father
Approximate duration: 10' 30"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recording: New York Brass and Woodwind Ensemble,
Emanuel Balaban, conductor, Composer's
Recordings CRI 185
Movements:

I Un poco lento. C J - 56
II Allegro ma non troppo 4/4 J - 132

Premiere performance: Combined New York Brass Quintet
and New York Woodwind Quintet
William Mayer received his musical education at Yale University
and Mannes College of Music. He has written piano works, theater
pieces, operas, and concert orchestral works. His compositions have
been performed by major orchestras and several have been released on
well-known recording labels. Robert Nagel, New York Brass Quintet trum
peter, requested a composition for combined brass and woodwind quintet.
The Essay for Brass and Winds is the result of that request.

The work

is traditional in harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic content.
Movement I exploits the sostenuto lyrical qualities of the solo
winds in dialogue. William Mayer commented that "the first movement
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could safely be called a passacaglia" except for the interlude, that
the theme is "built on an alternation between whole and semitones and
between a minor and major seventh."* An Allegro moderato section
follows. There is a change of mood at the Meno mosso, again to the
opening dialogue among the various winds. The texture is extremely
transparent. The horns are scored in thirds and in pairs. The con
clusion contains the opening theme which, as the composer said, "is
inverted for the first time."2 The oboe which began the movement is
given the theme statement, and it closes the movement at pianissimo
dynamic level. All winds, except tuba, are used as solo voices.
In march-like contrast, the second movement exploits the
"secco and satiric possibilites" of the winds. The main musical idea
of the movement consists of two lively martial figures of triplet and
quarter note, dotted-eighth sixteenth, and quarter note to be per
formed in crisp style. In the movement is a section which the
composer marks "humorously."^ Here Mayer scores a raucous trombone
and bassoon timbre within the ensemble which he thought of specifically
as "reflecting those . . . [sounds] of an overly loud and drunken
1. William Mayer, Essay for Brass and Winds, program notes,
New York Brass and Woodwind Ensemble, Emanuel Balaban, conductor,
stereo, 33-1/3 rpm, vinyl, Composer's Recordings, CRI 185, n.d.
2. Ibid.
3. William Mayer, Essay for Brass and Winds, score (New York:
Boosey and Hawkes, 1965), p. 15.
4.

Mayer, program notes.
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voice as heard over the din of a large cocktail party in its later
stages."1
Five elements which are distinct occur in the movement: the
sharp, crisp "press roll" of the snare drum to add emphasis; the
section for brass marked "brassy"; the indication "dehors" for
trumpets, suggesting an outdoor quality or that they should be promi
nent; the tightly constructed upper woodwind figurations above the
ensemble; and the dramatic entrance of the timpani.
There are no unusual rehearsal or technical problems. Some
suggestions for the use of the composition are noteworthy. Composer
Mayer recommends the work be programmed as a contrast in a larger
ensemble concert to feature solo members of the larger group. It is
also suggested for a children's concert as a wind demonstration piece.
And Mayer proposes it be used as a concluding number in a chamber
music concert due to.the dramatic nature of the final movement.2

1. Mayer, program notes.
2.

Ibid.
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Metamorphoses (Prague,
Czechoslovakia, 1968)
Jaroch, Jiri
(b. Smilkov, Czechoslovakia, 1920)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
2 bassoons; 2 horns, trumpet
(C), trombone
Publisher: Panton (1970)
Dedication: Chamber Harmony of the Czechoslovakian
Philharmonic Orchestra
Commissioned: Chamber Harmony of the Czechoslovakian
Philharmonic Orchestra
Approximate duration: 12'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recording: Chamber Harmony of the Czechoslovakian
Philharmonic Orchestra, Panton 01030
mono, 11 0302 stereo
Theme and ten variations: Theme
I
II
III Un pochissimo piu agitato
IV
V
VI
VII Mosso molto
VIII Sempre Pistesso tempo
IX Tempo del commincio
X

J - 168
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Premiere performance: March 6, 1969, House of
Artists, Prague, Chamber
Harmony of the Czechoslovakian
Philharmonic Orchestra, Josef
Hrncir, conductor
Jin Jaroch studied at the Prague Conservatory and at the
Academy of Music where he was a student and follower of the composer
Jaroslav Ridky.* He won the Czech Music Fund Award for composition in
1966. His writing style is one of a "deliberate and independent
approach." Jaroslav Smolka notes that the composer has a "highly per
sonal musical expression characterized by a systematic treatment of the
selected musical material and by tectonics. . . . 2 Nedbal explains
this as a "modal system based on the effect of fourths and fifths in
the tritone relations." The characteristics of Jaroch's work in gen
eral, says Nedbal, are "intrinsic unity and logical structure." Meta
morphoses is an example of the previously described compositional
approach. Jaroch uses tritones melodically and harmonically in the
score. He not only employs the diminished fifth or augmented fourth,
but the perfect fourth and perfect fifth as well. He also moves the
melodic line, as well as the accompanying figures, chromatically
throughout the theme and ten variations. Each variation is clearly
labeled by the composer.
1. With the noted exceptions, the biographical and critical
information in this paragraph is from Miloslav Nedbal, Metamorphoses,
score program notes, trans. Jan Machac (Prague: Panton, 1970).
2. Jaroslav Smolka, JiTH's Metamorphoses, program notes, Cham
ber Harmony of the Czechoslovakian Philharmonic Orchestra, Vladimir
Centf, conductor, stereo, 33-1/3 rpm, Panton 11 0301, 1972.
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The slow stately legato theme is begun by the bassoons in
octaves, and by measure-4-Jaroch has used the interval of a perfect fifth or tritone six times. In the last four measures of the initial
theme, the'horns join the bassoons at the intervals of a perfect fourth
and perfect fifth and the tritone. The effect is one of unusual sound
for it sets up a pulsating vibration in the winds. It is scored in
such a position that the interval of a major second followed by a minor
second also sounds.
Variation one is short and in legato style. It begins with
clarinet I scored with melodic line accompanied by bassoon II. An apex
in dynamic level of forte is reached and subsides, then, to piano.
Throughout the variation, the perfect fourths and perfect fifths and
tritones are prominent.
Variation two presents the theme in extended legato style in
the flute, oboe, and clarinet I with other winds accompanying them with
imitative counterpoint. The musical intervals used here, melodically
and harmonically, include perfect fourths, perfect fifths, and tritones.
Variation three is in an expressive agitato style. Horn I and
trumpet are given melodic dialogue and a fuller scoring of the material
.1

is' present. The variation progresses toward a fortissimo apex. The
group diminishes in sound in preparation for the next variation.
Variation four is based on a very deliberate dotted-eighth note,
sixteenth-note figure that is varied slightly. An accelerando is exe
cuted by the ensemble as it crescendos into the next markedly different
variation.
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Here, in variation five, the composer plunges into a percussive
style at a much faster tempo. The upper woodwinds move in sixteenth
notes which continue to be technically difficult. The intervals of the
perfect fourths and perfect fifths, tritones, and chromatics are used.
Variation six is propelling and forceful. Jaroch uses, as a
foundation for this variation, a basic two-measure phrase. It is scored
as slurred eighth notes and leaps about in the melodic instruments in
perfect fourths and perfect fifths, tritones, and half-steps. The com
poser alternates winds in unlike pairs and like pairs in the two-measure
phrases, gradually adding more winds to the pairs: two pairs, three
pairs, and more. Three repeated tutti bell-like whole-note chords
marked sforzando join this variation with the next.
Variation seven is in a faster tempo and is based on differently
articulated triplet figures which explore the various timbres of the
wipds. Because of the alternating triplet figures, the different colors
of the instruments are employed and thus create a "twittering" effect.
The various articulations, staccato, slurred, and a combination of both,
contribute to the mood of the variation. A descending pyramidal effect
in the entire ensemble and succession of triplets at a fortissimo
dynamic level leads into the next variation.
Variation eight is constructed in the same continued triplet
figure style as the previous variation. This time, however, Jaroch adds
the extended and expressive melodic line in the horns and trombone while
the triplet figuration containing chromatics is scored above the melodic
instruments. The variation ends abruptly with three staccato triplets.
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Variation nine, at a much slower tempo, is a complete change of
mood and texture. Groups of winds are alternated in legato style.
Variation ten continues the legato figures of the previous vari
ation in the flutes. The flutes and oboes are scored to cross voices
at the musical interval of a minor ninth, thus creating an unusual
organ-like effect. At the conclusion, the flutes, clarinets, bassoons,
and stopped horns are scored with a chord which contains the perfect
fourths, perfect fifths, and tritones used throughout the entire
composition.
Metamorphoses contains technically difficult wind parts in vari
ations five, six, seven, and eight. The rapidly tongued notes and awk
ward musical intervals scored in these variations may be performance
obstacles. With the exception of the bassoon I part, which ascends to
b-flat"', there are no range problems. Uniformly good wind performers
are required.
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Toccata
Nelhybel, Vaclav
(b. Czechoslovakia, 1919)
Instrumentation: Piccolo, 2 flutes, oboe, 2 clari
nets, bass clarinet, bassoon; horn,
2 trumpets, 2 trombones; Percussion:
I. bells, chimes, torn toms, temple
blocks (4); II. harpsichord (or
piano)
Publisher: E. C. Kerby (1973)
Dedication: To John P. Paynter, Director of Bands,
Northwestern University
Approximate duration: 8'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
One movement, four sections:
Allegro Con Brio 3/4
Cadenza (105 beats)
Tempo of the Beginning 2/4
Moderato non troppo 4/4
Vaclav Nelhybel is a contemporary American composer and conduc
tor, and is resident organist at a church in New York City. He studied
music at the universities of Prague and Friburg and has served as Musi
cal Director of Radio Free Europe for seven years. Since 1965, he has
composed at least fourteen wind works for public school and university
wind groups. The Toccata for harpsichord, thirteen wind instruments,
and percussion is representative of his recent compositions.
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Nelhybel describes the Toccata as the motion and "interaction
of a variety of rhythms in different instrumental timbres."* The com
poser treats the different colors by using the woodwinds, brasses, per
cussion, and harpsichord as separate units—used alone, as a group, or
in mass.
According to Nelhybel the "development of the twelve-tone series
into three units of four tones each generates the vertical force [of
the score]." With each tone adhering to its respective group, Nelhybel
says "this, in turn, is attracted to the overall pitch-centre of the
tone D." He further notes that there is "a multidirectional polarization of all pitches around their common centre of gravity."

The

notation is basically traditional.
The first section, Allegro Con Brio, is the longest section and
is in a percussive style throughout. Woodwinds frequently are given
sixteenth notes, trills, and glissandi. Brasses are scored with chorda!
structures, emphatic rhythmic parts, and glissandi. Also, the harpsi
chord is scored as an important part of the ensemble and is given many
sixteenth-note patterns.
The Cadenza, Nelhybel notes, is a "total blend of all structural
forces."3 It includes all instruments, is in extended form, and is in
the same tempo as the first section. It is an aleatory cadenza. There
1. Vaclav Nelhybel, Toccata, score program notes (Toronto:
E. C. Kerby, 1973).
2. Ibid.
3.

Ibid., p. 1.
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are no specifically metered sections. Therefore, the conductor should
beat 105 continuous beats into which all instruments should fit their
part of the Cadenza. The parts for winds are in regular notational
form. The temple block performer is expected to perform rhythms in a
free style. The harpsichord is scored with improvisatory sections
based on the twelve tones.
The final section for winds, marked "Tempo of the Beginning,"
is chord masses based on the twelve tones of the row. The composer
writes twelve-tone clusters in the harpsichord part. Following are
two measures in the wind parts which also use the twelve tones melodically. In conclusion, at the Moderato non troppo section, the harpsi
chord is given "a tonal version of the basic twelve-tone series."*
There are no excessively technical parts. The wind performers
will need to articulate quite rapidly. Good mallet performers are
required as well as an excellent harpsichordist. Nelhybel recommends
some amplification of the harpsichord.2 A piano may be substituted for
the harpsichord.3

1. Nelhybel, score program notes.
2.

Ibid.

3. Ibid.
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Notturno, Opus 34 (1820s)
Spohr, Louis
(b. Brunswick, Germany, 1784; d. Kassel, Germany, 1859)
Instrumentation: Flute doubling piccolo, 2 oboes,
2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, contrabassoon; 2 horns, 2 trumpets,
post horn (B-flat), trombone;
triangle, cymbals, bass drum
Publisher: Tetra Music Corporation (1966), ed. Eric
Simon, available through Alexander Broude
Approximate duration: 30-35'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Movements:

I Marcia. Moderato C
II Menuetto. Allegro 3/4
III Andante Con Variazioni C
IV Polacca. Allegretto 3/4
V Adagio. 3/4
VI Finale. Vivace 3/4

Louis Spohr was "a famous violinist, composer of oratorios,
symphonies, concertos, and chamber music; and the leading minor German
composer of the early Romantic era."* He was the conductor of various
court bands and later received a life appointment as music master to
the Elector of Hesse-Cassel. In 1977, some of Spohr's wind chamber
music and his clarinet concerti are still frequently performed.
The Notturno is written for "Turkish Band" instrumentation which
always includes triangle, cymbals, bass drum, and piccolo. Specific
1. Grout, A History of Western Music, p. 588.
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instructions concerning instrumentation matters are given in the score
notes by editor Eric Simon.
• The style of the Notturno is essentially that of the small
nineteenth-century wind band. The work is traditional in harmonic,
melodic, and rhythmic content. Chromatics and modulations are frequent
in the work. Movement I is in a regimental band march style at a moderato tempo with much use of the dotted-eighth, sixteenth-note figures.
The movement opens with tutti winds and percussion. The trio, in a
contrasting key, features clarinet I in many triplet figures, both in
1egato and staccato style.
The Menuetto features a melodic clarinet I with other winds in
accompaniment. Spohr uses chromatics in the moving lines. The trio
features legato lines in clarinets, bassoons, and contrabassoon, horns
and trombone. After the initial trio, Spohr employs the winds in
tutti ensemble. The percussion are not used in the Menuetto.
The Andante has a theme and six variations. The theme contains
a stately dotted-eighth, sixteenth-note figure which returns in later
variations. Variation one contains moving sixteenth notes employing
all registers of clarinet I with wind accompaniment. Variation two
features oboe I with triplet figurations and wind background accompani
ment. Variation three combines flute and oboe I in the use of the
dotted-eighth, sixteenth notes, contrasting dynamics, and steady
eighth-note accompaniment by full ensemble. Variation four is scored
for clarinet I, flute, and oboe I as solo winds in variation with
other winds as a background accompaniment.

Variation five is a
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tutti ensemble variation containing the dotted-eighth note, sixteenthnote figure similar to the opening theme. In the sixth and final vari
ation, horns are given the theme, with triplet, staccato, and slurred
notes in the upper woodwinds above the theme.
The brief Polacca (Polish dance) is in a lively dance style.
The trio features the post horn in B-flat. A B-flat trumpet may also
be used for the part.* For effect, Simon suggests that the post horn
p
should be separated from the pair of trumpets. In the next short sec
tion the upper woodwinds are given dance-like dotted figures and are
accompanied by eighth notes. Adding to the variety of the movement and
to the score, the trumpets follow with an "echo" effect between the post
horn and the regular trumpets. The Polacca contains a da capo. Per
cussion are used throughout most of the movement-and add to the
character of the dance.
The Adagio is an extensive but expressive movement marked dolce.
Except for the percussion, the full ensemble as well as individual
winds are heard in this movement.
In the very vivacious Finale the oboe I is given the lively
melodic line with chorda! wind accompaniment. A displacement of the
accent on the after-beat of the melodic line follows in the piccolo and
clarinets. The flute player has to consistently alternate between
1. Louis Spohr, Notturno, editor's score notes, ed. Eric Simon
(New York: Tetra Music, 1966).
2. Ibid.
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piccolo and flute. An interplay of the opening theme in the woodwinds,
with chorda! wind accompaniment, follows.
In the Notturno, there are no excessive range problems. The
wind parts are of moderate difficulty. Only the upper woodwind per
formers might experience some technical problems in the variations and
the Polacca. However, the accentuation of the melodic line in the
Finale may cause some concern. The percussion parts are not difficult
and enhance the performance of the work. The Notturno could fittingly
be used as the concluding number at a chamber wind concert.
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Sonata for 14 Winds and Timpani
(Prague, Czechoslovakia, 1967)
Jirko, Ivan
(b. Prague, Czechoslovakia, 1926)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 1 doubling piccolo,
2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons,
1 doubling contrabassoon; 2 horns,
2 trumpets (C), 2 trombones, 3
timpani
Publisher: Panton (1972)
Dedication: Chamber Harmony of the Czechoslovak!'an
Philharmonic Orchestra
Approximate duration: 15'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recording: Chamber Harmony of the Czechoslovakian
Philharmonic Orchestra, Vladimir Cerny,
conductor, Panton 01 0301 mono, 11 0301
stereo
Movements:

I Andante 4/4 J - 76
II Allegro con brio 4/4 J - 112
III Andante 4/4 J - 66

Premiere performance: February 14,^1971, House of
Artists, Dvorak Hall, Chamber
Harmony of the Czechoslovak!'an
Philharmonic Orchestra, Prague
As a medical student, The Czechoslovakian composer Ivan Jirko
studied composition with composers Karel Janeceh and Pavel Borkovec in
Czechoslovakia.* Today, in 1977, he is a composer and a critic, while
1. Jaroslav Smolka, Jirko's Sonata for 14 Wind Instruments
and Timpani, score program notes, trans. Jan Machav (Prague: Panton,
1972.
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continuing to work in his main occupation as a physician.1 By 1970,
Jirko had written twenty-six works in various genres from chamber and
2

symphonic music to opera.
writing style.3

The Sonata is an example of his most recent

Jaroslav Smolka notes that the Sonata is characterized by a
"fusing of new style in melodies, harmony, and orchestration with a
broad range of predominently clear colours."4 The Sonata "structure
is based on broad patterns of musical ideas which range from deep
lyricism to [those of] strongly dramatic vigour."5 The piece contains
no key signature and is basically traditional in melodic, harmonic,
and rhythmic content.
The "broad patterns of musical ideas" of which Smolka speaks
are readily apparent in the opening Andante. Jirko generally alter
nates soft, lyrical, melodic ideas'with sections containing forceful
rhythmic motion. The music features the various colors of the individ
ual winds and those of pairs. The next section, one of marked contrast,
involves propelling rhythmic motion and contains an accelerando and
crescendo. The basic unit is an ever-present eighth note in legato
1. Jaroslav Smolka, Jirko's Sonata for 14 Wind Instruments
and Timpani, program notes, Chamber Harmony of the Czechoslovak an
Philharmonic Orchestra, Vladimir Centf, conductor, stereo, 33-1/3 rpm,
Panton 11 0301, 1972.
2. Smolka, score program notes.
3. Smolka, recording program notes.
4. Ibid.
5.

Ibid.
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style that is carried in the flutes and clarinets. The distinct color
of the three timpani pitches helps bridge this brief section to the
next. The previous section reaches a climax in a rhythmically chaotic
surge marked at a fortissimo dynamic level. Tempo I and a lyrical sec
tion follow. Exposed winds with melodic lines are flute and oboe I,
accompanied by others. The section gains momentum by use of crescendo,
forte dynamics, accents, and tutti scoring which, in turn, prepares for
the Energico section.
Trumpet I introduces a marcato march-like theme in the Energico
section, which is accompanied in imitative style by other winds. The
composer employs very dissonant chorda! structures and intensification
preceding the ritenuto that leads into the next section, Largamente.
At the beginning, tutti fortissimo Largamente, now at a lesser
tempo than the previous section, is composed of massive chords. The
timpanist performs in an exposed part between the chord structures.
Immediately following this, the texture is reduced. The Andante ends
at a pianimisso dynamic level with clarinets and bassoons scored in
their low registers on the pitches of d and a.
The character of the Allegro con brio, Movement II, is in an
aggressive and lively style. It depends on brief musical fragments, a
theme similar to the idea in Movement I, and a colorful wind orchestra
tion. At some points, the music is in a percussive style and the upper
woodwind parts are difficult. The mood is often one of a bold dramatic
nature contrasted with lightly textured piano passages. The texture,
in spite of the heavily orchestrated style, is one of transparency. A
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final dissonant treatment of the basic melody is scored at the conclu
sion, and the Allegro con brio ends abruptly on an accented staccato
eighth note.
The Andante, Movement III, opens with oboe I given an expressive
melodic statement. It is taken up in a varied and imitative style by
the brass: horns, trombone, and trumpets. The timpani is an integral
and important instrument in the orchestration of the music. In one
section, the timpani is given three pitches, g-sharp, a, and d, creating
an unusual timpani line. The colorations of the winds are widely
varied. For instance, the use of the low flute register is contrasted
with the muted brasses and aggressive trombone sounds. In conclusion
muted horns, trombone, and the timpani are employed at the pianissimo
dynamic level and fade with the chord to a pianissimo guanto possibile
conclusion.
No unusual range problems exist in the score. Basically good
wind performers and timpanist are required. The upper woodwind parts
in Movement II are difficult. There are considerable meter changes in
the work, but they are not complex. The instruments are listed only on
the first page of the score.
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Sonatina for Winds
(Garmisch, Germany, July 22, 1943)
Strauss, Richard
(b. Munich, Germany, 1864; d. Garmisch, Germany, 1949)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets (Bflat), clarinet (C), basset-horn,
bass clarinet,'2 bassoons, contrabassoon; 4 horns (F, B-flat)
Publisher: Published posthumously by Boosey and
Hawkes (1964)
Approximate duration: 28'
Performance difficulty: For the most highly skilled
university performers
Recordings: Boston Wind Ensemble, Eric Simon, con
ductor, Boston Records 1016, 1961;
Netherlands Wind Ensemble, Edo de Waart,
conductor, Philips 6500 297; Richard
Strauss EMI-Odeon 6063-02078
Movements:

I Allegro Moderato
II Romanze und Menuetto 4/8
Andante 4/8
Tempo di Menuetto 3/4
Andante 4/8
III Finale Molto Allegro 3/4

Premiere performance: June 18, 1944, members of the
Dresden "Tonklinstl errerein"
Dresden, Karl Elmendorff, con
ductor; in recognition of the
first performance of the
Serende, Op. 7, by the same
society in 1882*
1. Von Asow, Richard Strauss Thematisches Verzeichnis,
XXII-XXIII, p. 1304.
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The Sonatina was begun by Richard Strauss in Vienna in the
spring of 1943 while he was convalescing from influenza, and it was
completed in Garmisch on July 22, 1943.* The work bears the inscription "From an invalid's workshop."2
Prior to the writing of the Sonatina, Strauss had worked with
the concept of using thirteen winds in his Opus 4 and Opus 7. With
the writing of the Sonatina he increased the thirteen instruments
to sixteen by adding the clarinet in C, basset-horn in F, and bass
clarinet. This expansion of the ensemble occurred one hundred and
fifty-nine years after Mozart had extended the instrumentation of
mixed chamber winds to thirteen in his Serenade in B-Flat, K. 361, and
some sixty years after Strauss composed Opus 7, his first wind work.
Strauss' changes in instrumentation were somewhat more far-reaching
than Mozart's, however, for the Sonatina also included only one
basset-horn, not Mozart's two, a contrabassoon in place of the contra
bass used by Mozart, and the addition of two flutes. Strauss wrote
the composition as a one movement work and later expanded it into a
three movement structure. The original movement became the final one
of the three.3 Whitwell observes that the movements are grouped
1. Von Asow, XXII-XXIII, p. 1303.
2. Richard Strauss, Sonatina for Winds, score (London:
Boosey and Hawkes, 1964), p. 1.
3. Allan Jefferson, The Life of Richard Strauss (Great
Britain: Davis and Charles, n.d.), p. 213.

informally and are clearly based on short motives that are extended by
sequential treatment with no precise thematic development.1
One aspect of Strauss' craftsmanship is the use of the allu
sion, for he quotes phrases from his own works. Ross Parmenter writes
that this "beautiful music ... is haunted by the deliberate remi
niscences of his own music and by equally deliberate quotations from
2
other German composers." Even so, "the work seems fresh and immedi
ate."3
The melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic contents are characteris
tic of the common practice style. In the first movement, Allegro,
several diverse motives are presented. The texture is lucid. For
example, the clear and distinct timbre of the basset-horn is heard.
The dynamics range from delicate piano passages through fortissimo
tuttis. Figurations in the upper woodwinds as well as soaring upperwoodwind melodic lines are used. Winds are scored in pairs and in
individually exposed parts. Horn I is an especially prominent part.
The basset-horn ascends to e11'.
Krause describes the Romanze and Menuetto as "artisticallyformed, playful music full of southern'[German] clarity and anima*

tion. . .

A

The Romanze is in sustained style with dialogue between

*

the winds. The final Andante is very transparent.
1. Whitwell, A New History of Wind .Music, p. 39.
2. Ross Parmenter, "Music: Town Hall Fete," flew York Times
(November 23, 1959), p. 40.
3. Ibid.
4. Krause, Richard Strauss, p. 460.
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The Finale is in rondo form and begins in the key of C major.
Strauss drives the direction of the ensemble upward. The bassethorn, for example, ascends to a e-flat1". Horn I extends up to c"'
as is frequent in the movement. Whitwell notes that in the middle of
the movement, Strauss employs a not very strict fugue, reminiscent of
his earlier Suite in B-Flat, Opus 4.* The Sonatina concludes with
sweeping diatonic-scale passages in the wind instruments and finally
comes to rest on a full-bodied F major chord.
Strauss fully exploits the capabilities of the winds in a
highly personalized style. The work demands very technical perform
ance technique from all the performers. The upper woodwind and horn I
parts are especially demanding.

1. Whitwell, A New History of Mind Music, p. 39.
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Akrata (1964-65)
Xenakis, Iannis
(b. Braila, Rumania, 1922)
Instrumentation: Piccolo, oboe, E-flat clarinet, bass
clarinets B-flat contrabass clarinet,
bassoon, 2 contrabassoons; 2 horns,
3 trumpets (C), 2 trombones, tuba
Publisher: Boosey and Hawkes (1968)
Dedication: To the memory of Serge and
Natalie Koussevitzky
Commissioned: 1964, Serge Koussevitzky Foundation,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Approximate duration: 12'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recording: Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, Lukas Foss,
conductor, Nonesuch H-71201
One movement: d - 60-75 MM
Permiere performance: June, 1966, at the English
Bach Festival, Oxford, England,
Charles Bruck conducting the
Instrumental de Musique Contemporaine de Paris
The early interests of Iannis Xenakis were in the Byzantine and
folk elements of traditional Greek music. But he pursued academic
interests which earned him a degree in engineering from the Polytechnic
School of Athens, Greece, in 1947.* He studied with Honegger, Milhaud,
1. Bernard Jacobson, Xenakis' Akrata, program notes, Buffalo
Philharmonic Orchestra, Lukas Foss, conductor, stereo, 33-1/3 rpm,
Nonesuch H-71201, c. 1968, p. 1.
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and Messiaen at the Paris Conservatory. While in Paris, he studied
architecture and, at the same time, earned his living as an architect.1
His training as an architect and engineer, it can be inferred,
provides the basis for his theory of composition. By 1952, Xenakis had
developed a method of composition which he called "probabilistic." He
based his method on the arithmetic calculation of the probability of
the recurrence of notes and rhythms in a given time and space. 2 Accord
ing to Bernard Jacobson, since the 1960s "Xenakis has moved from a posi
tion of . . . controversial isolation to acknowledged leadership of an
3

important segment of the avant-garde."

In 1968, Xenakis worked at the

Center for Mathematical and Automated Music, which he founded in Paris,
disseminating and developing his musical ideas.^ He has also estab
lished a similar center for the School of Music at Indiana University,
Bloomington.5
The composer's experimentation in mathematical and automated
music makes possible certain explorations in musical sounds. Ordinary
r

wind instruments played from scores in standard notation can now produce
these sounds.
1. International Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians,
p. 2432.
2. Ibid.
3. Jacobson, program notes, p. 1.
4. Ibid.
5.

Ibid.
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As Xenakis indicates, the title Akrata is the neuter plural of
the Greek word for "pure."1 A rather vivid example of this idea in
Akrata is found in the upper right corner of the score where the com
poser wrote "absolutely no vibrato!" This indicates that he wished as
pure a sound as possible. Another extension of the idea of purity is
that Xenakis requested that the Akrata score be published as a facsimile
rather than appearing in print.

2

In this way, he reduces the chances of

any changes being made in the score. His directions will continue to
appear in their original, and therefore "pure," form.
The terms Xenakis uses to describe the work are not catalogued
in the Fink and Ricci dictionary of musical terms, The Language of
3
Twentieth Century Music. His terms explain the work but will probably
not be readily understood by most musicians. They are basically terms
used in symbolic logic, used most often by theoretical mathematicians
and philosophers. Quoted from his publication, Vers une Metamusigue
(Toward One Metamusic), about Akrata he says:
This work is of an extra temporal architecture, based on the
theory of groups of transformations. Use is made in it of the
theory of Sieves. A theory which annexes the modulo z congru
ences and which is the result of an axiomatisation of the univeral structure of music., In it, use is made of complex
numbers (imaginary ones).
1. Iannis Xenakis, Akrata, score notes (New York: Boosey and
Hawkes, 1968).
2. Ibid., score, p. 1.
3. Robert Fink and Robert Ricci, The Language of Twentieth Cen
tury Music (New York: Schirmer Books, 19757!
4. Xenakis, Akrata, score notes.
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The sound spectrum created by the mixed-wind instrumentation
specified by Xehakis is wide, indeed. It progresses from the piccolo
through a range of voices to two contrabassoons and a tuba. There are
no key or meter signatures, and it is written in standard notation style
with only a few exceptions. The work has a single tempo throughout,
with frequent rests of three to four measures as if to allow the lis
tener to absorb the unusual sounds. Extreme dynamic changes exist. For
example, the composer directs the wind performer to play an accented fff
through to ppp within the duration of 1-1/4 beats.*
The only nonstandard notational symbols are the quarter-tone and
"beatings per second" indications. For a quarter-tone higher notation
he writes what looks like a very small half note with a small stem
ascending slightly to the right. A small half note with a small stem
descending slightly to the left is written when a quarter-tone lower is
desired. At one point he writes "beatings per second" (b/ps) in the
score. This "b/ps" is to be executed as the quarter-tone notation,
either higher or lower, over a duration of time indicated by a brokenline crescendo or descrescendo sign. The composer means by the "beat
ings per second" that a wavering of the tone from the normal pitch
should be made at the rate, for example, of five beats per second, indicated as 5 b/ps.

This procedure produces an unusual effect. In order

that his other notational intentions be made clear, Xenakis writes spe
cific instructions in the score. For example, a half note with two
1. Xenakis, Akrata, score, p. 8.
2.

Ibid., p. 9.
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lines through the stem is followed by four dots and is marked "stacc"
(staccato), meaning four short tongued notes. All indications are
clearly written so that there is no confusion with any other symbol.
The composer uses nonreferential sounds and timbres imitative of
nonhuman forces, all of his own creation. Jacobson says that the:
Aural concepts—those springing from his own musical imagination
as well as those derived from such outside phenomena as the
singing of grasshoppers on a summer night or the chanting of
popular slogans and the intricate interweavings of bullets dur
ing his days in Greek war-time resistance--all these concepts
are, for Xenakis, manifestations of the principle of scientific
order.1
The sounds of the music are obtrusive. Although the composer
would perhaps not wish his music to be described in this way, the music
heard both individually and in combination are comparable to electronic
music or computerized sounds. The harmonic and melodic contents of the
work are non-conventional while the rhythmic notation is standard.
There are five elements used as a basis for the work: staccato,
flutter tongue, individual utterances, chord masses, and "meaningful
silence." Specifically, the music creates a "twittering" sensation
achieved by crisp staccato notes alternated between the different wind
timbres which produce an echo chamber effect. The performers produce a
rhythmic "pecking" sound by the use of each of the different registers
of the wind instruments. The timbres can be said to be penetrating. In
the brasses, there are the soft or piercing muted trumpet and the open
trumpets, the muffled and open tones of the horns, the raspy voices of
the trombones, and the pedal tones of the trombones and tuba. All of
1. Jacobson, p. 1.
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these are, at times, given flutter tongue notations. Notated in the
woodwinds are the piercing effects of the piccolo, the wavering of the
pitch ("beatings per second") of the oboe and other wind instruments,
and the rumblings of the two contrabassoons.
Individual sounds vary considerably. There are utterances reminiscent of the grasshopper and of the very deep voice of a fog horn.
There is a "flap" of the pedal tones scored for the low winds. Often
heard are the chaotic sounds of the high and low brasses and woodwinds;
the multitone chords they produce can be described as shattering to the
ear. The brasses explode in crescendi which entirely changes the timbre
of the ensemble.
Xenakis employs the "pure" tones of the winds individually and
in combination. The ranges of certain winds are exploited, that is,
pushed as far as possible. The piccolo ascends to b-flat"' and
descends to d', a note very low for this instrument. The score calls
for tenor trombones but the ranges of both trombones are those usual for
bass trombone, descending to pedal tone G'. The tuba descends to a
low F-flat'. The vibration is that of a wide "flap." The tuba and
trombone players are expected to produce tones in these registers at
ppp to fff dynamic levels. The two contrabassoons descend to a C
which sounds an octave lower. Xenakis' use of the low reeds and brass
descends into the lowest registers of those instruments.
In comparison to other compositions examined in this disserta
tion, Xenakis exploits the full range of timbres of instruments in a
mixed-wind chamber ensemble with the infinite possibility of pure sound.
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Excellent wind players are required to execute the intentions of the
composer. When included in a concert program, Akrata presents a wide
spectrum of rhythms and sonorities.
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•Symphonies of Mind Instruments
(Carantec in Brittany, France, 1920;
rev. 1947)
Stravinsky-, Igor Feodorovich
(b. Orangienbaum, near St. Petersburg, Russia, 1882;
d. Los Angeles, California, 1971)
Instrumentation: 3 flutes, 2 oboes, English horn,
3 clarinets, 2 bassoons, contrabassoon; 4 horns, 3 trumpets,
3 trombones, tuba
Publisher: Boosey and Hawkes (1952)
Deducation: To the memory of Claude Achille Debussy
Coirenission: Originally commissioned by the Revue
Musicale, Paris, as a chorale for piano
which Stravinsky later used as a major
section of the Symphonies *
Approximate duration: 8' 35"
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recordings: Columbia Symphony Orchestra, Robert Craft,
conductor, Columbia M33201; Ensemble
Soloists, Domaine Musicale, Everest 3184;
Hindemith, Schoenberg, Stravinsky, Mercury
SR 90143; Suisse Romande Orchestra, London
6225
One movement, in ten sections:2
Tempo J^-144 ( J - 72) sempre

S1

Premiere performance: London, June 10, 1921 under the
direction of Serge Koussevitsky.
Stravinsky believed the
1. White, Stravinsky, p. 254.
2. See White, Stravinsky, p. 255 for a comprehensive discus
sion of the thirty-three "episodes and motives" contained in the
Symphonies.
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performance to be a disaster
because of the lack of proper
grouping of the winds,
Koussevitzsky's interpretation,
and the order of the program.!
The Symphonies is a literal sounding together of different
instruments and not a symphony. Frederick Fennel! calls the work
"perhaps the most significan music to be written for wind instruments
2
in the 20th century."
The orchestration of Symphonies contains sparse scoring, limit
ing the tutti to only four sections of the work. Color contrast is
provided by alternating wind instruments. Mixed-wind colors are used
only sparingly and depend on families of sub-families of winds to play
similar material. The entire range of most wind instruments is
utilized, and the writing in these ranges contains a great variety of
articulation marks.
The single movement composition in ten sections, according to
Thomas Norman Tyra, depends on the contrast of the many sections to
achieve its formal structure.

White said the Symphonies is "ingeni

ously constructed out of contrasted musical material (as in the
Wedding) to three different but closely related speeds"^ at the metro
nome markings of (1) quarter note equals 72, (2) quarter note equals
1. White, Stravinsky, p. 258.
2. Fennel!, Time and the Winds, p. 34.
3. Tyra, "An Analysis of'Twentieth Century Compositions for
Wind Ensemble," pp. 195-200.
4. White, p. 225.
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108, and (3) quarter note equals 144. The speeds of the different
sections are related in as much, as the 108 beats per minute are half
again as fast as the 72 beats per minute, while the 144 beats per
minute are twice as fast as the 72 beats per minute. This relation
ship unifies the structure, for the three speeds alternate twenty
times.
The harmony, as viewed by Tyra, is contrapuntally conceived.
It is the result of the concurrent sounding of tones from two or more
contrapuntal lines.* The work is rhythmically of medium complexity
containing abundant, rapidly changing meters.
The reader is referred to Stravinsky: The Composer and His
Works by White. The Tyra dissertation, "An Analysis of Twentieth
Century Compositions for Wind Ensemble," provides an extensive anal
ysis of the work.

1. Tyra, p. 43.
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Discussion Section III—Scores for Mixed
Chamber Winds Recommended for
Performance Consideration
Divertimento No. 8 in D, Hoboken
deest (c. 1760, probably Lukavec,
Bohemia, now Czechoslovakia)
Haydn, Franz Joseph
(b. Rohrau, Austria, 1732; d. Vienna, Austria, 1807)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 2 bassoons; 2 horns (D)
Publisher: Ludwig Doblinger (1960), ed.
H. C. Robbins Landon
Approximate duration: 7' 5"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recording: London Wind Soloists, London STS 15078
Movements:

I Allegro di molto 2/4
II Menuet, Allegretto 3/4
III Poloneso, Adagio 3/4
IV Presto 2/4

This brief rustic divertimento is led by oboes, but the pairs
of horns and bassoons share the material in alternating classic tradi
tion. Winds are often used in unison and in octaves, followed by
phrases which are more harmonic. There are, however, several important
solo lines. For instance, the three-measure bassoon I solo in the trio
is the first example of Haydn's use of a bassoon solo in his seven
extant wind divertimenti. Two definite parts and a solo line show that
the bassoon had finally been emancipated from its previous assignment to
the basso continuo part. The work is of moderate difficulty.
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Divertimento in B-Flat, K. 270
(Salzburg, Austria,1775-1777)
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus
(b. Salzburg, Austria, 1756; d. Vienna, Austria, 1791)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 2 bassoons; 2 horns (B-flat)
Publishers: Broude Brothers; Breitkopf and Hartel;
Edwin F. Kalmus used in this annotation;
F. E. C. Leukart Verlag; Musica Rara
Approximate duration: 11'
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recordings: Brain Ensemble, Fidelity S-1238; London
Wind Soloists, London 6350; Netherlands
Wind Ensemble, Edo de Waart, conductor,
Philips 6500 004
Movements:

I Allegro molto C
II Andantino 2/4
III Menuetto 3/4
IV Presto 3/8

K. 270, Tafelmusik written for the Archbishop of Salzburg, is a
concise classic wind sextet.* Written in a refined chamber music style,
the Allegro molto is light and spirited while the Andante is graceful
and exposes the oboe and bassoon I. The Menuetto features independent
wind parts, and the finale, taken one beat to a measure, is a lively
Presto Landler. Dynamic contrasts are prominent. K. 270 is of modest
technical difficulty.
1. Hellyer, "Mozart's Harmoniemusik," p. 146.
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Serenade in E-Flat, K. 375
(Vienna, Austria, October, 17811)
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus
(b. Salzburg, Austria, 1756; d. Vienna, Austria, 1791)
Instrumentation: 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons; 2 horns
(E-flat) (original sextet version)
Publisher: Broude Brothers
Approximate duration: 25' 30"
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recordings: London Winds, London 6347. Musica Viva
Ensemble, Monitor 2126; Netherlands Wind
Ensemble, Philips 802907 and 6500263;
Wind Solosits, Vienna Philharmonic,
Deutsche Grammophone MS 7446
Movements:

I Allegro maestoso C
II Menuetto 3/4
III Adagio ^
IV Menuetto 3/4
V A11egro 2/4

Premiere performance: October, 1781, Vienna, for St.
Theresa's Day. Performed in the
home of Frau von Hickel, sisterin-law of Herr von Hickel,
Vienna court painter^
The well known K. 375 is immediately noticed for its lucid
texture and use of winds. Movement I is "a satire on Italian
1. The Letters of Mozart and His Family, trans. Emily
Anderson (London: Macmillan, 1938), III, pp. 155-156.
2.

Ibid.
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opera."* Throughout, the clarinet I leads the ensemble, but it shares
solos with all instruments. In addition to two distinct bassoon parts
and stopped horn parts, the clarinet is scored in the chalumeau
register, a rare occurrence in 1871. All writing for winds is uni
formly difficult and demands virtuosity. The energetic Allegro finale
displays independent lines and individual timbres. Einstein notes that
in the work, "there is much depth and workmanship."

1. Whitwell, "The Incredible Vienna Octet School," p. 42.
2. Einstein, "Divertimento, Cassation, Serenade," p. 205.
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Preludio and Fughetta,
Opus 40, No. 1
Pierne, Henri Constant Gabriel
(b. Metz, France, 1863; d. Pouljean, France, 1937)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, oboe, clarinet,
2 bassoons; horn
Publisher: Hamelle; International Music used
in this annotation
Approximate duration: 4' 55"
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
One movement, two sections:
Allegro 2/4 J - 108
Fughetta scherzando 2/4 J - 108
The Preludio begins in C minor. The horn is given a sustained
line, which stands out in the ensemble, while the other winds have rapid
sixteenth-note figures. Parts are readily transparent. For example,
Pierne usually employs three or four winds and, with the exception of
conclusions, seldom uses tutti. By turns, the winds are given exposed
and independent parts.
The Fughetta opens with a majestic horn statement, followed by
the entrance of the other winds. They weave a contrapuntal, fugal
fabric, lightly articulated and contrasted with full-bodied ensemble
sound. Wind parts are uniformly difficult and require careful articu
lation. The horn is assigned an interesting, and often an independent,
part in the Fughetta. A poco ritardando and an Allargando ending with
tutti ensembTe conclude the work on a resonant C minor chord.
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Divertimento in F, No. 2 (c. 1760)
Wagenseil, Georg Christoph
• (b, Vienna, Austria, 1715; d. Vienna, Austria, 1777)
Instrumentation: 2 oboes, 2 English horns, 2
bassoons; 2 horns
Publisher: Wind Instrument New Dawn Society
Approximate duration: 6' 40"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Movements:

I Allegro 2/4
II Minuetto 3/4
III Andantino C
IV Chasse 6/8

This Divertimento is written in the classic sextet tradition
and adds to the sextet two English horns. The movements are a
vibrant, tuneful Allegro, sturdy Menuetto with an expressive trio, a
flowing Andante, and a delightful Chasse. The work employs extensive
dynamic contrasts, and the winds are used in classic pairs. English
horns are used harmonically as well as melodically. The effective
Chasse movement depicts the commotion of a hunt with a robust horncall theme. Wagenseil, a contemporary of Haydn, wrote three extant
wind pieces.
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Dixtour* Opus 14 (1906)
Enesco, George
(b. Liveni,.Rumania, 1881; d. Moldavia, Rumania, 1955)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, oboe, English horn, 2
clarinets (A), 2 bassoons; 2 horns
Publisher: Editions Salabert (1965)
Approximate duration: 21"
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Movements:

I Doucement mouvemente 4/4
II Moderement 3/4
III Allegrement, mais pas trop vif 2/2

Dixtour, in D major, is virtually unknown. It is traditional
in melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic content. Rhythmic and very
melodic, the three movements are widely contrasted. Movement I is in
a lyrical sustained style based on three quarter-note triplet figures.
Intensely expressive, it builds to a tutti apex and ends ppp. Move
ment II begins with English horn and oboe solo. All winds are
exposed. Part two, Vivement, is a fiery dance with sixteenth-note
figures in the upper woodwinds. Part three is in an expressive,
rhapsodic style which fades to ppp in conclusion. Movement III is
extended and contains very melodic flowing lines. Winds are used in
unlike pairs, in exposed passages, and tutti. An exceptional example
is the tutti scoring with horns and bassoons carrying melodic line
toward the end of the piece; A fff surging climax concludes the work.
The Dixtour is highly recommended.
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Serenade No. 1, Opus 1 (1929)
Persichetti, Vincent
(b. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1915)
Instrumentation: Flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon;
2 horns, 2 trumpets (C or B-flat),
trombone, tuba
Publisher: Elkan-Vogel (1963)
Approximate duration: 10'
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Movements:

I Prelude. Mesto 11/4 J - 48
Con spirito. 4/4 4 - 152
II Episode. Con intensita 4/4 J - 88
III Song. Amabile 3/4 J - 48
IV Interlude. Grazioso 4/4 J - 120
V Dance. Pesante 4/4 J - 120

Persichetti's Opus 1, for combined woodwinds and brass
quintets, is traditionally conceived. Movement I, with its spirited,
triplet-figure theme, contrasts legato and percussive styles which
alternate between quintets. The expressive Movement II, features
horn, oboe, and clarinet. The work changes to a dynamic fortissimo
section and then fades to pianissimo. Movement III, a brief dolce
section, is scored for solo winds and trios of winds. Graceful and
syncopated, Movement IV features the woodwind quintet with brass
accompaniment. The dance, Movement V, is in percussive style and pits
the woodwind quintet against the brass quintet.
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Music for Wind Instruments, (1965)
Praag, Henri C. van
(b. Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1894; d. 1968)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 1 doubling piccolo, 2
oboes, 1 doubling Enlgish horn, 3
clarinets, 1 doubling bass clarinet,
2 bassoons; 2 horns
Publisher: Stichting Donemus (1965) through
C. F. Peters
Approximate duration: 9' 50"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recording: Netherlands Radio Chamber Orchestra,
Stichting Donemus, 1965
Movements:

I Moderato C J - 80
II Adagio 3/4 ^ - 66
III Allegretto quasi Andantino
3/4 J - 92
IV Scherzo 3/4 J - 168

Music for Mind Instruments consists of markedly contrasted
movements. An expressive work, its tempos alternate within each move
ment. Van Praag's piece, in romantic style, is tuneful and capable of
sustaining audience interest. Especially striking is the melody in
the Allegretto which is reminiscent of a song from a child's play.
Winds are used soloistically, in pairs and in full ensemble.
This particular combination of winds is rich in timbre. The horn
parts are especially attractive. Music for Wind Instruments requires
a moderate technical ability and expressive performance.
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Trevelyan Suite, Opus 96
Arnold, Malcolm
(b. Northampton, England, 1921)
Instrumentation: 3 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
2 bassoons (or cello); 2 horns
Publisher: Farber Music Ltd. (1970)
Approximate duration: 5' 45"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Movements:

I Palindrome. Allegro spiritoso
J - 132

II Nocturne. Andante con moto J - 72
III Apotheosis. Maestoso J - 88
The Trevelyan Suite is written in commemoration of Trevelyan
College, within the University of Durham, England.. As a'basis for
Movement I, Arnold uses the "palindrome idea,"—palindrome meaning
"the same read backward and forward"~in the musical material. He
employs it in imitative style and in mass moving lines. Here, scored
tutti, the ensemble plays melodic and staccato accompaniment figures
which when played backward are the same. The biting, percussive
style of this movement exhibits much dynamic contrast. The tranquil
Nocturne contains expressive bassoon and flute solos with wind accom
paniment. Tutti winds are also scored here and the movement fades
calando with the clarinets and bassoons. Apotheosis is a very
rhythmical, tutti processional in glorification of Trevelyan College.
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"Echo" Partita (c. 1800)
Triebensee, Joseph
(b. 1771; d.' 1846)
Instrumentation: For 2 mixed chamber wind groups:
I. 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, bassoon;
2 horns, II. oboe, clarinet,
bassoon; 2 horns
Publisher:

Wind Instrument New Dawn Society

Approximate duration: 12' 55"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Movements:

I Allegro 2/4
II Andante 2/4
III Menuetto Molto Allegro 3/4
IV Marcia 2/4
V

Presto 6/8

"Echo" Partita, composed in the late eighteenth-century classic
style and period, is an early example of "spatial" music.

The work is

scored for two ensembles, one on and one off stage; these echo each
other with slight variation. The scoring is reserved and avoids excessiveness. In the Andante and Presto the echo technique is striking.
All movements are delicately scored and the Presto contains a light
broken-chord accompaniment. Expressive performance is required.
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Old Wine in New Bottles
Jacob, Gordon
(b. London, England, 1895)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 1 doubling piccolo, 2
oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons; 2
horns, 2 trumpets
Publisher: Oxford University Press (1960)
Approximate duration: 12'
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Movements:

I The Wraggle Taggle Gipsies 2/4
II The Three River Ravens. Andante 2/4
III Begone, Dull Care. Allegro
vivo 6/8

J * - 120

IV Early One Morning. Allegretto 2/4
Old Wine in New Bottles is a setting of traditional, English
folk tunes scored idiomatically for the winds. It is tuneful, expres
sive, and the movements are widely contrasting in style, articulations,
and tempos. The writing for winds is lucid, exposed, and employs
tuttis sparingly. The orchestration is conceived with effective upper
woodwind figurations and melodic lines.
The treatment of Early One Morning is especially noteworthy.
Done in several settings: legato, variations, slow 6/8 march, vivace
march, an expressive Lent section, and a final Presto, it evokes a
spontaneous audience response. The composition can serve as a light,
mixed-wind concert number.
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Ouverture pour une Ceremonie
Bozza, Eugene
(b. Nice, France, 1905)
Instrumentation: 3 alto saxophones, baritone saxo
phone; 3 trumpets, 3 trombones,
bass trombone, tuba*, cymbals, tam
tarn, 2 snare drums, 4 timbales
Publisher: Alphonse Leduc (1963)
Approximate duration: 7' 40"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
One movement: Lent 4/4

J - 60

A wind and percussion piece based on ceremonial fanfare figures,
this work pits the trumpets against the saxophones. Low brasses alter
nate a moving and a sustained bass line'. Percussion are scored with
bold rhythmic figures. The middle section is comprised of sustained
pianissimo textures. The last section is the return of the powerful
fanfares. Brasses are required to "Pavillion en 11 air," meaning to
raise the instrument bells in the air for effect. The work is also
available with horns instead of saxophones. The Ouverture is an appro
priate composition for a festive occasion.
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Serenade in E-Flat, Opus 7
(Munich, Germany [?], 1882)
Strauss, Richard
(b. Munich, Germany, 1864; d. Garmisch, Germany, 1949)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
2 bassoons, contrabassoon; 4 horns
Publishers: Edwin F. Kalmus used in this annotation;
Musica Rara; Theodore Presser; Universal
Edition
Dedication: To his early teacher, Fr. W. Meyer, choir
master for the Royal Bavarian Court1
Approximate duration: 7' 30"
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Recordings: Netherlands Wind Ensemble, Edo de Waart,
conductor, Philips SAL 650 097; Winds in
Hi-Fi, Eastman Wind Ensemble, Frederick
Fennel!, conductor, Mercury SR 90173,
MG 50173
One movement: Andante 2/4 • - 56
Premiere performance: November 27, 1882, at Dresden
under the direction of Franz
WU11ner^
The Serenade in E-Flat, a brief but popular serenade, is impor
tant for two reasons. First, it is Strauss' premiere work for wind
instruments; and second, it won the approval of Maestro Hans von Bulow
3
and the excellent wind players of the Meininger Orchestra.
1. Von Asow, Richard Strauss Thematisches Verzeichnis, I,
p. 22.
2. Ibid., p. 23.
3. Jefferson, The Life of Richard Strauss, p. 29.
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The Serenade is structured in a single movement Andante. It is
in abbreviated sonata allegro form without development. Strauss employs
the traditional concept of winds in pairs as well as solo use of promi
nent winds such as clarinet, flute, oboe, and horn. The work contains
contrastingly delicate piano passages as well as soaring fortissimo
tuttis.
Unlike the other three Strauss wind works, the Serenade in
E-Flat, Opus 7 does not contain range problems or technically difficult
parts. It can serve as an introduction to the wind music of Strauss.
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Space-Time Orders
(St. Charles, Missouri, 1967)
Arsenio, Giron
(b. Renteria, Spain, 1932)
Instrumentation: 3 flutes, 2 clarinets, 2 bass clari
nets, bassoon; 3 trumpets, 2
trombones; glockenspiel, xylophone
Publisher: Contemporary Music Project Service Library
Approximate duration: 5'
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Commissioned: Music Educators National Conference
through the Contemporary Music Project
for Creativity in Music Education, 1967;
St. Charles, Missouri Public Schools
One movement: Nine brief contrasting sections
In this work, musical events are presented: chords, percus
sive effects, melodic fragments, widely separated contrapuntal
textures, and contrasting dynamics. These are established in a
series, then constantly changed. The nine sections contrast in tempo,
and in each the musical events are stated in a different context with
changed range, texture, rhythm, and counterpoint. The composer says,
"The purpose is to control the order of events, as well as the special
relationships of the instruments within a given event."1 Mallet per
cussion adds to the timbre of this mixed-wind and percussion work.
1. Giron Arsenio, Space-Time Orders, score program notes,
(College Park, Maryland: Contemporary Music Project Service Library,
1969).
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Chamber Symphony, Opus 2 (1955)
Blackwood, Easley
(b. Indianapolis, Indiana, 1933)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
bass clarinet, 2 bassoons,
contrabassoon; 4 horns
Publisher: Elkan-Vogel (1958) through Theodore Presser
Approximate duration: 17'
Performance difficulty: For the most highly skilled
university performers
Recording: Contemporary Chamber Ensemble, Arthur
Weisberg, conductor, Composers Record
ings CRI 144
Movements:

I Sonata. Andantino 2/4

J - 84

II Romanza. Lento amoroso 4/4 J - 52
III Toccata. Allegro energico 2/8
J ; - 120

Blackwood's Opus 2 is a complex work containing a wide range of
subtle colors and textures.

It is traditional in melodic, rhythmic,

and harmonic content. The Chamber Symphony is a cyclic work, is
extremely chromatic, and is intense. Movement I- is in sonata form with
emphasis on a dotted-rhythmic figure theme announced by clarinet I.
Carl Sigmon describes the Sonata movement chromaticism as being "ser
pentine,"* or winding one way and then the other.
1. Carl Sigmon, Blackwood's Chamber Symphony, program notes,
Contemporary Chamber Ensemble, Arthur Weisberg, conductor, stereo,
33-1/3 rpm, vinyl, Composers Recordings CRI 144, n.d.
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The Romanza is based on a single theme scored for solo oboe.
The theme is again presented in varying ways with accompaniment.
The energetic Toccata, Movement III, contains the cyclic theme
and a prominent horn passage. The lines simultaneously ascend and
descend chromatically for a dramatic finale.
The Chamber Symphony is a mature work considering it was created
by a twenty-two year old composer. It has independent solo parts and
requires fine wind players.
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Sinfonia (1956-57)
Rorem, Ned
(b. Richmond, Indiana, 1923)
Instrumentation: Piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, English
horn, E-flat clarinet, 2 B-flat or
A clarinets, bass clarinet, 2
bassoons, contrabassoon; 2 horns
Publisher: Hermar Press (1957) through C. F. Peters
Dedication: Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Heinz II and the
Howard Heinz Endowment
Approximate duration: 9'
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Movements:

I Like a motor, with no alteration of
tempo, C
II Slow C

J - 144

J - 66

III Lento Appassionato C

J - 52

IV Scherzando, fast but not rushed,
6/8

J • - 138

Premiere performance: American Wind Symphony
Orchestra, 1957
Sinfonia contains broadly contrasting movements. Movement I,
scored with weighty accents, has exposed melodic lines and solo winds.
The tranquil Movement II has an expressive oboe part and uses some
tutti. Movement III is flowing and exposes the full timbre of the en
semble winds. The optional piano is used like a harp. Movement IV,
featuring solo English horn and piccolo, is based on lightly textured
triplets. Optional piano, celesta, and percussion would add color.
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Kleine Blasermusik, Opus 70a
(Vienna, Austria, 1931)
Krenek, Ernst
(b. Vienna, Austria, 1900)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
E-flat clarinet, 2 bassoons, contrabassoon; 2 horns, 2 trumpets (C),
2 trombones, tuba; timpani, snare
drum, suspended cymbal, 2 triangles
(high, low)
Publishers: Theodore Presser (rent) used in this
annotation; Universal Edition
Approximate duration: 14'
Performance difficulty: For advanced university
performers
Recording: Louisville Symphony Orchestra, First
Edition Records L S756
Movements:

I Overture. Presto
II Menuett. Allegretto moderato 3/4
III Intermezzo. Andantino sostenuto 6/4
Allegro moderato
IV Rondo. Allegro grazioso e vivace 6/8

Premiere performance: Frankfurt, Germany, 1932
Kleine Blasermusik, Krenek's Opus 70a was originally written
in 1931 for two pianos and was called Four Bagatelles. It was orches
trated for winds in 1932.* Ernst Krenek believes Movement I to be a
1. Letter from Ernst Krenek, composer (Palm Springs, Cali
fornia, December 6, 1976), p. 1 of 1.
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"textbook example"* of sonata form with traditional harmonic, melodic,
2
and rhythmic treatment. A staccato theme one, legato theme two,
codetta, and development and recapitulation comprise Movement I. A
graceful Menuetto, an expressive Intermezzo, and an energetic.Allegro
follow. A crisp, staccato Rondo concludes the work. The percussion
adds color and rhythmic emphasis.

1. Letter from Ernst Krenek, composer (Palm Springs, Cali
fornia, January 4, 1977), p. 1 of 1.
2.

Ibid.
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Konzertmusik fur Blasorchester,
Opus 41 (1926-27)
Hindemith, Paul
(b. Hanau, Germany, 1895; d. Frankfurt, Germany, 1963)
Instrumentation: 1 flute doubling piccolo, oboe, Eflat clarinet, 3 B-flat clarinets, 2
F horns, 2 B-flat horns, 3 trumpets,
2 flugelhorns, 3 trombones, bari
tone, 2 tubas; side drum, bass drum
Publisher: B. Schott's Sohne (1927)
Approximate duration: 9' 50"
Performance difficulty: For the most skilled
university performers
Recording: Yale University Wind Ensemble, Keith
Wilson, conductor, stereo cassette,
February 26, 1976
Movements:

I Konzertante Overture. Maestoso 9/8
II Sechs Variationen. uber das Lied
"Prinz Eugen, der edle Ritter" 3/4
III Marsch. 2/4

Hindemith's Konzertmusik, a large instrumentation mixed-wind
1
piece, is "almost never performed." Hindemith composed the "studienpartitur" ("partita studies") for students while teaching at the
University of Berlin School of Music in 1927.
The composition is tonal and alternates between delicate,
transparent texture and percussive tuttis. Because of the weighty and
1. Whitwell, A New History of Wind Music, p. 65.
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sometimes bold and brassy textures, the piece must be well articulated.
The complex fugue, one of six variations, is especially attractive.
The effective use of the flugelhorn, baritone, and posthorns
are noted. The trumpet parts are exceptionally difficult. The musical
intervals may be hard to execute for even the most sophisticated wind
players. Excellent players, especially of low brasses, are essential.
Opus 41 is recommended for featuring the finest winds and percussion
or for a midway or concluding work in a concert program.
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Five Carousel Pieces
(Sarasota, Florida, 1962)
Tcimpidis, David
(b. Cincinnati, Ohio, 1938)
Instrumentation: 2 flutes doubling piccolo, oboe, 3
clarinets, bass clarinet, bassoon,
2 alto saxophones, tenor saxophone,
baritone saxophone; 3 horns, 3
trumpets, 3 trombones, baritone, tuba
Publisher: Contemporary Music Project Library Service
Dedication: For Sarasota, Florida School System
Commissioned: Music Educators National Conference
through the Contemporary Music Project
for Creativity in Music Education, 1962;
Sarasota, Florida School System
Approximate duration: 15'
Performance difficulty: For average university
performers
Movements:

'I Promenade. Grazioso 6/8
II Polka. Con Brio 4/4
III Slow Jazz. Moderato-Slow Drag 4/4
IV Galop. Allegro 4/4
V Scene. Lento 3/2

Premiere performance: 1962, reading by local musi
cians, Sarasota, Florida
Five Carousel Pieces for chamber wind ensemble of twenty-three
is a concert work of a jovial, light nature.

The five character

pieces are freely descriptive of and follow the character implied by
the movement titles. The promenade imitates a "fiddle" tune; the
polka is a normal surging rhythmic dance; the jazz movement, a typical

early blues style; a characteristic galop; and the final movement,
tranquil, expressive Lento featuring upper woodwinds and muted
brasses.

APPENDIX A
THE CHAMBER WIND AND WIND ENSEMBLE QUESTIONNAIRE
AND REQUEST FOR CONCERT PROGRAMS
Explanation
During 1975 and 1976, an informal survey using a question
naire technique was sent to university wind conductors. This was
employed to provide information regarding mixed-wind chamber groups
and the music they had performed in American universities. The spe
cific information requested dealt with the potential of the groups,
repertoire, organizational patterns, procedures, practices, and
trends.
The questionnaire consisted of ten questions requiring "yesno" checked responses and brief comments. Included also in the ques
tionnaire was a request for as many 1970-1976 concert programs of
chamber wind and wind ensemble music as were readily available. The
programs were seen as documentation of the mixed-wind chamber and
wind ensemble music performed. They also provided information such
as the kind of performing group, which helped to determine either a
group's independent identity as chamber winds or its subordination to
a larger performing group.
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Specifically, the procedures used by this author were as
follows: (1) formation of a concisely stated problem, (2) determin
ing clearly defined objectives, (3) construction of the questionnaire,
(4) selection of a stratified sampling of college and university
conductors who were to receive the questionnaire, (5) distribution
of the questionnaire, (6) organization and treatment of the responses,
and (7) determining trends and drawing other conclusions from the
results.
According to a 1974 census,* there were approximately 788 fouryear colleges and universities in the United States with music depart
ments or schools of music which have a music curriculum but may or
may not award a bachelor's degree in music. Since the number of uni
versities was too large to study directly, a smaller group representa
tive of the larger group was selected to receive the questionnaire.
An arbitrary geographical division of the continental United States
was used. The nation was divided into East and West and separated
by the Mississippi River. The East and West were then divided into
four main quadrants: Northeast, Southeast, Northwest, and Southwest.
Institutions, both public and private and of varying sizes from these
four quadrants, were sent the questionnaire. One hundred and sixteen
universities (14.58 percent) of the 788 institutions were sent
questionnaires.
1. Directory of Music Faculties in Colleges and Universities,
U.S. and Canada, ed. Craig R. Short (Binghamton, N. Y.: The College
Music Society, 1974), pp. 9-247.
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One hundred of the 116 university conductors (86 percent)
returned the chamber wind and wind ensemble questionnaire, represent
ing 36 states and the District of Columbia. Collectively, conductors
returned 525 concert programs from the years 1970 through 1976. From
those 525 concert programs, 145 of them contained mixed-wind chamber
music with instrumentations defined herein as being scored for mixed
chamber winds. These 145 programs were contributed by 51 of the
100 conductors (51 percent) and represented concerts performed in
24 states and the District of Columbia.
Organization and Treatment
of the Data
The treatment of the data required (1) the recording of the
title of the group from which the chamber winds were derived, and
(2) the calculating of figures and percentages based on replies to
the questionnaire. Further, some statements made by conductors as
questionnaire responses were used to document certain aspects of
this dissertation.
The questionnaire and request for concert programs sent to
116 chamber wind and wind ensemble conductors is found on the follow
ing pages. A list of the universities participating in the chamber
wind and wind ensemble questionnaire sampling and those returning
concert programs containing mixed-wind chamber music follow the ques
tionnaire. More specific results and conclusions based on the
questionnaire can be found in Chapter 2.
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Chamber Mind and Wind Ensemble Questionnaire
and Request for Concert Programs
QUESTIONNAIRE
A questionnaire to chamber wind ensemble/wind ensemble conductors to
investigate certain aspects of selected college and university chamber
wind ensembles and wind ensembles in the United States.
(Please feel free to make comments at any point)
(Fill in the blank or check)
Institution

City

Your name

Title of position

State

1.

Does your institution have a chamber wind ensemble or wind en
semble program?
Yes.
No. If reply is yes, then proceed with
questionnaire. If no, check no and return the questionnaire to the
address given below.

2.

Do the following student ensembles exist in your institution
at any time during the academic year? How many?
CLASSIFICATION

HOW MANY?

Sextet, septet, or nonet of mixed woodwinds and
brass
Octet (woodwind octet including horns)
Jen through thirteen mixed woodwinds, brass,
and/or percussion instruments
Fourteen through twenty-three mixed woodwinds,
brass, and/or percussion
Regular ensembles called "wind ensemble," "symphonic wind ensemble," "wind orchestra," "wind
symphony," "wind symphonette," or a similar term
other than band
3.

In what year was the term "wind ensemble" first listed on your
concert programs?
. Do you use a term other than "wind
ensemble"?
Yes.
No. If so, what term do you use?

4.

What is the approximate number of wind and percussion per
formances available and capable of performing in your wind
ensemble(s)?

5.

Approximately, how many public performances do your chamber
wind ensemble(s) or wind ensemble(s) engage in per year?
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6.

Do you have a chamber wind ensemble/wind ensemble or wind lit
erature course in the curriculum of your institution?
Yes.
No.

7.

Do you receive financial assistance to be used for the commis
sioning of new chamber wind ensemble or wind ensemble repertoire?
Yes.
No.

8.

Regarding concept or philosophy, what do you think are the
major problems faced by the chamber wind ensemble/wind ensemble
conductor who teaches in a college?

9.

List any future change or addition that you may be considering
to improve your personal wind music education, your ensemble's per
sonnel, instrumentation, repertoire, or function:

10.

. Give your brief recommendation regarding future directions that
should be taken by college chamber wind ensemble/wind ensemble con
ductors in attempting to establish a more firm chamber wind
ensemble/wind ensemble concept, philosophy, or program:

IMPORTANT SPECIAL REQUEST
Return with this questionnaire one copy of all chamber wind en
semble or wind ensemble programs that you have presented in the past
five years (1970-1976). If programs from all five years are unavailable,
please send what you have. Thank you for your valuable assistance.
PLEASE RETURN QUESTIONNAIRE AND PROGRAMS BY APRIL 15
Send to:
Ralph Hahl
5230 North Twentieth Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85016
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UNIVERSITIES IN THE UNITED STATES PARTICIPATING IN THE CHAMBER
WIND AND WIND ENSEMBLE QUESTIONNAIRE SAMPLING AND THOSE
RETURNING CONCERT PROGRAMS

States and Institutions

Those
Concert Programs
Returning
Containing MixedQuestionnaire Wind Chamber Music

Arizona
Arizona State University, Tempe
California
California State University, Northridge

x

California State University, Sacramento

x

Humboldt State University, Areata

x

San Diego State University, San Diego

x

University of the Pacific, Stockton

x

University of Southern California,
Los Angeles

x.

Connecticut
Hartt College of Music, Hartford
University of Bridgeport, Bridgeport

x

University of Connecticut, Storrs

x

Yale University, New Haven

x

Delaware
Delaware State College, Dover

x

F1ori da
University of Florida, Gainesville

x

Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton

x

Florida—Cont.
Florida Technological University,
Or!ando
University of Miami, Coral Gables
University of South Florida, Tampa
Illinois
Bradley University, Peoria
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston
Illinois Central College, Jacksonville
Illinois Wesleyan University,
Bloomington
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb
Northwestern University, Evanston
University of Illinois, Urbana
Western Illinois University, Macomb
Wheaton College, Wheaton
Quincy College, Quincy
Indiana
Ball State University, Muncie
Indiana State University, Terre Haute
Indiana University-Purdue University,
Fort Wayne
University of Evansville, Evansville
Iowa
Cornell College, Mt. Vernon
Northern Iowa University, Cedar Falls

Kansas

Kansas State College, Pittsburg
Kansas State University, Manhattan
Kentucky
University of Louisville, Louisville
Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green
Louisiana
Tulane University, New Orleans
University of New Orleans, New Orleans
Maryland
Frostburg State College, Frostburg
Peabody Conservatory of Music, Baltimore
Massachusetts
New England Conservatory, Boston
Northeastern University, Boston
University of Lowell, Lowell
Michigan
Ferris State College, Big Rapids
Michigan State University, East Lansing
Wayne State University, Detroit
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo
Minnesota
Minnesota State College, St. Cloud
Mississippi
University of Mississippi, University

Missouri

Northeast Missouri State University,
Kirksville
University of Missouri, Kansas City
University of Missouri, St. Louis
Montana
University of Montana, Missoula
New Jersey
Glassboro State College, Glassboro
Patterson State College, Patterson
Rutgers University, New Brunswick
New York
Cornell University, Ithaca
Eastman School of Music, Rochester
Hartwick College, Oneonta
Syracuse University, Syracuse
North Carolina
East Carolina University, Greenville
North Carolina State University,
Ralei gh
North Dakota
North Dakota State University, Fargo
Oklahoma
University of Oklahoma, Norman
Ohio
Baldwin-Wallace College, Berea

Ohio—Con't.
Cleveland Institute of Music, Cleveland
Kent State University, Kent
Miami University, Oxford
Oberlin Conservatory of Music, Oberlin
Ohio State University, Columbus
Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware
University of Akron, Akron
University of Dayton, Dayton
Youngstown State University, Youngstown
Oregon
Lewis and Clark College, Portland
Southern Oregon College, Ashland
University of Oregon, Eugene
Pennsylvania
Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburg
Edinboro State College, Edinboro
Mansfield State College, Manfield
Moravian College, Bethlehem
Rhode Island
Brown University, Providence
University of Rhode Island, Kingston
South Dakota
Yankton College, Yankton

Tennessee
Memphis State University, Memphis
University of Tennessee, Chattanooga
Texas
Baylor University, Waco
East Texas State University, Commerce
Lamar University, Beaumont
North Texas State University, Denton
Southern Methodist University, Dallas
Southwest Texas State University,
San Marcos
University of Texas, Arlington
Vermont
University of Vermont, Burlington
Virginia
George Mason University, Fairfax
Washington
University of Puget Sound, Tacoma
Washington State University, Pullman
Western Washington State College,
Bellingham
West Virginia
University of West Virginia,
Morgantown
Wisconsin
Lawrence University, Appleton

Wisconsin—Con't.
University of Wisconsin, La Crosse
University of Wisconsin, Madison
University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point
Wyoming
University of Wyoming, Laramie
District of Columbia
Catholic University of America,
Washington

APPENDIX B
LITERATURE FOR MIXED CHAMBER WINDS
Explanation
Since no complete single examination has been made of original
mixed-wind chamber literature for instrumentations of six through
twenty-three instruments, this listing, containing composer's names,
titles, instrumentations, and publishers, has been compiled. Composi
tion dates and publication dates, if known, are also given. This
compilation, called Literature for Mixed Chamber Winds, can be used
as a reference tool for conductors, librarians, and scholars. As
new works for mixed-wind chamber groups are created or uncovered,
this listing of 861 works will, because of that process, need periodic
supplementation.
Organization
The literature is divided into 38 classifications. It is
listed alphabetically by composers' last names with the compositions
being placed in two categories, wind instruments alone and wind instru
ments plus supplementary non-wind instruments. Within these two
categories, works are listed in order of the number in the ensemble.
This list begins with small ensembles and progresses to large ones. For
example, the first classification is five mixed winds plus percussion,
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keyboard, strings, or tape. The second classification is for six mixed
winds. The listing proceeds upward through larger ensembles of twentytwo mixed winds plus percussion, keyboard, strings, or tape to those
consisting of twenty-three mixed winds. Thus, almost any size instru
mentation from five mixed winds plus non-wind instruments through
twenty-three mixed winds or variations of these mixed winds plus other
instrumentations may be located.
In some cases the exact instrumentation is not listed because
the publisher has provided incomplete information. If the number of
woodwinds and brasses is known but not specified, for example, 6 wood
winds, 9 brasses, that information is abbreviated as 6ww/9br. In a few
instances when the number but not the type of instruments is given, the
term "chamber winds" and the stated number of performers, for example,
chamber winds (11), is used. If both the instrumentation and numbers
are unknown, the term "wind ensemble" is used. The wind ensemble works
are placed at the end of the listing under two headings, "wind ensemble,"
and "wind ensemble plus percussion, keyboard, strings, or tape." It
is, of course, possible that under these circumstances a few "chamber
winds" and "wind ensemble" listings may inadvertently be totally wood
winds or totally brasses or that a few "wind ensemble" listings may
exceed the instrumentation limit of twenty-three.
A key to the abbreviations of instrumentation precedes the
listing. A key to the abbreviations used to indicate the publishers or
distributors and addresses, including the composer if the work is in
manuscript form, follows the listing.
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Instrumentation Key
The instrumentation of the works is indicated by standard
numerical reference to wind instruments. The instrumentation of each
composition is shown for the woodwinds and brasses in score order in
numerical sequences. Instruments are expressed as being in their normal
keys unless otherwise specified. An example is:
2222/3221
This reads as follows: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
2 bassoons, 3 horns, 2 trumpets,
2 trombones, 1 tuba
Parentheses indicate instrumental parts that double: An example is:
2(pi c)2(eh)2(bcl)2(cbn)/221,btrb,cbtrb,l
This reads as follows: 2 flutes (one doubling piccolo),
2 oboes (one doubling English
horn), 2 clarinets (one doubling bass
clarinet), 2 bassoons (one doubling
contrabassoon), 2 horns, 2 trumpets
1 trombone, 1 bass trombone, 1 contra
bass trombone, 1 tuba
Other added instruments are abbreviated and enclosed within
commas. An example is:
2,pic,22,Ccl,E-flatcl,bcl,2,s,a,t,bsax/
2,2Ghns,E-flattpt,ll, p(2)
This reads as follows: 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes,
2 B-flat clarinets, C clarinet,
E-flat clarinet, bass clarinet,
2 bassoons, soprano, alto, tenor,
and baritone saxophone, 2 horns,
2 horns in G, E-flat trumpet,
trombone, tuba, percussion
(2 performers)
Other instruments which are added to the mixed-wind chamber
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instrumentation are common. Some examples are:
2222/2221, t, p, bells, gl, vib, xyl, eel, hpsd,
org, pno, hp, vn, va, vc, cb, gtr, ele gtr
This reads as follows: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2
bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets, 2
trombones, tuba, timpani, percussion,
bells, glockenspiel, vibraphone,
xylophone, celeste, harpsichord,
organ, piano, harp, violin, viola,
violoncello, contrabass, guitar,
electric guitar
Abbreviations
Prefix abbreviations are sometimes added to the above instru
ments. Prefixes are as follows:
a
b
bar
cb
ele
opt
s
t

alto
bass (except bsax which
signifies baritone
saxophone)
baritone
contrabass
electric
optional
soprano
tenor

The normal abbreviations of instruments are as follows:
acc . .
bar . .
bcl . .
bn . .
br . .
bsthn .
cb . .
cbn . .
eel . .
cem . .
el . .
cor . .
cym . .
dr . .
eh . .

. accordion
. baritone horn
. bass clarinet
. bassoon
. brass
. basset horn
. string bass
. contrabassoon
. celeste
. cembalo
. clarinet
. cornet
. cymbal
. drum
. English horn

klv . . . . klavier
mar . . . . marimba
ob . . . . oboe
ob d'a. . . oboe d'amore
ophi. . . . ophicleide
org . . . . organ
p . . . . . percussion
pic . . . . piccolo
pno . . . . piano
sax . . . . saxophone
serp. . . . serpent
sn . . . . snare
t . . . . . timpani
tpt . . . . trumpet
trb . . . . trombone
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Five Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape'
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

ADDISON, JOHN

Serenade for Wind
Quintet and Harp

1111/1000, hp

OxU

AGAY, DENES

Suite de Ballet

1020/1100, t,
p, pno, hp

Composer

BAAREN, KEES VAN

Setteto

1111/1000, vn,
cb

SD/Pet

BECKLER, STANWORTH Song and Dances
(1968)

1111/1000, pno

NACWPI

BEHREND, FRITZ

Tanzsuite, Op.
114 (1955)

0111/0110, vn,
vc

Composer

BERGSMA, WILLIAM

Symphony for
Chamber Orchestra

l(pic)010/2100,
t, p

HMP

BETTS, LORNE M.

Music for Theatre
(1950)

0120/1100, pno,
cb

Can

BOISDEFFRE,
CHARLES

Sextet, Op. 49

1111/1000, pno,
cb

Hamelle
(1894) see All

BRAUER, MAX

Sextet (1920)

1111/1000, pno

BrH

BRESCIAS, DOMENICO Suite (1928)

1111/1000, pno

LC

BROSH, THOMAS
EDISON

Music for Six
Instruments and
Prepared Tape
(1972)

1111/1000, p,
tape

Univ. N. C.,
Chapel Hill
27514

BRUNEAU, ERNST

Sextet in C (1904)

1111/1000, pno

C. Freres/P.
Schneider
(1904) see AU

CERHA, FRIEDRICH

Exercises for
Nine, No. 2

0000,cbn/101,
btrb,0, Wagner
tu(F), p, 2cb

UE/TP(rent)

CHOU, WEN CHUNG

Suite for Harp
and Wind Quintet

chamber winds
(5), hp

ACA
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CHOU, WEN CHUNG
(Con11.)

Yu Ko

0,afl ,0,eh,0,
bcl,0/0020, p,
vn

Pet(rent)

CHRETIEN, HEDWIGE

Arabesque
(1921)

1111/1000, pno

Evette &
Schaeffer,
see AU

DEPORTES, YVONNE

Prelude and
Pastorale

1111/1000, pno

Andraud

DONOVAN, RICHARD

Sextet (1932)

1111/1000, pno

Composer

DOST, RUDOLF

Septet, Op. 55
(1932?)

1111/1000, p(2), Zimm
pno

DRESDEN, SEM

Kleine Suite in C
(1913)

1111/1000, pno

SD/Pet

Suite (1948)

1111/1000, pno

SD/Pet

Third Suite (1920)

1111/1000, pno

SD/Pet

1111/1000, pno

CF

DUKELSKY, VALDIMIR Nocturne (1947)

FASANOTTI, FILIPPO Settimino in E-flat 0112/1000, pno,
Major
vc

Ric

GENIN, T.

Sextour (1906)

1111/1000, pno

NACWPI

GERHARD, ROBERTO

Leo

1010/1110, p,
pno, vn, vc

OxU

GERSCHEFSKI,
EDWIN

"America" Varia
tions for Winds,
Op. 33, No. 14a

1011,asax/0100,
pno

CoF

GROSSE, GORDON

Villanelles

1111/1000, vn,
vc

OxU

HARRIS, ROY

Fantasy (1932)

1111/1000, pno

Composer

HAZZARD, PETER

Expression

101,bcl,0/0200,
P

See

HENZE, HANS
WERNER

Concerto per il
Marigny

001,bcl,0/1110,
va, vc

SS

HILL, EDWARD
BURLINGAME

Sextet, Op. 39
(1939)

1111/1000, pno

GaM
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HORVIT, MICHAEL

Dance Cycle
(1966)

chamber winds
(5), p(2)

NACWPI

HOVHANESS, ALAN

Mountains and
Rivers Without End
(Chamber Symphony)

1110/0110, t,
I. gl. tt
II. vib III.
chimes, hp

Pet(1969)

JACOB, GORDON

Sextet

1111/1000, pno

Rub

JONES, CHARLES

Septet

1011/0110, vn
cb

AMC

KAHOWEZ, G.

Structures

1111/1000, pno

A. Glas

KITTL, BEDRICH
JAN

Septet

1111/1000, pno,
cb

Kis(1846)

KRENEK, ERNST

The "Alpbach
Quintet"

1111/1000, p

TP(rent)UE

LEFEBVRE, CHARLES

Intermezzo
Scherzando, Op. 80

1120/1000, cb

Andraud/ALe/A.
Noel, see AU

LEYE, L.

Sextet

l/02,bsthn,l/
1000, pno

Coburg (1844)
see AU

MANZONI, GIACOMO

Musica Notturna
(1966)

1021/1000, p,
pno

ESZ

MILHAUD, DARIUS

Julius Caesar, Op.
158 (Incidental
Music) (1936)

1010,sax/0101,
P-

PU

MILLER, RALPH
DALE

Three American
Dances, Op. 25

1111/1000, pno

CF(1949)

MOHR, ADOLPHE

Die Dormusikanten,
Humoresque

0,2pic,011/0010, Andraud
va

MONTEUX, PIERRE

Sextet

1111/0010, pno

NONO, LUIGI

PolifonicaMonodia-Ritmica

101,be!,0, asax/ STI
1000, p, pno

PAZ, JUAN CARLOS

Second Concerto

1001/2100, pno

PIJPER, WILLEM

Septet (1920)

l(pic)l(eh)ll/ • SD/Pet
1000, pno, cb

Methot, see
AU

Andraud
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POULENC, FRANCIS

Sextour

1111/1000, pno

Sch

REYNOLDS, VERNE

Concertave (1969)

1111/1000, pno

CF(1972)

SCHNITTKE, ALFRED

Dialogue

1110/1100, p
pno

TP(rent)

SCHWARTZ, ELLIOTT

Interruptions
(1965)

1111/1000, tape
loop

CF(1972)

SEIDEL, FRIEDRICH
LUDWIG

Sextet

1101,2000, hpsd
or pno

M&M

STEINOHRT, WILLIAM Synthesis (1969)

1111/1000, pno,
cb

NACWPI

STERNFELD, R.

Return to Israel

0010/1110, p(3), See
cb

THUILLE, LUDWIG

Sextett in B-flat
Major, Op. 6

1111/1000, pno

Int

ULTAN, LLOYD

Sextet for Woodwind 1111/1000, pno
Quintet and Piano

See

VLIJMEN, JAN VAN

Serie per sei
strumenti (1960)

1111/0100, pno

SD/Pet
(rent)

WHITE, GARY

Two Movements for
Chamber Ensemble
(1965)

1011/1100, p

NACWPI

XENAKIS, IANNIS

Atrees - Hommage a
Pascal (1958-62)

101,bcl,0/0110,
p(2), vn, vc

EdS(rent)

ZAGWIJN, HENRI

Nocturne (1918)

10,eh,11/1000,
eel, hp

SD/Pet

Six Mixed Winds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

ACHRON, JOSEPH

Sextet, Op. 73

1111/1100

AMC

ALLERS, H.

Suite

1111/2000

MV

AMY, GILBERT

Alpha-Beth

111,bcl,1/1000

Heu
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ANGELINI, LOUIS

Woodwind Sextet

lll,ssax/1000

CMPLS

ARTISIBOUSHEV,
NICOLAI

Mazurka in F Major

1121/1000

StM, ed. H.
Klickmann

BACH, J. C.

Six Symphonies
No. 1 in E-flat
(c. 1762-82)

0022/2000

B&H/MR/TP

Six Symphonies
No.. 2 in B-flat
(c. 1762-81)

0022/2000

B&H/MR/TP

Six Symphonies,
No. 3 in E-flat
(c. 1762-82)

0022/2000

B&H/MR/TP

Six Symphonies,
No. 4 in B-flat
(c. 1762-82)

0022/2000

B&H/MR/TP

Six Symphonies
No. 5 in E-flat
(c. 1762-82)

0022/2000

B&H/MR/TP

Six Symphonies
No. 6 in B-flat
(c. 1762-82)

0022/2000

B&H/MR/TP

Sextet (1956)

1100/1111

Composer,
Univ. 111.,
Urbana

BEAN, CALVERT

61801

BECHERATH, ALFRED
VON

Volksweisen
aus Bohmen

chamber winds

BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG
VAN

Sextet in E-flat
Major, Op. 71
(c. 1796)

0022/2000

Int

BEREAU, J.

Sextour

1111/1100

ECh

BOSSI, RENZO

Sextet, Op. 10a

1111/1100

ABS{1939)

BOZZA, EUGENE

Graphismes

1111/1,tpt, or
trb,0

ALe

BRIEGEL, GEORGE

Morning in the
Forest

1121/1000

GFB

PG

(6)

.
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BUMCKE, GUSTAV

Sextet In A-flat
Major, Op. 19

10,eh,0,be!,1,
sax/1000

Andraud

CHOBANIAN, LORIS
CHANNES

Interbalances V

llll,asax/1000

CoF

CROSSE, GORDON

Canto

1111/1010

OxU

DANZI, F.
WOJCIECHOWSKI

Sextet in E-flat

0022/2000

HSM

DAVIES, PETER

Alma Redemptoris
Mater (1957)

1121/1000

S&C/UE

DRUSCHETZKY,
GEORGES

Partita in E-flat

0022/2000

EdK/Pet

Sextet

022/2000

SS/B-M

DUBOIS, PIERRE-MAX Sinfonia da Camera

llll,asax/1000

ALe

DUKELSKY, VLADIMIR Three Pieces

chamber winds

CF

(6)

FROSCHAUER, H.

Sextet

1121/1000

AMP/LDo

GALINDO, BLAS

Sextet

1011/1110

Carlos Chaves
Orquestra
Sinfonica de
Mexico City

GENZMER, HARALD

Sextet

0022/20000

Pet

GERSCHEFSKI,
EDWIN

"America" Varia
tions for Winds,
Op. 45, No. 2

1111/0101

CoF

"America" Varia
tions for Winds,
Op. 45, No. 10

1111/0110

CoF

GIRON, ARSENIO

Sextet for Winds
and Trumpet

1111/1100

CF

GOSSEC, FRANCOIS

La Chasse de
Chantilly

0022/2000

Heu

GRABNER, HERMAN

Sextet, Op. 33
(1932)

llll,asax/1000

Kis
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GROSSE, GORDON

Canto

1111/1010

OxU

GWINNER, V.

6 Niederdeutsche
Volkstanze

0020/2110

MV

GYROWETZ, ADALBERT Notturne

0022/2000

MR

HARTLEY, WALTER

Chamber Music
(1959-60)

llll,asax/1000

Cre

HAYDN, FRANZ
JOSEPH

Divertimento
No. 1 in F,
Hoboken 11:15
(c. 1760)

0202/2000

LDo, ed.
Landon

Divertimento
No. 2 in F,
Hoboken 11:23
(c. 1760)

0202/2000

LDo, ed.
Landon/MR,
ed. Lumsden

Divertimento
No. 3 in C
Feldparthie,
Hoboken 11:7
(c. 1760)

0202/2000

LDo, ed.
Landon/MR,
ed. Haas

Divertimento
No. 5 in D,
Hoboken 11:D18
(c, 1760)

0202/2000

LDo, ed.

Divertimento
No. 6 in G,
Hoboken 11:3
(c. 1760)

0202/2000

LDo, ed.

Divertimento
No. 7 in G,
Hoboken deest
(c. 1760)

0202/2000

LDo, ed. .
Landon

Divertimento
No. 8 in D,
Hoboken deest
(c. 1760)

0202/2000

LDo, ed.
Landon

Divertimento in B- 0202/2000
flat, Hoboken 11:46

MR
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HAYDN, FRANZ
JOSEPH
(Con't.)

Divertimento
No. 15 in F

0202/2000

Friends of
Music Library,
Vienna

HAYDN, JOHANN
MICHAEL

Divertimento, D

0202/2000

LDo, ed.
Rai ner

HAZZARD, PETER

Music in Counter
point

202,bcl,0/1000

See

HEIDEN, BERNHARD

Intrada

llll,asax/1000

SM

HENNING, ERVIN
ARTHUR

Fugue

1112/1000

AMC

JADIN, LOUIS

Harmonie

0022/2000

ALe

JANACEK, LEOS

Mladi (Youth
Suite) (1924)

l(pic)ll,bcl,
1/1000

Andraud/
B&H/Che

KABELAC, MILOSLAV

Sextett, Op. 8
(1940)

10,eh,21/1000

Art/B&N/CHF

KARREN, L.

Humoristic Scenes

111,bcl,1/1000

Andraud

KETTERBORN, RUDOLF Meditationen

0022/2000

OHN

KOEHLER, BENJAMIN

Jeu des Ecossaises

0021/2100

Leu

KROMMER, FRANZ

Partita

0022/2000

3rH

LABATE, BRUNO

Intermezzo and
Scherzino in A

1121/1000

Composer

LEFEBVRE, CHARLES

Second Suite,
Op. 122

1121/1000

Andraud/ALe

MACERO, TEO

From Here to There

1111,sax/1000

ACA

MALHERBE, EDMOND

Sextet

11,eh,11/1000

Curtis
Institute,
Philadelphia,
Pa. 19103

MANICKE, D.

Sextet

0022/2000

AMP/Sim
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MAPES, GORDON

Passacaglia

11,eh,11/1000

Curtis
Institute,
Philadelphia,
Pa. 19103

MENTER

Serenade

1121/1000

Andraud

MICHAEL, DAVID
MQRITZ

Parthia No. 2

1021/2000

B&H, ed. Hall

Parthia No. 4

0022/2000

B&H, ed. Hall

Parthia No. 6

0022/2000

B&H, ed.
McCorkle

Divertimento in F,
No. 8, K. 213
(1775)

0202/2000

BB/BrH/Leu/
MR/EdK

Divertimento in
B-flat, No. 9, K.
240 (1776)

0202/2000

B8/BrH/EdK/
MR

Divertimento in
E-flat, No. 12,
K. 252 (1776)

0202/2000

BB/BrH/EdK/
MR

Divertimento in F,
No. 13, K. 253
(1776)

0202/2000

BB/BrH/MR

Divertimento in
B-flat, No. 14,
270 (c. 1775-77)

0202/2000

BB/BrH/EdK/
Leu/MR

Divertimento in
E-flat, No. 16,
K. 289 (1777)

0202/2000

BB/BrH/MR

Serenade No. 11
E-flat, K. 375
(1781)

0022/2000

MR

MOZART, WOLFGANG
AMADEUS

NORDENSTROM,
GLADYS

Palm Springs Sextet l(pic)ll,bcl,

OWEN

Fantasies

BSN(rent)

1/1000

000,acl,bcl,
cbcl,0/0300

WIN
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PARCHMAN, GENE
LOUIS

Sextet (1966)

1112/1000

See

PLEYEL, IGNAZ
JOSEPH

Sextet No. 1 in
E-flat

0022/20000

MR

READ, GARDNER

Nine by Six,
Op. 86 (1951)

l(pic)l(eh)l
(bcl)l(HOO

Pet(1974)

REINECKE, KARL

Sextet in B-flat
Op. 271

1111/2000

Andraud/
Sansone

RIGHINI, VINCENT

Sextet

0022/2000

MR

RINGBORN, N.

Wind Sextet (1959)

01,eh,l,bcl,
1/1000

MT

ROSETTI, FRANZ
ANTON

Parthia in B-flat

0121/2000

B&H/B&B/Pet/
WIN

Parthia in D, No. 3 0121/2000

B&B/Hanssler

Serenade

0022/2000

WH

STAMIC, JAN VACLAV Six Symphonies,
No. 1

2200/2000

Hummel (1770)

Six Symphonies,
No. 2

2200/2000

Hummel (1770)

Six Symphonies,
No. 3

2200/2000

Hummel (1770)

Six Symphonies
No. 4

2200/2000

Hummel (1770)

Six Symphonies
No. 5

2200/2000

Hummel (1770)

Six Symphonies
No. 6

2200/2000

Hummel (1770)

STEIN, L.

Sextet

llll,asax/1000

Cor

STEWART, ROBERT

Divertimento

1111/1100

CoA

SVENSSON, SVEN

Sextet

111,bcl,1/1000

EMF

THILMAN, JOHANN

Blaserseptett,
B-flat, Op. 68

1110/1110

FrH

SEIBER, MATYAS
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TOMASI, HENRI

Printemps

llll,asax/1000

ALe

WANHAL, JOHANN
BAPTIST

Divertimento in C

0202/2000

JB

WEBER, CARL
MARIA VON

Adagio and Rondo

0022/2000

MR (1970)

ZETTLER, R.

Allgauer Skizzen

0010/2110,bar

MV

(1808)

Six Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

BALADA, LEONARDO

Geometrias (1966)

111,bcl,1/0100,
P(2)

Gen

BIANCHI

Studi da "Malu"

1111/1100, p,
2 pno

B-M/Ric

BOEHMER, KARL

Zeitlaufte (1962)

00,eh,1,bcl
l/2br, 2 pno

EdT

BRANT, HENRY

Galaxy 2 (1954)

1100/2110, t(6), CF(rent)
gi

BUMCKE, GUSTAV

Love and Sorrow
Tone Poem, Op. 24

1111/2000, hp

CAGAN, STEVEN

Divertissement 1111/0110,
Suite for the Dance pno, vc, cb

SMP

CHOU, WEN-CHUNG

Yun

1011/1110, p,
pno

Pet(rent)

EL-DABH, HALIM

Thumaniya

1110/1200, p(2)

Pet

GREEN, RAY

Three Pieces for a
Concert

1020/0210, p,
pno

AME/EBM
(1948)EdT

HARTMAN, KARL
AMADEUS

Burleske Musik

1011/1110, p,
pno

SS

HENZE, HANS WERNER Labyrinth

Andraud

010,bcl,0,tsax/ SS
l,0,Ctpt,10,
p(3), va, vc, cb

HESPOS, HANSJOACHIM

DruckspurenGeschattet

100,E-flatcl,
1/0210-, cb

EMo

KAYN, R.

Kammerkonzert

1111/1010, p

HSM

KOPER, K.

Musik

1010,asax/1110,
cb

EMo

KORTE, KARL

Matrix

llll,asax/1000,
p, pno

ECS

KUBIK, GAIL

Second Divertimento l(pic)lll/0110,
pno, va

B-M/Ric

LADERMAN, EZRA

Nonette

1011/1110, pno,
va, vc

OxU

MACERO, TEO

Structures No. 4

0000,asax,tsax,
bsax/0111, p

ACA

MANZONI, GIACOMO

Parafrasi con
Finale (1969)

1011/1110, p
hpsd, org, cb

ESZ

MIROGLIO, FRANCIS

Piece en Septour

1111/1100, pno

ALe

MIROUZE, MARCEL

Piece en Septour

1111/1100, pno

MB(1933)

MOSS, LAURENCE

Exchanges (1968)

2100/2010, p

Fer

NAUMANN, SIEGFRIED Cadenze, Op. 10
(1964)

1010/1210, p,
vn, vc.

STI

NEUKOMM, SIGISMUND Septet
RITTER VON

1111/1100, cb

M&M

Toccata

0,pic,01,E-f!at
cl,bcl,0/ll(C)
00, t, vn

PIC/SMP
(1959)

ROSETTI, FRANZ
ANTON

Parthia in F

0301/2000, cb

B&B/WIN

REBNER, EDWARD

Sextet for Wood
winds and Piano

111,bcl,1/1000
pno

EMo

REVUELTAS,
SILVESTRE

Homenaje a Federico 0,pic,00,E-flat SMP
Garcia-Lorca
cl,0/0,2Ctpt 11,
torn torn, xyl,
pno, 2vn, cb
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SIBELIUS, JAN

Canzonetta,
Op. 62a

001,bcl,0/4000,
hp, cb

BrH, ed.
Stravinsky

SUTER, R.

Estampida

1010,tsax/1110,
p, cb

EMo

TOCH, ERNST

Five Pieces for
Wind Instruments
and Percussion

1111/2000, p

B-M(1961)

1111/2000, p
Canzonetta,
Caprice, Night Song

B-M(pub.
sep.)

Cavalcade

1111/2000, p

B-M(pub.
sep.)

Roundelay

1111/2000, p

B-M(pub.
sep.)

WASHBURN, GARY

Ei ght

1101/1110, p(2)

See

WITTINGER, ROBERT

Compensazioni
Op. 9

1110/1110, vn,
va

BrH

ZILLIG, WINFRIED

Serenade II

001,E-flatcl,
Ac!,bcl,0/0110,
vn, va, vc

BSN(rent)

ZINN, MICHAEL A.

Spring Storm for
5ww/0010, p(3)
Chamber Ensemble
tape
and Electronic Tape

Composer,
Michigan State
Univ., East
Lansing 48824

Seven Mixed Winds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

BACH, C.P.E.

Six Sonatas, one
2021/2000
publication, D,F,G,
E-flat, A,C (Be
tween 1738-68)

MR/TB

BACH, J.C.F.

Septet in E-flat

0122/2000

BrH

BESOZZI, CARLO

Sonata No. 3
(c. 1765)

02,2eh,01/2000

ESM
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BESOZZI, CARLO
(Con't.)

Sonata No. 4
(c. 1765)

02,2eh,01/2000

ESM

Sonata No. 5
(c. 1765)

02,2eh,01/2000

ESM

Sonata No. 6
(c. 1765)

02,2eh,01/2000

ESM

Sonata No. 7
(c. 1765)

02,2eh,01/2000

ESM

Sonata No. 8
(c. 1765)

02,2eh,01/2000

ESM

Sonata No. 9
(c. 1765)

02,2eh,01/2000

ESM

BORRIS, SIEGFRIED

Intrada Serena
No. 1 (c. 1959)

1111/1110

Composer

BRUGK, H.

Divertimento,
Op. 29

1111/2100

Sim

BUSCH

Ozark Reverie

1121/2000

Fitsimmons,
see AU

DIETHE

Romance

021,bcl,2/1000

Andraud

DOPPELBAUER, J.

Divertimento

11,eh,1,bcl,

LDo

1/1000

DRIESSLER,
JOHANNES

Aphorismen,
Op. 7a (1948)

11,eh,1,bcl,

DUBOIS, THEODORE

Au Jardin;
Petite Suite

2121/1000

Heu

EBERS, KARL
FRIEDRICH

12 Petites Pieces

002,bsthn,

CF

EMMERT, FRANTISEK

Harmonieen

0022/2100

WIN(1807)

EPPERSON, JOHN

In the Shape of
Four Pears

0221/2000

Composer

FLAMENT, EDWARD

Fantasia con Fuga
Op. 28

11,eh,12/1000

Andraud

B&N(rent)

1/1000

2/2000

400

FROMMEL, GERHARD

B1aser-Suite,
Op. 18

1120,cbn/2000

B&N

HABERT, JOHANNES
EVANGELISTA

Scherzo, Op. 107

1112/2000

AMP

HEUSCHKEL, J.P.

Pieces d'harmonie

1022/2000

S&C

HINDEMITH, PAUL

Septet for Wind
Instruments (1948)

111,bcl,1/1100

SS

INDY, VINCENT
D'

Chanson et Danses,
Op. 50 (1898)

1122/1000

Dur(1948)

IVEY, JEAN

Scherzo

1111/1110

NACWPI

KOECHLIN, CHARLES

Septuor d' instru
ments a vent

ll,eh,ll,asax/

EdL

1000

LUCUS, CHARLES

Septett (1869)

1122/1000

WIN

MACLEAN, JOHN T.

Suite for Seven
Wind Instruments
(1965)

0,afl(pic)0,22/

Composer,
West Georgia
College,
Carroll ton
30117

MAYR, (JOHANN)
SIMON

In the Morning

1122/1000

Andraud

MOCKL, F.

Iphigenie in Delphi

1111/1110

Hei

PABLO, LUIS DE

Coral, Op. 2

1111/1110

EMo

PIERNE, GABRIEL

Pastorale
Variee, Op. 30

1112/1100

Dur(1961)/E-V

Preludio and
Fughetta, Op. 40,
No. 1

2112/1000

Ham/Int

RHENE-BATON

Aubade, Op. 53

1122/1000

Dur/E-V

RONTGEN, JULIUS

Serenade in A
Major, Op. 14

1112/2000

B&H

1111/1110

MB(1953)

-SYLVIUS, C.
Septet
(SYLVIO, COSCIA)

2000
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TOJA, G.

Serenata

1121/2000

Ric

VERRALL, JOHN

Septet for Wind
Instruments

1122/1000

CoF/Gal

WATSON, W. C.

Divertimento

1121/2000

Wit

Seven Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

ALTMANN, E.

Tanz-Suite

1121/2000, cb

FrH

APPLEBAUM, LOUIS

Seven Dances for
"All's Well That
Ends Well"

1211/0200, pno
hp

CAPAC

BADINGS, HENK

Pittsburgh Concerto 0010/2220, p(4)

Pet(rent)

BLICKHAN, CHARLES
TIMOTHY

Variationa/
Permutations

1111/1110, p(3)

See(1974)

BONDON, JACQUES

Sonata pour un
ballet

l(pic)lll/1110,
p(2), cb

Pet

CATURLA,
ALEJANDRO CARCIA

Primera Suite
Cubana

l(pic)l,eh,l,
bcl,0/1100, pno

New/Fleisher

CAZDEN, NORMAN

Concerto for Ten
Instruments, Op.
10 (1937)

1111/2100, pno
va, vc

ACA

CERHA, FRIEDRICH

Exercises for Nine, 000,bcl,l,cbn
No. 1
asax/0111, vc,
cb

TP(rent)/UE

CONSOLI, MARCANTONIO

Interactions I

1111/1110, t

TP(rent)

GERHARD, ROBERTO

Hymnody

1110/1111, p,
2 pno

OxU

l,pic,l,eh,l,
bcl,0/1000,
P(3), hp

ACA

GERSCHEFSKI, EDWIN Prelude, Op. 6,
No. 5

402

HAYDN, FRANZ
JOSEPH

Divertimento No. 1
in B-flat (Chorale
St. Antoni),
Hoboken 11:46

0203,cbn, or
cb/2000

Divertimento in F

00,2,eh,02/2000, FrH
2vn

HESPOS, HANSJOACHIM

Break

0100,t,bsax/
0310, p, pno,
vc, cb

EMo

HOLSTEIN, J. P.

Sept illustrations
pour des visions
de Dante

1111/1110, cb,
2 pno

ECh

IVES, CHARLES

Scherzo (Over the
Pavements)

0,pic,Oil, or
sax/0130, p(2),
pno

SMP(1954)
which became
PIC(1971)

JOLIVET, A.

Suite Delphique,
for Chamber
Orchestra

l(pic)2(eh)10/
2110, t, p, hp

B-M

KOHOUTEK, CTIRAD

Concerto for Per
1111/1110, p
cussion Instruments
and Wind Instru
ments

CzM

KULCZYCKI, EUGENE

Wind Music for
Winds, Brass and
Percussion (1972)

4ww/3br, p(6)

Composer, 8081
Menge St.
Center Line,
Minn. 48015

LEGRAND, MICHEL

Porcelaine de Saxe

0000,ssax (Eflat cl,B-flat
cl),ssax (cl),
a,t,b,bssax(bn)
/0010, p, cb

B-M

LULLY, JEAN
BAPTISTE

Le Carrousel du
Roy, Part 1

02, eh,01/0300,
t

Heu

Le Carrousel du
Roy, Part II

02,eh,01/0300,
t

Heu

3 Virtuoso Studies
(1959)

2111/1100, t,
cb

AP

MACHL, TUDEUSZ

Pet, ed.
Boudreau
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MALIPIERO, GIAN
FRANCESCO

Serenata Mattutina 1112/2000, eel,
for Ten Instruments 2va

TP(rent)/
UE

MAURER, LUDWIG

Variationen uber
ein Russisches
Thema, Op. 38

1022/2000, cb

FrH

0021/0211, p
(2), eel, pno

Heu(1952)
TP(rent)

Karagueuz, Op. 23a

1111/1110, pno

AMP/EME

Divertimento in C,
No. 5, K. 187
(1773)

2000/0500, t

BB/BrH/MR

Divertimento in C,
No. 6, K. 188

2000/0500, t

BB/BrH/MR

RATHBURN, E.

Parade (1949)

1111/1110, p

Can

REBNER, EDWARD

Suite 1492

01,eh,01,cbn/
1200, p

Fine Arts Fd.
of Glendale,
Ca. 90053

REYNOLDS, ROGER

Wedge

2(pic)000/0
2Chn,21, p(battery of 13),
eel, pno, cb

Pet

VARESE, EDGARD

Octandre (1923)

1111/1110, cb

B-M(ECK)
Sch(rent)

WELIN, K.

Nr. 3

111/bcl,0/1110,
vn, cb

Sim

MIHALOVICI, MARCEL £tude, Op. 64

MOZART, WOLFGANG
AMADEUS

Eight Mixed Winds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

ALLEN, PAUL
HASTINGS

The Muses

1121/1110

Whitney Blake,
see AU

ANGERER, PAUL

Quinta To!en for
Winds

1111/1210

TP(rent)UE

BACH, W. F.

Parthie in E-flat

0222/2000

WIN

404

BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG
VAN

Octet in E-flat
Major, Op. 103
(c. 1792-93)

0222/2000

BB

Rondino in E-flat
Major

0222/2000

AIB/Int/S&C

BIALAS, GUNTHER

Romanza E Danza
Oktett

0222/2000

B&R

BLATTNER

Two American
Sketches (1942)

0222/2000

Wit

BORRIS, SIEGFRIED

Blaser-Oktett,
Op. 55

111,bcl,1/2100

Hei/S-V

BRUSSELMANS,
MICHEL

Prelude et Fugue

1221/1100

EdS

CAMPBELL-WATSON,
FRANK

Divertimento

112,bcl,1/2000

Wit(1948)

CHANDLER, MARY

Octet (1957)

0222/2000

CoGB

CODIVILLA,
FILIPPO

Ottetto in E-flat
Major

1111/2110

Andraud/
Pizzi(1918)

DALLY, ORIEN E.

Reverie

2122/1000

Andraud/Wit
(1933)

DOWNEY, JOHN

Octet for Wind
Instruments
(1956-58)

chamber winds

Composer, 7739
N. Eastlake
Terrace,
Chicago, 111.
60607

Partita No. 1

0222/2000

WIN, ed
Weinmann

Partita No. 2

0222/2000

WIN, ed.
Weinmann

Partita No. 3

0222/2000

WIN, ed.
Weinmann

Partita No. 4

0222/2000

WIN, ed.
Weinmann

Partita No. 5

0222/2000

WIN, ed.
Weinmann

DRUSCHETZKY,
GEORGES

(8)

405

DRUSCHETZKY,
GEORGES
(Con't.)

Partita No. 6

0222/2000

WIN, ed.
Wei nmann

DUBOIS, THEODORE

First Suite

2122/1000

Heu(1898)/
ALe/TP

Second Suite

2122/1000

MB/ALe

EINEM,
GOTTEFRIED

Alpbacher Tanzserenade, Op. 17

0122/2100

TP(rent)UE

FAURE, GABRIEL

Nocturne

1221/2000

Ham

FELLEGARA,
VITTORIO

Otteto (1953)

1111/1210

ESZ/B-M
(rent)

GAL, HANS

Divertimento,
Op. 22 (1924)

1121/2100

Andraud/Leu

GOUVY, LOUIS

Octet in E-flat
Major, Op. 71

1122/2000

Andraud/Kis

Two Canzonas

chamber winds

HASSLER, HANS LEO

(1882)

B&N/MR

(8)

HAYDN, FRANZ
JOSEPH

Divertimento in B- 0222/2000
flat, Hoboken 11:41

MR

Divertimento in B- 0222/2000
flat, Hoboken 11:42

MR

Divertimento in B- 0222/2000
flat, Hoboken 11:43

MR/SS

Divertimento in F,
Hoboken 11:44

0204/2000

MR

Divertimento in F,
Hoboken 11:45

0204/2000

MR

Divertimento in Eflat

0222/2000

TP(rent)
UE arr.
Geiringer

Octet in F Major

0222/2000

Int(1951)/
Kahnt/Pet

1122/2000

STI

HENNEBERG, RICHARD Serenade

406
HERMANS, NICO

Bagatellen (1964)

2221/0100

SD/Pet

HOMS, JOAQUIM

Octet de Vent
(1968)

111,bcl,0/1111

See

HORVATH, J.

Redundanz 1

0222/2000

LDo

HOVHANESS, ALAN

Octet

0222/2000

Pet

INGALLS, ALBERT

Woodwind Octet

112,bcl,1/2000

Composer, 65!
24th Ave. NE
Seattle, Wasl
98195

JACOB, GORDON

Divertimento in
E-flat

0222/2000

Hanssler/MR

KLING, HENRY

Spring Poetry,
Idyll

1222/1000

Andraud

KOETSIER, JAN

Oktett (1968)

0222/2000

SD/Pet

KOHN, KARL

Impromptus (1969)

1012/0220

CF(1972)

KREITH, KARL

Partita in C

0222/2000

WIN

LACHNER, FRANZ

Octet in B-flat
Op, 156

1122/2000

Andraud/Kis/
MR

Octet for Winds

0222/2000

OxU

LAZAROF, HENRI

Octet

111,bcl,1/1110

B&B/AMP

LAZZARI, SYLVIO

Octet in F, Op. 20

11,eh,12/2000

Andraud

LESSARD, JOHN

Octet for Winds

1011/220, btrb,0 Gen(1965)

MANEZ OYENS,
TENA DE

Octet (1972)

2111/1101

SD/Pet

MILLS, CHARLES

Concerto Sereno

0222/2000

CoF

MORGAN, DAVID
SYDNEY

Serenade in F,
Op. 37

0222/2000

CoGB

MOUQUET, JULES

Adagio, Aubade
Scherzo, Suite

1122/2000

E-V

MOZART, WOLFGANG
AMADEUS

Divertimento,
K. 182

0222/2000

Pet, ed.
Einstein
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MOZART, WOLFGANG
AMADEUS
(Con't.)

MYSLIVECEK,
JOSEF

Octet, K. 196e

0222/2000

M&M/MR

Partita No. 1 in F

0222/2000

WIN

Partita No. 2 (4th, 0222/2000
5th, 6th), Move
ments of Serenade
No. 10, K. 361

WIN

Partita No. 3 in
E-flat

0222/2000

WIN

Partita No. 4 (1st, 0222/2000
2nd, 3rd, 7th),
movements of
Serenade No. 10, K.
361

WIN

Serenade, K. 182

0222/2000

M&M

Serenade in Bflat, K. 196f

0222/2000

SS

Serenade No. 11 in
E-flat, K. 375
(1781)

0222/2000

BB/BrH/MR/
Hanssler, ed.
Hass

Serenade No. 12 in
C Minor, K. 388
(c. 1784-87)

0222/2000

BB/BrH/MR

Octet in E-flat,
No. 1 (after 1770)

0222/2000

B&H/ES, ed.
RacekSchoentaum

(1962)
Octet in E-flat,
No. 2 (After 1770)

0222/2000

B&H/ES, ed.
RacekSchoentaum
(1962)

Octet in B-Flat,
No. 3 (After 1770)

0222/2000

B&H/ES, ed.
RacekSchoentaum
(1962)

NAIBAUER, GIOVANNI Partita in G

0222/2000

WIN

NEWSON, GEORGE

1112/1110

CoGB

Wind Octet (1951)
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NOVACEK, RUDOLF

Sinfonietta, Op. 48 1122/2000

B&H/M&M

ODSTRCIL, KAREL

Concerto for Per
cussion and Wind
Instruments (1950)

1111/1210

CzM

OYENS, TERRA
DE MAREZ

Octet

2111/1101

SD/Pet

PASCAL, CLAUDE

Octuor

2112/10,Ctpt,00

Dur(1947)E-V

PENTLAND, BARBARA

Octet for Winds
(1948)

1111/2110

Can

PETYREK, FELIX

Divertimento in Bflat Major

2112/2000

TP(rent)UE

RATHBURN, E.

Miniature (1949)

0,pic,111/1210

Can

RAUTAVAARA,
EINOJUHANI

Wind Octet (1964)

1111/2110

MT

REICHEL, BERNARD

Octet (1940-41)

1012/0220

PU

REID, JOHN WILLIAM Octet (1970)

2022/2000

Composer, P.O.
Box 7302, Dal
las, Tex.
75229

REINECKE, KARL

Octet in B-flat,
Op. 216

1122/2000

Kis

REUSS, AUGUST

Octet in B-flat,
Op. 37

0222/2000

Andraud

RIISAGER, KNUDAAGE Sinfonietta

1012/0220

NACWPI

RYCHLIK, JAN

Serenade

0222/2000

CHF(1964)

SALIERI, ANTONIO

Music for a Temple
of the Night

0222/2000

WIN

Serenade No. 1

2202/2000

WIN

Serenade No. 2

2202/2000

WIN

Serenade No. 3

2202/2000

WIN

Serenade No. 4

2202/2000

WIN
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SALLINEN, A.

Serenade (1963)

1111/1111

MT

SCHAT, PETER

Octet (1958)

1111/1210

SD/Pet

SCHERER, HEINRICH

Old French Dance,
Op. 2

1122/2000

Andraud/
Sansone

SCHNEIDER, GEORG

Harmonie-Musik
in F

2022/2000

B&B, ed.
Wollheim

SCHOLZ, ROBERT

Landliche Weisen
in A

0222/2000

Composer, 55
W. 55th St.,
New York, N.Y.
14604

SCHUBERT, FRANZ

Minuet and Finale
in F

0222/2000

AMP/BrH/EdK/
M&M

SELLER, JOSEF

A11egro

0222/2000

WIN

Piece pour la
Harmonie

0222/2000

WIN

3 Salviri

chamber winds

EMU

SOCOR, MATEI

•

(8)

STARZER, JOSEF

Le Matin et Soir

0222/2000

WIN

STIEBER, HANS

Spiel musik yNo. 3

1222/1000

FrH

STRAVINSKY, IGOR

Octet for Wind
Instruments (1923,
rev. 1947)

1012/0220

B&H

TAKACS, JENO

Eine Kleine Tafelmusik Divertimento
Op. 74

0222/2000

A. Glas

TRIBENSEE, JOSEPH

Variations on an
Andante Theme

0222/2000

WIN

Variations on an
Original
Zapfenstreich

0222/2000

WIN

Variations on a
Theme from Der
Champagne

0222/2000

WIN

Variations on a
Theme of Haydn

0222/2000

WIN
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TRIBENSEE, JOSEPH
(Con't.)

Variations on a
Theme of Mozart

0222/2000

WIN

(JHL, ALFRED

Octet for Winds

0222/2000

TP(rent)UE

VENT, JAN

Partita No. 17

2022/2000

CHF(1972)

WAGENSEIL, GEORGE

Divertimento in F,
No. 1 (c. 1760)

02,2eh,02,2000

WIN

Divertimento in F,
No. 2 (c. 1760)

02,^eh,02/2000

WIN

Partita in C
(c. 1760 )

02,2eh,02,2000

WIN

Octet

1122/1100

EdS

WEINGARTNER, FELIX Octet in G, Op. 73

2112/2000

Che

WENDT, JOHANN

Parthia in E-flat

0222/2000

WIN

WINTER, PETER VON

Partita in B-flat
(1804)

0222/2000

WIN

WAILLY, PAUL DE

Eight Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumental on

Publisher

ALBRIGHT, WILLIAM

Introduction,
Passacaglia and
Rondo Capriccioso

101,bcl,0,asax/
1111, p, tack
pno

Composer, I
Mich., Ann
Arbor 481C

ANDRIESSEN,
JURRIAAN

Hommage a Milhaud

1111,sax/1110
vn, va, vc

SD/Pet

ANDRIESSEN, LOUIS

On Jimtny Yancey

1111,sax/1110
1130, pno, cb

SD/Pet

BACH, SVEN-ERICK

Trojanskorna (The
Trojan Women)
Theater Music to
Euripedes' Play

0202/0220, p,
org, pno

STI

BASSETT, LESLIE

Nonet (1967)

1111/1111, pno

Pet(1969)

BEDFORD, DAVID

Trona for Twelve

1111/0220, vn,
va, vc

TP(rent)UE
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BRUN, FRITZ

Passacaille, Op. 25 2121/2000, cb

Andraud/HLe

BUMCKE, GUSTAV

Promenades, Op. 22

21,eh,l,acl,1,
bsax/1000, hp

Andraud

CATURLA ALEJANDRO
GARCIA

Bembe, Tres
Danzas Cubanas

1111/2110, p,
pno

EdS/Fleisher/
E-V

CUSTER, ARTHUR

Stream Music

l(pic)000/2221,
p, hp

Gen

DELDEN, LEX VAN

Fantasia, Op. 87
(1965)

0222/2000, hp

SD/Pet

FELDMAN, MORTON

Ixion (1958)

3011,1110, pno,
vc, cb

Pet

FRANCAIX,
9 ' JEAN
FRANCO, JOHAN

L'Heure du Berger

1122/1010, pno

ScF

The Pilgrim's
Progress

l(pic)l(eh)ll/
0310, p, pno

ACA

GERHARD, ROBERT

Nonet

1111/1111, acc

B-M

GIRON, ARSENIO

Space - Time Orders 120,bcl,1/0210,

CMPLS

gi, xyl

•GRANDERT, J.

Nonett (1964)

1111/1110,bar,vc STI

GUEREC, JEAN
PIERRE

Forme-Couleurs

2120/1200, p(2)

HARTMAN, EMIL

Serenade in B-flat, 1122/2000, vc,
Major, Op. 43
cb

Andraud/
R&E/(1890)

HILLER,
LEJAREN, JR.

Divertimento for
Chamber Ensemble

1,pic,111/1110,
P(2), gtr, cb

TP(rent)

KOZELUH, LEOPOLD

Harmonie No. 2

0222/2000, cb

Sim(1844)

Two Suites

0222/2000, cb

Sim

KRENEK, ERNST

Intrada for Winds,
Op. 51a

0011,220,Ctrp,
10, t

Composer, 623
Chi no Canyon
Dr., Palm
Springs, Ca
92262

KROL, BERNHARD

Musik, Op. 6

0222/2000, va

BrH

EdS(rent)
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LEWIS, P.

Lament for
Mrs. Bridge

l,pic,100,cbn/
2110, p, 3cb

CoF

LINN, ROBERT

Concertino for
Violin and Wind
Octet (1965)

0222/2000, vn

Western
International
Music, 2859
Holt Ave.,
Los Angeles,
Ca. 90034

LUIGINI,
ALEXANDRE

Andante Cantabile
in C, Op. 41

3121/1000, hp

Andraud

Aubade, Op. 13

3121/1000, hp
or pno

Andraud

MARSON, LAUREL
ROSE

Oedipus Rex
(1975)

1100/1212, t

Composer, 1667
Glenmount Ave.,
Akron, Ohio
44301

MASCHEK, VINCENT

Concertino

2022/2000, pno
(4 hands)

B&H

MATOUSEK, LUKAS

Concerto for Per
cussion and Wind
Instruments

1111/1210, p

CzM

MOSS, LAWRENCE

Exchanges (1968)

2200/0220, p

Fereol Publi
cations (rent)
Box 6007,
A1exandria,
Va. 22306

NEWSON, GEORGE

Concerto for Per
cussion and Eight
Winds (1967)

1111/1210, p

CoGB

PLUISTER, S.

Divertimento (1937) 2111/1101, p, cb SD/Pet

REVUELTAS,
SILVESTRE

Tres Sonetos

0031/1201, p,
pno

PIC

RYCHLIK, JAN

African Cycle

1111/2020, pno

CzM(1963)

SCHNABEL, ARTUR

Duodeciment

1,pic,122/1000,
p, hp

B&H

TREMBLOT DE
LA CROIX

Divertimento

chamber winds
(8), P

ALe
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Nine Mixed Winds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

ARRIEU, CLAUDE

Dixtour

2122/1100

Bil

BARTOS, JAN
ZDENEK

Divertimento
No. 1, Op. 79

1222/2000

Pan(1960)

BEETHOVEN,
LUDWIG VAN

Adagio in F (1799)

1222/2000

BrH

BONVIN, LUDWIG

Melodie

1222/2000

B&H/Brtf

Romanze, Op. 19a

1222/2000

BrH

BRAUTGAM, HELMUT

Kleine Jagdmusik,
Op. 11

1222/2000

BrH

CIANCHI, EMILLO

Nonetto

0222,cbn/2000

Paoletti
(1868)

DALBY, MARTIN

Fair Women Like
Fair Jewels Are
(1963)

2(pi c)112/2100

CoGB

DONIZETTI, GAETANO Sinfonia for Winds
(1817)

1222/2000

A1B(1967), ed.
Townsend/Eul
(1970)

FELLEGARA,
VITTORIO

Ottet (1955)

4ww/5br

AU

GOLLER, V.

Fantasie, Op. 36

1122/2100

Che

GOOSENS, EUGENE

Fantasy, Op. 40

1122/2100

ALe/Cur(1926)

Petite Symphonie

1222/2000

EdC

GOUNOD, CHARLES

Petite Symphonie in 1222/2000
B-flat, Op. 90
(1885)

Andraud/Bil/
EdK/TP

GROVLEZ, GABRIEL

Nocturne

1222/2000

Sansone

GOUVY, LOUIS

Petite Suite
Gauloise, Op. 90

1222/2000

Andraud/Pet
UE (1900)
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HEKSTER, WALTER

Relief No. 3 for
1222/2000
nine winds in three
groups (1969)

SD/Pet

HOFFMEISTER,
FRANCOIS

Serenade in E-flat

0222,cbn or
cb/2000

EK, ed. Hess/
Sim

HOLLOWAY, ROBIN

Divertimento

1222/2000

Oxll(rent)

HOMS, JOAQUIM

Octet de Vent

111,bcl,1/1111

See

HOVHANNES, ALAN

Tower Music,
Op. 129

1111/2111

BB

HUMMEL, NEPOMUK

Parthia in E-flat
Op. 25 (1803)

0222,cbn/2000

Hanssler/MR/
WIN

HURNIK, ILJA

Moments Musicaux
(1964)

1202/1210

Art

KLEINSINGER,
GEORGE

Design

2222/1000

AMP/BM/MB

KROMMER, FRANZ .

Octet-Partita in F, 0222,cbn/2000
Op. 57 (before
1791)

Hanssler/MR,
ed. Hellyer
(1970J/WIN

Octet-Partita in B- 0222,cbn/2000
flat, Op. 67
(before 1791)

Hanssler/MR,
ed. Hellyer
(1970)/WIN

Octet-Partita in E- 0222,cbn/2000
flat, Op. 69
(before 1791)

Hanssler/MR,
ed. Hellyer
(1970)/WIN

Partita in E-flat
Op. 71 (before
1791)

0222,cbn/2000

WIN

Harmonie in F, Op.
73 (before 1791)

0222,cbn/2000

WIN

Harmonie In C, Op.
76 (before 1791)

0222,cbn/2000

WIN

Harmonie in F, Op.
77 (before 1791)

0222,cbn/2000

WIN
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KROMMER, FRANZ
(Con't.)

Harmonie in B-flat, 0222,cbn/2000
Op. 78 (before
1791)

FrH/WIN

Octet-Partita in E- 0222,cbn/2000
flat, Op. 79
(before 1791)

FrH/Hanssler/
MR, ed.
Hellyer (1970)
/WIN

Harmonie in F, Op.
83 (before 1791)

0222/2100

WIN

LANGE, GUSTAVE

Nonet in F

1222/2000

Andraud/RuE

LOGOTHETIS,
ANESTIS

Odyssee, Ballet for chamber winds
TP(rent)
9 Players
(9) (variable
instrumentation)

MALZAT, IGNAZ

Parthia (1799)

1,pic,022/2100

WIN

MARTIN, EDGARDO

Concerto for Nine
Wind Instruments
(1944)

1111/2210

Composer, Mu
nicipal Con
servatory,
Havana, Cuba

MESTRES-QUADRENY,
JOSEPH MARIA

Engidus (1967)

4000/0140

See

OTTEN, LUDWIG

Divertimento No.
(1964)

1222/2000

SD/Pet

PISTON, WALTER

Divertimento for
Nine Instruments

chamber winds
(9)

B&H

SAINT-SAENS
CHARLES CAMILLE

Deuxieme Suite

2122/2000

Ba-Nor

SCHEIN, JOHANN

Dances from
Banquetto Musicale

chamber winds
(9)

M&M

SCHOLZ, ROBERT

Second Divertimento 1222/2000

Composer, 55
W. 55th St.,
New York, N.Y.
14604

SCHUBERT, FRANZ

Eine Kleine
Trauermusik in Eflat Minor

B&H/Ens/M&M

0022,cbn/2020
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STALNAKER,
WILLIAM P.

Rondo for Wind
Instruments

121,bcl,1/2100

Composer, Univ
Louisville,. Ky
40222

STANNARD, DEREK

Miniature Suite
Canadienne

112,E-flat, cl,
bcl,1/2000

Can

TRIBENSEE, JOSEPH

Echostucke

0222,cbn/2000

WIN

Partita in E-flat

0222,cbn/2000

WIN

Variations on a
Theme of Gyrowetz

0222/2100

WIN

Nine Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape'
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher
SD/Pet

ANDRIESSEN,
JURRIAAN

Antifona e fusione
(1966)

1111/2210, p

ARMSTRONG, DAVID

The Harsh World
(1960)

101,bcl,0,sax/
Mercury
0320, p, cb, gtr

ARNOLD, MALCOLM

Trevelyan Suite,
Op. 96

3220/2000, vc

Fab

BIALAS, GUNTHER

Partita (1969)

1222/2000, cb

B&N

BOIS, ROB DU

Cercle (1963)

l(pic)l(eh)2
(bcl)2(cbn)/
2100, p, pno

SD/Pet

BORSTLAP, DICK

"Over de verandering en de gelijkheid" (about the
alteration and the
similarity) (1974)

l,000,2asax,
tsax/1130, pno,
cb

SD/Pet

CUNNINGHAM,
MICHAEL

Spring Sonnet

102,bcl,0,a,
tsax/3000, cb

CoA

DONATONI, FRANCO

Movimento (1950)

3021/2100, hpsd, ESZ/B-M
pno
(rent)

EISLER, HANS

Suite No. 1, No. 3, 0021,2sax/
Op. 23 (Potpourri
0211, p, pno
on Russian Folk
songs)

FICHER, JAC0B0

Los Invitadoa, Op.
26 (The Guests)
Ballet (1933)

1011,a,tsax/
0211, p, pno

GRANDERT, J.

86T

10,eh,0,bcl,0,
STI
cbn,bsax/0222, p,
pno

HANDEL, GEORG
FREDRICH

Firework Music II

0201/3300, t

EMB

HEFU, J.

Cycle, Op. 16
(1969)

101,bcl,1/1220,
pno

LDo

HOVHANESS, ALAN

Is There Survival
Ballet Suite

0040,asax/0400,
t, p(3)

Pet(rent)

Symphony No. 17 for 6000/0030, p(5)
Metal Orchestra

Pet(rent)

IPPOLITOV, IVANOV

Dans la Mosquee in
D Major

2112/3000, t

MS

JANACEK, LEOS

Capriccio fur
Klavier (lefthand)
(1926)

1,pic,000/02
2,2Ftrb,l,Klv

B&N/B&H

MAIBEN, WILLIAM

Music for HFAC
(1973)

1400/2200, p,
4vn

Composer

PENDERECKI,
KRZYSZTOF

Actions for Jazz
Ensemble

SS/B-M
1 bcl)000,tsax
(B-flatcljtsax
(1972)
(ssax)bsax/03
(rent)
(flhn,D)20, trap
set, ele org, cb,
gtr, ele bs

POULENC, FRANCIS

Suite Francaise
(1935)

0202/0230, p,
hpsd

Dur

REIZENSTEIN, FRANZ Serenade in F,
Op. 29

1222/2000, cb

B&H

RUHLAND, PAUL

1011,asax/1310,
p, pno, cb

CAPAC

Concerto for Wood
winds and Brass

TP(rent)UE

Fleisher
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TOCH, ERNST

Miniature Overture
(c. 1935)

2121/0210, p(2)

SS/B-M(rent)

TORTANI, LINO

Music for Twelve
Instruments, No. 2

3000,3sax/0120,
t, gong, hp

ESZ/B-M
(rent)

TREMBLAY, GEORGE

Champs II
(Souffles) (1968)

2110/1220, p,
pno, cb

Can

Epithai ami urn

llll,asax/llll,
P

ACA/CoF

VARESE, EDGARD

Hyperprism (1922)

100,E-flatcl,0/ ECK/Sch
3,2Ctrp,l,btrb, (rent)
0, p(5) perform
ing upon 32 misc.
percussion

VLAD, ROMAN

Serenade (1959)

1222/2000, eel,
2va

ESZ/B-M
(rent)

Ten Mixed Winds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

ANDRIESSEN,
JURRIAAN

Respiration Suite
(1962)

2222/2000

SD/Pet

BALLOU, ESTHER
WILLIAMSON

Suite for Winds

2222/2000

CoF

BAUMONT, ADRIAN

Concerto for Double 2222/2000
Wind Quintet (1967)

CoGB

BERNARD, EMILE

Divertissement,
Op. 36 (c. 1890)

2222/2000

Dur/E-V

BLACHER, BORIS

Estniche Taenze
Op. 9

chamber winds

B&B

BLATTNER, ORRIN

Two American
Sketches

2222/2000

Wit

BOHN, YOHANEN

Divertimento

2222/2000

SMP

BRESGEN, CESAR

Woodwind Music,
Op. 17

chamber winds

CFV/Pet

(10)

(10)

419

CAPLET, ANDRE

Suite Persane

2222/2000

Composer
Curtis
Institute,
Philadelphia,
Pa. 19103

EGK, WERNER

Divertissement

1222(or cbn)/

S&C

2100

ENESCO, GEORGES

Dixtour, Op. 14
(1906)

21,eh,22/2000

EdS (1965)

FRANCAIX, JEAN

Danses

chamber winds

ScF

(10)

9 Pieces
Caracteristiques

2222/2000

ScF

Seascape, Op. 53
(1958)

chamber winds

KPM

GRAINGER, PERCY

Walking Tune (1940)

2222/2000

GREY, GEOFFREY

Serenade for Double 2222/2000
Wind Quintet (1967)

CoGB

HAMILTON, IAIN

Sonatas and Vari
ants for 10 winds

1111/2211

S&C/B-M

HARREX, PATRICK

Antiphonies (1967)

l,afl,2(eh)l,
bcl,2/2000

CoGB

HAYDN, FRANZ
JOSEPH

Feldpartituer
0223,cbn/2000
Chorale St. Antoine

HOMS, JOAQUIN

Polifonia (1965)

GIPPS, RUTH

JADASSOHN, SALOMON Serenade, Op. 104c

(10)

11,eh,02/0230

Upsala, see AU

Friends of
Music Library,
Vienna
See

JANACEK, LEOS

Large Symposium

2221/1110

Andraud
CHF (1972)

JONES, LEWIS

Music for Winds

2222/2000

CoGB

KIMPTON, GEOFFREY

Sinfonietta (1967)

2222/2000

CoGB

KROMMER, FRANZ

Partita in B-flat,
Op. 45, No. 1
(before 1791)

0222,cbn/2100

WIN

2222/2000

420

LELEU, JEANNE

Suite Symphonique

22(eh),11/1210,
p, pno

Andraud/
ALe/MB

LANGLEY, JAMES

Sinfonia for Ten
Wind Instruments
(1967)

2222/2000

CoGB

LILXEN, IGNACE

Sonatine
Apollinique (1939)

2222/2000

SD/Pet

LUTYENS, ELIZABETH Divertissement for 2222/2000
Double Wind Quintet

B-M(rent)

Music for Wind, Op. 2222/2000
60 (1964)

S&C/B-M
(rent)

Structures for 10
Wind Instruments
(1953)

1,pic,1,eh,11/

Composer

Symphony for 10
Wind Instruments,
Op. 33

2(pic,bfl)2
(eh)2(bcl)2

MCCAULEY,
WILLIAM A.

Five Miniatures
(1968)

1111/2211

Can

MILHAUD," DARIUS

Symphony No. 5 for
Winds (from Five
Little Symphonies)
(1922)

2(pic)l,eh,l
bcl,2/2000

JB/MCA/TP
(rent)UE
(1922)

MORGAN, DAVID
SYDNEY

Trine, Op. 47

2(pic)l,eh,l,
bcl,2/2000

CoGB

MOZART, WOLFGANG
AMADEUS

Divertimento in E- 02,2eh,22/2000
flat, No. 3, K. 166
(1773)

BB/MR/WIN

Divertimento in B- 02,2eh,22/2000
flat, No. 4, K. 186
(1773)

BB/BrH/MR

NAGEL, ROBERT

Divertimento for
Ten Winds (1951)

1111/2211

Men

PERSICHETTI,
VINCENT

Serenade No. 1,
Op. 1 (1929)

1111/2211

E-V

MAXFIELD, RICHARD

MCCABE, JOHN

1120

B-M/Nov

2000

421

RAFF, JOSEPH

Sinfonietta in F
Major, Op. 188

2222/2000

Kis

RATHAUS, KAROL

Divertimento for
Ten Winds

2222/2000

AMP/B&H

RAZZI, F.

Musica (1968)

0312/0220

ESZ

REED, ALFRED

Double Wind Quintet 1111/2211

EMB(1973)

SAINT-SAENS,
CHARLES

Bacchanale, from
Samson and Delilah

21,eh,22/2000

Andraud

SCHMITT, FLORENT

Divertissement,
Op. 36

2222/2000

Dur

Lied et Scherzo,
Op. 54

2222/2000

Dur/E-V
(1910)

SCHRECK, GUSTAVE

Divertimento in E
Minor, Op. 40

2,pic,122/2000

AMP/B&H

SCHUBERT, FRANZ

Minuet No. 1
(c. 1811}

020,2Ccl,2/2
Chn,2Ctpt,00

B&N(1970)

Minuet No. 2
(c. 1811)

020,2Ccl,2/2
Fhn,2Ftpt,00

B&N(1970)

Minuet No. 3
(c. 1811)

020,2ccl,2/2
Dhn,2Dtpt,00

B&N(1970)

SCHULLER, GUNTHER

Double Wind and
Brass Quintet

1111/2211

AMP(rent)

SPORCK, GEORGES

Landscapes of
Normandy

2222/2000

Andraud

STAMITZ, KARL

Seven Partitas,
No. 1

2222/2000

Hummel

Seven Partitas,
No. 2

2222/2000

Hummel

Seven Partitas,
No. 3

2222/2000

Hummel

Seven Partitas,
No. 4

2222/2000

Hummel
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STAMITZ, KARL
(Con't.)

SYDEMAN, WILLIAM

Seven Partitas,
No. 5

2222/2000

Hummel

Seven Partitas,
No. 6

2222/2000

Hummel

Seven Partitas,
No. 7

2222/2000

Hummel

Music

chamber winds

See

(10)

TANEYEV, A.

Andante

2222/2000

M&M

TOMLINSON, ERNEST

Concertino for Ten
Wind Instruments
(1957)

1,pic,1,eh,22/

Cha

Parthie in B-flat

0222,cbn/2100

WIN

Variations on an
Original Theme

0222,cbn/2100

WIN

WANEK, FRIEDRICH

Nocturne (1970)

2222/2000

SS

WASHBURN, ROBERT

Concertino

1111/2211

Oxll

WOOD, R. W.

Sequenza (1967)

2222/2000

CoGB

ZEHM, FRIEDRICH

KonzertstUck

2222/2000

SS

TRIBENSEE, JOSEPH

2000

Ten Mixed'Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

ARNELL, RICHARD

Serenade, Op. 57

2222/2000, cb

HE/Pet/(rent)

BAUER, MARION

Aquarelle, Op. 31,
No. 2

2222/2000, 2cb

CoF

Patterns, Op. 31,
No. 2

2222/2000, cb

CoF

Dimensioni

1122,sax/1110, t ESZ/B-M(rent)

BELFIORE, TURI

423

BIRTWISTLE,
HARRISON

The World is
Discovered

21,eh,l,bsthn or TP(rent)UE
bcl,2/2000, hp,
gtr

BRANT, HENRY

Conclave (1955)

8ww/0110, p, pno CF(rent)

Street Music (1949) l(pic)200,2
sax/0221, p

CF(rent)

DOST, RUDOLF

Le Bal de
Beatrice D'Este

2122/21000, hp

Ba-Nor

DVORAK, ANTONIN

Serenade in D
Minor, Op. 44
(1878)

0222,cbn/3000,
vc, cb

Int/EdK/MR

ELOY, J. C.

Equivalences

ll,eh,2,E-flat
Heu/TP
cl,1/1110, p(6), (rent)
pno

FRID, G^ZA

Twelve Metamorphosen, Op. 54a
(1963)

2222/2000, pno

SD/Pet

HEMEL, OSCAR VAN

Divertimento No. 2
(1959)

2222/0200, pno

SD/Pet

HOLBROOKE, JOSEF

Serenade, Op. 61b

01,eh,10,5asax/ Andraud
0100,bar, hp, va

HOLMQVIST, EVALD

Dockornas
Herdaspel, Op. 7

2222/2000, t, p

STI

KETTING, OTTO

Due Canzoni per
Orchestra (1957)

112,bcl,1/2110,
p, eel, hp

SD/Pet

MAYER, WILLIAM

Essay for Brass and 1111/2211, sndr
Winds (1954)

B&H(1965)

MCCAULEY,
WILLIAM A.

Saskatchewan Suite 111,bcl,1/1220,
(from the film "The t, p, hp
Face of Saskatche
wan") (1956)

Can

PETYREK, FELIX

Arabian Suite

2122/2010, t, p, TP(rent)UE
hp, cb

RAJNA, THOMAS

Serenade (1959)

2111/2210, t, p, CoGB
cem, pno

424

SKALKOTTAS, KOS

Andante Sostenuto

1212/1111, t, p

TP

STRAVINSKY, IGOR

Concertino for
Twelve Instruments

11,eh,12/021,
btrb,0, vn, vc

Che/Sch/WH

SURINACH, CARLOS

David and Bathsheba Ballet

2022/2200, p,
hp, 2cb

AMP(rent)

Eleven Mixed Winds
Composer
BRAUER, MAX

Title

Instrumentation

Pan Suite in B-flat 2222,cbn/2000
Major

Publisher
B&H

CASADESUS, FRANCIS London Sketches
(1916)

2322/2000

EdS/SM

CHRISTIANSEN,
CHRISTIAN

Leksaksaken, svit

2122/2110

CGm

COLE, HUGO

Serenade for Winds
(1966)

2223,asax/1000

Nov

DELDEN, LEX VAN

Sinfonia No. 7, Op. 2(pic)23(bcl)
83 (Sinfonia Con2/2000
certante) (1964)

SD/Pet

FINKE, FIDELIO F.

Suite No. 5

1111/2221

BrH

HELM, EVERETT

Suite for Small
Orchestra

2111/2220

HMP

LEWIS, P.

Sestina

222,bcl,2/2000

CoF

MENDELSSOHN, FELIX Notturno in C Major 1322/2100
Doberaner Blasmusik

SS

POLOLANIK, ZDENEK

Chamber Symphony

1222/2110

CzM

PONSE, LUCTOR

Euterpe, Op. 37
(1964)

2232/2000

SD/Pet

PORCELIJN, DAVID

Continuations
(1968)

2(pic,afl)2(eh)
2(bcl)2/2,Ctrp,

SD/Pet

00

425

PRAGG, HENRI C.
VAN

Music for Wind
Instruments (1965)

2(pic)2(eh)3
(bcl)2/2000

SD/Pet

RAYKI, GYORGY

Burleske (1953)

1(pic)122/3110

TP(rent)UE

VERN, A.

Nocturne en
Harmonie

1222/2110

EdH

Eleven Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

ANDRIESSEN,
JURRIAAN

Rouw Past Elektra
(1954)

1212/1220, t, p

SD/Pet

BIRTWISTLE,
HARRISON

Verses for
Ensembles

l(pic,afl)1(eh)
l,E-flatci,bcl,
l(cbn)/1220, p
(3)

TP(rent)UE

DAMASE, JEAN
MICHEL

Divertimento

2121/2210, t,
hp or pno

EdS

HANDEL, GEORG
FREDRICH

Firework Music I

0302/3300, t

EMB

KANITZ, ERNEST

Serenade for Wind
Instruments

2122,asax/
1200, p, pno

Composer, 6106
Murietta, Van
Nuys, Ca.
91409

KAPR, JAN

Omagio alia tromba
(In Praise of the
Trumpet) for Cham
ber Orchestra

2021/3111, t,
pno

CzM

LEWIS, ART

Pieces of Eight

1231,2tsax/
1000,bar,p

CoA

LINDEN, ROBERT
VAN DER

In an Old-Fashioned 221(bcl)l,asax/
Way
2011, p(5
groups)

NAUMANN, SIEGFRIED Music for Ten Wind
Instruments,
Contra-Bassoon and
Timpani

SD/Pet

2222,cbn/2000, t STI

426

STRINGHAM, EDWIN
JOHN

Nocturne

222,acl,2/2000,
hp

SWIFT, RICHARD

Domains III, for 4
Groups of Instru
ments

I. fl,cl,hp,vc; TP(rent)
II. asax,hn,vib;
III. Ctrp,trb,tu,
p,pno; IV. pic,
ob,cl,bcl, eel

TCHEREPNIN,
NIKOLAI

Sonatina, Op. 61

2(pic)2(eh)12/
1210, t, xyl

Pet/Be

VARESE, EDGARD

Integrales
(1924-25)

0,2pic,l,l,Eflatcl/l,Ctrp,
Dtrp,l,btrb,
cbtrb,0, p(4)
performing upon
19 misc. per
cussion

ECK/Sch
(rent)

WATSON, WILLIAM

Serenade for Wind
8ww/2100, pno,
Instruments, Double cb
Bass and Piano

Fleisher

Chung Chi
College

Twelve Mixed Winds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

CERHA, FRIEDRICH

Curriculum for
Winds

0222/2111,euph

UE

GWILT, DAVID

Suite for Woodwind
and Brass (1965)

2121/2220

Nov

JACOB, GORDON

Old Wine in New
Bottles

2222/2200

0x11(1960)

JADIN, LOUIS

Symphonie fur
Blasinstrumente

2022/2210, serp

FrH

JAROCH, JIRT

Metamorphoses
(1967-68)

2222/2110

CzM/B&N/Pan
(1972)

JOSEPHS, WILFRED

Concerto a Dodici,
Op. 21

l,pic,l,eh,l,
bcl,l,cbn/llll

JoW

KLUSAK, J.

Obrazy (Pictures)

2222/1210

Art

427

KOHN, KARL

Concert Music for
Twelve Wind
Instruments

22,eh,2,bcl,2/

LESSARD, JOHN

Concerto for Wind
Instruments

2122/2210

NUNES, EMMANUEL

Dawn Wo

l(pic)afl(pic), Job/TP
l,eh,l,E-flatcl,
l,cbn/2110

PERILHOU, ARMAND

Divertissement

2222/4000

TRIBENSEE, JOSEPH

"Echo" Partita (for I. 0221/2000
two chamber wind
II. 0111/2000 "
groups) (c. 1800)

CF(rent)

2000

Mercury/TP
(rent)

Heu
WIN

Twelve Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher
SD/Pet

ANDRIESSEN, LOUIS

II Principe (1974)

2222/3001, pno,
bgtr

BECKETT, WHEELER

Little Prelude for
Winds

2222/2200, t, gl Composer

BON WILLEM
FREDERIK

Passacaglia in
Blue (1972)

2(pic)222/2110
cb

SD/Pet

BOZZA, EUGENE

Overture for a
Ceremony

0000,4saxes or
hns/0,3Ctpt,3,
btrb,l, 4t, p
0)

ALe

CLEMENTI, ALDO

Ideograms.No. 1

2031/3210, p(2), CF/MCA
xyl, pno, cb

DELAMARTER, ERIC

Piety Doe's Grem
lins (Ballet for
Winds)

3(pic)131/2101,
hp

DELDEN LEX, VAN

Piccolo [Small]
Concerto, Op. 67
(1960)

2(pic)22(E-flat) SD/Pet
2/2200, t, p(2),
pno

Wit

428

FIELDS, F.

Chant Ritual No. 1

chamber winds
(12), t

SMP

GAILLARD, M. F.

Guyanes

2222/2200,

Heu/TP(rent)

P(2),

pno

GIURANNA

Episodi

2222/2200, t,
pno

B-M/Ric

GUZEC, JEAN
PIERRE

Textures
Enchainees

211,E-flatcl,
bcl,0/2220,
P(3), hp

EdS(rent)

HELY-HUTCHINSON

The Young Idea
(Rhapsody for
Piano, Winds and
Percussion)

2122/2210, t,
p(3), pno

GaM

HUGGLER, JOHN

Music for 13
213(bcl)2(cbn)
Instruments, Op. 75 /2110, vc

Pet/ACA

LA PEYRE, THERESE

To John Glenn,
Ballade dans le
Cosmos

EMT

MILHAUD, DARIUS

Grands Feux, Op.182 2011,sax/2221, p Composer

MOZART, WOLFGANG
AMADEUS

Serenade No. 10 in 022,2bsthn,2/
B-flat, K. 361 (new 4000, cb
K. 370a) (1784)

BB/B&H/Hanssler/LC
photo facsimile/MR

ROCHBERG, GEORGE

Black Sounds

2(pic)l,E-flat
cl,bcl,0/2221,
p(4), pno, or
eel

TP(rent)

SCHUYT, NICO

Discorsi Capricciosi (1965)

12(eh)2(bcl)2/
2111, t, p(2)

SD/Pet

TOCH, ERNST

Three Pantomines

2(pic)222/2200,
t, p

B-M

VLIJMEN, JAN VAN

Serenata 1 (196364, rev. 67)

2222/2020, p

SD/Pet(rent)

2222/1210, t,
p, hp

429

Thirteen Mixed Winds
Title'

Instrumentation

Publisher

CHILDS, BARNEY

Music for Winds

2222,tsax/llll

AMC

CLOSE, MICHAEL

Oohs and Ahs for
13 Unlucky Winds

222,bcl,2/4000

Composer, RR
5, Lebanon,
Ind. 46052

HEDWALL, LENNART

Partita for 13
Winds (1961)

2222/2210

STI

HERMANS, NICO

Ballet des Petits
Pieds (1972)

2(pic)3(eh)22/
2200

SD/Pet

ILLIN, EVZEN

Embarrassing Epi
2222/2210
sodes from the Life
of Mr. X, Y for
Trumpets and Wind
Orchestra

CzM

OLTHUIS, KEES

Marionetten (1972)

SD/Pet

STRAUSS, RICHARD

Serenade in E-flat, 2222,cbn/4000
Op. 7 (1881-82)

EdK/TP/MR/UE

Suite in B-flat,
Op. 4 (1883-84)

AMP/Leu/M&M/
WIN

2(pic)222/3200

2222,cbn/4000

Thirteen Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

ALTENA, LUCAS
VAN REGTEREN

Suite

2(pic)2(eh)3
(bcl)2/2200, t,
P

SD/Pet(rent)

AUBIN, ANTHONY

Kirchenfenster
(Vitrail)

2000/3431, t,
P

ALe

2232/2200, t,
P. pno

SD/Pet

BOEDIJN, GERARD H. Five Concertante
Epigram-Sketches,
Op. 159 (1959)

430

BONSEL, ADRIAAN

Folkloristische
Suite (1958)

2(pic)2(ehs)3
(bcl)2/2200, t,
P

SD/Pet(rent)

DELDEN LEX, VAN

Sinfonia No. 5,
Op. 65 (1969)

3222/2200, t,
p, pno

Pet

GRABNER, HERMAN

Perkeo Suite for
Wind Orchestra,
Op. 15

l,pic,222,cbn/
4000, p

Kahnt

JEFFERS, RONALD H. In Memorium (1973)

2000/0, 11 tpt,
00, p, pno

State Univ. of
N.Y., Stony
Brook, 11790

JELINEK, HANNS

Heitere Symphonie
(Symphony No. 3),
Op. 8

0000,sax/4332,
P(3)

Composer

KETTING, OTTO

Variazioni per
Orchestra (1960)

22(eh)3(bcl)2/
2200, p, hp

SD/Pet

KOPP, FREDERICK

Terror Suite

0000,3sax/3331,
t, p(3), pno

See

NELHYBEL, VACLAV

Toccata for Harpsi
chord and Winds

2,pic,12,bcl,1/ ECK(1973)
1220, p(2),. hpsd

REGRENEN ALLENO,
LUCAS VAN

Suite (1960)

2(pic)2(eh)3
bcl) 2/2200, p
4)

SERLY, TIBOR

Contrapuntal Diver 2222/2210, t,
timento for Winds
p(2), gl, xyl
and Percussion

SMP

SHERIFF, NOAM

Music for Wood
winds, Trombone,
Piano and Brass

2,afl,2,eh,2,
bcl,2,cbn/0010
pno, cb

B&H

STRAVINSKY, IGOR

Monumentum pro
Gesualdo (1960)

0202/4230, 2vn,
va, vc

B&H

TOCH, ERNST

Sinfonietta, Op. 97 3222/2200, t, p, B-M(rent)
gl, vib, xyl

SD/Pet

431

Fourteen Mixed Winds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

BLACKWOOD, EASLEY

Chamber Symphony,
Op. 2 (1955)

223(bcl)3(cbn}/
4000

E-V

CONSTANT, MARIUS

Winds

2121/2231

EdS

LAUBER, JOSEP

Serenade for
Fourteen Wind
Instruments

1,pic,1,eh,22/

Luetzinger,
Bassoonist,
Switz.

2220

Fourteen Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer
BELFIORE, TURI

Title
Paradigmi

Instrumentation

Publisher

2131/2110, p(2), ESZ/B-M(rent)
xyl, pno

BLACKBURN, MAURICE Concertino in C
Major for Piano,
Woodwind and Brass

2222/2220, pno

Can(1948)

COYNER, LOW

0000,5sax/0540,
p, pno, gtr,
ele gtr

Composer,
Chatham Col
lege, Pitts
burgh, Pa.
15232

GERSCHEFSKI, EDWIN Pastorale, Op. 4B

1124/40,cor, 10
t, p

ACA

HESPOS, HANSJOACHIM

Sound (1970)

OOl.E-flatcl,
Riedel
Ccl,0,s,t,bsax/
10, Ctpt,Dtpt,Eflatpic, cor,a,t,
btrb,l, 3cb, ele
gtr

JIRKO, IVAN

Sonate for 14 Winds 2(pic)222(cbn),
and Timpani (1967) 22(c)20, t(3)

CzM(1972)

JOLAS, BETSY

Points D'Aube

TP(rent)

Gentle Jangle
(1970)

2040/2333, va

432

JONSSON, JOSEF

Suite for Wind
Instruments and
Percussion, Op. 53

2222/2220, t, p

STI

POOT, MARCEL

Suite for Wind
Instruments

2222/2220, t, p

TP(rent)UE

ROLLIN, ROBERT

Seven Sound Images
on Seven Stanzas
by a Child

2222/2220, p(3), GaM(rent)
pno

VARESE, EDGARD

Deserts (1954)

ECK/Sch(rent)
2(2pic)02(Eflat,acl,bscl)
0/2,Dtpt,2Ctpt,
31,cbtu, p(5)
performing upon
4t and 31 other
misc. percussion

SKLENICKA, KAREL

Concerto for Wind
Instruments and
Contrabass

2222/2220, cb

CzM

SPOHR, LOUIS

Notturno, Op. 34
(1820s)

l(pic)223(cbn)/
22,posthn,10,
tri, cy, bdr

AIB(1966)

STUESSY, JOE

Twelve Tones in
Search of a Redbud

2000/12br, p,
pno, cb

NACWPI

SUCHY, FRANTISEK

Serenade for Wind
Instruments

3332/3000

CzM

THIRIET, M.

Musique de Cour

2222/2220, t, p, Heu/TP(rent)
hp, pno

WARREN, R.

Music for Harlequin 2221/2221, t, p

Nov

Fifteen Mixed Winds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

HEKSTER, WALTER

Early One Morning
(1972)

2(pic,afl)1(eh)
3(bcl)0/4221

SD/Pet

KEULEN, GEERT VAN

Chords (1974)

02,eh,2,bcl,2/3, SD/Pet
2Ctpt,2btrb,0

433

KEULEN, GEERT VAN
(Con't.)

Interchrome (1973)

02,eh,2,bcl,2/3, SD/Pet
2Ctpt,2btrb,0

LAMPE, WALTHER

Serenade for Fif
teen Wind
Instruments, Op. 7

22,eh,2,bcl,2,
cbn/4000

Andraud/BB/
Sim

MOSER, F. J.

Serenade fur 15
Blaser, Op. 35

2(pic)2,eh,2,
bcl,2,cbn/4000

UE

PABLO, LUIS DE

La Libertad Sonrie
(1971)

chamber winds
(15), (variable
positions)

EdS(rent)

SIEBERT, FRIEDRICH Serenade fur Blaser 6ww/9br

Noack

WILLIS, RICHARD

Sonata

chamber winds
(15)

NACWPI

ZIMMERMAN, BERND
ALOIS

Rheinische
Ki rmestanze

2,pic,222,cbn/

SS

2111

Fifteen Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

ANTONIOU, THEODORE Threnos (1972)

7ww/8br, p(2),
pno

NACWPI

BAUDO, SERGE

Trois Danses
Patennes

2232/2220, t, p, MB
bells, vib, xyl,
cb

BRANT, HENRY

Verticals
Ascending

I. 0202, opt
MCA/B-M
asax/0210 II.
l,pic,01,acl,
bcl,0/2001, t,
chimes, gl, vib,
opt ele org

CASTALDO, JOSEPH

Theoria (1972)

10ww/5br, p(3),
pno

Composer, 313
S. Broad St.,
Philadelphia,
Pa. 19107

CLARKE, HENRY

Points West

2221/2231, p

ACA

434

DIJK, JAN VAN

Serenade (1959)

3(.pic)3(eh)3
(bcl)2/2200, p,
t, pno

ELOY, J. C.

Poly-Chronies

2030/2440, p(6), Heu/TP(rent)
hp, pno

ERBSE, HEIMO

Divertimento for
Mozart, No. 3

222,2bsthn,3/
2200, t

FRIED, OSKAR

Adagio and Scherzo, 3333/3000, t,
Op. 2
2 hp

Andraud/B&H

FUSSELL, CHARLES

Fantasy - Sonatas
2(pic)131/322,
for Winds (c. 1965) btrb,0, p(3),
pno, cb

Composer

SD/Pet

TP(rent)UE

GERSCHEFSKI, EDWIN Concert Minuet,
Op. 4C

1121,3sax/40,
2cor,10, t

HARTMAN, KARL
AMADEUS

Konzert fur Viola,
Klavier, Blaser,
und Schiag

3033/0330, t, p, B-M
pno, vn

HUBICKI, M.

Irish Fantasy

2222/4300, t, p, GaM
eel, hp

INGHELBRECHT,
DESIRE EMILE

Six Swedish Dances

2222/2230, p, t

EdS/FrC

KETTING, OTTO

Interieur (Ballet
Musik) (1963)

22(eh)2(bcl)l/
2321, p(4), hp

SD/Pet

REIMANN, A.

Monumenta fur
Blaser und Pauken
(1960)

21,eh,22/3220, t B&B

ROREM, NED

Sinfonia

2,pic,2,eh,1,
Ac!,E-flatcl,
bcl,2,cbn/2000,
t, p, pno, eel
(ad lib)

Pet

WILLIS, RICHARD

Sonants (1972)

2,pic,2(eh)2
(bcl)2/2220,
P(2)

Composer,
Baylor Univ.,
Waco, Tex.
76703

ACA
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Sixteen Mixed Minds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

EISMA, MILL

Five Roses for
Diana

3(2pic)3(eh)3
SD/Pet
(bcl)3(cbn)/4000

FORTNER, WOLFGANG

Blasermusik

22,eh,2,bcl,2,
cbn/3110

0TTERL00, WILLEM
VAN

Symphonietta (1943) 3(pic)3(eh)3
SD/Pet
(bcl)3(cbn)/4000

SCHAT, PETER

Clockwise and Anti- 3333/4000
Clockwise (1967)

SD/Pet

STRAUSS, RICHARD

Sonatina for Winds
(1943)

222,Ccl,bsthn,
bcl,2,cbn/4000

B&H(1964)

Symphony for Winds
(1944-45)

222,Ccl,bsthn,
bcl,2,cbn/4000

B&H

Akrata

0,pic,l,0,E-flat B&H(1968)
cl,B-flatcl, Bflatcbcl,1,
2cbn/2,3Ctpt,21

XENAKIS, IANNIS

SS

Sixteen Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

ANDRIESSEN,
JURRIAAN

Movimenti III
(1974)

2222/2231, p,
vn, va, vc

SD/Pet

DIJK, JAN VAN

Serenade (1959)

2,pic,2,eh,3,
bcl,2,2200, t,
p, pno

SD/Pet

EDWARDS, GEORGE

Monopoly

5260/1110, mar,
xyl, pno

ACA

FELDERHOF, JAN

Music for Wind and
Brass Instruments
with Percussion
(1930)

2232,asax/2211,
P

SD
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FINKE, FIDELIO F.

Suite No. 4

2222/2231, t, p

BrH

KETTING, OTTO

Time Machine
(1972)

03(eh)03(cbn)/
4330, p(3)

SD/Pet

KEURIS, TRISTAN

Kwartet voor
orkest (1966-67)

3330,asax/0330,

SD/Pet

Studies on Reflec
tive Surfaces

2222/2231, t,

MCGINNIS, DONALD

p, vc, cb

P(6), xyl, hp

Composer, Ohio
State Univ.,
Columbus
43201

MORGAN, DAVID

Concerto for Wind
3232/2211, t
and Percussion
p(3)
Instruments, Op. 55

Composer

MORITZ, EDVARD

Concerto for Wind
2,pic,22,bcl,
and Percussion
2/2211, t, p(3)
Instruments, Op. 55

Composer

Divertimento,
Op. 63

2,pic,222/4300,
t, p(2), hp

Composer

Kleine Dagmuziek
(Aubade voor
blazers contrabassen en celesta)
(1959)

3(pic)2(eh)22/
2221, t, p,cel
(ad lib), 2cb

SD/Pet(rent)

VERHAAR, ARY

Seventeen Mixed Winds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

DAVIES, PETER

St. Michael Sonata
for 17 Winds

2222/31,Dtrp,2,
btrb,l

S&C/B-M

MOSER, F. J.

Suite fiir 17
Blasinstrumente,
Op. 37

2,pic,2,eh,2
E-flatcl,bcl,
2,cbn/4000

T&J

SCHNEIDER, RENE

Exorde

0,pic,ll,E-flat TP
cl,bcl,l,cbn/
3220,btrb,l,cbtu

VLIJMEN, JAN VAN

Per Diciassette

3(pic,afl)3 (eh, SD/Pet(rent)
ob'da)2(bcl) 4
(cbn), tsax/4000
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Seventeen Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Pub!isher

BANCQUART, ALAIN

Palimpsestes

2222/4230, 2(p), TP
mallets, 2 hp

BECKERATH, ALFRED
VON

Sinfonie

220,2E-flatcl,
S&C
0/2E-flatwaldhn,
2tenorhn,2,2,2,
bar, t, p

CHARPENTIER, R.

Suite Fran£aise

32(eh)22/2222,
t, hp

Eds. Fran.

KOETSIER, JAN

Intrada Classica
(1971)

2222/2241
p, hp

SD/Pet

KRENEK, ERNST

Kleine Blasermusik, 222,E-flatcl, 2, TP(rent)/UE
Op. 70a (1931)
cbn/22Ctpt 21,
t, sndr, sus cy,
cym, 2tri

MACHE, FRANCOISBERNARD

Rituel d'Oubil

203,2E-flatcl,
cbcl,2/0340,
P(4)

EdS

ZONN, PAUL

Grinnell
Processionals

0,pic,3-6-3,
3-6/2221, 3t,
P(4)

ACA

Eighteen Mixed Winds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

BINKERD, GORDON

In Dulci Jubilo

1,pic,222/3331

AMP

KLEBE, G.

Missa (Miser ere
nobis)

2232/3231

B&B

SEYFRIED, IGNAZ

Haydn's Hymn

0444,2cbn/4000

WIN
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Eighteen Mixed Hinds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

ANDRIESSEN, LOUIS

Spektakel

3333,a,tsax/
SD/Pet
4000, p(6), org,
va, bgtr

BEHRENS, JACK

Green Center, Op.
45 (Musical Inter
pretation of a
Painting of Ken
Lochhead)

1132,sax/1332
euph, p

Composer

HENZE, HANS WERNER Undine (1956-57)

21,eh,l,bcl,1,
cbn/4321, t, 2
hp, vc, cb

SS

HUGGLER, JOHN

4030/4430, t, p, Pet
hp

Music in Two Parts

KALLSTENIUS, EDWIN Suite

3232/2231, t,
p(2), pno

ACA/STI

KARLINS, M.
WILLIAM

Concert Music No.
Ill for Woodwinds,
Brass, Percussion
and Piano

3(pic)23(bcl,
cbcl)2(cbn)/2
to 4,231, p(2),
pno

ACA/Media
Press (1970)

LE GRAND, ROBERT

Symphonie Maritime

2222/4231, t,
p, hp

EdS

ROPARTZ, GUY

La Cloche des
Morts, Paysage
Breton

2222/2431, 3
t, p, hp

EdS

Nineteen Mixed Winds
0
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Nineteen Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumentati on

Publisher

CARLSEN, CARSTEN

Suite No. 1

3222/4231, t, p

TON

GOULD, MORTON

Salutations (Suite) 3(3 pic)032/
(Tribute to David
4331, t, p(2),
Sarnoff)
eel, hp

Cha

HALFFTER,
CHRISTOBAL

Lineas y Puntos

3(pic,afl)230/
4331, tape

TP(rent)LIE

KELLY, ROBERT

Symphony No. 3
(Emancipation),
Op. 39a (1961)

2222/4331, t,
P(2)

ACA

MELCHERS, HENDRIK

Elegy for
Orchestra

2322/4231, t,
p(2), hp

STI"

MICHALSKY, DONAL

Concertino for
Winds and
Percussion (1964)

chamber winds
(19), p(2)

Composer,
Calif. State
Univ., 800 N.
State College
St., Fullerton 92631

OSTREICH, CARL

Symphony fur
Blasinstrumente
(c. 1830-1835)

124(E-flat),1/4
klappenhn,230,
serp, p

WIN

RILEY, DENNIS

The Dragonslayer
Comes Down from
the Mountain

2,pic,2,E-flat
cl,bcl,0,a,t,
bsax/2221,bar
p(5), pno

CMPLS

STRAESSER, JOEP

Enclosures for
Winds and
Percussion (1970)

3333/2221, p

SD/Pet

Twenty Mixed Winds
Composer
HEIDER, WERNER

Title
da sein

Instrumentation

Publisher

32(eh)2(bcl)
2/4331

Pet
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Twenty Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer
BROEGE, TIMOTHY

Title
Sinfonia III

Instrumentation

Publisher

2(pic)23,bcl,2/ Composer, 612
2,3Ctpt,3,btrb, Rankin Rd.,
1, p(3), pno, cb Brielle, N. J
08730

Twenty-one Mixed Winds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

BON, MAARTEN

Free or Not (1972)

2(pic)2(eh)3(E- SD/Pet
flat,bcl)3(cbn),
ssax in F,tsaz/
4221

GRAINGER, PERCY

Hill Song No. 1
(1902)

chamber winds

UE

(21)

Twenty-one Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

CHRISTOU, JANI

Six Songs by
T. S. Eliot

3232/4331, t,
P

TP(rent)

DE GAYSTNE,
SERGE

Atala

02,pic,eh,33/
3431, t, p

E-V

HINDEMITH, PAUL

Konzertmusik,
Op. 41 (1927)

l(pic)13,E--flat
cl/2Fhn,2B-flat
hn,3,2flhn,32,
bar,sndr,bdr

SS/B-M

ILLIASHENKO, A.

Trois Complaintes
Populaires Russes
(1928)

3323/4231, t, p

EdS
(1928)
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KETTERBORN, RUDOLF Miroirs (1966)

2,pic,2,eh,2bcl, B&B/AMP(rent)
2/3331, t, tri,
vib, xyl, pno,
hp, cb

KROMMER, FRANZ

Partita

1043,cbn/44,2
cor(piston),20,
sndr, bd

LO PRESTI, RONALD

Suite for Winds

0,pic,223,bcl,0, Composer,
2asax/2331,bar, Ariz. State
p(6)
Univ., Tempe
85281

SPAETH, ANDRE

Greetings from Afar 2,pic,23,E-flat
cl,2/4330, p,
ophi

WIN

TOCH, ERNST

Spiel fur
Blasorchester,
Op. 39 (1931)

SS/B-M(rent)

2151/4431, p

WIN

Twenty-two Mixed Winds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

BRANT, HENRY

Labyri nth

4444/4101

CF(rent)

MIRQGLIO, FRANCIS

Masques for Winds

I. 1111/1211
II. 1111/1000
III. 0000/1211
IV. 3 or more
different wind
instruments

UE

Twenty-two Mixed Winds Plus Percussion,
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

FOX, FRED

BEC - 1

404,2bcl,1
4331, p(3)

MCA

MILLER, EDWARD

La Mi La Sol

3141,3sax/2331,
bar, p(3)

ACA
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RATHAUS, KAROL

Intermezzo giocoso
from Sinfonia Concertante, Op. 68

2,pic,22,bcl
2,cbn/4331, p

B&M

Twenty-three Mixed Winds
Composer

Title

Instrumentation

Publisher

HARTLEY, WALTER

Concerto for 23
Winds (1957)

3(pic)3(eh)33
(cbn)/4331

Pry/Roc(rent)

SMIT, SYTZE

Beste Toby

2,pic,22,E-flat
cl,bcl,3,cbn,
ssax/421,btrb,l

SD/Pet

STRAVINSKY, IGOR

Symphonies of Wind
Instruments (1920,
rev. 1947)

32,eh,32,cbn/

B&H(1952)

TCIMPIDIS, DAVID

Five Carousel
Pieces for Chamber
Wind Band (1962)

2(2pic)13,bcl,
l,2a,t,bsax0/
3331,bar

CMPLS

Wind Ensemble
Composer

Title

AUSTIN, LARRY

Instrumentation

Publisher

Fanfare and
Procession

wind ensemble

Composer,
Univ. South
Fla., Tampa
33606

BAKER, CLAUDE

Capriccio

wind ensemble

Composer

BARRAQUE, JEAN

Au Del a Du Hasard

wind ensemble

BB

BENES, BEDRICH

Gavotte

wind ensemble

CzM

BENSON, WARREN

Ceremonial Music

wind ensemble

CF(rent)

Juniperus Suite

wind ensemble

CF(rent)

Night Song
The Leaves Are
Falling

• wind ensemble
wind ensemble

MCA
CF(rent)
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BENSON, WARREN
(Con't.)

The Mask of Night

wind ensemble

CF(rent)

BRANT, HENRY

Signs and Alarms

wind ensemble

CF(rent)

CHVALOVSKY, KAREL

The Grass.So Green

wind ensemble

CzM

CONSTANT, MARIUS

Traits

wind ensemble
(6 to 25)

EdS

CROLEY, RANDALL

Son of My Youth
(1968)

wind ensemble

At!i n

DEL PRINCIPE,
JOSEPH

Lyric Pieces for
Wind Octet

wind ensemble

See

DIEMENTE, EDWARD

Hosanna III

wind ensemble
See
(variable
instrumentation)

DOWNS, LAMONT

Sinfonia for Winds

wind ensemble

Composer, 733
Univ. Ave.,
Rochester,
N. Y. 14450

FADRHONS, JAN

In the Fairy-Tale
Night, Intermezzo
(1953)

wind ensemble

AMP

FOX, FRED

BEC - 1

wind ensemble

MCA

FRANCHETTI, ARNOLD Three Italian
Masques (1959)

wind ensemble

Hartford
College,
Hartford,
Conn. 06117

FRIED, GEZA

Vier Schetsen

wind ensemble

SD/Pet

GERHARDT, PAUL

Fantasie "Ein
feste Burg"

wind ensemble

Leu

GIURANNA

Episodi

wind ensemble

B-M(Ric)

HARTLEY, WALTER

Sinfonia No. 4

wind ensemble

MCA/B-M

HEMEL, OSCAR VAN

Drieluk

wind ensemble

MM

HUMMEL, BERTOLD

Sinfonietta fur
Grosses Blasorchestra Q.970)

wind ensemble

SS
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HURT, JAROSLAV

Ten Studies for
Wind Orchestra
(1962)

wind ensemble

CzM

INGHELBRECHT,
DESIRE EMILE

La Nursery

wind ensemble

EdS

KAGEL, MAURICIO

Mimetrics (for one
or more keyed
instruments)

wind ensemble

UE

KALACH, JOSEF

Furiant, Czech
Dance from the
Dance Suite "In
the Limelight"

wind ensemble

CzM

KASKA, RICHARD

Czech Dances for
wind ensemble
Small Wind Orchestra

CzM

KINCL, ANTONIN

Music-Hall Overture wind ensemble

CzM

KROMMER, FRANZ

Symphony

wind ensemble

B-M/Ric

LIJNSCHOOTEN,
HENK VAN

Netherlands Suite

wind ensemble

SD/Pet

LOGOTHETIS,
ANESTIS

Dynapolis
Musical Graphic

wind ensemble
UE
(variable
instrumentation)

Labyrinthos

wind ensemble
UE
(variable
instrumentation)

MACERO, TEO

Areas

wind ensemble

PU

MATEJ, JOZKA

Dance for Small
Wind Orchestra

wind ensemble

CzM

MESTRES-QUADRENY,
JOSEP MARIA

Aronada (1972)

wind ensemble
See
(variable
instrumentation)

MEYEROWITZ, JAN

Three Comments on
War (1965)

wind ensemble

CF(rent)

MIASKOVSKY,
NIKOLAI

Symphony No. 19 in
E-flat, Op. 46
(1939)

wind ensemble

CF
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PIHLAJAMAA, LASSE

Dance of the Winds

wind ensemble

PYLE, FRANCIS J.

Theme and Dialogues wind ensemble

Composer, 1535
44th St., Des
Moines, Iowa
503011

REYNOLDS, ROGER

Blind Men

wind ensemble

Pet

RICE, WILLIAM

Concerto for Winds
and Percussion

wind ensemble

Composer,
Harvard Univ.,
Cambridge,
Mass. 02138

ROGERS, BERNARD

Pictures from the
Tale of Aladdin

wind ensemble

Pet

SCHWARTS, CHARLES

Comments

wind ensemble

CF

SEREBRIEF, JOSE

Doce Per Doce

wind ensemble

Pet

SURINACH, CARLOS

Paeans and Dances
of Heathen Iberia

wind ensemble

Pet(rent)

UHLIR, JAN

The Dance "Kvapik"
for Wind Orchestra

wind ensemble

CzM

Romance for Wind
Orchestra

wind ensemble

CzM

VACEK, KAREL
VACLAV

Rhapsody

wind ensemble

CzM

VELAZQUEZ,
LEONARDO

Variations for
Woodwinds, Brass
and Percussion

wind-ensemble

Pet(1962)

TEOSTO

Wind Ensemble Plus Percussion
Keyboard, Strings, or Tape~
Composer
BACH, SVEN-ERICK

Title
Arkitektur-60

BEVERSDORF, THOMAS Symphony for Winds
and Percussion

Instrumentation

Publisher

wind ensemble, p STI
wind ensemble, p SM
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BLACKBURN, MAURICE Concertino for
Piano and Winds

wind ensemble,
pno

CMA

BOTTJEj WILL GAY

Metaphors (1971)

wind ensemble,
tape

MCA

CONSTANT, MARIUS

Erik Suite: Messe
des Pauvres

wind ensemble,
vn, vc

EdS

FRANCHETTI, ARNOLD Chimaera for Cello
and Wind Ensemble

wind ensemble,
vc

Hartt
College,
Hartford,
Conn. 06117

HARTLEY, WALTER

Rondo for Winds
and Percussion

wind ensemble,
P

Interlochen
Press, Natl.
Music Camp,
Interlochen,
Mich. 49643

HARTMAN, KARL
AMADEUS

Symphonie Concertante, No. 5

wind ensemble,
Sch
celli and basses

MIEREANU, COSTIN

Dans la Nuit des
Temps

NELHYBEL, VACLAV

wind ensemble
(variable
.instrumenta
tion), tape

EdS

Polymorphic
5x7

wind ensemble
(variable
instrumenta
tion), 2 tapes

EdS

Concerto
Spirituoso (1958)

wind ensemble,
P

B-M/FrC
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Publishers' Key
Publishers' abbreviations are listed alphabetically. United
States distributors and agents for international publishers or distri
butors are shown in parentheses after the publisher's name. If "com
poser" is used, contact the composer through the American Society of
Composers and Publishers (A. S. C. A. P.), One Lincoln Plaza, New York,
N.Y., 10023.
ABA
ACA
A. Glas
A1B
ALe
Als
AMC
AME
AMP
Andraud
AP
Art
Atln
AU
BA-Nor
BB
B&B
Be
B&H

Anton Bohm and Sohn, Lange Gasse 26, 89 Augsburg 2, Germany
American Composers Alliance, 170 West 74th Street, New York,
N.Y. 10023
A. Glas, 1 Berlin 45 (Lichterfelde) Promenadenstrasse, 11,
Berlin, Germany
Alexander Broude, Inc., 225 West 57th Street, New York,
N.Y. 10019
Alphonse Leduc, 175, rue Saint-Honore, Paris, France
G. Alsbach and Co., Leidsegtacht 11, Amsterdam, Holland
(Pet)
American Music Center, Inc. 250 West 57th Street, New York,
N.Y. 10019
American Music Edition, 263 East 7th Street, New York, N.Y.
10009 (JB)
Associated Music Publishers, Inc., 866 Third Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10022
Albert J. Andraud Wind Instrument Library c/o Southern
Music Co., 1100 Broadway, Box 329, San Antonio, Texas
87206
Ars Polona, Krakowskie Przedmiescie 7, Warsaw, Poland
Artia, Ve Smeckach 30, Praha 1, Czechoslovakia (B&H)
Atlantic Music Supply, 152 West 42nd Street, Suite 536,
New York, N.Y. 10036
Address unknown
Baxter-Northrup Music Co., 13606 Ventura Boulevard, Sherman
Oaks, Ca. 91403
Broude Brothers, 56 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y.
10030
Bote and Bock, Hardenbegstrasse 9a, 1 Berlin 12 Germany (AMP)
M. P. Belaieff, Kronprinzeustrasse 26, Bonn, Germany (Pet)
Belwin (see B-M)
Boosey and Hawkes
Purchase: Box 130, Oceanside, N.Y. 11572
Rental: 30 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
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Bil
BM
B-M
B&N
BrH
Can
Cap
CAPAC
CF
CFV
CGm
Cha
Che
CHF
CMPLS
CoA
CoF
CoGB
Composer
Con
Cor
Cre
Cur
CzM
Dur

Billaudot Editions Musicales, 14, rue de 1'Echiquier,
Paris lOe, France (TP)
Boston Music Co., 116 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 02116
(Frank)
Belwin-Mills Publishing Corporation
Purchase: 25 Deshon Drive, Mellville, N.Y. 11746
Rental: 16 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10023
Barenreiter and Neuwe.rk, Heinrich-Schutz-Allee 29, 500
Kassel-Wilhelmshohe, Germany (Sch)
Joseph Booninjsee JB)
Breitkopf and Hartel, Wal kmiihlstrasse 52, D 6200 Wiesbaden
1, Germany (AMP)
Canadian Music Centre, 1263 Bay Street, Toronto, Canada M5R
2C1
Canyon Press, Box 1235, Cincinnati, Ohio 45201 (JB)
Composers, Authors and Publishers Association of Canada,
1263 Bay Street, Toronto, Canada
Carl Fisher, Inc., 62 Cooper Square, New York, N.Y. 10003
Chr. Friedrich Vieweg, Limonestrasse 10, Berlin 45,
Germany (Pet)
Carl Gehrmans Musikforlag, Vasagatan 46, Box 505, 101
Stockholm 1, Sweden (B&H)
Chappell and Co., Inc., 47-55 58th Street, Woodside, N.Y.
11377
J. and W. Chester Ltd., Eagle Court, London EC!, England
(Sch)
Cesky Hudebni Fond, Ustredni archiv, Parizska 13, Praha
1, Czech.
Contemporary Music Project Library Service, MENC Historical
Center, McKeldin Library, University of Maryland, College
Park, Md. 20742
Composers' Autograph Publications, Box 671, Hamilton,
Ohio 45012
Composers' Facsimile Edition, 170 West 74th Street, New York
N.Y. 10023
Composers' Guild of Great Britain, 10 Stratford Place,
London W. 1, England
American Society of Composers and Publishers (A.S.C.A.P.)
One Lincoln Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10023
Concordia Publishing House, 2558 South Jefferson Avenue,
St. Louis, Mo. 63118
Cor Publishing Co., 67 Bell Place, Massapequa, N.Y.
11758
Crescendo Music Sales, Box 395, Naperville, 111. 60540
J. Curwen and Sons Ltd., 29 Madison Lane, London W.C. 2,
England (Sch)
Czech Music Foundation, 118 00 Prague 1, Besedni 3, Czech.
Editions Durand and Cie, 4 Place de la Madeleine, 4 Paris
8e, France (E-V)
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EBM

Edward B. Marks Music Corp. 1790 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
10019 (B-M)
Ech
Editions Choudens, 38, rue Jean Mermoz, Paris 8e, France
(Pet)
ECK
E. C. Kerby, Ltd., 198 Davenport Road, Toronto 5, Ontario,
Canada (JB)
ECS
E. C. Shirmer Music Co., 112 South Street, Boston, Mass.
02111
EdK
Edwin F. Kalmus, Box 1007, Opa Locka, Fla. 33054
EdL
Editions de L'Oiseau-Lyre, Les Ramparts, Monaco
EdS
Editions Salabert, 22 Rue Chauchat, Paris 93, France/or
575 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
Eds Fran Editions Fransaises de Musique, 116 Avenue du President
Kennedy, Paris 16e, France
EdT
Edition Tonos, Ahastrasse 7-9, 6100 Darmstadt, Germany/
or P.O. Box 199, Coldwater, Mich. 49036 (JB)
EK
Edition Kneusslin, Amselstrasse 43, Basel 24, Switz. (Pet)
Henri Elkan (see HeE)
EMB
Editio Musica Budapest, Pf. 322, Budapest 5, Hungary (B&H)
EME
Editions .Max Eschig, 48, rue de Rome, Paris 8e, France (AMP)
EMF
Eriks Musikhandel and Forlag AB, Karlavagen 40, Stockholm,
Sweden
EMo
Edition Modern, Franz Joseph Strasse 2, 8 Munich, Germany
EMT
Editions Musicales Transatlantiques, 14, Avenue Hoche,
Paris 8e, France (TP)
EMU
Editura Muzicala, Compozitorilor Din R.P.R., Bucharest,
Rumania
Ens
Ensemble Publications, Inc., Box 98, Bidwell Station,
Buffalo, N.Y. 14222
ES
Editio Supraphon, Palackeho 1, Praha, Czech. (Frank)
ESM
Eastman School of Music, Sibley Library, University of
Rochester, Rochester, N.Y. 14604
ESZ
Edizioni Suvini Zerboni, Corso Europa 5/7, Milan, Italy
(B-M)
E-V
Elkan-Vogel Co., Inc., c/o Theodore Presser, Presser
Place, Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010
Fab
Faber Music Ltd., 38 Russell Square, London WC1B5DA,
England (Sch)
Fer
Fereol Publications, Box 6007, Alexandria, Va. 22306
Fleisher The Edwin A. Fleisher Collection of Orchestral Music, c/o
The Free Library of Philadelphia, Logan Square, Philadel
phia, Pa. 19107
Sam Fox (see SF)
Franck
Frank Music Corp., 116 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 02110
FrC
Franco Colombo Publications, Melville, N.Y. (B-M)
FrH
Friedrich Hofmeister-Verlag, Ubierstrasse 20, 6238 Hofheim
am Taunus, Germany (AMP)
G. Alsbach (see Als)
Gal
Galliard Ltd., Queen Anne's Road, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk,
England (GaM)
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GaM
Gen
GFB
Har
Ham
Hanssler

Galaxy Music Corp., 2121 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10023
General Music Publishing Co., Inc., Box 267, Hastingson-Hudson, New York, N.Y. 10706 (Frank)
George F. Briegel, Inc., 4 Summit Court, Flushing, N.Y.
11355
(see A. Glas)
T. B. Harms Co., 200 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
Hamelle and Cie., 24, Boulevard Melesherbes, Paris 8e, France
Hansen (see WH)
c/o C.F. Peters Corp., 373 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y.
10016

HE
HeE
Hei
Heu
HLe
HMP

Hinrichsen Edition, Ltd., 10 Baches Street, London, England
(Pet)
Henri Elkan Music Publishers, 1316 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107
Heinrichshofen Verlag, Liebigstrasse 5, Wilhelmshaven,
Germany (Pet)
Heugel and Cie., 2 bis, Rue Vivienne, Paris, France (TP)
Henry Lemoine and Cie., 17 rue Pi galle, Paris 9e, France
(E-V)
Hargail Music Press, 28 West 38th Street, New York, N.Y.
10018

HSM
Hummel
Int
JB
Job
JoW
Kahnt
Kis
KPM
LC
LDo
Leu

H. Litolff's (see Lit)
Hans Sikorski Musikverlag, Johnsalle 23, 2 Hamburg 13,
Germany (FrC)
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